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Chapter 1
About this Guide

This chapter includes the following sections:
l

Scope on page 19

l

Typical Campus Deployment with Redundancy on page 19

l

Aruba Campus Logical Architecture on page 20

Scope
The validated reference design (VRD) series focuses on particular aspects of Aruba technologies and
deployment models.
Together the guides provide a structured framework to understand and deploy Aruba Wireless Local Area
Networks (WLANs). The VRD series has four types of guides:
l

Foundation: These guides explain the core technologies of an Aruba WLAN. The guides also describe
different aspects of planning, operation, and troubleshooting deployments.

l

Base Designs: These guides describe the most common deployment models, recommendations, and
configurations.

l

Application: These guides build on the base designs. These guides deliver specific information that is
relevant to deploying particular applications such as voice, video, or outdoor campus extension.

l

Specialty Deployments: These guides involve deployments in conditions that differ significantly from the
common base design deployment models, such as high-density WLAN deployments.

Figure 1 Aruba Reference Architectures

Specialty
Deployments

Applications

Base Designs
Foundation

This VRD covers the deployment of Aruba WLAN in a typical campus network, and it is considered part of the
Base Designs within the VRD core technologies series. This guide covers the design recommendations for a
campus deployment and it explains the various configurations needed to implement the Aruba secure, highperformance, multimedia grade WLAN solution in large campuses.

Typical Campus Deployment with Redundancy
An Aruba corporate campus encompasses two master controllers (MC) and all of the network services in the
data center. The campus also includes distribution to corporate clients on the campus with a pair of local
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controllers (LC). A fire walled demilitarized zone (DMZ) holds an additional set of master controllers (DMZ-MC)
and services meant to deliver Wi-Fi to a separate domain of guest clients. As a whole, the topology makes use of
guest traffic isolation, various redundancies, and master-local configuration.
Figure 2 Campus Deployment with Redundancy
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Aruba Campus Logical Architecture
Aruba WLAN has a logical four-tier operating model that consists of these four layers:
Management - The management layer consists of AirWave®. AirWave provides a single point of management
for the WLAN, including reporting, heat maps, centralized configuration, and troubleshooting.
Network services - The network services layer consists of master mobility controllers and Amigopod.
Amigopod provides secure and flexible visitor management services. The master controllers provide a control
plane for the Aruba WLAN that spans the physical geography of the wired network. The control plane does not
directly deal with user traffic or access points (APs). Instead the control plane provides services such as
whitelist coordination, valid AP lists, Control Plane Security (CPSec) certificates, Radio Frequency Protect
(RFProtect™) coordination, and Remote Authentication Dial-In User Service (RADIUS) or authentication,
authorization, and accounting (AAA) proxy.
Aggregation - The aggregation layer is the interconnect point where the AP, air monitor (AM), and spectrum
monitor (SM) traffic aggregates. This layer provides a logical point for enforcement of roles and policies on
centralized traffic that enters or exits the enterprise LAN.
Network access - The network access layer is comprised of APs, AMs, and SMs that work together with the
aggregation layer controllers to overlay the Aruba WLAN.
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Figure 3 Aruba Campus Logical Architecture
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Chapter 2
Requirements and Planning

This chapter includes the following sections:
l

What is a Campus? on page 22

l

Planning and Design on page 25

l

RF Design AP Placement and Installation on page 33

What is a Campus?
A campus is any contiguous space such as a warehouse, enterprise office, school, hospital, or stadium. These
can be a campus in the context of Wi-Fi deployment. However, we will further narrow down to certain type of
network for the scope of this VRD.
Campus Wi-Fi networks can be divided into two categories: Coverage Based Networks and Capacity Based
Networks - Arriving at the Campus Network Definition.

Coverage Based Networks
Wi-Fi networks that need to extend over a large area to provide Wi-Fi connectivity, such as warehouses,
manufacturing facilities, and mesh networks, can be categorized as the coverage based networks. They usually
see a sparse density of Wi-Fi devices connecting to the network, however, coverage over a larger area is
desired over high capacity. Traffic that is hauled over such deployments is usually limited to beep and scan type
of hand held devices, point of sale machines, and so on.

Capacity Based Networks - Arriving at the Campus Network Definition
Wi-Fi networks that expect a dense wireless client presence looking to connect over the wireless network are
typically capacity based networks.
How do we define density? For this purpose, we further breakdown capacity-based networks into:
l

High Density (HD) Networks

l

Very High Density (VHD) Networks

The following sections show various examples of what venues fall under HD and VHD networks.
The scope of this document is HD Networks. For the sake of simplicity, High Density environments will be deemed as a
Campus.
A VHD environment is typically a Large Public Venue (LPV).

Campus Wireless Networks (6.x)
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Types of Environments - Capacity Based Networks
Below are some examples of environments that fall under HD and VHD networks.
Figure 4 High Density Networks

Figure 5 Very High Density Networks
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Type of Environment
This is step zero in your planning phase. This phase decides whether you proceed to use the High-Density
Wireless Networks for Auditoriums VRD. Before we move on to Planning and Design on page 25, it is
important to arrive at the conclusion whether the target venue is a HD or VHD type of environment. Please refer
to the examples of HD and VHD environments in Types of Environments - Capacity Based Networks on page 23.
If the target venue for the deployment is much bigger than the HD previously mentioned types, and expected to
see very large numbers of client devices like in a large convention or stadium, the Very High-Density 802.11ac
Networks VRD applies to your case.
This Campus Wireless Networks (6.x) VRD should not be used as a reference for such large venues.
Conversely, the Very High-Density 802.11ac Networks VRD should not be used as a reference for High
Density campus deployments.
VHD deployments require certain considerations that are specific to such large public venues. Very high density
venues, conference halls, auditoriums, large public venues (LPV), and airports, involve certain deployment
principles that vary significantly from a high-density deployment.
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Planning and Design
Wi-Fi has become a necessity and it falls at the center of mobility. With the explosion of Internet connected
devices, Wi-Fi is not only a must have, but also expected to sustain the growing number of Wi-Fi devices. Every
individual, whether in a corporate environment, schools, or hospitals carries an average of two Wi-Fi capable
devices. This requires careful planning and design of WLAN deployment. This Campus Wireless Networks (6.x)
VRD provides guidelines for High Density Campus deployments.
This section includes the following topics:
l

Key Design and Requirement Questions on page 25

l

What Type of Applications will WLAN Support? on page 26

l

What Type of Wi-Fi Device Mix (1SS, 2SS, 3, or 4SS and/or MU-MIMO) do you expect? on page 27

l

AP Comparison for Decision Making on page 28

l

What Type of Wired Access Switches Do You Need? on page 29

l

How Many Devices Do You Expect to Support? on page 30

l

WLAN Controller Model + WLAN Dimensioning on page 31

l

WLAN Dimensioning - Number of Controllers Required on page 31

l

Do you need Air Monitoring Capabilities? on page 32

Key Design and Requirement Questions
In this phase of Planning we are going to take a wizard like approach to arriving at some key decisions
pertaining to the HD Campus deployment.
In the previous sections you already answered whether your target deployment is HD or VHD?
If you conclude your deployment is VHD, please refer to: http://community.arubanetworks.com/t5/ValidatedReference-Design/Very-High-Density-802-11ac-Networks-Validated-Reference-Design/ta-p/230891.
Five key questions IT administrators should start off by asking:
1. What type of applications do you expect to run?
l

This helps you answer some key AP placement design questions, Inter-AP distance.

l

What type of AP?

l

Helps you identify what other WLAN optimization parameters need to be configured.

2. What type of Wi-Fi device mix (1SS, 2SS, 3 or 4SS and/or multi-user multiple input, multiple output
(MU-MIMO)) do you expect?
l

Helps in AP model selection. Some AP models are 11ac 3x3:3, while others are 11ac Wave2 4x4:3 MUMIMO or 4x4:4 SU-MIMO.

l

Highest end AP33x has 2.5Gbps Smart Rate port, while the AP31x has 1xGE port.

3. What type of wired access switches will I need?
l

Helps in identifying what wired switches are to be used in terms of Data Rate and PoE capabilities.

l

AP33x if used, requires you to use HPE Aruba Smart Rate switches 3810. 3at POE+ power would be
necessary to power the 33x.

l

Wired switches need to support LACP port aggregation in case AP32x is used (to support hauling upwards
of 1Gbps of traffic).

4. What is the number of devices you expect your WLAN to support by the end of the service life cycle?
l

Helps arrive at AP count.

l

In turn helps arrive at the controller model to be used.
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5. Do you need added focus on wireless monitoring, Analytics or Locationing Intrusion Detection
System (IDS), or Intrusion Prevention System (IPS)?
l

Helps identify how many air monitors you may need.

l

What other RF features you may need to enable (for example, Hybrid Mode Spectrum Monitoring
supporting both WLAN and fast fourier transform (FFT) simultaneously).

In the following sections we look at each of our decision making points in more detail.

What Type of Applications will WLAN Support?
Voice and Video applications are very common in a campus deployment these days, be it education, enterprise,
or hospitals.
l

Facetime, Skype for Business, and the recent large scale adoption of Wi-Fi Calling.

This demands WLAN to be optimized for real time applications (how far apart the APs are placed, ensure good
AP density, good Wi-Fi client SNR, and seamless roaming).
As a first step towards that, APs must be placed not more than 50 feet apart, in a honeycomb structure.
l

Good Wi-Fi deployment should ensure Wi-Fi client signal to noise ratio (SNR) of 25dB or higher.

This ensures good density of APs for clients to roam without affecting real time application performance.
l

Exceptions may exist within a Campus, such as an indoor large meeting area or conference center. In that
case, those sections of the campus must be treated as VHD arenas and VHD deployment guidelines must be
used.

In addition to AP Placement, there are other features and/or parameters that we need to enable or tweak in order
to ensure good quality air and reduce RF Channel utilization by using various optimization configurations.
WLAN should be optimized for RF performance using various features such as adaptive radio management
(ARM), Client Match, WLAN Rate Optimization.
These are discussed in detail in later chapters. This section only provides a flow of the planning and decision making
process. RF optimization and WLAN Rate Optimization are two considerations when deciding the applications the Wi-Fi
network plans to support.

RF Optimization
l

ARM will help APs arrive at an optimum channel and power.

l

Client match helps steer dual-band capable clients to 5GHz*. In addition, it forces sticky-clients** to move to
better AP.

WLAN Rate Optimization
Encompasses various steps:
l

Mcast Rate optimization.

l

Drop Unknown BCMC from going out on Wireless, this saving valuable airtime.

l

Elect to use Dynamic multicast optimization to enhance multicast video quality and multicast traffic
performance over wireless in general.
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What Type of Wi-Fi Device Mix (1SS, 2SS, 3, or 4SS and/or MU-MIMO) do you expect?
1SS (phones and some laptops, tablets), 2SS (most laptops and larger tablets), and 3SS (laptops) capable devices
are fairly common in a campus environment.
Based on your most common expected device mix you can choose an AP model accordingly.
AP32x 11ac Wave 2 is the baseline recommendation for High Density deployments. Since that will support
devices all the way up to 4x4:4 capable wireless clients as well.
l

However, AP32x does not have a smart rate wired port, in which case you can still use the dual uplink
capability to support Max Tput around 2Gbps.

l

In addition AP32x supports 4x4:3 in MU-MIMO, 4x4:4 for SU-MIMO.

AP33x is shipping and supports 4x4:4 for MU-MIMO as well.
l

AP33x has 1x HPE Smart Rate Ethernet uplink port that supports upto 2.5Gbps.

We recommend visiting the below link for AP comparison. The AP comparison tool is an effective way to
compare AP capabilities side-by-side for up to 3 APs:
http://www.arubanetworks.com/products/networking/access-points/compare/#59240,29199,51516
AP31x is a cost effective choice that comes with 1x GE port (unlike the AP33x that comes with 1x 2.5Gbps
Smart Rate port).
l

If your HD campus deployment is not expected to haul more than 500-800Mbps traffic through 1 AP at any
given point in time, the AP31x could be well suited.

AP31x supports 4x4:4 MU-MIMO devices.
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AP Comparison for Decision Making
The choice of AP can differ from campus to campus.
It is imperative to take into account what wired uplink capabilities you may need. Below are some key
considerations provided as an example.
l

AP32x and AP22x (11ac wave1) support LACP port aggregation enabling for 2 Gbps of theoretical traffic
through AP.

l

AP31x on the other hand has a 1xGE port. However, it has the same RF functionality as the AP33x.

l

AP33x is the most powerful AP with 2.5 Gbps Smart Rate Uplink ethernet port on the AP.

Please follow the link below to use the AP comparison tool:
http://www.arubanetworks.com/products/networking/access-points/compare/#59240,29199,51516.
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What Type of Wired Access Switches Do You Need?
POE capability, Smart Rate support, and jumbo frame support are a few key considerations when choosing the
right wired access switch.
POE+ 3at or POE 3af capable switches are recommended.
POE+ 3at power supply is recommended for APs to operate with full feature set.
l

POE 3af power supply will work but with reduced feature set as stated below.

l

For AP32x and 33x USB Port disabled, Second Ethernet port disabled, 2.4GHz radio will operate in 1x1:1
mode.

l

The reduced functionality when using 3af may vary based on models. It is recommended to check the AP
specific data sheet.

Smart Rate Capable HPE switches are recommended when using AP33x, thus the AP uplink port can operate at
a 2.5Gbps rate
The wired access switch can used with LACP link aggregation in case of AP32x that does not come with
2.5Gbps Smart Rate port.
l

The wired uplink from these access switches to the HPE Aruba Controller should be a minimum 10G pipe.

l

Jumbo frame support should be supported end-to-end.

HPE-Aruba switches 29xx and 3810 are recommended. 2930F supports POE+ 3at.
While the HPE-Aruba 3810 switches come with 8 2.5Gbps Smart Rate ports, ideally use with the AP335 that
comes with 2.5Gbps Smart Rate port.
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How Many Devices Do You Expect to Support?
Here we will look at how to arrive at WLAN dimensioning, which helps arrive at a suitable controller model.
This section explains steps to arriving at the AP/User Count#.
AP/User count helps us arrive at a controller model to use, however, it is the Controller Redundancy that needs to define
how many controllers are required in an environment.

In an HD environment it is ideal to have between 40 to 60 clients per radio per AP.
It is key to arrive at the AP count based on how many clients you project your environment will have, by the end
of the service life-cycle.
l

1 User = 2.5 Wi-Fi Devices. Refer to the Very High-Density 802.11ac Networks VRD for more information.

l

For example, if you do not expect to refresh your network before three years, plan to add APs in a way that
can absorb the increased number of client devices before the next refresh.

Most clients are expected to join the 5Ghz radio (Aruba WLAN features ensure that). Hence, plan AP count
based on per radio usage. Refer to the Very High-Density 802.11ac Networks VRD for more information.

AP Count = 5 GHz Radio Count =

Associated Device Capacity (5 GHz)
Max Associations Per Radio

Associated Device Capacity would be the best possible estimate of expected guest clients to be supported +
employee client devices to be supported.
This estimate should account for an increase in device count over years, for example, acquisitions and adding more
employees.
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WLAN Controller Model + WLAN Dimensioning
Once you have an AP and User count, this helps arrive at the Controller Model to be used as your AP
termination controller.
In HD campus deployments, the most common controller recommendation is the 72xx series (7240 being the
highest capacity for very large campus, and 7205 being the small campus controller).
l

In addition to AP/User, Redundancy is the third factor in dimensioning WLAN.

l

We recommend visiting the controller comparison tool online at:
http://www.arubanetworks.com/products/networking/controllers/compare/
#19997,19987,19993.

For example, 7240 supports 1024 APs and 24,576 Users, while the 7205 supports 256 APs and 8,192 Users.

This is a basic peek into the User and AP capacity. There are other considerations such as Active Firewall
Sessions and Effective Firewall Throughput.
Simply put, ‘Platform Size >= Associated Device Capacity’, if expected user capacity is less than 32,000.
#Controller terminating AP could be a Local* or a Master**.
In smaller campuses, APs could terminate on a Master as well, in order to save overall cost.
For campus deployments that expect to have more than 48,000 users in one contiguous space (which is unlikely for HD
campus, this would typically be seen in Large Public Venues) Aruba recommends using a dedicated Master, and not
terminate any APs.

*Local controller and **Master controller concepts are explained in detail in later sections of this Campus
Wireless Networks (6.x) VRD.

WLAN Dimensioning - Number of Controllers Required
Please follow the link below to use the Controller Comparison Tool:
http://www.arubanetworks.com/products/networking/controllers/compare/#19997,19999,99240
Redundancy helps us decide how many controllers to use for a given number of APs and users.
l

When redundancy is desired, we recommend not to fully use the controller AP and User capacity.

l

Leave room for APs and Users to failover to the Standby Controller.

Typically one pair of the ‘chosen’ Local controllers is recommended for one contiguous Campus.
l

You would add more pairs as the AP and/or User count increases.

Dedicated master controllers are recommended when the user count is 48,000 or higher. Do not terminate APs
on the Master controller in that case.
The later sections on Redundancy and various controller modes will help better answer the question of how
many ‘AP terminating controllers’ you need based on your redundancy model.
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Do you need Air Monitoring Capabilities?
Dedicated Air Monitors may be desired by some customers for ALE, IDS, and IPS.
APs are constantly scanning as part of the ARM functionality, gathering data about neighboring APs, and
wireless clients.
l

AP can be operated in dedicated Air Monitor mode as well.

A dedicated Air Monitor can provide more updated data more frequently, which in turn helps Wireless Intrusion
Detection and Prevention decisions.
Cheaper or older AP models can be used as Air Monitors. It is recommended to have one Air Monitor per five
APs.
If Analytics and Location Engine (ALE) is desired for Analytics purposes, it is recommended to have 1 Air
Monitor per 3 APs, especially deployed along the periphery of the floor.
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RF Design AP Placement and Installation
This section includes the following topics:
l

RF Site Survey AP Placement on page 33

l

AP Placement – Sample Honeycomb on page 34

l

AP Mounting on page 35

l

RF Design - Channel and Power Planning on page 37

l

RF Design - Wi-Fi and Zigbee Co-existence on page 37

RF Site Survey AP Placement
In a green field deployment, a RF site survey is recommended in order to ensure coverage in all parts of the
Campus Floor.
l

Some parts of the campus may be identified as VHD, in which case VHD principles need to be applied to put
APs for that section.

Brownfield deployment - If a previous deployment was NOT Voice and Roaming optimized, for reasons such as
‘campus wasn’t all wireless and had wired phones only’, it is highly recommended to perform a fresh RF site
survey based on Voice and Roaming optimization.
l

Blindly replacing older APs with new APs and deploying Voice over Wi-Fi applications may result in poor
Voice quality.

At the time of Wi-Fi refresh, if significant structural changes have occurred from previous site survey, it is
recommended to redo a fresh RF site survey.
As mentioned in the previous section, Campus HD deployments require to be Voice and Roaming optimized.
That means placing APs 50 feet apart in a honeycomb structure.
Dedicated Air Monitors typically need to be placed in such a way that they can detect neighboring five APs with
a received signal strength indication (RSSI) of -65dBm. Air monitors can also be placed in areas where
additional monitoring is desired.
l

You may choose to NOT have one Air Monitor for every five APs; instead place AMs only where you require
extra ears to listen to the RF activity.

If ALE is desired for Analytics/Locationing, we recommend placing AMs along the periphery of the floor in order
to better capture client devices on the fringe. This helps in ALE miscalculating an ‘out-of-bound’ location for a
device.
Please refer to the ALE 2.0 Deployment and Troubleshooting Guide for additional tips on AP placement if ALE is desired
in your deployment.
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AP Placement – Sample Honeycomb
Figure 6 AP Placement - Sample Honeycomb
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AP Mounting
Indoor APs are typically deployed in one of two fashions: ceiling or wall mounted. Aruba recommends against
desk or cubicle mounts. These locations typically do not allow for a clear line-of-sight throughout the coverage
area, which in turn can reduce WLAN performance.

Ceiling Deployment
The majority of modern WLAN deployments are at the ceiling level. A ceiling deployment can occur at or below
the level of the ceiling material. In general, it is not recommended to mount APs above any type of ceiling
material, especially suspended or “false” ceilings. There are two good reasons for this. First, many ceiling tiles
contain materials or metallic backing that can greatly reduce signal quality. The second reason is that the space
above the ceiling is full of fixtures, air conditioning ducts, pipes, conduits, and other normal mechanical items.
These items directly obstruct signal and can harm the user experience.
Figure 7 Ceiling Mounted AP

Ceiling mounted AP is most common.
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Wall Deployment
Wall deployments are not as common as ceiling deployments, but are often found in hotels and dormitory rooms.
Walls are a common deployment location for large spaces such as lecture halls because reaching the ceiling is
difficult. Wall deployments may also be preferable in areas with a hard ceiling where cabling cannot be run.
Consider the antenna pattern before you deploy wall-mounted APs.
Figure 8 Wall Mounted AP

Wall mounted AP is recommended in places where ceiling is hard to reach.
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RF Design - Channel and Power Planning
Although this chapter touches upon certain aspects of RF design and AP Placement, it is highly recommended to
refer to the 802.11ac Deployment Guide for more in-depth insight into factors to be considered when deploying
11ac networks. The below VRD addresses some important topics such as: Replacing old 11n with 11ac and New
Improvements in 802.11ac Wave1 and now Wave2.
l

http://community.arubanetworks.com/t5/Validated-Reference-Design/Aruba-802-11ac-Networks/ta-p/242637

Plan to use 40MHz or 20 Mhz channel width on 5GHz, since that provides more channel separation between
APs, thus reducing co-channel interference. Go for 20MHz channel width, if you think your deployment is denser
and APs are 35 to 40 feet apart. 2.4GHz should always use channels 1,6, and 11 for maximum separation, and
operate on 20MHz.
Aruba recommends using ARM for dynamic channel and power assignment on radios. Refer to the 802.11ac VRD
for in-depth power assignment considerations. Simply put, 2.4GHz radios should operate at 6dB lower power
than its 5GHz counterpart radio.

RF Design - Wi-Fi and Zigbee Co-existence
Zigbee, although it operates on the same 2.4GHz frequencies as Wi-Fi, they are low energy and their
transmissions are infrequent.
l

Some zigbee devices may transmit at a higher power. Refer to the Zigbee device specification for RF Tx
Power specification.

Having said that, for the extra-careful RF planners and administrators, it is better to refer to Zigbee + Wi-Fi
Coexistence planning, where they recommend using Zigbee frequencies that fall away from the center
frequencies for channels 1, 6, and 11.
Additionally, with Client-Match enabled on our Wi-Fi, most clients will be steered to 5GHz, further reducing any
impact on 2.4 (if any).
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Chapter 3
Centralized WLAN Basic Concepts

This chapter includes the following sections:
l

Controllers Modes on page 38

l

Controller Functions on page 39

l

Access Points - Types and Forwarding Modes on page 40

l

Remote Access Points on page 44

l

Control Plane Security on page 48

l

Control Plane Security on page 48

l

Configuration Profiles and AP Groups on page 51

Controllers Modes
This section includes the following topics:
l

Master on page 39

l

Standby Master on page 39

l

Local on page 39

l

Branch Controllers on page 39

The Aruba Mobility Controllers could be deployed in Master or Local mode.
The Master Controller is the anchor controller of the WLAN domain, responsible for all global configuration. This
includes among others the ap groups, all the WLAN profiles, and the firewall roles and policies.
The Master controller exchanges management traffic and pushes the global configuration to all other controllers
(standby master and locals) via persistent IPsec tunnels.
The Master controller hosts several databases like the CPSec and Remote Access Point (RAP) whitelist, the
WLAN management system (WMS) database storing RF monitoring information, and so on.
Through the master-redundancy feature, the Standby Master controller is a backup master that remains in sync
with the Active Master as far as the global configuration and the various databases. Virtual Router Redundancy
Protocol (VRRP) is the redundancy protocol used, while a persistent Internet Protocol Security (IPsec) tunnel is
used for data synchronization.
The Master controller could terminate APs and user traffic while the Standby Master remains passive (no active
AP tunnels or users), until a failure of the active master takes place and the Standby Master steps in to take over
as an Active Master.
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Master
When in Master mode, the administrator typically configures the Master controller, that configuration eventually
gets pushed down to the Local controllers. AP Group, user-roles, RF profiles are few examples of configuration
done on the Master.
The Master Controller includes:
l

Centralized WLAN Configuration

l

Centralized Management and Monitoring

l

Centralized Whitelist database

l

Centralized Licensing server

l

Ability to terminate active AP tunnels and Wi-Fi user traffic

l

CPSec Trust Anchor

l

Instant APs use ‘controller-less’ architecture and is beyond the scope of this VRD

Standby Master
The Standby Master Controller includes:
l

Runs the Aruba master-redundancy feature

l

Passive backup VRRP Master Controller

l

No termination of active AP tunnels nor Wi-Fi user traffic

l

Databases synchronize with Active Master

Local
Configurations such as Virtual Local Area Network (VLAN), IP address, and other configurations that are specific
to the local controller; the Administrator configures High Availability (HA) on the Local controller directly.
Configurations like AP Group, User roles, and so on, are pushed from the Master controller.
As opposed to the Master controller, a Local controller takes initially local configuration (ports, VLANs, IP
addresses, name, Master Controller IP, and so on) and receives the global configuration from the Master through
a persistent IPsec tunnel.
The Local controller is the preferred controller to act as the APs tunnel termination point. As such, all Wi-Fi user
traffic flowing through the Generic Routing Encapsulation (GRE) tunnels is decrypted/encrypted, firewalled, and
switched/routed in and out of the local controller after a packet header conversion: 802.11 <-> 802.3.
The Local Controller includes:
l

Receives Global configuration from the Master Controller (MC)

l

Persistent IPsec tunnel with MC

l

AP tunnels termination end point

l

User authentication and traffic flow governed by firewall rules through user roles

Branch Controllers
The branch controller is a role reserved only for the 70xx hardware platforms and designed to be deployed in
small branch offices (with a maximum of 64 APs for the 7030) with minimal IT configuration through the Zero
Touch Provisioning (ZTP) feature. Additional features include WAN Compression and Bandwidth Contracts,
Policy Based Routing (PBR), and WAN Health Check.

Controller Functions
This section describes the controller functions, including:
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l

Standby Master Controller on page 40

l

AP Master Controller on page 40

l

LMS Controller on page 40

l

Backup LMS Controller on page 40

Standby Master Controller
The standby master controller runs the master-redundancy feature. It is a backup master that remains in sync
with the active master as far as the global configuration and the various databases. Virtual Router Redundancy
Protocol (VRRP) is the redundancy protocol used, while a persistent IPsec tunnel is used for data
synchronization.
The standby master remains passive (it has no active AP tunnels or users), until a failure of the active master
takes place. Then the standby master steps in to take over as an active master. Databases such as WMS, AP
whitelist, and Local-userdb sync with the active master. Note that the backup master can still run services like
Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP), Open Shortest Path First (OSPF), and Spanning Tree Protocol
(STP).

AP Master Controller
Before discussing the ap boot up process and master discovery, it is important to understand the meaning of ‘AP
master’ and not confuse it with the master controller role. An AP master could be any Aruba Mobility Controller
whether it is a master or a local. This is a controller the AP needs to discover its IP and establish a Proprietary
Access Protocol Interface (PAPI) (UDP 8211) communication with, in order to check and update its firmware
and receive its configuration on a per ap-group basis.

LMS Controller
The Local Management Switch (LMS) controller terminates one or multiple groups of APs and handles their
users' traffic. The final tunnel termination point is determined by the LMS IP option that is part of the
configuration downloaded by the AP. Therefore, the LMS IP option plays a major role in distributing the AP
tunnels and users load among multiple controllers in the WLAN domain.

Backup LMS Controller
The Backup-LMS IP is another option in the AP system profile used for redundancy purposes, in case the LMS
controller is no longer reachable.

Access Points - Types and Forwarding Modes
This section includes the following topics:
l

AP Types on page 40

l

Modes of Campus AP on page 42

l

Recommended Forwarding Modes for Campus on page 42

l

Forwarding Mode Differences Comparison on page 44

AP Types
Campus APs can be configured as:
l

AP mode (WLAN only)

l

Dedicated Air Monitors (AM) (Monitoring only)

l

Hybrid Mode (Spectrum Monitoring + WLAN)

l

Dedicated Spectrum Monitor
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Remote APs
l

There are purpose built Remote APs (RAPs)

l

Campus APs can be configured to be RAPs as well

l

RAPs are meant for remote access that provide secure wired and wireless access

Instant APs
l

There is a 3rd type of AP known as the Instant AP. Same AP models as the Campus AP are loaded with
special code that put them in Instant mode right out of factory

l

Instant APs use ‘controller-less’ architecture and is beyond the scope of this Campus VRD

Figure 9 Types and Modes of AP
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Modes of Campus AP
AP Mode
l

Select under the RF Radio configuration.

l

Puts the radio into WLAN only mode, serving clients.

l

Set per Radio.

AM/Spectrum Mode
l

Set AP radio to be a dedicated Air Monitor. WLAN is not served when in AM mode.

l

Both radios can be configured as AM.

l

Radio can also be configured as a Spectrum Monitor. Spectrum Monitor scans the entire frequency band as
against scanning only a particular channel. These are FFT scans. That differentiates Spectrum Monitor from
AM.

Hybrid Mode
l

Spectrum Monitoring can be enabled on a radio in AP mode. This puts the radio in Hybrid Mode.

l

Radio continues to serve WLAN, and FFT scans are performed at regular intervals.

l

FFT scans are media aware. Voice calls halt FFT scans.

Recommended Forwarding Modes for Campus
Figure 10 illustrates the tunnel forwarding mode.
Figure 10 Tunnel Forwarding Mode
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Figure 11 illustrates the decrypt tunnel forwarding mode.
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Figure 11 Decrypt Tunnel Forwarding Mode
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The advantage in both these modes is user VLANs do not have to be managed at the edge.
All user VLANs reside on the controller. In the future, when more user VLANs need to be added, they can be
added to the core switch where the mobility controllers uplink is connected. They need not be added to the edge
switch where APs are. These modes offer simplification of network design and flexibility of terminating users.
11ac and Tunnel Mode
The bulk of today's deployments utilize tunnel mode as the de-facto AP forwarding mode where the AP sends the
802.11 traffic back to the controller. In this mode the control and data traffic between the AP and the mobility
controller is encrypted.
Tunnel mode is our preferred mode of operation today. Tunnel mode of operation has historically worked very
well for Aruba customers, as up to now the majority of traffic fits in a ‘normal’ 1500 byte Ethernet frame and no
special handling is required on the wired network to achieve maximum aggregate performance. With the
increased aggregation with 11ac, the underlying network needs to be able to support end to end jumbo frames.
This means the network should support a maximum transmission unit (MTU) size of at least 4500 bytes and
above. Otherwise, the benefits of aggregation efficiency over the air will be lost due to fragmentation. Without
end to end jumbo frames on the wired network, 802.11ac networks take a significant performance hit of up to
30% in certain cases. Now that being said this hit on performance is noted only when the peak performance is
measured in technology demonstrations. For a production network, the day-to-day operations are unaffected
without jumbo frames turned on. In order to achieve high performance it is always recommended to enable
jumbo frames end-to-end
11ac and D-tunnel Mode
It is mandatory to enable ‘control-plane security’ between AP and Controller when using decrypt-tunnel (dtunnel) forwarding mode.
In this mode only the control traffic between the AP and the mobility controller is encrypted. The AP in this case
performs encryption/decryption in addition to being a bridge between the clients and the controller. The mobility
controller still acts as the aggregation point for terminating data traffic. This allows the AP-Client pair to take
full advantage of Aggregated-Media Access Control (MAC) Service Data Unit (A-MSDU) and Aggregated-MAC
Packet Data Unit (A-MPDU) aggregation on the WLAN radio side without requiring the wired network to
transport the jumbo frames due to the AP performing all assembly aggregation and de-aggregation locally. The
payload is then sent to the controller for firewall processing and L2/L3 forwarding.
D-tunnel mode is equivalent to tunnel mode with jumbo frames enabled. This is typically used for technology
demonstrations. It is important to keep in mind that the AP wireless chipset performs crypto for up to 50 clients,
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which is then offloaded to the AP hardware. Beyond 50 clients expect a minor hit on performance due to this
offload process.

Forwarding Mode Differences Comparison
This section compares the tunnel and decrypt tunnel modes.
Tunnel Mode
Tunnel mode requires End to End Jumbo Frame support on a wired switch due to increased aggregation with
11ac.
CPSec is not mandatory.
Decrypt Tunnel Mode
Decrypt tunnel mode allows an AP Client pair to take full advantage of A-MSDU/A-MPDU without requiring the
wired network to transport jumbo frames. AP performs decryption and de-aggregation on itself locally.
CPSec is mandatory, which involves cpsec whitelisting of APs.

Remote Access Points
Remote Access Points or RAPs are purpose built APs for remote access use-case. This section includes the
following topics:
l

Operation on page 45

l

Deployment on page 45

l

Remote Access Point - Forwarding Modes on page 46

Users who work from locations other than the organization’s primary campus, headquarters facility, or large
regional office are called “remote users.” Remote users typically work from home offices, small satellite offices,
medium-sized branch offices, or on the road from hotels, hot spots, or customer locations. Each of these remote
locations has different connectivity, capacity, and usage requirements.
In general, we can categorize the remote deployments as follows:
l

Fixed telecommuter deployment: a remote worker at home with a few devices

l

Micro branch office deployment: a branch office that can be served with a single AP and a few wired ports

l

Small and medium branch office deployment: a branch office with less than 250 devices

l

Large or regional branch office deployments: a branch office with 250 or more devices and with more
complex requirements than a traditional branch office

l

Mobile access: secure access to a single device, such as a laptop, by using a virtual private network (VPN)
client

IT organizations traditionally have served each category using a different remote network architecture.
For example, micro branches used a branch office router to interconnect an IP subnet at the remote site to the
corporate network core, while telecommuters with only a single PC or laptop could be served with a software
VPN client.
Branch office routers may have been acceptable when there were few mobile workers or mobile devices,
however, today’s proliferation of mobile devices and users renders them too costly and complex to be
satisfactory. Aruba remote network solutions blend the simplicity of a centralized network-based VPN with the
flexibility of sophisticated role-based access control to deliver a solution that is economical to deploy and easy
to support.
Remote AP offers a solution for remote corporate users working from home or remote branches. They get access
to the same corporate wireless network they would otherwise connect to, if they were at the main corporate
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office. Remote APs typically serve Fixed Telecommuter deployment: a remote worker at home with few devices.
They also serve Small Branch Office deployment: a branch that can be served with a single AP and few wired
ports.
Aruba offers purpose built RAPs and Campus APs:
l

Campus APs can be provisioned to be Remote APs

l

Purpose built RAPs come with additional wired ports that can be used for wired access

A separate VRD focused on Remote AP deployments is available. The Campus VRD touches upon basic
concepts of RAP.
The RAP VRD should be referred to for in-depth understanding and deployments.

Operation
Below is a summary of how the RAP connects to the Aruba Controller and starts serving WLAN at remote
locations.
Additional scenarios and details are covered under the RAP VRD.
1. A RAP initiates an IPsec connection to the specified fully qualified domain name (FQDN) or public IP
address of the controller in the DMZ over any public network. This connection is analogous to the VPN
connection initiated by a VPN client on a laptop or desktop to a VPN concentrator. However, for a RAP, there
is no single user to be authenticated. Instead, the RAP itself is authenticated on the controller either by using
a pre-provisioned user name and password on the RAP or by using certificates installed on the RAP. After the
RAP is authenticated, the controller assigns an inner IP address to the RAP and an IPsec tunnel is
established.
2. All configurations are centralized and uploaded to the RAP in real time. No remote configuration is required.
After RAP authentication is completed by the controller and the IPsec tunnel has been established, all
communication between the controller and the RAP occurs through this secure channel. This encrypted
tunnel is now used to download and upgrade the image on the RAP and then to push the RAP configuration
from the controller to the RAP. This configuration includes all security settings, firewall roles and policies,
wired port policies, and wireless LAN (WLAN) policies. This process is referred to as “bootstrapping” the
RAP.
3. After the RAP has bootstrapped successfully to a controller, the RAP applies the configuration it has received
to the wired ports and wireless interfaces. Users and devices can now connect to the wired ports and
wireless SSIDs configured on the RAP during the bootstrap process. The wired ports and RAPs can be
configured to provide role-based access Control

Deployment
In reference to the RAP deployment in Figure 12, RAP creates an IPsec tunnel to the controller in the DMZ.
Controller maintains a whitelist-db of RAPs allowed to connect to it.
The standard forwarding modes apply to RAP as well. Bridge, Split-tunnel, and Tunnel are the most common.
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Figure 12 Remote Access Deployment
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Remote Access Point - Forwarding Modes
This section includes the following topics:
l

Tunnel Mode on page 46

l

Split-Tunnel Mode on page 46

l

Bridge Mode on page 47

Tunnel Mode
In tunnel mode, all traffic is tunneled back to the corporate network. There is wireless encryption on the client
and controller; wired encryption on the RAP and controller. There is no access to local traffic (for example, a
printer, home desktop, and so on). This is no access from a split-user (except routed via corporate).
Figure 13 RAP Tunnel Mode
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Split-Tunnel Mode
Split tunnel mode is mostly used on RAPs. Tunnels certain traffic back to the controller via the IPsec tunnel
(defined in user-roles). Remote AP (RAP) is the prime use case for this mode. Campus AP deployment will not
use this mode on APs within campus.
Split tunnel mode allows non-corporate traffic to be bridged out locally to the Internet, saving bandwidth on
tunnel between the RAP and controller that is transporting corporate traffic.
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In split-tunnel mode, there is wireless (L2) encryption and decryption on the client and RAP.
Corporate traffic only gets tunneled to the controller in DMZ and corporate networks. GRE is encapsulated to
preserve VLAN tags. The tunnel is trusted and shared by all Virtual Access Point (VAP) and wired-ports in splittunnel forwarding mode. Encryption uses IPsec (RAP and controller).
Other traffic is locally routed. Local traffic source NATed (to enet0 address) and forwarded on wired interface
(uplink and downlink ports) according to user role and session access control list (ACL).
Figure 14 RAP Split Tunnel Mode
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Bridge Mode
Bridge mode is mainly used on RAPs and IAPs. In bridge mode, there is no access to corporate traffic. There is a
user traffic bridge to the local network on the AP uplink. Traffic is not sent to the controller.
User VLANs have to exist on the edge of the network. Authenticated traffic is tunneled to the controller. CPSec
is required. DHCP, Network Address Translation (NAT), and Port Address Translation (PAT) are provided by
RAP or an external router.
Use bridge so that non-corporate devices, like printers or family owned devices, go out to the Internet directly
via RAP uplink (similar to a home wireless router operation).
This mode is not recommended on Campus AP deployments, since fewer features are supported in Bridge Mode.
Figure 15 RAP Bridge Mode
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Control Plane Security
The Control Plane Security (CPSec) feature has two main goals:
1. Secure the control channel (PAPI) between Aruba Mobility Controllers and their attached APs.
2. Allow only authorized APs to connect to controllers and join the Aruba WLAN network.
The above goals are achieved in the following manner:
l

The control traffic (PAPI) is secured by a certificate based IPSEC tunnel in transport mode.

l

A CPSec whitelist database holds the list of APs authorized to connect to the Aruba controllers and join the
WLAN network.

Since Control Plane Security (CPSec) is enabled by default, upon boot up, the master controller certifies its local
controllers using its generated factory certificate. In turn, local controllers certify their APs (sign their factory
default certificates).
Once the APs are authorized through the CPSec whitelist (in ‘certified-factory-cert’ state), they initiate secure
PAPI (UDP 8209 inside ipsec) communication with the controller, sync their firmware, and download their
configuration.
Only PAPI communication is encrypted, while GRE tunnels remain in the clear (their Wi-Fi data would be encrypted in
tunnel mode if the service set identifier (SSID) opmode is not ‘Open’).
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This section includes the following topics:
l

Boot Process with CPSec on page 49

l

CPSec Tunnels on page 50

l

CPSec Cluster Root for Multiple Masters on page 51

Boot Process with CPSec
Figure 16 illustrates the steps in the campus AP boot process with CPSec.
Figure 16 Campus AP Boot Process with CPSec

The process includes the following steps:
1. The AP sends a DHCP Request.
2. The AP receives an IP address in the DHCP Response.
3. The AP determines the master controller IP address; this can be either a static or dynamic process. See
Centralized WLAN Basic Concepts on page 38 and Centralized WLAN Basic Concepts on page 38.
4. The AP establishes an IPsec tunnel with the controller.
5. The AP exchanges PAPI (UDP 8209) over the IPsec tunnel with the controller.
6. If required, the AP downloads firmware from the discovered AP master in case of a version mismatch.
7. The AP receives the configuration from the controller
8. The AP creates the GRE tunnel through which the user traffic flows.
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CPSec Tunnels
Figure 17 illustrates the AP tunnels setup with CPSec.
Figure 17 AP Tunnels Setup with CPSec

The tunnels setup process includes the following steps:
1. The AP sets up the IPsec tunnel with the controller.
2. The PAPI Control Traffic flows inside IPsec.
3. The GRE tunnels are set up in the clear.
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CPSec Cluster Root for Multiple Masters
Keeping the CPSec certificate trust hierarchy in mind, it is important in multi-master deployments to group
independent master controllers in a CPSec cluster with one master acting as the CPSec cluster root as
illustrated in Figure 18. The advantages are the following:
l

Independent masters’ CPSec whitelists remain in synchronization.

l

The CPSec cluster root acts as the certificate trust anchor for all controllers and APs.

l

All other masters are certified by that CPSec cluster root self-signed certificate.

l

APs could move from one master controller domain to another without re-certification.

We highly recommend that the CPSec cluster root have a backup master controller to safeguard the trust anchor
certificate and keys in case of failure of the trust anchor.

Figure 18 CPSec Cluster Root for Multiple Masters

Configuration Profiles and AP Groups
This section includes the following topics:
l

Configuration Profiles on page 51

l

AP Group on page 52

Configuration Profiles
Configuration profiles allow different aspects of the Aruba WLAN to be grouped into different configuration sets.
Each profile is essentially a partial configuration. SSID profiles, radio profiles, and AAA profiles are just some of
the available choices.
For more information about these profiles, refer to ArubaOS 6.x User Guide.
Figure 19 illustrates an overview of the profile structure and high-level overview of an AP group.
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Figure 19 Profile Structure of AP Group

AP Group
An AP group is a unique combination of configuration profiles. In general, all profiles can be assigned to an AP
group to create a complete configuration. This flexibility in configuration allows arbitrary groupings of APs such
as “All Headquarter APs”, “All Lobby APs”, or “All AMs”, with different configurations for each. Configuration
profiles provide flexibility and convenience to wireless network managers who create AP groups.
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Chapter 4
Policy Enforcement Firewall

This chapter includes the following sections:
l

Policy Enforcement Firewall on page 53

l

User Roles on page 53

l

When does a Role Get Applied? on page 54

l

How is a User Role Derived from Derivation Rules? on page 55

l

User and Server Role Derivation on page 56

l

ArubaVSAs on page 59

l

Summary – When do Derived Rules Get Applied on page 63

l

Valid-user ACL on page 72

l

Firewall ACE Entries on page 76

Policy Enforcement Firewall
Aruba integrates a stateful firewall – Policy Enforcement Firewall (PEF) into its wireless offering. Using PEF,
organizations can enforce network access policies that specify who may access the network, which areas of the
network they may access, and how much bandwidth they can have. Administrators can build a unified,
integrated system for network policy enforcement by leveraging PEF’s open interfaces to external services such
as content security appliances, policy engines like ClearPass, performance monitors, and
authentication/authorization servers.
A firewall policy is a set of access list rules that applies to traffic that passes through the Aruba controller. A
firewall policy identifies specific characteristics about a data packet passing through the Aruba controller and
takes some action based on that identification. In an Aruba controller, that action can be a firewall-type action
such as permitting or denying the packet, an administrative action such as logging the packet, or a quality of
service (QoS) action such as setting 802.1p bits or placing the packet into a priority queue. You can apply
firewall policies to user roles to give differential treatment to different users on the same network, or to physical
ports to apply the same policy to all traffic through the port.
The rules and policies are processed in a top-down fashion, so the position of a rule within a policy and the
position of a policy within a user-role determines the functionality of the user role. When you construct a role,
you must put the rules and policies in the proper order.

User Roles
Every client in an Aruba user-centric network is associated with a user role, which determines the client’s
network privileges, how often it must re-authenticate, and which bandwidth contracts are applicable. A policy is
a set of rules that applies to traffic that passes through the Aruba controller. You specify one or more policies for
a user role. Finally, you can assign a user role to clients before or after they authenticate to the system.
In other words, a user-role is a set of rights assigned to a user. The attributes that can be defined within those
rights fall various categories as explained in Figure 20.
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Figure 20 User Roles

When does a Role Get Applied?
As noted in the previous section, the user-role can be thought of as a set of policies, that define access rules,
VLAN the client needs to be assigned, bandwidth limitations to be applied on the client, and so on.
Figure 21 gives a snapshot of when a ‘role’ gets applied to a client (wireless or wired).
Figure 21 Applying a Role
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When a wired client connects to a wired port that is untrusted* on an Aruba controller, the controller looks up
what is known as a user-table.
If the user-table does not contain the MAC address of the wired client that just connected, a user-role is applied
to the client. Unless defined otherwise, all such wired users are placed in a default logon role.
If an ‘aaa profile’ is attached to such untrusted wired port, the user-role defined in the aaa profile is assigned to
the wired client. The AAA profile attached to a WLAN defines a role a client should be in before it authenticates,
and a role it should get assigned once it authenticates successfully.
Analogous to that, when a wireless client associates to the AP, it has to successfully authenticate first, in order
to get assigned the user-role, which defines a set of access rules for that client.
For a wireless client, the AAA profile attached to the Virtual AP# defines what user-role the wireless client
should be placed into, either in case of successful authentication or failed authentication.
*Untrusted port is defined as a port that does not let any traffic through unless the wired client is subjected to a
authentication process, following which it gets added to the desired user-role and allows traffic post authentication.
A logon role is a default role that is assigned to a wired or wireless client that has either failed to authenticate successfully,
or that happens to be the default role assigned in the aaa profile for that wired port, or in the wireless case, the SSID
assigned to a virtual ap profile.
#Virtual-AP - The Wireless LAN collection of profiles configure WLANs in the form of virtual AP profiles. A virtual AP
profile contains an SSID profile, which defines the WLAN, the high-throughput SSID profile, and an AAA profile that
defines the authentication for the WLAN.

How is a User Role Derived from Derivation Rules?
Figure 22 User Role Derived

Figure 22 above shows a snapshot of how a User Role is derived, using one of two main types of rules:
l

User Derived Rules

l

Server Derived Rules
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There is a certain order in which these rules get applied and one may precede the other. The below (in the same
order) is how a user-role is assigned.
A client is assigned a user role by one of several methods. A role assigned by one method may take precedence
over one assigned by a different method.
The methods of assigning user roles are, from lowest to highest precedence:
1. The initial user role or VLAN for unauthenticated clients is configured in the AAA profile for a virtual AP.
2. The user role can be derived from user attributes upon the client’s association with an AP (this is known as a
user-derived role). You can configure rules that assign a user role to clients that match a certain set of
criteria. For example, you can configure a rule to assign the role VoIP-Phone to any client that has a MAC
address that starts with bytes xx:yy:zz. User-derivation rules are executed before client authentication.
3. The user role can be the default user role configured for an authentication method, such as 802.1X or VPN.
For each authentication method, you can configure a default role for clients who are successfully
authenticated using that method.
4. The user role can be derived from attributes returned by the authentication server and certain client
attributes (this is known as a server-derived role). If the client is authenticated via an authentication server,
the user role for the client can be based on one or more attributes returned by the server during
authentication, or on client attributes such as SSID (even if the attribute is not returned by the server).
Server-derivation rules are executed after client authentication.
5. The user role can be derived from Aruba Vendor-Specific Attributes (VSA) for RADIUS server authentication.
A role derived from an Aruba VSA takes precedence over any other user roles.

User and Server Role Derivation
The following flowchart illustrates user and server role derivation.
Figure 23 User and Server Role Derivation

This section includes the following topics:
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l

Working with User-Derived VLANs and Roles on page 57

l

Working with Server-Derived Role on page 58

l

Server-Derivation Rules on page 58

Working with User-Derived VLANs and Roles
Attributes derived from the client’s association with an AP can be used to assign the client to a specific role or
VLAN, as user-derivation rules are executed before the client is authenticated.
You configure the user role or VLAN to be assigned to the client by specifying condition rules; when a condition
is met, the specified user role or VLAN is assigned to the client. You can specify more than one condition rule;
the order of rules is important as the first matching condition is applied. You can optionally add a description of
the user rule.
Table 1: Conditions for a User-Derived Role or VLAN
Rule Type
BSSID: Assign client to a role or VLAN based
upon the BSSID of AP to which client is
associating.

DHCP-Option: Assign client to a role or VLAN
based upon the DHCP signature ID.

Condition
One of the following:
contains
l ends with
l equals
l does not equal
l starts with
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MAC address (xx:xx:xx:xx:xx:xx)

l

One of the following:
l equals
l starts with

DHCP-Option-77: Assign client to a role or VLAN
based upon the user class identifier returned by
DHCP server.
Encryption: Assign client to a role or VLAN based
upon the encryption type used by the client.

Value

equals

One of the following:
equals
l does not equal
l

DHCP signature ID.
NOTE: This string is not case sensitive.
string

Open (no encryption)
WPA/WPA2 AES
WPA-TKIP (static or dynamic)
Dynamic WEP
WPA/WPA2 AES PSK
Static WEP
xSec
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Table 1: Conditions for a User-Derived Role or VLAN
Rule Type
ESSID: Assign client to a role or VLAN based
upon the ESSID to which the client is associated

Location: Assign client to a role or VLAN based
upon the ESSID to which the client is associated

MAC address of the client

Condition

Value

One of the following:
contains
l ends with
l equals
l does not equal
l starts with
l value of (does not
take string; attribute
value is used as role)

string

One of the following:
l equals
l does not equal

string

One of the following:
contains
l ends with
l equals
l does not equal
l starts with

MAC address (xx:xx:xx:xx:xx:xx)

l

l

Working with Server-Derived Role
If the client is authenticated through an authentication server, the user role for the client can be based on one or
more attributes returned by the server during authentication. You configure the user role to be derived by
specifying condition rules; when a condition is met, the specified user role is assigned to the client. You can
specify more than one condition rule; the order of rules is important as the first matching condition is applied.
You can also define server rules based on client attributes such as ESSID, BSSID, or MAC address, even though
these attributes are not returned by the server.
Many Network Address Server (NAS) vendors, including Aruba, use VSAs to provide features not supported in
standard RADIUS attributes. For Aruba systems, VSAs can be employed to provide the user role and VLAN for
RADIUS-authenticated clients, however the VSAs must be present on your RADIUS server. This involves
defining the vendor (Aruba) and/or the vendor-specific code (14823), vendor-assigned attribute number, attribute
format (such as string or integer), and attribute value in the RADIUS dictionary file. VSAs supported
on controllers conform to the format recommended in RFC 2865, “Remote Authentication Dial In User Service
(RADIUS)”.
Aruba supports Vendor Specific Attributes (VSA), custom-defined attributes and Aruba VSAs.
Dictionary files that contain Aruba VSAs are available on the Aruba support website for various RADIUS servers. Log into
the Aruba support website to download a dictionary file from the Tools folder

Server-Derivation Rules
When you configure a server group, you can set the VLAN or role for clients based on attributes returned for the
client by the server during authentication. The server derivation rules apply to all servers in the group. The user
role or VLAN assigned through server derivation rules takes precedence over the default role and VLAN
configured for the authentication method.
The authentication servers must be configured to return the attributes for the clients during authentication.
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The server rules are applied based on the first match principle. The first rule that is applicable for the server
and the attribute returned is applied to the client and would be the only rule applied from the server rules. These
rules are applied uniformly across all servers in the server group.
Table 2: Conditions for Server-Derived Rules
Parameter

Description

Role or
VLAN

The server derivation rules apply to either user role or VLAN assignment. With Role assignment, a client
can be assigned a specific role based on the attributes returned. In VLAN assignment, the client can be
placed in a specific VLAN based on the attributes returned.

Attribute

This is the attribute returned by the authentication server that is examined for Operation and Operand
match.

Operation

This is the match method by which the string in Operand is matched with the attribute value returned by
the authentication server.
l contains : The rule is applied if and only if the attribute value contains the string in parameter
Operand.
l starts-with : The rule is applied if and only if the attribute value returned starts with the string in
parameter Operand.
l ends-with : The rule is applied if and only if the attribute value returned ends with the string in
parameter Operand.
l equals : The rule is applied if and only if the attribute value returned equals the string in parameter
Operand.
l not-equals : The rule is applied if and only if the attribute value returned is not equal to the string in
parameter Operand.
l value-of : This is a special condition. What this implies is that the role or VLAN is set to the value of
the attribute returned. For this to be successful, the role and the VLAN ID returned as the value of the
attribute selected must already be configured on the managed device when the rule is applied.

Operand

This is the string to which the value of the returned attribute is matched.

Action

Defines whether to assign a role or a VLAN to the user when the rule is matched.

Position

Position of the condition rule. Rules are applied based on the first match principle. 1 is the top.
Default: bottom

ArubaVSAs
As mentioned earlier, Aruba controllers support various Aruba VSAs, as illustrated in Figure 24.
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Figure 24 Aruba VSAs

Table 3 below contains a list of such VSAs and their function.
Aruba VSAs greatly simplify the user role derivation based on various VSAs.
Table 3: VSAs
VSA Name

VSA Function

Aruba-User-Role String 1

This VSA returns the role, to be assigned to the user post
authentication. The user will be granted access based on the role
attributes defined in the role.

Aruba-User-Vlan Integer 2

This VSA is used to return the VLAN to be used by the user. This
is an integer and ranges between 1 – 4094.

Aruba-Priv-Admin-User Integer 3

If this VSA is set in the RADIUS accept message, it is used to
bypass the enable prompt.

Aruba-Admin-Role String 4

This VSA returns the management role to be assigned to the
user post management authentication. This role can be seen
using the command “show mgmt.-role”.

Aruba-Essid-Name String 5

This is “”sent by ArubaOS””, to the RADIUS. This is the WLAN
SSID name to which the client is connected.

Aruba-Location-Id String 6

Can be present in either Access Request or Access Accept
packet and is used to define and identify Aruba AP name. This
again is sent by the ArubaOS to the RADIUS server.

Aruba-Port-Id String 7
Aruba-Template-User String 8
Aruba-Named-User-Vlan String 9

This VSA returns a VLAN name for a user and this vlan-name on
controller could be mapped to a user defined one or multiple
vlan-id’s.

Aruba-AP-Group String 10

Can be present in either access request to identify the AP Group
to which client is connected, or in Access Accept to identify the
AP Group to which AP should be associated.
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Table 3: VSAs
VSA Name

VSA Function

Aruba-Framed-IPv6-Address String 11

This attribute is used for RADIUS accounting, for accounting the
v6 user.

Aruba-Device-Type String 12

Sent by ArubaOS, contains the OS type of the client device as
determined by ArubaOS.

Aruba-No-DHCP-Fingerprint Integer 14

This VSA signals the controller to not derive role and VLAN
based on DHCP finger printing.

Aruba-Mdps-Device-Udid String 15

Unique device identifier for an iOS device (UDID) is unique
device identifier, which is used as input attribute by the Onboard
application while performing the device authorization to the
internal RADIUS server within the CPPM. UDID is used to check
against role mappings or enforcement policies to determine if
the device is authorized to be Onboarded.

Aruba-Mdps-Device-Imei String 16

International Mobile Equipment Identity (IMEI) is used as an
input attribute by the Onboard application while performing the
device authorization to the internal RADIUS server within the
CPPM. IMEI is used to check against role mappings or
enforcement policies to determine if the device is authorized to
be Onboarded.

Aruba-Mdps-Device-Iccid String 17

Integrated Circuit Card Identifier (ICCID) is used as an input
attribute by the Onboard application while performing the device
authorization to the internal RADIUS server within the CPPM.
ICCID is used to check against role mappings or enforcement
policies to determine if the device is authorized to be
Onboarded.

Aruba-Mdps-Max-Devices Integer 18

Used by Onboard as a way to define and enforce the maximum
number of devices that can be provisioned by a given user.

Aruba-Mdps-Device-Name String 19

Device name is used as input attribute by the Onboard
application while performing the device authorization to the
internal RADIUS server within the CPPM. The device name is
used to check against role mappings or enforcement policies to
determine if the device is authorized to be Onboarded.

Aruba-Mdps-Device-Product String 20

Device Product is used as input attribute by the Onboard
application while performing the device authorization to the
internal RADIUS server within the CPPM. The Device Product is
used to check against role mappings or enforcement policies to
determine if the device is authorized to be Onboarded.

Aruba-Mdps-Device-Version String 21

Device Version is used as input attribute by the Onboard
application while performing the device authorization to the
internal RADIUS server within the CPPM. The Device Version is
used to check against role mappings or enforcement policies to
determine if the device is authorized to be Onboarded.

Aruba-Mdps-Device-Serial String 22

Device Serial number is used as an input attribute by the
Onboard application while performing the device authorization
to the internal RADIUS server within the CPPM. The Device
Serial number is used to check against role mappings or
enforcement policies to determine if the device is authorized to
be Onboarded.
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Table 3: VSAs
VSA Name

VSA Function

Aruba-AirGroup-User-Name String 24

Device owner – username associated with the device.

Aruba-AirGroup-Shared-User String 25

Contains a comma separated list of user names with whom the
device is shared.

Aruba-AirGroup-Shared-Role String 26

Contains a comma separated list of user roles with which this
particular device is shared.

Aruba-AirGroup-Device-Type Integer 27

1 for personal device and 2 for shared device.

Aruba-Auth-Survivability String 28

Used by the Authentication survivability feature for IAP to
indicate CPPM server to send Aruba-AS-User-Name and ArubaAS-Credential-Hash, attribute is just used as a flag and no
specific value is used.

Aruba-AS-User-Name String 29

Used by the Authentication survivability feature for IAP. CPPM
sends the actual username to the IAP, which can be used by IAP
to authenticate the user if the CPPM server is not reachable.

Aruba-AS-Credential-Hash String 30

Used by the Authentication survivability feature for IAP. CPPM
sends the NT Hash of the password to IAP, which can be used
by IAP to authenticate the user if the CPPM server is not
reachable.

Aruba-WorkSpace-App-Name String 31

This VSA is used by CPPM to implement per-APP-VPN and
identify the application on the controller. A container VM
running on iPad for example houses multiple applications;
whenever a particular application initiates an Internet key
exchange (IKE)/IPsec connection with the controller, provision is
made to download role, VLAN, and so on, from CPPM based on
the client application name.

Aruba-Mdps-Provisioning-Settings String 32

Used as part of the ClearPass Onboard technology, this
attribute allows CPPM to signal back to the Onboard process
the context of the device provisioning settings that should be
applied to the device based on applied role mappings.

Aruba-Mdps-Device-Profile String 33

Used as part of the ClearPass Onboard technology, this
attribute allows CPPM to signal back to the Onboard process
the device profile that should be applied to the device based on
applied role mappings.

Aruba-AP-IP-Adress Ipaddr 34

Sent by the RADIUS server to controller when RAP
authenticates. The VSA contains the IP address, which is used
as static inner IP for the RAP.

Aruba-AirGroup-Shared-Group String 35

Specifies the shared group list for the device, if this information
is known. This is a comma-separated list of group names. This
attribute is omitted if the shared group list is not set or blank.

Aruba-User-Group String 36

Specifies group(s) where the user is a member, if this
information is known. This is a comma-separated list of group
names. This attribute is omitted if the group list is not set or
blank.

Aruba-Network-SSO-Token String 37

Specifies the single-sign on (SSO) token obtained as part of
network level authentication from CPPM for a particular user.
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Table 3: VSAs
VSA Name

VSA Function

Aruba-AirGroup-Version Integer 38

This attribute is a 32-bit integer in network byte order. The
allowable values for this attribute are :
1: for ArubaOS release before 6.4 and CPPM release before 6.3
2: for ArubaOS release 6.4 and CPPM release 6.3.
New values shall be defined in future releases.

Aruba-Auth-SurvMethod Integer 39

It is used internally between AUTH and local SURVIVAVALSERVER in ArubaOS 6.4.3.x and higher to support authsurvivability. AUTH will add this VSA with other RADIUS
attributes in an auth-request to Auth-Server (for example
CPPM). If all servers are out-of-service (OOS) in the servergroup, this auth-request with all RADIUS attributes (including
VSA-39) will be sent to Local Survival-server.

Aruba-Port-Bounce-Host Integer 40

When this VSA is included with a DISCONNECT message, it will
signal the Mobility Access Switch running ArubaOS 7.4.0.3 or
higher to shut down the port for the duration specified (0 – 60
seconds).

Aruba-Calea-Server-Ip Ipaddr 41

Sent by the RADIUS server to RAP RADIUS client when a bridge
mode client authenticates through captive-portal. The VSA
contains the IP address of the Calea enforcement server to
where the replicated data of the client should be sent.

Summary – When do Derived Rules Get Applied
Figure 25 is a summary of the order in which user derived rules and server derived rules get applied.
Figure 25 Summary - Order in which Derived Rules Get Applied

Below are examples that explain the use of user derivation rules and server derivation rules.
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l

Example Use for User Derived Rules on page 64

l

Example Use for Server Derived Rules on page 64

l

Example Use for Mixed Authentications on page 65

Example Use for User Derived Rules
In the retail and manufacturing sectors, there are:
l

Two SSIDs in store, one for scanners, and one for employees.

l

Scanner SSID is setup for Wired Equivalent Privacy (WEP) and restricted access, no authentication.

l

Employee SSID is setup for employees' daily applications.

Figure 26 Scanner Gun

User Derived Rule Configuration for Scanner SSID:
Rule - If user MAC address “starts-with” a specific organizationally unique identifier (OUI), set-role
“Scanner”.

Example Use for Server Derived Rules
In the education sector, there is:
l

One SSID, authenticating through the Web.

l

Students and faculty get assigned different roles based on LDAP server group assignment.

l

When a student roams to an area where no Internet access is allowed, Internet access is removed.

Figure 27 Server Derivation Rules
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Server Derivation Rule Configuration:
l

Rule #1 - If “groupmembership” = “faculty” set-role to “faculty”

l

Rule #2 – If “location” (ap-name) = “99.99.1” set-role to “student-no-internet”

l

Rule #3 – If “groupmembership” = “student” set-role to “student”

Example Use for Mixed Authentications
In wired security:
l

Any port should support different authentication methods and access rights for guests, employees, phones,
and printers.

l

Employees use 802.1X.

l

Guests use Web Authentication.

l

Phones and printers are identified by OUI.

Figure 28 Wired Security

User Derived Rule Configuration for wired ports:
l

Rule #1- If user MAC address “starts-with” specific phone OUI set-role “Phone”.

l

Rule #2- If user MAC address “starts-with” printer OUI set-role “Printer”.

AAA profile:
l

The initial-role has the captive portal profile applied; it is used for guests.

l

802.1X authentication is enabled; it is used for employees.
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Role Derivation in Mixed Authentication Environment
This section includes the following topics:
l

General Role Derivation Flow on page 66

l

Layer 2 Role Priority on page 67

l

Layer 3 Roles on page 68

General Role Derivation Flow
In the previous sections we looked at what comprises a user role and how the user role is derived using various
types of user derived rules and/or server derived rules.
In the following sections we look at a general flow starting from authentication, clients assigned a initial role,
and how pre-authentication and post-authentication roles are derived.
As summarized in Figure 29 below, each wireless client (or user) always starts with being in the ‘logon’ role.
This means the wireless client has not yet performed Layer 2 authentication. The wired client has connected to
an ‘untrusted’ port on the controller, and is waiting to go through Layer 2 authentication.
Figure 29 General Role Derivation Flow
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As previously mentioned, user derived rules, which are applicable in the pre-authentication stage of a client, get
applied first. The client starts the Layer 2 authentication of any of the following types as an example: MAC
Authentication and 802.1X Authentication. At the end of the Layer 2 authentication, the user is placed in the postauthentication role defined by the AAA profile for that WLAN or wired port, in case of a wired client.
In some cases, there might be another authentication step involved after the Layer 2 authentication. This would
be Layer 3 authentication (typically captive portal), which will assign a Layer 3 authenticated role to the user.

Layer 2 Role Priority
Given there are various ways in which a role can be derived, either user-derived or server-derived, there is a
certain hierarchy they follow.
l

L2 role priorities are in increasing order; last one wins.

l

L3 roles override L2 roles.

l

Higher priority rules override lower priority rules, but not vice-versa.

Figure 30 below shows the hierarchy of which rule overrides the other.
Figure 30 Layer 2 Role Priority
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For example, the default logon role is always overridden by the initial role defined in the AAA profile. The role
received as part of the change of attribute trigger from a RADIUS server for a given client takes priority over
any previous Layer 2 role.
However, the Layer 3 role always overrides the Layer 2 role previously assigned to a user. An example of a
Layer 3 role is one that is derived as part of captive portal authentication, for example.

Layer 3 Roles
The most commonly used Layer 3 roles are (in no particular order):
l

Assigned from Captive Portal.

l

Server derived rule (SDR) derived during Layer 3 authentication.

l

VSA derived during Layer 3 authentication.

l

Derived from VPN Authentication.
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Expected User Role in Mixed Authentication Environment
Often in an environment multiple authentication methods are employed. For example, an administrator may like
to authenticate the user’s device’s MAC address first, then perform the 802.1X authentication following that.
Hence the common question is, if MAC authentication succeeds, will the user get assigned the default role as
configured in the AAA authentication profile for MAC authentication.
However, subsequently the user performs 802.1X authentication as well. Upon completion the user gets assigned
a role within the 802.1X AAA profile. In this case the 802.1X role assigned is the final role in which the user is
expected.
In such a mixed authentication environment, please refer to Table 4 below, which summarizes what the
expected role for the user should be for various pass and fail criteria.
Table 4 includes the following abbreviations:
l

c - configured

l

P - pass

l

F - fail

Table 4: Expected User Role
Scenario

Initial
Role

MAC
Authentication

802.1X User
Authentication

Expected Role for User

1

c

P

P

802.1X

2

c

P

F

Wired user - MAC authentication
default role
Wireless user - no role, get deauthenticated

3

c

F (L2 fail through
enabled)

P

802.1X default role

4

c

F

N/A

Initial role
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If user derived rules (UDR) are in place in addition to a mixed authentication environment, please refer to Table
5 below for the expected final user role for the client, in case of different pass and fail criteria.
Table 5 includes the following abbreviations:
l

P - pass

l

F - fail

l

nc - not configured

Table 5: Expected User Role in Mixed Authentication Environment
Scenario

UDR

MAC
Authentication

Machine
Authentication

802.1X

Expected Role

1

P/F

P

P

nc

Machine authentication default role

2

P/F

P

P

P

802.1X default role

3

P/F

P

P

F

Wired user - Machine authentication
default role
Wireless user - No Role, get deauthenticated

4

P/F

P

F

nc

MAC authentication default role

5

P/F

P

F

P

Machine authentication default user
role

6

P/F

P

F

F

Wired user - MAC authentication
default role
Wireless user - No role, get deauthenticated

7

P/F

F (L2 fail through
enabled)

P

nc

Machine authentication default role

8

P/F

F (L2 fail through
enabled)

P

P

802.1X default role

9

P/F

F (L2 fail through
enabled)

P

F

Wired user - Machine authentication
role
Wireless user - No role, get deauthenticated

10

P/F

F

F

nc

Role from UDR (if UDR passes); else
initial-role

11

P/F

F (L2 fail through
enabled)

F

P

Machine authentication default user
role

12

P/F

F

N/A

nc

Role from UDR (if UDR passes); else
initial-role
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Role Derivation Flowchart in Various Authentications
We have looked at the definitions of user derived rules, server derived rules, role derivation in mixed
authentication and also the priorities of which role should override the previous assigned role.
The flowcharts below are a summary of role derivation through various steps from UDR to multiple
authentication to final role. The flowcharts are self-explanatory and capture the essence of user role derivation
on Aruba WLANs.
The flowchart sequence assumes and covers the presence of initial Logon role, UDR, MAC authentication, roaming (PMKcaching) and 802.1X authentication.

Figure 31 Initial Role and UDR

Figure 32 MAC Authentication
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Figure 33 PMK Caching and OKC Scenario - in the case of roaming

Figure 34 802.1X Authentication

Valid-user ACL
It is common with some devices to use static IP or retain the IP address received on other network connections.
When these devices connect to the network, they try to use the IP subnet that is not part of the current network
and consume an entry in the user table. If a network has a large number of devices that exhibit such behavior,
the user table of the controller will be filled with foreign IP address that can’t pass traffic. An easy solution to
limit the devices that appear on the controller's user table is the use of valid-user ACL.
This section includes the following topics:
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l

What is a Valid-user ACL? on page 73

l

How it Works? on page 73

l

Valid-user ACL Configuration on page 74

l

Firewall Local-Valid-Users on page 74

l

Best Practices on page 75

What is a Valid-user ACL?
The valid-user ACL is a special ACL that is checked against all user's source IP addresses before they are
allowed to be in the user-table and thus before that IP is subjected to roles and policies. By default, this ACL is
allowing anything into the table. While at first this may sound fine, some adverse side effects may occur such as:
l

User table clutter may occur because multiple IP addresses from the same host will appear that may or may
not be in use, such as:
n

The last IP the client had before they attached to the WLAN

n

169.254.x.x auto-config address due to DHCP timeout issues

n

VMWARE IP addresses

l

Connectivity issues to internal servers due to malicious or unintentional use of such addresses by WLAN (or
other untrusted users like RAP wired, S2500/3500 wired, etc) clients. This can happen if a WLAN client
sources a packet with a source IP other than its own that matches that of an internal server. This will become
an entry in the user table and will be subjected to firewall rules and will appear as a local address to the
Aruba controller.

l

User-Table exhaustion (DoS) due to pseudo-random IP addresses being sourced by a client and sent into the
WLAN and filling up the user table. There are a couple of ways to deal with this:
n

In Aruba 6.1 an later, a lot of this can be resolved by using the "Enforce DHCP" option in the AAA profile
to ensure a client only uses the IP address that was given to it via DHCP.

n

Manually modify the valid-user ACL to permit only the subnets that clients should be pulling IP addresses
from and deny from all others, for example, to allow only client subnet 10.1.1.0/24 in the user table, do the
following:

ip access-list session validuser' no any any any permit' no ipv6 any any any permit' network
10.1.1.0 255.255.255.0 any any permit' any any any deny

This process can be cumbersome and error prone, and it doesn't help that this is "global" in a master/local
topology. Much care should be taken if this ACL is modified.
n

As an alternative to manually modifying the valid-user ACL, in ArubaOS 3.4 and later, use the "Only allow
local subnets in the user table" option under the Advanaced>Stateful Firewall section of the controller
configuration. This will look at the locally configured subnets and automatically allow those while
denying everything else. One consideration with this requires that the VLANs you are putting user traffic
onto have a IP address configured on it.

How it Works?
The valid-user ACL controls the IP addresses that can enter the controller's user table through all the untrusted
interfaces. Any traffic entering the system is first processed by this ACL before being processed by other ACLs
and user roles. The controller denies network access to any client that uses an IP address denied by this rule.
Valid-user ACL is a special kind of internal system ACL that should not be added to any user role.
The ArubaOS have a default predefined valid-user ACL that can be modified but a new valid-user ACL cannot be
created. As such, the configuration parameters values acceptable in regular ACLs are not applicable in the
valid-user ACL. The valid-user ACL processes traffic differently than a standard ACL, so the configuration of
rules for valid-user ACL varies as follows:
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l

Like the standard session ACL configuring a rule in the valid-user ACL requires defining the source,
destination, service and action fields. However, while processing the rules, the valid-user ACL considers only
the source and action field. In other words, the destination and services fields in a rule are ignored by the
valid-user ACL. So, a rule "any host 10.10.3.10 tcp 80 deny" will deny all traffic from any user because only
the source and action field are relevant.

l

They keyword "user" cannot be used in the source field of the rules in the valid-user ACL. So, a rule "user any
any permit" cannot be used. Instead, use " any any any permit".

l

Since the destination and services fields in a rule are ignored by the valid user ACL, the keyword for these
fields is “any“by default. So a rule "any host 10.10.3.10 tcp 80 deny" will be considered as “any any any deny”
by the valid-user ACL.

l

The keyword in the action field should only be “permit” or “deny”

Valid-user ACL Configuration
The default predefined valid-user ACL is:
ip access-list session validuser
network 169.254.0.0 255.255.0.0 any any deny
any any any permit
ipv6 any any any permit

If a network administrator wants to deny 169.254.0.0/16 and allow only the subnets 10.10.1.0/24, 10.10.2.0/24 and
10.10.3.0/24 then the valid-user ACL should be:
ip access-list session validuser
network 169.254.0.0 255.255.0.0 any any deny
network 10.10.1.0 255.255.255.0 any any permit
network 10.10.2.0 255.255.255.0 any any permit
network 10.10.3.0 255.255.255.0 any any permit
Do not use valid-user ACL to deny traffic to certain destinations or to deny certain services. The following ACL is wrong
and will deny all 10.10.1.0 users and not just the traffic to 10.10.3.10 on port 80.
ip access-list session validuser
network 169.254.0.0 255.255.0.0 any any deny
network 10.10.1.0 255.255.255.0 host 10.10.3.10 tcp 80 deny ---> incorrect use (denies the entire

10.10.1.0/24 subnet and not just the traffic to 10.10.3.10 on port 80)
any any any permit

Firewall Local-Valid-Users
Configuring valid-user ACL on controllers with hundreds of subnets can be very cumbersome. The “firewall
local-valid-users” feature simplifies the configuration of valid-user ACL. When the “firewall local-valid-users”
feature is enabled, only the IP subnets corresponding to L3 interfaces on the controller are considered valid. In
other words, for a subnet to be considered valid by the “firewall local-valid-users”, the controller should have an
L3 interface that belongs to that subnet. Only client devices belonging to the valid subnets are allowed network
access.
For the “firewall local-valid-users” feature to be active, the valid-user ACL should have only an “any any any
deny” rule. Remember that the presence of any other rule other than “any any any deny” in the valid-user ACL
automatically disables the “firewall local-valid-users” feature. In general the configuration of valid-user ACL
requires these two steps:
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1. Enable the “firewall local-valid-users” feature.
(config) #firewall local-valid-users

2. Modify the valid-user ACL to include only the “any any any deny” rule.
ip access-list session validuser
any any any deny
The “firewall local-valid-users” feature should not be used if one or more valid subnets are defined as L2 interfaces on the
controller. In these cases, use the standard valid-user ACL to define all the valid subnets.

Best Practices
Block critical network resources
All networks depend on communication with critical resources such as DNS servers, DHCP servers, and
gateway routers. Any untrusted user that intentionally or accidentally spoofs one of these resources can severely
impact network performance. The example below illustrates use of wildcard masks and aliases (netdestinations)
to prevent critical resources from appearing in the user-table:
netdestination guest-networks
network 10.252.0.0 255.255.0.0
network 10.242.0.0 255.255.0.0
!
netdestination guest-gateways
network 10.252.0.254 255.255.0.255
network 10.242.0.254 255.255.0.255
!
netdestination internal-gateways
network 10.0.0.1 255.0.0.255
network 10.0.0.254 255.0.0.255
!
netdestination ACME-Approved-Public-DNS
host 8.8.8.8
!
netdestination ACME-Internal-DNS
host 10.2.3.4
host 10.5.6.7
!
netdestination ACME-Internal-DHCP
host 10.8.9.10
host 10.11.12.13
!
ip access-list session validuser
alias ACME-Approved-Public-DNS any any deny
alias guest-gateways any any deny
alias guest-networks any any permit
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alias ACME-Internal-DNS any any deny
alias ACME-Internal-DHCP any any deny
alias internal-gateways any any deny
any any any permit
!

Firewall ACE Entries
In ArubaOS, an ACE entry is an internal data structure that is used to enforce firewall policies. Essentially, ACLs
are translated into one or more ACE entries that are used to enforce the actual roles configured in the firewall.
This section includes the following topics:
l

How many ACE entries are there? on page 76

l

How are ACE entries used? on page 76

l

Viewing ACE Entries on page 78

l

What to do when the ACE Table is full? on page 78

How many ACE entries are there?
Regardless of platform, there are in all 8K (2^13=8192 total) ACE entries that one can configure. Out of these
8,192 ACE entries available, the last 512 had been allocated to cp-firewall, the rest can be used by the regular
ACLs. That leaves a total of 7,680 ACE entries available in the table. This limit applies to all controller
platforms up to and including all 8.0.1, and 8.1 versions of AOS.

How are ACE entries used?
In AOS, the nomenclature is as follows:
ACE = Access Control Entry, used per rule or policy within an ACL or for each line in an alias within an ACL
Rule/Policy = Individual firewall rule in an ACL
ACL = Access Control List
User Role = Container with one or more ACLs within it
User-role contains a list of ACLs. ACL contains a list of firewall rules. A firewall rule/policy can get expanded to
multiple ACEs, depending on the type of firewall rule.
Example 1: This is a very simple ACL, which is a copy of the logon-control, but we will modify this as part of the
demo.
ip access-list session ace-entry-demo-1
user any udp 68 permit
any any svc-icmp permit
any any svc-dhcp permit
any any svc-natt permit
any network 169.254.0.0 255.255.0.0 any deny
any network 240.0.0.0 240.0.0.0 any deny
!

Each policy within the ACL 'ace-entry-demo-1' consumes one ACE entry, so the total ACE entry consumption for
the above is 6 ACE entries.
Example 2 - This is another simple ACL, but it will consume a LOT of ACE entries because of the way it's built.
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Below are two simple netdestinations, each containing four different /24 networks each (this could be any four
VLANs on the network). Note that each network within each net destination will consume one ACE entry when
used in an ACL.
netdestination ace-demo-netdest-1
network 1.0.1.0 255.255.255.0
network 1.0.2.0 255.255.255.0
network 1.0.3.0 255.255.255.0
network 1.0.4.0 255.255.255.0
!
netdestination ace-demo-netdest-2
network 1.1.1.0 255.255.255.0
network 1.1.2.0 255.255.255.0
network 1.1.3.0 255.255.255.0
network 1.1.4.0 255.255.255.0
!

The following ACL, using the netdestinations above, is built to allow HTTP, HTTPS, and SSH between one group
of networks to another group of networks.
ip access-list session ace-entry-demo-2
alias ace-demo-netdest-1 alias ace-demo-netdest-2 svc-http permit
alias ace-demo-netdest-1 alias ace-demo-netdest-2 svc-https permit
alias ace-demo-netdest-1 alias ace-demo-netdest-2 svc-ssh permit
alias ace-demo-netdest-2 alias ace-demo-netdest-1 svc-http permit
alias ace-demo-netdest-2 alias ace-demo-netdest-1 svc-https permit
alias ace-demo-netdest-2 alias ace-demo-netdest-1 svc-ssh permit
!

Because of how the above is constructed, *each line* in the above ACL actually contains 16 ACE entries each
(4 ACE in the src * 4 ACE in the dst = 16 ACE entries per line for each combination:
Network-List-1 to Network-List-2 on HTTP = 4*4=16 ACE
Network-List-1 to Network-List-2 on HTTPS = 4*4=16 ACE
Network-List-1 to Network-List-2 on SSH = 4*4=16 ACE
Network-List-2 to Network-List-1 on HTTP = 4*4=16 ACE
Network-List-2 to Network-List-1 on HTTPS = 4*4=16 ACE
Network-List-2 to Network-List-1 on SSH = 4*4=16 ACE
Total ACE entries are 16 ACE entries per line * 6 lines = 96 ACE entries
So looking forward, because each role has it's own ACE entry consumption calculation, if the above ACL was
used in 10 different roles, that would be 970 ACE entries consumed off the table (nearly 13% of the entire ACE
Table)! This is why the number of Roles created should be as minimal as possible
The above example is a perfect illustration of how ACE entry consumption can explode with certain
construction topologies of ACL. The 'math' of the ACE entry calculation is approximately:
Number of lines in each ACL * Number of lines in each src or dst netdestination used (* number of lines in used
in dst if present) + the role(s) applied (* number of roles containing the ACL) = Total ACE Entries consumed.
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In the above Example 1:
6 lines in the ACL + 1 role applied to (*1 role applied in) = 7 ACE entries consumed
In the above Example 2:
6 lines in the ACL * (4 lines in the SRC * 4 lines in the DST) + 1 role applied to (*1 role applied in) = 97 ACE
entries consumed

Viewing ACE Entries
show acl acl-table
AclTable
-------ACL Type ACE Index Rule Count Ace Count Name Applied
--- ---- --------- ---------- --------- ---- ------1 session 0 0 1 global-sacl 0
2 role 1035 32 33 logon 0
3 session 887 11 12 validuser 0
4 session 1201 27 28 sdn-acl 0
5 route 684 0 1 uplink-lb-cfg-racl 0
6 route 685 0 1 uplink-lb-sys-racl 0

The top outlines what each column represents:
l

ACL - the ACL number of each ACL

l

Type - shows what type of ACL it is (role, session, route, ether-type, or geolocation)

l

ACE Index - This shows the first ACE entry consumed by the ACL (if ACE Index 3,433 is the next available, a
new ACL will start with ACE Index 3433)

l

Rule Count - shows how many rules are in each ACL

l

ACE Count - Total of ACE entries consumed by the ACL

l

Name - Name of the ACL to be found in the config

l

Applied - TBD, engineering is returning an answer, for now ignore it.

At the bottom of the output is a summary of the current ACE entries in use on the system, such as the following:
Total ACE entries in use = 509
Total free ACE entries = 7171
Free ACE entries at the bottom = 7101
Next ACE entry to use = 579 (table 1)
Ace entries reused 1 times
ACL count 77, tunnel acl 0

What to do when the ACE Table is full?
At some point if the ACE table gets full and the customer keeps loading large or complex ACLs, the steps to look
at to free up entries are:
l

Are ALL ACLs created on the controller actively being used in a role? If not, delete all unused roles.

l

Are all ACL as efficient as they could be? If there are ACLs that use the same netdestination alias for source
AND destination, that is not really an efficient ACL. In that case, the SRC could be 'user' because that role is
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already applied to a specific VAP/User group, there's no need to really specify the SRC in most all cases.
That change alone can free up HALF of the ACE entries in that specific case.
l

Can the number of ACLs in a single role, or can the number of roles be reduced? If there are dozens of roles
on the controller, but most of them are the same, reduce the number of roles and assign them appropriately to
the required VAPs.

l

If all else fails and the ACE table is full, and there are no reductions possible, then a new master/cluster will
need to be established to address this and modify the config as needed to split the load.
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Chapter 5
Authentication

When we talk about security for wireless users, there are two aspects: authentication and encryption.
Authentication is a method of validating the identity of users on the network. It ensures that users who are
connecting to your network can be trusted. All Aruba mobility controllers are equipped with an integrated
firewall that provides role-based access to users. Based on a user’s identity, different access privileges can be
granted to users.
For example, in office environments, two SSIDs are typically advertised for end-users. There is an ”Employee”
SSID that authenticates users based on their 802.1X credentials. 802.1X authentication is an L2 type of
authentication, meaning users need to be authenticated on the network before they can receive an IP address
and access network resources. There is also a “Guest” SSID that allows users to connect to the network and
receive an IP address. These guest users are then subjected to L3 authentication. A captive portal page either
authenticates them by their guest credentials (these credentials may be provided to the guest via email, SMS, or
by the guest’s sponsor), or allows guests to self register themselves (by inputting basic personal information and
viewing/accepting terms and conditions), before they are granted Internet access. Based on their guest
credentials or self-registration information, roles are applied to these guest users that determine the level of
access they have to network resources. Typically, guest users are only allowed Internet access. Access to
internal and corporate resources is completely blocked for these users.
This chapter includes the following sections:
l

Captive Portal Authentication on page 81

l

Captive Portal with MAC Caching via CPPM on page 95

l

MAC Authentication on page 100

l

Guest Access with Self Registration on page 102

l

802.1X Authentication on page 105

l

VPN Authentication on page 122
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Captive Portal Authentication
Captive portal is an L3 method of authentication supported by ArubaOS. A captive portal presents a web page
that requires user action before network access is granted. The user action can be simply viewing and agreeing
to an “acceptable use” policy, or entering a user ID and password that must be validated against an internal or
external database of authorized users.
A captive portal can serve both new and registered guest users and is customizable.
The flow chart in Figure 35 describes the captive portal authentication process.
Figure 35 Captive Portal Authentication Flow Chart

1. The user connects to the guest network and the controller assigns an initial guest role. The user initiates an
HTTP/HTTPS request to a web server on the Internet.
2. An ACL that is part of the initial guest role redirects all of the HTTP/HTTPS traffic to the controller’s internal
web server (on ports 8080 and 8081 for HTTP and HTTPS, respectively).
3. After the user gets redirected, they are presented with a captive portal login page.
4. The user logs in with a username and password, or registers themselves by providing an email address.
5. If the authentication is successful, the user is assigned a post-web-authentication user role (proceed to step
#6). If authentication fails, the user is redirected back to the captive portal login page (step #3).
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6. The user is either presented with the controller’s welcome page or redirected to the URL that was initially
requested by the user in Step #1.
7. The user’s post-authentication user-role generally allows access to internet resources and blocks access to
corporate resources.
Figure 36 describes the packet flow process when the controller’s internal captive portal is used as the landing
page for guest logins.
Figure 36 Packet Flow Process

1. The user associates to the guest SSID, receives an IP address, and is assigned an initial user-role.
2. When the client starts browsing for a specific URL on the internet, it initially performs a DNS query to
resolve the URL, and then initiates an HTTP/HTTPS GET request to that URL.
3. The DST-NAT ACL that is part of the guest’s initial user role causes the controller to intercept the
HTTP/HTTPS traffic from the client and redirect the client to the controller’s login URL. A packet capture of
this process shows an “HTTP GET” message from the client being responded to by an ”HTTP 302
Temporarily Moved” message that includes the controller’s captive portal login URL.
4. The user performs a DNS query for the controller’s captive portal login page URL and receives a DNS
response. Upon contacting the controller’s URL, the user is presented with the controller’s captive portal
page (HTTPS GET/HTTPS response).
5. The user supplies guest credentials, if available. First-time users go through a self-registration process,
typically by supplying basic information and accepting terms and conditions of the network. When the user
submits guest credentials, the controller forwards these credentials to a RADIUS server as part of RADIUS
exchange messages. The RADIUS server informs the controller upon successful authentication and the
controller assigns a post-authentication user-role to the guest user.
6. The client is now either directed to a welcome page, if one is configured on the controller, or is redirected to
the URL that the user was initially trying to access. The post-authentication user role should ensure that the
guest can reach internet resources but cannot access any internal resources. Bandwidth contracts may also
be applied to the post-authentication user-role to limit the bandwidth of guest traffic, especially if the internet
uplink has limited bandwidth.
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This section includes the following topics:
l

Packet Captures on the Client on page 84

l

CPPM Server Initiated Web Login on page 87

l

CPPM Controller Initiated Web Login on page 89

l

Captive Portal Configuration Flow on page 90

l

CP Whitelist or Walled Garden on page 91

l

Apple CNA Bypass on page 92

l

Bypassing Captive Portal Landing Page on page 92

l

Tri-Session DNAT for CP User VLAN Without IP on page 93

l

Captive Portal Configuration Recommendations on page 94
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Packet Captures on the Client
The packet capture example has the following details:
Client IP: 10.70.25.188
DNS IP: 10.44.10.11
Destination URL IP: 68.142.68.6
1. This packet capture (pcap) example below shows a client (10.70.25.188) trying to resolve www.brocade.com,
which is the URL to which the client wants to connect. The DNS server (10.44.10.11) sends a DNS response
with the IP address of www.brocade.com (68.142.68.6).
Figure 37 Packet Capture 1

2. In this pcap, the client sends an HTTP GET message to the resolved URL (68.142.68.6) but the controller
intercepts this traffic and responds to the client with an “HTTP 302 Temporarily Moved” message. The body
of this message contains the redirect URL, to which the client needs to connect. This redirect URL is the
controller’s captive portal URL (securelogin.arubanetworks.com). A more detailed pcap for this step is shown
below.
Figure 38 Packet Capture 2

This is an elaboration of Step 2 of the packet capture process described above.
Redirecting traffic to the controller via an HTTP 302 message:
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Figure 39 Packet Capture 2 - Details

The following events occur as illustrated in the pcap:
l

The controller intercepts the HTTP/HTTPS traffic, and replaces the user’s default gateway MAC with its own
MAC (see the Ethernet header).

l

It sends the HTTP 302 temporarily moved message to the user (see the HTTP header).

l

It redirects the traffic to the CP login page: https://securelogin.arubanetworks.com (see the HTTP header).

3. The client performs a DNS query for securelogin.arubanetworks.com and receives a response from the DNS
server, that is, the IP address of the controller (10.70.25.16).
Figure 40 Packet Capture 3
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4. The user upon contacting the controller (HTTPS GET/HTTPS response) is presented with a captive portal
page with a username and password field. The user enters the username and password and submits the form.
Client IP: 10.70.25.188
Controller IP: 10.70.25.16
Figure 41 Packet Capture 4

5. The controller, upon successfully authenticating the user (via a RADIUS server, for example) sends an
“HTTP 301 Moved Permanently” message with the URL for a welcome page (if configured on the controller)
or the URL that was initially attempted by the client (www.brocade.com). The user is now able to access
www.brocade.com, provided this URL is permitted by the ACLs defined in the post-authentication user-role.
Client IP: 10.70.25.188
Destination URL IP: 68.142.68.6
Figure 42 Packet Capture 5
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CPPM Server Initiated Web Login
CPPM server initiated web login is the recommended method of captive portal authentication since it is less
impactful on the controller’s web process. The user role is assigned via the RADIUS CoA packet.
Figure 43 CPPM Server Initiated Web Login Packets Flow

Following are the steps in the CPPM server initiated web login packets flow:
1. The user associates to the guest SSID, receives an IP address, and is assigned an initial user-role.
2. When the client starts browsing for a specific URL on the Internet, it initially performs a DNS query to
resolve the URL and then initiates an HTTP/HTTPS GET request to that URL.
3. The destination network address translation (DST-NAT) ACL that is part of the guest’s initial user role causes
the controller to intercept the HTTP/HTTPS traffic from the client and redirect the client to the ClearPass
server’s login URL. A packet capture of this process would show an “HTTP GET” message from the client
being responded to by an ”HTTP 302 Temporarily Moved” message that includes the ClearPass server’s URL.
4. The user performs a DNS query for the ClearPass URL that was provided as part of the “HTTP 302
Temporarily Moved” message and receives a DNS response.
5. Upon contacting the ClearPass URL, the user is presented with the ClearPass captive portal page (HTTPS
GET/HTTPS response) with a login form.
6. The user supplies guest credentials, if available. First-time users go through a self-registration process,
typically by supplying basic information and accepting terms and conditions of the network. When the user
submits the guest credentials, ClearPass authenticates these credentials (or forwards the credentials to
another RADIUS server, if one is configured).
7. ClearPass sends a login message to the client with a delay of 60 seconds.
8. During this 60 second period, CPPM sends a RADIUS Disconnect message to the controller, prompting the
controller to send a RADIUS Request message to ClearPass (authentication request). ClearPass validates the
guest credentials and responds with a RADIUS Accept message. It also sends a RADIUS CoA message
requesting the controller to assign a captive portal post-authentication role to the guest user. The controller
then assigns the post-authentication user-role to the guest user.
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9. Post the 60 second delay, the client receives the login message and is redirected to the URL that was
originally requested by the user. Since the controller has already completed the authentication process for
the user, the user is placed in a post-authentication user role. This user role should make sure that the guest
can reach Internet resources but cannot access any internal resources. Bandwidth contracts may also be
applied to the post-authentication user-role to limit the bandwidth of guest traffic, especially if the Internet
uplink has limited bandwidth.
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CPPM Controller Initiated Web Login
You can also use CPPM controller initiated web login for captive portal authentication.
Figure 44 CPPM Controller Initiated Web Login Packets Flow

Following are the steps in the CPPM controller initiated web login packets flow:
1. The user associates to the guest SSID, receives an IP address, and is assigned an initial user-role.
2. When the client starts browsing for a specific URL on the Internet, it initially performs a DNS query to
resolve the URL, and then initiates an HTTP/HTTPS GET request to that URL.
3. The destination network address translation (DST-NAT) ACL that is part of the guest’s initial user role causes
the controller to intercept the HTTP/HTTPS traffic from the client and redirect the client to the ClearPass
server’s login URL. A packet capture of this process shows an “HTTP GET” message from the client being
responded to by an ”HTTP 302 Temporarily Moved” message that includes the ClearPass server’s URL.
4. The client device performs a DNS query for the ClearPass URL that was provided as part of the “HTTP 302
Temporarily Moved” message and receives a DNS response.
5. Upon contacting the ClearPass URL, the user is presented with the ClearPass captive portal page (HTTPS
GET/HTTPS response) with a login form.
6. The user provides the login details and submits the form after which ClearPass responds with a hidden
JavaScript message prompting the client device to post the form to the controller at the controller’s URL.
This step is transparent to the user and no user interaction is needed here.
7. The client performs a DNS query to resolve the controller’s URL.
8. The client posts the form to the controller (no user interaction needed). The controller then authenticates the
client by sending a RADIUS request to ClearPass.
9. If the authentication is successful, the user is assigned a post-authentication user role and then is redirected
to the initially requested URL. The post-authentication user role should make sure that the guest can reach
Internet resources but cannot access any internal resources. Bandwidth contracts may also be applied to the
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post-authentication user-role to limit the bandwidth of guest traffic, especially if the Internet uplink has
limited bandwidth.

Captive Portal Configuration Flow
The flow illustrated below shows the different elements that make up the captive portal configuration on the
controller and what the output for each element looks like after configuration.
This flow can also be visualized from a top-down level where you configure an AP Group and server and CA
certificates on the controller. Under the AP Group, we have the Virtual AP profile. The Virtual AP profile has the
AAA and SSID profiles. The AAA profile has the guest’s initial user role, which points to a captive portal profile.
The captive portal profile contains four configuration elements: the server group, login page, welcome page, and
post-authentication user role. Finally, the server group holds the server(s) required to authenticate guest users.
Figure 45 Captive Portal Configuration Flow
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CP Whitelist or Walled Garden
Captive portal profile configuration involves different fields such as post-authentication user-role, login page,
welcome page, and so on. It also includes a field called Whitelist (also referred to as Walled Garden). A
whitelist is optional and may contain ’netdestinations’ (lists of domain names, URLs) that the client is allowed to
access even before captive portal authentication. This can be beneficial in cases where access to certain Web
sites needs to be allowed (for online certificate status protocol (OCSP) checking, for instance) before captive
portal authentication takes place. The client is redirected to the captive portal page if it tries to access any
URLs outside of the whitelist.
When a client attempts to access a URL that is whitelisted, the controller snoops the corresponding DNS
requests and responses and if these URLs are present in the whitelist, the controller automatically creates an
ACL at position 1 in the pre-authentication user-role. All URLs that are part of the whitelist are automatically
added to this ACL as “permitted” URLs. As a result, user traffic to all whitelisted URLs is permitted instead of
being redirected to the captive portal login page.
Below are examples of what whitelists and netdestinations look like. You would first create a netdestination (or
multiple netdestinations) with all the permitted URLs. Then apply the netdestination(s) to the captive portal
profile whitelist.
1. URLs that commonly need to be whitelisted are listed below. These URLs are accessed by the client as part
of network setup and detection.
n

Apple CNA: http://www.apple.com/library/test/success.html

n

Kindle Fire CNA: http://spectrum.s3.amazonaws.com/kindle-wifi/wifistub.html

n

Google Play: android.clients.google.com – for Google Play access

n

.ggpht.com – to download an app from Google Play store

n

Amazon Market: amzdigitaldownloads.edgesuite.net

2. Do not forget to add the OCSP checking URL from the CP server certificate into the whitelist, also.
netdestination whitelist
name www.apple.com/library/test/success.html
name ocsp.comodoca.com
!
aaa authentication captive-portal "test-captive-portal"
white-list "whitelist"
!
user-role test-logon
captive-portal "test-captive-portal"
access-list session guest-control
access-list session captiveportal

You can observe the dynamic ACL created by this whitelist using the "show rights" command in the CLI:
# show rights test-logon
Captive Portal profile = test-captive-portal
access-list List
1
test-captive-portal_list_operations
2
guest-control
3
captiveportal
test-captive-portal_list_operations
-------- ------ ----------- ------------ --------- --- ------- ----1
user
whitelist
svc-http permit
Low
2
user
whitelist
svc-https permit
Low
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Apple CNA Bypass
Apple has historically used the Apple Captive Network Assistant (CNA) in Apple clients that access
http://www.apple.com/library/test/success.html. But since iOS 7, this Apple CNA website is no longer being used
and some new websites have been added for CNA, which may not be listed in the configured whitelist.
The “Bypass Apple CNA” feature handles the new behavior of iOS 7 devices as well as older iOS devices. No
whitelist for Apple devices is needed when this feature is enabled.
It is recommended to enable Bypass Apple CAN if there are Apple devices connecting to the captive portal
SSID.

Bypassing Captive Portal Landing Page
When clients, especially smartphones and tablets, are connected to a captive portal enabled SSID and are
initially placed, in a pre-authentication role, a number of non-browser based applications on these devices
repeatedly request the captive portal login page from the controller. This impacts the number of browser-based
logins the controller can handle per second and thereby delays the process of loading the captive portal and
completing authentication.
Enabling the “Bypass Captive Portal Landing Page” feature allows the controller to send a ”200 OK” status code
message to non-browser based apps so that they stop sending repeated requests to the controller. This in turn
helps reduce the load on the httpd process on the controller.
This feature is enabled by default on the controller.
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Tri-Session DNAT for CP User VLAN Without IP
This feature allows a three-way session when performing destination NAT during scenarios where the controller
is not the default gateway for wireless clients and the default gateway is actually behind the controller.
By default, the controller can only send and forward Syn Ack packet back to the client where it receives Syn
packet.
Tri-session with DNAT is disabled by default. If the user’s gateway is the router and the controller does not have
an IP address for the user VLAN, enable the “Tri-session DNAT” feature under the firewall.
Figure 46 Tri-Session DNAT
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Captive Portal Configuration Recommendations
Table 6 describes the captive portal configuration recommendations for each listed feature.
Table 6: Captive Portal Configuration Recommendations
Feature

Default

Recommendation

Comments

CP server certificate

Controller
default
certificate

Customer’s own certificate

Built-in certificate is for demonstration
purposes only.

Bypassing Captive
Portal Landing Page

Disable

Enable

Non-web based smart phones and tablets are
almost in every Wi-Fi network. If captive portal
is configured, enabling this feature helps to
ease the CPU usage.

Tri-session DNAT

Disable

Enable for CP authentication if
the controller is not the
gateway and there is no IP on
the CP user VLAN.

Without this feature enabled, CP does not
work if there is no IP on the CP user VLAN on
the controller.

Whitelist

N/A

Need to add OCSP and CNA
URL to the whitelist if OCSP is
enabled or CNA enabled in the
users’ browser.

Without whitelist, CP authentication may not
work on some clients.

Bypass Apple
Captive Network
Assistant

Disable

Enable if iOS devices are
running CP authentication.

With this feature enabled, Apple CNA URL is
not needed in the whitelist.
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Captive Portal with MAC Caching via CPPM
Captive portal authentication with MAC caching is another method of guest authentication where users need to
complete captive portal authentication only once. During this time the MAC address of the user is cached on
ClearPass. Subsequent client re-associations on the WLAN do not require the user to undergo captive portal
authentication again. Instead, the user is subjected to MAC authentication and allowed to get on the network.
During MAC authentication, access to users can be restricted based on the day of the week, a bandwidth limit or
the number of unique devices per user.
How long MAC addresses of users are cached is configurable. Posture checks are optional and can be enabled
to validate the client devices for anti-virus, anti-spyware, firewall status, etc.
The following flows describe the process of captive portal authentication with MAC caching.
l

MAC Caching Authentication Flow on page 95

l

Guest MAC Added to Endpoints with Unknown State on page 96

l

Guest Finishes Registration with Username and Password on page 97

l

Guest Passes Captive Portal Authentication on page 98

l

Guest MAC State Changed to Known in Endpoints on page 99

l

Captive Portal Authentication Not Required Again on page 99

l

MAC Caching Expired on page 99

MAC Caching Authentication Flow
A new guest fails MAC authentication for the first time and is redirected to the Captive Portal login page for
Guest Registration.
Figure 47 MAC Caching Authentication Flow

The flow includes the following steps:
1. When a new user associates to the SSID, the controller forwards the user’s MAC address to ClearPass.
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2. Since this is the first time ClearPass has seen this client, the MAC authentication fails and the controller
redirects the user to the ClearPass captive portal page.
3. The user completes the self-registration form and submits it.

Guest MAC Added to Endpoints with Unknown State
The guest user MAC address is added into the Endpoints Repository with an Unknown state in the ClearPass
Guest server. Figure 48 shows how the user’s MAC address is stored on the ClearPass’ Endpoints repository as
an unknown endpoint.
Figure 48 Guest MAC Added to Endpoints with Unknown State
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Guest Finishes Registration with Username and Password
The guest user finishes registration, gets a valid username and password, and the user entry is added into the
Guest User Repository.
Figure 49 Guest Finishes Registration with Username and Password

The flow includes the following steps:
1. When a new user associates to the SSID, the controller forwards the user’s MAC address to ClearPass.
2. Since this is the first time ClearPass has seen this client, the MAC authentication fails and the controller
redirects the user to the ClearPass captive portal page.
3. The user downloads the self-registration page.
4. The user completes the self-registration form and submits it to ClearPass.
5. After the user submits its form, ClearPass creates a user account and displays a receipt page to the user that
contains login details for the user.
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Guest Passes Captive Portal Authentication
The guest user passes captive portal authentication.
Figure 50 Guest Passes Captive Portal Authentication

The flow includes the following steps:
1. When a new user associates to the SSID, the controller forwards the user’s MAC address to ClearPass.
2. Since this is the first time ClearPass has seen this client, the MAC authentication fails and the controller
redirects the user to the ClearPass captive portal page.
3. The user downloads the self-registration page.
4. The user completes the self-registration form and submits it to ClearPass.
5. After the form is submitted, a user account is created on ClearPass and a receipt page is displayed to the
user that contains login details for the user.
6. The user clicks Login, provides the login details and submits the form.
7. ClearPass responds with a hidden JavaScript message prompting the client device to post the form to the
controller at the controller’s URL. This step is transparent to the user and no user interaction is needed here.
8. The client performs a DNS query to resolve the controller’s URL.
9. The client posts the form to the controller (no user interaction needed). The controller then authenticates the
client by sending a RADIUS request to ClearPass.
10. If the authentication is successful, the user is assigned a post-authentication user role and then redirected to
the initially requested URL. The controller-initiated web login process is now complete.
11. The post-authentication user role should make sure that the guest can reach internet resources but cannot
access any internal resources. Bandwidth contracts may also be applied to the post-authentication user-role
to limit the bandwidth of guest traffic, especially if the internet uplink has limited bandwidth.
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Guest MAC State Changed to Known in Endpoints
After the successful captive portal authentication, the Guest user MAC address status changes to “Known” in the
Endpoint Repository of the ClearPass Guest server.
Figure 51 Guest MAC State Changed to Known in Endpoints

Captive Portal Authentication Not Required Again
After a guest user completes captive portal registration, ClearPass creates the user’s account. It is valid for up to
8 hours, by default. Guest disconnects and returns back one hour later. At this time, the user’s MAC address
becomes a “Known” endpoint on ClearPass.
When the user disconnects and re-associates on the WLAN, only MAC authentication is performed. There is no
need for captive portal authentication again. The user is then granted network access.
Figure 52 Captive Portal Authentication Not Required Again

User - Supplicant
802.11 association

CPPM Server

Controller - Authenticator
MAC Authentication

Network access granted

Pass

MAC Caching Expired
If the same guest user returns and re-associates on the WLAN two days later, MAC authentication for that user
fails since the cached MAC on ClearPass has expired. In this case, the user needs to undergo captive portal
authentication again.
Figure 53 MAC Caching Expired

User - Supplicant

802.11 association

Controller - Authenticator

CPPM Server

MAC Authentication

Fail

Captive Portal Redirect (1)
Browse to Register Page (2)
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MAC Authentication
MAC authentication is a Layer 2 authentication method that authenticates devices based on their MAC address.
If enabled, MAC authentication always takes place before any other L2 or L3 authentication.
In MAC authentication, the MAC address of the device is used both as the username and as the password.
This type of authentication is not really secure by itself, but by working together with captive portal
authentication, adds an extra layer of security and flexibility to authenticate devices.

Use Cases
MAC authentication is typically used in the following scenarios:
1. Captive portal authentication with MAC caching via CPPM: MAC authentication provides flexibility for
captive portal users to avoid multiple captive portal logins as long as MAC caching has not expired. Both CP
authentication and MAC authentication are enabled per guest SSID.
2. MAC authentication may also individually help in providing security to devices that may not support
advanced encryption and authentication (for example, 802.1X).

Delimiters
By default, the controller sends the device’s MAC address to authentication servers without any delimiters. Some
authentication servers may support only colon, dash, or OUI-NIC delimiters.
So make sure the MAC syntax in the MAC authentication profile matches the MAC address that the
authentication server can recognize.
#aaa authentication mac mac-prof
(campus1-A7010) (MAC Authentication
colon
Send MAC as
dash
Send MAC as
none
Send MAC as
oui-nic
Send MAC as
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Profile "mac-prof") #delimiter ?
XX:XX:XX:XX:XX:XX
XX-XX-XX-XX-XX-XX
XXXXXXXXXXXX (default)
XXXXXX-XXXXXX
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MAC Authentication Configuration Flow
The following illustration (Figure 54) shows the different elements that make up the MAC authentication
configuration on the controller and what the output for each element looks like after configuration.
Figure 54 MAC Authentication Configuration Flow
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Guest Access with Self Registration
The self-registration feature allows new guests to create their own user accounts via the “Create Account”
option on the captive portal login page. Users can then register themselves by providing information such as
name, email address, contact number, sponsor name, and so on.
Once a guest completes registration, the login details are typically delivered to the user via email or SMS, which
the guest can then use to complete captive portal authentication.
Figure 55 Guest Access with Self Registration
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Self-Registration Workflow
Figure 56, Figure 57, and illustrate the self-registration workflow.
Figure 56 Self-Registration Workflow - Part 1

The self-registration workflow is as follows:
1. The client device associates to the guest SSID.
2. The guest is assigned a “captive portal logon” initial role.
3. The user browses a website and is redirected to the captive portal page.
4. Since the guest user does not have an active guest account, “Create Account” is selected.
5. The guest user completes the registration by filling in the requested information.
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Figure 57 Self-Registration Workflow - Part 2

6. The guest user receives login credentials immediately via a registration receipt and/or via email/SMS.
7. The guest user then logs in with these credentials, and upon successful authentication is assigned a “guest”
role.
Figure 58 Self-Registration Complete Workflow
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802.1X Authentication
This section is an overview of 802.11x authentication over Wi-Fi. After the weaknesses exposed in Wired
Equivalent Privacy (WEP), 802.11i is the preferred authentication methods for enterprises today.
802.11i supersedes the previous security specification, WEP, which had security vulnerabilities. Wi-Fi Protected
Access (WPA) had previously been introduced by the Wi-Fi Alliance as an intermediate solution to WEP
insecurities. WPA implemented a subset of a draft of 802.11i. The Wi-Fi Alliance refers to their approved,
interoperable implementation of the full 802.11i as WPA2, also called Robust Security Network (RSN). 802.11i
makes use of the Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) block cipher, whereas WEP and WPA use
the RC4 stream cipher.
The initial authentication process is carried out either using a pre-shared key (PSK), or following
an EAP exchange through 802.1X (known as EAPoL, which requires the presence of an authentication server).
This process ensures that the client station (STA) is authenticated with the access point (AP). After the PSK or
802.1X authentication, a shared secret key is generated, called the Pairwise Master Key (PMK). The PSK is
derived from a password that is put through PBKDF2-SHA1 as the cryptographic hash function. In a pre-sharedkey network, the PSK is actually the PMK. We are however focusing on the 802.1X authentication method.
If an 802.1X EAP exchange was carried out, the PMK is derived from the EAP parameters provided by the
authentication server.
In summary, 802.1x authentication over Wi-Fi entails:
l

A framework that allows EAP over Wireless 802.11 or Ethernet 802.3.

l

Port-based network access control to authenticate and authorize client.

l

Allows choice of authentication methods using EAP, chosen by the client and the Authentication server.

l

Encryption keys are generated dynamically.

l

Provides mutual authentication between the client and the server.

This section includes the following topics:
l

Key Hierarchy on page 106

l

General Packets Flow of 802.1X Authentication on page 107

l

EAP 4-Way Key Exchange on page 109

l

EAP-PEAP (MSCHAPv2) on page 111

l

EAP-TLS Authentication on page 113

l

EAP Termination on the Controller on page 116

l

802.1X Authentication Configuration Flow on page 117

l

802.1X User Authentication and Machine Authentication on page 118

l

802.1X Configuration Recommendation on page 121
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Key Hierarchy
When reviewing the 802.1x authentication over 802.11, it is important to understand the various key types
involved in securing the communication between the Wi-Fi client and AP.
Below are various keys and their definitions. The later sections will detail how these various keys are derived or
in some cases from where they originate.
Figure 59 Key Hierarchy

l

Master Session Key (MSK) - Key information that is jointly negotiated between the Supplicant and
Authentication Server. This key information is transported via a secure channel from Authenticating Server to
Authenticator.

l

Pairwise Master Key (PMK) - PMK is derived from MSK seeding material. PMK is first 256bits (0-255) of
MSK. It can be derived from an EAP method or directly from a Preshared Key (PSK).

l

Group Master Key (GMK) - GMK is randomly created on Authenticator. Refresh it in a configured time
interval to reduce the risk of GMK being compromised.

l

Pairwise Transient Key (PTK) - PTK is a value derived from PMK, Authenticator Nonce (ANonce),
Supplicant Nonce (SNonce), Authenticator Address, and Supplicant Address. This is used to encrypt all
unicast transmission between client and an AP. PTK consists of five different keys.
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General Packets Flow of 802.1X Authentication
802.1X packet exchange is familiar on the wired ethernet. In Figure 60 we take a look at the packet flow as it
would look when a Wi-Fi client is configured to perform 802.1X over wireless, through an AP or controller.
The wireless client uses a 802.1X supplicant, the AP (or controller, in case of tunnel mode AP) acts as the
authenticator and the RADIUS server performs the authentication.
Figure 60 General Packets Flow 802.1X Authentication

802.11 Association
In Figure 60, the association phase involves the wireless clients sending a probe request, and receiving a probe
response from the AP.
Following that the client sends an association request, and the AP sends an association response back.
Following the association is the EAP exchange; this is the authentication phase. Note here that the authenticator
uses an uncontrolled port to allow authentication traffic from the wireless client.
Any non-authentication traffic is blocked from the client in this state.

EAP Packet Exchange
The client then sends an Extensible Authentication Protocol over LAN (EAPoL) start packet.
The AP and controller send an EAP request to the client requesting its identity.
The client responds with an EAP response specifying its identity to the AP. The AP and controller acting as
authenticator forward the EAP response to the RADIUS server.
The RADIUS server sends an access challenge destined to the client, via the authenticator. This access
challenge could be certificate based or username and password based.
This section talks about a general flow for 802.1x over wireless and not specifically about any authentication method such
as EAP-TLS, EAP-PEAP, and so on.

The wireless client responds to the access challenge with its credentials, which is relayed to the RADIUS server
via the authenticator.
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The RADIUS server verifies the credentials and responds with either an Access Accept or an Access Reject. If
credentials mismatch, the RADIUS server sends an Access Reject to the client and the authentication process
restarts with the EAP exchange triggered again.
If credentials match, the RADIUS server relays an Access Accept packet to the wireless client, which contains a
‘Master Session Key’. The contents of the MSK are as follows:
MSK (Master Session Key ) = MS − MPPE − Send − Key + MS − MPPE − Recv − Key + 32 bytes zeros (padding )

This Master Session Key will be used to derive the Pairwise Master Key (PMK).
At the end of the EAP exchange, the client now has the seeding material to derive the PMK.
The AP and controller would have derived a PMK and a GMK at this stage.
This step popularly known as the EAP-4-way handshake is explained in the following section.
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EAP 4-Way Key Exchange
In the previous section we looked at the general EAP exchange. This is a review of the EAPOL 4-way
Handshake.
After the client receives the RADIUS access accept, the encryption keys needs to be derived.
Figure 61 EAP 4-Way Key Exchange

Message 1 (EAPOL-Key Message 1)
l

The authenticator sends an EAPOL-Key frame containing an Authenticator Nonce (ANonce) to the supplicant.

l

With this information, the supplicant has all of the necessary input to generate PTK using the pseudo-random
function (PRF).

The wireless client at this stage has derived the PMK using the MSK. The controller and AP have derived the
PMK and GMK as well using the MSK.
The AP and controller initiate EAPOL-Key Message 1 that contains an ANonce (in simple terms this serves as
the building block for deriving the PTK at the client’s end).

Message 2 (EAPOL-Key Message 2)
l

Supplicant sends an EAPOL-Key frame containing Supplicant Nonce (SNonce) to the authenticator.

l

Now authenticator has all the inputs to create PTK.

l

Supplicant also sent RSN IE capabilities to the authenticator and message integrity check (MIC).

Authenticator derives the PTK and validates the MIC as well.
Once the client receives EAPOL-Key Message 1, it uses the ANonce and PMK to generate a PTK, and SNonce.
The SNonce and MIC are then transported to the authenticator, which is EAPOL-Key Message 2.
SNonce can again be thought as the building material for PTK at the authenticator.

Message 3 (EAPOL-Key Message 3)
l

If necessary, the authenticator derives GTK from GMK.

l

The authenticator sends EAPOL-Key frame containing ANonce, RSN-IE, and a MIC.

l

GTK will be delivered (encrypted with PTK) to supplicant.
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Message to supplicant to install temporal keys.
Authenticator derives PTK and a GTK (if required). The encrypted GTK is sent along with a MIC to the client as
EAPOL-Key Message 3.
Group Temporal Key (GTK) - GTK is used to encrypt all broadcast and multicast transmission between an AP and multiple
client stations. GTK is derived on Authenticator and sent to supplicant during 4-Way Handshake (M3).

Message 4 (EAPOL-Key Message 4)
l

Supplicant sends final EAPOL-Key frame to the authenticator to confirm temporal keys have been installed.

From this point forward the MAC service data unit (MSDU) will be encrypted using PTK or GTK (depending
upon unicast or multicast and broadcast frame).
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EAP-PEAP (MSCHAPv2)
The previous topic reviewed the general EAP exchange and the EAPOL 4-way handshake. This topic covers the
EAP-PEAP (MSCHAPv2) method of 802.1x over wireless.
The authenticated wireless access design based on Protected Extensible Authentication Protocol Microsoft
Challenge Handshake Authentication Protocol version 2 (PEAP-MS-CHAPv2) utilizes the user account
credentials (user name and password) stored in Active Directory Domain Services to authenticate wireless
access clients, instead of using smart cards or user and computer certificates for client authentication.
Figure 62 Packet Flow of EAP-PEAP Authentication

In reference to the packet flow in Figure 62, the exchange can be broken down into various stages:
l

EAPOL Start on page 111

l

Active Directory on page 112

l

EAPOL on page 112

l

Transport Layer Security Tunnel Setup on page 112

l

Inner EAP MSCHAPv2 on page 112

l

Active Directory on page 112

l

Inner EAP MSCHAPv2 on page 113

l

AD, Inner EAP MSCHAPv2, and EAPOL 4-way Handshake on page 113

EAPOL Start
1. The authenticator sends an EAP-Request for the identity of the connecting supplicant (client device).
2. The supplicant responds to the authenticator with an EAP Identity Response that contains the identity
(username) used for authentication. This is referred to as the "Outer Identity."
3. The authenticator forwards the EAP Identity Response with the identity of the user to the authentication
server (CPPM).
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Active Directory
4. The authentication server performs an Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) lookup against its
configured Active Directory authentication sources to try to find the user's name in the directory, along with
some basic LDAP attributes, such as sAMAccountName.
5. The LDAP server responds to the authentication server's LDAP search request with the appropriate answers
to the LDAP lookup.

EAPOL
6. The authentication server responds to the supplicant through the authenticator with an EAP-Request message
indicating that it would like to initiate EAP-PEAP.
7. The authenticator passes the EAP-Request message to the supplicant.

Transport Layer Security Tunnel Setup
8. The supplicant sends a Transport Layer Security (TLS) "Client Hello" message within an EAP-response
message through the authenticator to the authentication server.
9. The authenticator passes the EAP-Response message containing the TLS Client Hello message to the
authentication server.
10. The authentication server responds with a TLS Handshake message of types "Server Hello," "Certificate,"
"Server Key Exchange," and "Server Hello Done" to the authenticator.
11. The authenticator forwards the TLS handshake messages between the authentication server and the
supplicant inside of EAP Request (server) and EAP Response (supplicant) messages.
12. Steps 10 and 11 repeat until the authentication server has transmitted all of its handshake messages. This
may take several steps due to having to dismantle the certificates into fragments that fit within the size limits
of an EAP message.
13. The supplicant sends another TLS Handshake message inside an EAP-Response message of types "Client Key
Exchange," "Change Cipher Spec," "Handshake," and "Client Finished" to the authenticator.
14. The authenticator sends this EAP-Response to the authentication server.
15. The authentication server responds to the authenticator with an EAP-Request for the supplicant that contains
the message types "Change Cipher Spec" and "Server Finished."
16. The authenticator passes the EAP message to the supplicant.
17. The supplicant sends an EAP-Response for the authentication server to the authenticator.
18. The authenticator sends the EAP-Response to the authentication server.

Inner EAP MSCHAPv2
19. Inside the TLS tunnel, the EAP process starts again with the authentication server sending an EAP Identity
Request to the supplicant requesting the client's identity.
20. The authenticator sends the EAP Identity Request message to the supplicant requesting the client's identity.
21. The supplicant responds with an EAP Identity Response containing its identity to the authenticator.
22. The authenticator forwards this EAP Identity Response to the authentication server.

Active Directory
23. The authentication server performs an LDAP lookup against its configured Active Directory authentication
sources to try to find the user's name in the directory, along with some basic LDAP attributes, such
as sAMAccountName.
24. The LDAP server responds to the LDAP search request with the appropriate answers to the query.
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Inner EAP MSCHAPv2
25. The authentication server sends an EAP request to the supplicant containing an MS-CHAPv2 challenge.
26. The authenticator forwards the EAP request to the supplicant.
27. The supplicant responds with an EAP Identity Response containing its identity to the authenticator.
28. The authenticator forwards this EAP Identity Response to the authentication server.

AD, Inner EAP MSCHAPv2, and EAPOL 4-way Handshake
29. The authentication server takes the username and the MSCHAPv2 response from the supplicant and
combines it with the MSCHAPv2 challenge and the NetBIOS name of the Active Directory domain and
submits this set of information to the Active Directory domain controller for authentication. This is done via
NT LAN Manager (NTLM).
30. The Active Directory domain controller lets the authentication server know that the authentication was
successful.
31. The authentication server sends an EAP-Request message for the supplicant with an MSCHAPv2 success
message and an authenticator response string from the Active Directory Domain Controller to the
authenticator.
32. The authenticator passes the EAP-Request with an MSCHAPv2 success message and the authenticator
response to the supplicant.
33. The supplicant sends an EAP-Response message for the authentication server with an MSCHAPv2 success
message to the authenticator.
34. The authenticator sends the EAP-Response message from the supplicant with the MSCHAPv2 success
message to the authentication server.
35. The authentication server sends an EAP-Request message to the authenticator indicating that the Inner EAP
method was successful.
36. The authenticator forwards this EAP-Request to the supplicant.
37. The supplicant sends an EAP-Response to the authentication server, acknowledging that the Inner EAP
method was successful.
38. The authenticator forwards the EAP-Response from the supplicant to the authentication server.
39. The authentication server sends a RADIUS access-accept message to the authenticator with an EAPOL
success message along with the key material.
40. The authenticator sends an EAPOL success message to the supplicant.
41. The authenticator and supplicant complete a four-way handshake to start the flow of encrypted wireless
traffic.

EAP-TLS Authentication
When using EAP-TLS with smart cards or TLS with certificates, both the client and the server use certificates to
verify their identities to each other.
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Figure 63 Packet Flow of EAP-TLS Authentication

The packet flow of EAP-TLS authentication includes the following steps:
1. The wireless client gets associated with the AP.
2. AP does not permit the client to send any data at this point and sends an authentication request.
3. Client's screen displays a logon screen. The supplicant then responds with an EAP-Response Identity with
user-Id back to the authentication server.
4. The RADIUS server responds back to the client with an EAP-TLS Start Packet. The EAP-TLS conversation
starts at this point.
5. The peer sends an EAP-Response back to the authentication server, which contains a client_hello handshake
message, a cipher that is set for NULL that will remain this value until change_cipher_spec are negotiated,
and the TLS version number.
6. The server presents its certificate to the client as well as requests a valid one from the client. The
authentication server responds with an EAP-Request packet that contains the following:
l

TLS server_hello

l

handshake message

l

certificate

l

server_key_exchange

l

certificate request

l

server_hello_done

7. Client responds with a EAP-Response message that contains the following:
l

Certificate Server can validate to verify that it is trusted

l

client_key_exchange

l

certificate_verify - verifies that the server is trusted

l

change_cipher_spec

l

TLS finished
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8. After the client authenticates successfully, the EAP server responds with an EAP-Request, which contains the
change_cipher_spec and finished handshake message. The finished handshake message contains the
authentication response from the server. Upon receiving, the client verifies the hash in order to authenticate
the EAP server. A new encryption key is dynamically derived from the master secret during the TLS
handshake.
9. At this point the EAP-TLS enabled wireless client can access the wireless network.
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EAP Termination on the Controller
The previous section reviewed detailed packet exchange in EAP-PEAP and EAP-TLS.
The HPE-Aruba controller supports an additional mode of operation called the EAP-Termination mode. In
summary:
l

It removes the requirement for external authentication servers to be 802.1X-capable.

l

There are only two RADIUS messages exchanged; it increases the authentication server scalability and drops
delay greatly.

To make good use of CPPM’s functions, we do not recommend enabling EAP-termination when CPPM is the server.

This feature has been present in the Aruba controller OS for a long time. We have looked at detailed flows for a
couple of EAP methods.

EAP Termination
Definition
The EAP-TLS offload feature consists of a termination of the EAP-TLS tunnel at the controller rather than at the
RADIUS server.
The purpose of this feature is to drastically reduce the number of packets that are exchanged between the
wireless client and the RADIUS server. The load on the RADIUS server is reduced and the intranet delay with
the controller is minimized.
Requirements
For the EAP-TLS offload feature to work and for the controller to terminate the EAP-TLS tunnel, the controller
must have a valid server certificate and the root CA that signed the client certificates. The server certificate and
the client certificate do not need to be signed by the same CA.
Figure 64 EAP Termination on the Controller

Client - 802.1X Supplicant

Controller - Authenticator

802.11 association

Radius server

Access Blocked

EAPoL-start
EAP-request / Identity
EAP-response / identity
EAP-request
EAP-response (credentials)
EAP-success

RADIUS access request
RADIUS access accept (MS-MPPE-Send-Key & MS-MPPE-Recv-key)

EAP 4-Way Key Exchanges

Authenticator switches the controlled port to authorized. The user access is granted.
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How It Works
1. When the client initiates a connection to the wireless network using EAP-TLS, both the server and client
certificates are exchanged.
2. Upon successful certificate verifications and TLS negotiations, the tunnel gets established.
3. The Aruba controller does not currently support certificate revocation list (CRL) verification of the client
certificate, so the controller parses the client certificate and checks if the "principal name" field exists in the
"Subject alternative name" option.
4. If that field does not exist, the controller picks up the common name (CN) name.
5. The controller sends an "Authorize only" RADIUS request if the server configured in the associated aaa
profile is a RADIUS server.
6. The controller does an LDAP search if the configured server is an LDAP server. In both cases, the controller
checks if the principal name or CN name exists in the backend database.
7. If the server returns a successful response, the controller declares the EAP-TLS connection successful,
moves to the dynamic key exchange phase, and places the user in the configured 802.1X role.

802.1X Authentication Configuration Flow
Figure 65 illustrates the 802.1X authentication configuration flow.
Figure 65 802.1X Authentication Configuration Flow
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802.1X User Authentication and Machine Authentication
In addition to user authentication, it is possible to require the machine (the user’s laptop or wireless client) to
authenticate itself as a machine that is allowed on the network.
This is mainly possible on a Windows OS machine. The Windows computer name can be authenticated against a
Windows Active Directory.

About Machine Authentication
When a Windows device boots, it logs onto the network domain using a machine account. Within the domain, the
device is authenticated before computer group policies and software settings can be executed; this process is
known as machine authentication. Machine authentication ensures that only authorized devices are allowed on
the network.

Enabling the Enforce Machine Authentication Option
You can configure 802.1X authentication for both user and machine authentication (for Windows environments
only). This strengthens the authentication process further since both the device and user need to be
authenticated.
Select the Enforce Machine Authentication option to enforce machine authentication before user
authentication.
When selected, either the Machine Authentication Default Role or the User Authentication Default Role is
assigned to the user, depending on which authentication is successful. This option is disabled by default.
The example CLI snippets below show the machine authentication options available within an aaa profile.
Machine Authentication Example
The following roles can be assigned in the machine authentication example:
l

Machine authentication default machine role – assigned when only user passes machine authentication, but
not dot1x user authentication.

l

Machine authentication default user role – assigned when user passes dot1x user authentication, but not
machine authentication.

#show aaa authentication dot1x dot1x-prof
Parameter
--------Max authentication failures
Enforce Machine Authentication
Machine Authentication: Default Machine Role
Machine Authentication Cache Timeout
Blacklist on Machine Authentication Failure
Machine Authentication: Default User Role
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Value
----0
Enabled
machine-role
24 hr(s)
Disabled
machine-user-role
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802.1X Authentication Example
The 802.1X authentication default role can be assigned when:
l

Both 802.1X user authentication and machine authentication are enabled, and the user passes pass both
authentications.

l

Only 802.1X user authentication is enabled, and the user passes the authentication.

#show aaa profile default
Parameter
--------Inital role
MAC Authentication Profile
MAC Authentication Default Role
MAC Authentication Server Group
802.1X Authentication Profile
802.1X Authentication Default Role
802.1X Authentication Server Group

Value
----logon
N/A
guest
default
dot1x-prof
allow-all
cppm

Machine Authentication Cache - Local Controller
Each machine entry is cached in the Authentication Manager process on the local controller.
#show dot1x machine-auth-cache
Machine Auth Cache Table
-----------------------MAC
--9c:4e:36:9a:3c:5c

Expiry
-----May 23 15:05:18

Machine Auth Cached Entries: 1

Local UserDB Cache - Master Controller
Each machine entry is also cached in the Local_UserDB of the Master controller by default, and it is queried
when local cache query fails.
#show local-userdb | include cache
Name
Password Role
E-Mail Expiry
----------- --------- -----_maccache_ 9c:4e:36:9a:3c:5c ******** mach_role
5/22/2016 10:54
Status Sponsor-Name Remote-IP Grantor-Name
------ ------------ --------- -----------Active
0.0.0.0

Local UserDB Cache - Local Controller
If use-local-switch option for ‘internal’ server is configured, each machine entry is cached in the Local_UserDB
of the local controller instead of the master.
(local-1)(config)#aaa authentication-server internal use-local-switch
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Basic Workflow of Machine Authentication
1. A laptop normally boots and the user has to wait for at least 30 seconds before logging in. This delay allows
the laptop enough time to search the wireless network and perform machine authentication.
2. The laptop attempts the 802.1X authentication with client machine certificate (for EAP-TLS) or uses A/D
computer account and SID as password (for PEAP MSCHAPv2).
3. If the 802.1X authentication is successful, the controller keeps the client MAC address in the local-userdb as
cached evidence that a good machine authentication has occurred. This client MAC address is kept for a
certain amount of time, which is based on the "caching period". Also, if there is already a record, the lifetime
is extended. (Step 6 and 7 explain why the cache is kept instead of looking into the user-table.)
4. After some random time, the user logs into the laptop. User login usually triggers Windows WZC to switch
user-id and attempt another 802.1X authentication while it is using user account this time. This is known as
user authentication.
5. The Aruba controller sees a successful user authentication, with "enforce machine authentication", and it also
queries the local-userdb for the machine authentication history. If a record is cached, this client device has
done "mach+user". Otherwise, it is only a user authentication.
6. After the user has logged in, Windows never attempts another machine authentication. When the user logs
out, Windows can attempt it. For WPA-TKIP, a full 802.1X user authentication is attempted only on every
roaming among the AP.
7. Similarly, if the user's laptop has gone into sleep mode with user logged in, Windows does not attempt
another machine authentication. If the laptop has been in sleep mode for 1 hour or so, the user-table normally
clears the user record. When the user begins to use the laptop again, only a user authentication is attempted
(because the user has not logged out). The user authentication relies on the cache of client MAC addresses in
local-userdb.
Figure 66 shows a flowchart of how user authentication and machine authentication are conducted when both
are enabled.
Figure 66 Role Derivation Flowchart in 802.1X Authentication
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802.1X Configuration Recommendation
Table 7 lists our configuration recommendation for each listed feature.
Table 7: 802.1X Configuration Recommendation
Feature

Default

Recommendation

Comments

Opportunistic
Key Caching
(OKC)

Enable

Enable

Avoids full dot1x key exchange during roaming by only
doing 4 key exchange. NOTE: Mac OS and iOS devices do
not support OKC.

Validate
pairwise
master key
identification
(PMKID)

Enable

Enable

Validate if association packet has PMKID, if not, the AP will
initiate full 802.1X authentication instead of 4 key
exchange. It helps to prevent non-OKC compatible clients
from getting stuck at 4 key exchange process.

Termination

Disable

Enable only when it is needed
and CPPM is not the server.

To make good use of CPPM’s powerful access control
policies, no eap-termination.

TLS Guest
Access

Disable

Enable only when eaptermination is enabled.

It skips certificate common name lookup. When eaptermination is enabled, the controller cannot do certificate
common name checkup.

CA
Certificate
and Server
Certificate

N/A

Replace the controller default
certificates with the
customer’s own certificates
when eap-termination is
enabled.

The controller’s certificate should be used for
demonstration, only.
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VPN Authentication
The virtual intranet access (VIA) provides:
l

Secure corporate access via IPsec or secure sockets layer (SSL) to employee laptops and smartphones from
anywhere, for example, mobile hotspots.

l

Ease-of-use for the end users and network administrators.

l

Zero-touch end-user experience, automatically configures WLAN settings on client devices.

l

VIA client is available for Windows computers, Apple Mac OS X, Android, and Apple iOS devices. It is not
device specific but OS specific, that is, VIA can run on Amazon tablets running Android but not Amazon
Kindle Fire.

This section includes the following topics:
l

VIA Bootstrap on page 122

l

Recommended Deployment on page 124

l

License Requirements on page 124

l

Ports Need to be Opened on page 124

l

Operating Systems Supported by Latest VIA on page 125

l

Controller Configuration for VIA on page 125

VIA Bootstrap
The VIA client must be installed on the user device, then the VIA bootstrap process occurs.
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Figure 67 VIA Bootstrap Process
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Recommended Deployment
Figure 68 illustrates the recommended VIA deployment.
Figure 68 Recommended VIA Deployment

License Requirements
VIA has the following license requirements:
l

Only the PEFV license is required for VIA termination on the controller.

l

Without the PEFV license installed, there is no VIA configuration available.

l

The PEFNG license is not required.

Ports Need to be Opened
VIA requires the following ports to be opened:
l

TCP 443 - required for initial setup or SSL fallback.

l

UDP 4500 – used for IPsec connection.
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Operating Systems Supported by Latest VIA
Table 8 lists the operating systems supported by the latest VIA release. This is an ongoing list; a newer version
of VIA will support more OS releases.
Table 8: Operating Systems Supported by Latest VIA
Operating System

OS Release

Windows OS

Windows (32/64 bit) Vista, Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows 10

Apple MAC OS X

MAC OS 10.7, 10.8, 10.9, 10.10

Apple iOS

iOS 4.x, 5.x, 6.x, 7.x, 8.0, 8.1, 9, 9.1

Android

Android 4.x, 5.0

Linux

Linux (32/64 bit) Ubuntu 12.04, 14.4, RHEL 6, CentOS 6

VPN Server – The Controller Configuration for VIA
Figure 69 illustrates the VPN server - controller configuration for VIA.
Figure 69 Controller Configuration for VIA
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VPN Server Configuration
VIA clients connect to the controller through the public Internet. This communication between VIA clients and
the controller across the public Internet is secured using the VPN technology. In the VIA solution, the controllers
act as the VPN servers and the VIA clients that are installed on the end-user devices behave as the VPN clients.
Secure communication between the controller and VIA clients is achieved using IPsec. As described earlier, the
authentication mechanism and IKE versions used for creating the IPsec tunnel varies depending on the VIA
version.
l

By default, IKEv1 VIA v1 uses XAUTH with IPsec tunnel mode to establish secure VPN connections to the
controller.

l

VIA v1 for Mac OS uses the built-in IPsec stack to establish IPsec connection. The IPsec stack in Mac OS
does not use XAUTH. Instead, it uses Point-to-Point Protocol (PPP) authentication within an L2TP tunnel to
authenticate the users.

l

IKEv1 phase 1 can use PSK or a certificate.

l

The latest version (v2 or v3) of the VIA client uses IKE v2 to create an IPSEC tunnel to the controller.

Following are configuration examples:
IKEv1-PSK for non MAC OS VIA 1.0 VPN clients:
crypto-local isakmp xauthcrypto isakmp groupname "changeme"
crypto isakmp key ***** address "0.0.0.0" netmask "0.0.0.0“
vpdn group l2tp
enable
client configuration dns 8.8.8.8
ip local pool "via-pool" 172.16.100.4 172.16.100.250
IKEv1-Cert (MAC OS VIA 1.0 VPN client does not support it):
crypto-local isakmp xauthcrypto isakmp groupname "changeme"
crypto isakmp key ***** address "0.0.0.0" netmask "0.0.0.0“
vpdn group l2tp
enable
client configuration dns 8.8.8.8
ip local pool "via-pool" 172.16.100.4 172.16.100.250
!
crypto-local isakmp server-certificate "rc1"
crypto-local isakmp ca-certificate "VRD-CA"
crypto-local isakmp certificate-group server-certificate rc1 ca-certificate VRD-CA
IKEv1-PSK for MAC OS VIA 1.0
no crypto-local isakmp xauth crypto isakmp groupname "changeme"
crypto isakmp key ***** address "0.0.0.0" netmask "0.0.0.0“
vpdn group l2tp
enable
client configuration dns 8.8.8.8
ppp authentication MSCHAPv2
ip local pool "via-pool" 172.16.100.4 172.16.100.250
IKE2-Cert
No crypto-local isakmp xauthcrypto isakmp groupname "changeme"
crypto isakmp key ***** address "0.0.0.0" netmask "0.0.0.0“
vpdn group l2tp
enable
client configuration dns 8.8.8.8
ip local pool "via-pool" 172.16.100.4 172.16.100.250
!
crypto-local isakmp server-certificate "rc1"
crypto-local isakmp ca-certificate "VRD-CA"
crypto-local isakmp certificate-group server-certificate rc1 ca-certificate VRD-CA
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The section includes the following topics:
l

Configuring the VPN Server for IKEv1 on page 127

l

Configuring VPN Server for IKEv1-PSK on page 128

l

L2TP and XAUTH Parameters on page 128

l

Address Pools on page 128

l

IKE Aggressive Group Name on page 129

l

IKE Shared Secret on page 129

l

Configuring VPN Server for IKEv1 Certificates on page 129

l

IKE Server Certificate on page 129

l

CA Certificate Assigned for VPN-Clients on page 130

l

Certificate Groups for VPN-Clients on page 130

l

IKEv1 Phase 2 Authentication on page 130

l

Configuring VPN Server for IKEv2 on page 131

l

L2TP and XAUTH Parameters on page 132

l

IKE Server Certificate on page 132

l

CA Certificate Assigned for VPN-Clients on page 132

l

Check Certificate Common Name Against AAA Server on page 132

l

IKEv2 EAP Authentication on page 132

l

IKE Policies and IPsec Maps on page 133

Configuring the VPN Server for IKEv1
IKEv1 protocol defines a two-phase method for providing Internet security. Phase 1 involves the creation of a
ISAKMP tunnel and phase 2 involves the creation of a secure IPsec tunnel. The IPsec tunnel created in phase 2
is used to secure user data. The initial ISAKMP tunnel ensures that the negotiations for the establishing the IPsec
tunnel happen within a secure channel. IKEv1 for VIA has two authentication phases. Phase 1 authentication of
IKEv1 can be implemented using PSK or X.509 certificates. The phase 2 authentication, which is implemented
using XAUTH, requires a username and password. So, the VPN server configuration for IKEv1-PSK varies from
that of IKEv1-Certs.
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Configuring VPN Server for IKEv1-PSK
At a minimum, these parameters should be configured in the VPN server of the controller for VIA deployments
using IKEv1 with PSK:
l

L2TP and XAUTH parameters

l

address pools

l

IKE aggressive group name

l

IKE shared secret

L2TP and XAUTH Parameters
The following L2TP and XAUTH parameters should be configured for IKEv1 VIA deployments:
l

Enable XAUTH - By default, IKEv1 VIA deployments use XAUTH with IPsec tunnel mode to establish
secure VPN connections to the controller. So, the XAUTH knob under the L2TP and XAUTH parameters
settings should be enabled for IKEv1 VIA deployments.

l

Configure DNS information - The DNS server options under the L2TP and XAUTH parameters settings
must also be configured, with the appropriate corporate DNS servers, for use by VIA clients that connect to
the controller. Without the DNS server information, VIA cannot resolve the DNS queries for tunneled
networks.

l

Enable L2TP - VIA for Mac OS uses the built-in IPsec stack of the Mac OS for establishing Ipsec
connection. The IPsec stack in Mac OS does not use XAUTH. Instead, it uses PPP authentication within an
L2TP tunnel to authenticate the users. The L2TP tunnel is also used for exchange of IP information related to
the IPsec tunnel. For deployments that support VIA for Mac OS, the L2TP parameter should be enabled.
Remember that the L2TP tunnel is built within the secure IPsec tunnel, so all the exchanges are secure.

l

Authentication protocols - This parameter defines the PPP authentication protocol that should be used to
authenticate the credentials presented by the Mac OS VIA users. The various options available are PAP, EAP,
CHAP, MSCHAP, and MSCHAPv2. For deployments that support VIA for Mac OS, select an authentication
method that suits your network policy. Aruba recommends that you choose a strong authentication method,
such as MSCHAPv2, rather than PAP.

Address Pools
Every VPN client (RAPs, third-party VPN clients, and VIA) that successfully authenticates to the VPN server
module of the controller is given a valid inner IP address and DNS server information. This inner IP address is
issued from the address pool that is configured in the VPN server. More than one pool can be configured and
there is no need to assign more addresses in the pool than the number of VPN clients that terminate on that
controller. DHCP services are not required for the subnets used in the VPN address pool. However, it is
necessary to define a VLAN for the subnet used in the VPN address pool and ensure that this VLAN is routable
from the corporate network. If only a single pool is configured, all the VPN clients that terminate on that
controller are issued an inner IP address from the same pool. When multiple address pools are configured, the
controller can be configured to use distinct VPN pools for RAPs, VIA, and third-party VPN clients. This
configuration can be achieved by appending a VPN pool to the role assigned to the RAPs, VIA, and third-party
VPN clients.
When distinct VPN pools are not defined, the controller automatically uses the first pool in the VPN address
pool. When this pool expires, the next pool in the list is used and so on. Remember that if the VPN address pool
is exhausted, new VIA clients cannot establish the IPsec tunnel until the required number of IP addresses are
added to the pool.
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It is essential that the addresses used in the VPN address pool for VIA are routable from the internal corporate network. If
not, the VIA clients cannot connect to the corporate resources and vice-versa. Alternatively, you can implement Network
Address Translation (NAT) on the VLAN used for the VPN address pool. Remember that NAT might cause issues with
certain applications such as file transfer protocol (FTP).
Like the VLAN and IP parameters, the VPN address pools are not synchronized from the active controller to the backup
controller during database synchronization. Create VPN address pools individually on the active and standby master
controllers. The VPN pools used on the active and the backup controller are not required to be the same.

IKE Aggressive Group Name
The IKE aggressive group name is a feature used by certain legacy VPN clients that require an aggressive mode
group name. This parameter is not used by VIA. However, this field cannot be empty and requires a value. The
default value is “changeme”.

IKE Shared Secret
For VIA deployments that use IKEv1 with PSK, a part of the IPsec process requires the VPN client to present a
shared secret. Aruba allows you to configure keys that are specific to a subnet or you can specify a global key.
To make the IKE key global, specify 0.0.0.0 for the subnet and subnet mask length fields. Remember, for VIA
deployments using IKEv1-PSK, the IKE shared secret should be configured for the IPsec tunnel to be established.
From a security perspective, it is very important to make sure that the IKE pre-shared key is long and complex.
Aruba recommends no fewer than 16 characters.

Configuring VPN Server for IKEv1 Certificates
At a minimum, these parameters should be configured in the VPN server of the controller for VIA deployments
using IKEv1 with certificates:
l

L2TP and XAUTH parameters

l

Address pools

l

IKE aggressive group name

l

IKE server certificate

l

CA certificate assigned for VPN-clients

l

Certificate groups for VPN-clients (optional)

VIA 1.0 for Mac OS does not support IKEv1 certificates.

IKE Server Certificate
For VIA deployments that use IKEv1 with certificate, the VPN server on the controller and the VIA client present
a certificate to each other as a part of phase 1 authentication of IKEv1. The certificate that should be presented
by the VPN server module to the VIA client should be selected as the IKE server certificate.
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CA Certificate Assigned for VPN-Clients
For clients that use certificates, the certificate presented during phase 1 authentication of IKEv1 is considered
valid only if it is signed by a trusted CA. The CA certificate of the trusted CAs that signed the client certificates
must be added to the CA Certificate Assigned for VPN-Clients parameter list. Client authentication fails if the
presented client certificate is not signed by the CAs in the CA Certificate Assigned for VPN-Clients parameter
list. Aruba controller can be configured as an Online Certificate Status Protocol (OCSP) client to validate the
revocation state of the certificates presented by the clients. Support for OCSP requires ArubaOS version 6.1 or
later.

Certificate Groups for VPN-Clients
Introduced in ArubaOS 6.1, the certificate groups for VPN-clients parameter allows the use of unique server
certificates for different clients. This new parameter enables the pairing of IKE server certificates with trusted
CA certificates. The controller uses this list to present the appropriate IKE server certificate to the client. The
server certificate presented to the clients depends on the CA cert used to sign the client certificate. With this
feature, VPN clients using RSA certificates and Suite B clients using Elliptic Curve Digital Signature Algorithm
(ECDSA) certificates can be terminated on the same controller.
In ArubaOS 6.0 and earlier, only a single certificate can be used as IKE server certificate.

IKEv1 Phase 2 Authentication
After the IKEv1 phase 1 is complete using PSK or certificates, a secure ISAKMP tunnel (also known as ISAKMP
SA) is formed. When phase 1 is complete, the phase 2 negotiations take place and a secure IPsec tunnel (also
known as IPsec SA) is formed. This IPsec tunnel is used to secure the user data. As per the IKEv1 standard, after
the initial phase 1 authentication, no additional authentication is needed to complete the phase 2. IKEv1
authenticates the IPsec devices or VPN clients but does not include any mechanism to authenticate the remote
VPN user. However, if desired, the XAUTH mechanism can be used to force a VPN user to authenticate using a
username and password or token cards (two-factor authentication) to a VPN gateway before the IKEv1 phase 2.
This authentication provides an additional layer of security. XAUTH is not a part of the IKEv1 standard, but it is
rather an extension to IKEv1 phase 1. XAUTH takes place after the successful completion of phase 1, and IKEv1
phase 2 negotiations occur only after the successful completion of XAUTH. By default, VIA uses XAUTH for
IKEv1, which requires the VIA user to present valid credentials to establish a secure connection to the corporate
resources. The credentials provided by the user during XAUTH are validated against the specified
authentication server. Either the internal database or any other authentication server type available on ArubaOS
can be used as the authentication server. If an external RADIUS server is used to authenticate IKEv1 VIA users,
then it must support PAP authentication. For more information on authentication server requirements and
configuring an authentication server, see Configuring a VIA Server Group for Authenticating VIA Users on page
36 in Chapter 6: Configuring VIA Profiles.
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Configuring VPN Server for IKEv2
Like IKEv1, IKEv2 also forms two tunnels or SAs to secure the sensitive data. However, IKEv2 is lighter and
much faster than IKEv1. IKEv1 is complex and takes up to nine messages to establish a secure IPsec tunnel, but
IKEv2 requires just four messages to establish the IPsec tunnel. As a result, IKEv2 significantly reduces the
bandwidth requirements. IKEv2 is also more resilient to DOS attacks than IKEv1. IKEv2 also supports EAP
authentication and does not require the use of XAUTH. IKEv2 has enhancements such as liveness checks, which
make it more reliable than IKEv1.
IKEv2 does not have two phases of authentication, only a single phase. The IKEv2 authentication methods that
are supported for VIA clients on ArubaOS are these:
l

l

l

User authentication with X.509 certificates
n

The VIA client authenticates the controller certificate.

n

The controller authenticates the user certificate. No EAP methods are involved.

User authentication with EAP-TLS
n

The VIA client authenticates the controller certificate.

n

The controller authenticates the user certificate using EAP-TLS over IKEv2. The controller just acts as an
EAP pass-through to an external EAP-compliant server. EAP termination on the controller is not supported
for VIA clients.

User authentication with EAP-PEAP
n

The VIA client authenticates the controller certificate.

n

The controller validates the user credentials (username and password) with an external server. The
controller just acts as an EAP pass-through to an external EAP-compliant server. EAP termination is not
supported for VIA clients, so the internal database of the controller cannot be used to validate user
credentials.

EAP-TLS and EAP-MSCHAPv2 are supported for IKEv2. However, EAP termination and other EAP types are not
supported for IKEv2.
ArubaOS does not support the use of IKEv2 with PSK for VIA. However, site to site IKEv2 VPN links can be configured to
use PSK.

At a minimum, these parameters should be configured in the VPN server of the controller for VIA deployments
using IKEv2:
l

L2TP and XAUTH parameters

l

Address pools

l

IKE aggressive group name

l

IKE server certificate

l

CA certificate assigned for VPN clients. (Required only for IKEv2 authentication with X.509 certificates and
not for EAP authentications.)

l

Certificate groups for VPN clients. (Optional for IKEv2 authentication with X.509 certificates and is not
required for EAP authentications.)
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L2TP and XAUTH Parameters
As described earlier, IKEv2 does not use XAUTH, so the XAUTH parameter need not be enabled for IKEv2 VIA
deployments. However, the L2TP and XAUTH parameters setting that must be configured for IKEv2 VIA
deployments is this one:
l

Configure DNS information - The DNS server options under the L2TP and XAUTH parameters settings
must be configured, with the appropriate corporate DNS servers, for use by VIA clients that connect to the
controller. Without the DNS server information, VIA cannot resolve the DNS queries for tunneled networks.
Remember that the intranet hostnames cannot be resolved if you use a public DNS server in this field.

IKE Server Certificate
IKEv2 supports asymmetric authentication, which means that both peers do not have to use the same
authentication method. For instance, one peer can use certificates and the other can use EAPMSCHAPv2. For
VIA deployments that use IKEv2, the VPN server on the controller always uses a certificate for IKEv2
authentication phase. However, the clients can use certificates, EAP-MSCHAPv2, or EAP-TLS. The certificate
that should be presented by the VPN server module to the VIA client should be selected as the IKE server
certificate.

CA Certificate Assigned for VPN-Clients
For clients that use certificates, the certificate that is presented during the IKEv2 authentication phase is
considered valid only if it is signed by a trusted CA. The CA certificate of the trusted CAs that signed the client
certificates must be added to the CA Certificate Assigned for VPN-Clients parameter list. Client authentication
fails if the presented client certificate is not signed by the CAs in the CA Certificate Assigned for VPN-Clients
parameter list. Aruba controller can be configured as an OCSP client to validate the revocation state of the
certificates presented by the clients. Support for OCSP requires ArubaOS 6.1 or later. To configure the Aruba
controller as OCSP client, see the Aruba 6.1 User Guide available at the Aruba support site.

Check Certificate Common Name Against AAA Server
In IKEv2 VIA deployments using certificates, the user certificate presented by the VIA clients can be further
scrutinized by validating the certificate common name (CN) against an authentication server. This can be
achieved by enabling the “check certificate common name against AAA server” parameter available in the
default VPN authentication profile. If this option is enabled, the CN that is present in the client certificate is
authorized against the specified server. The controller captures and sends the certificate CN name as an
authorization string to the specified authentication server. If the authentication server authorizes the CN, the
client is authenticated by the controller. These criteria must be satisfied to pass authentication when the “check
certificate common name against AAA server” parameter is enabled:
l

The client certificate must be signed by a trusted CA.

l

The client certificate CN should be authorized by the authentication server.

If the “check certificate common name against AAA server” option is disabled, client authentication is only
based on whether the client certificate is signed by a trusted CA or not. Either the internal database on the
controller or an external authentication server can be used for authorizing the CN. If the internal database is
used, add all certificate CNs to the internal database of the controller on which the VIA clients terminate. When
you add the user name to the internal database, you must add a password for each user. Add a dummy password
because this password does not influence the authorization of CN by the internal database.

IKEv2 EAP Authentication
For IKEv2 EAP-TLS and EAP-PEAP supported by VIA, an EAP-compatible external authentication server is
needed to authenticate the credentials provided by the user during the IKEv2 process.
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Ensure that your authentication sever supports authorization services using only the username because not all
authentication servers support this feature. ClearPass has support for authorizing based on just the username. If a
RADIUS server is used for authorization, the controller will send the certificate CN as a RADIUS “authorize only” attribute
using PAP. So, a RADIUS server used for the certificate CN authorization should support the RADIUS “authorize-only”
attribute. An LDAP server can also be used for authorization.

IKE Policies and IPsec Maps
The ArubaOS has a predefined list of IKE and IPsec polices (also known as IPsec maps) for different IKE
versions. Based on the proposal of the VPN client, the controller dynamically chooses the most appropriate IKE
and IPsec policy. Aruba recommends the use of the predefined IKE and IPsec policies for establishing secure
IPsec connection to the VPN clients. In addition to the pre-defined policies, custom IKE and IPsec policies can
be created on the ArubaOS. To create a custom IKE and IPsec policy you have to define a number of variables
such as the IKE version, encryption type, hashing algorithm, life time, and Diffie-Hellman group. Aruba
recommends that you have a good understanding of these variables and their implication before you create
custom policies. For information on creating custom IKE and IPsec policies for VPN clients, see the Aruba 6.1
User Guide available at the Aruba support site.
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Chapter 6
VLAN Design and Broadcast and Multicast Traffic Control

This chapter includes the following sections:
l

VLAN Design on page 134

l

Broadcast and Multicast Traffic Control on page 142

l

AirGroup on page 161

Part of this chapter about single VLAN design and broadcast and multicast traffic controller refers to the “Single VLAN
Architecture for WLAN” validated reference design (VRD). For details about this VRD, please refer to the following link:
http://community.arubanetworks.com/t5/Validated-Reference-Design/Single-VLAN-Architecture-for-WLAN/ta-p/257196

VLAN Design
This section includes the following topics:
l

VLAN Design Types on page 134

l

Challenges of VLAN Pooling on page 136

l

Advantages of Single VLAN Design on page 140

l

Concerns with Single VLAN Design on page 141

VLAN Design Types
There are two types of VLAN design: traditional design (see VLAN Pooling on page 134) and new design (see
Single VLAN on page 135).
VLAN is a popular concept in the field of networking. There are multiple reasons for network administrators to
use VLANs. Here are a few common ones:
1. Limit broadcast domains by reducing the size of the subnet.
2. Segregate traffic for security - Not a very elegant way to provide security but sometimes that is the best
option.
3. Quality of Service (QoS) - Really a way to segregate traffic, so that it can be queued properly even if not
tagged.
4. Non-contiguous internet protocol (IP) space – Mostly the case where IPv4 public addresses are used for
wireless clients.
5. Simpler administration – Looking at the IPv4 address can tell you something about the user, user’s group
(employee, contractor, or guest), location, and so on. However, IPv6 can be more complex.

VLAN Pooling
Due to the bring your own device (BYOD) trend, large numbers of consumer mobile devices connect to
enterprise WLAN. Network administrators need to ensure that there are enough IP addresses available to
support these clients. As the clients roam from one part of the campus to the other, as far as RF is contiguous,
they are not going to renew their IP address. To support these needs, VLAN pooling is widely used.
The VLAN pooling feature allows the network administrator to assign a “pool” of VLANs to a class of users. This
class of users is mainly identified by the service set identifier (SSID) and the location of the access points (APs).
For example, as shown in Figure 70, a pool of VLAN consisting of VLANs 10, 20, and 30 can be assigned to all
the wireless clients connecting to “Students” SSID in the campus. When a client connects to a network of this
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configuration, the controller assigns a VLAN to the client from the configured pool. This VLAN derives from a
hash algorithm based on the client’s MAC address and the number of VLANs in the pool. The hash algorithm
ensures that every time the client connects to the network via any AP, the controller assigns the same VLAN,
thus maintaining the IP address of the client as it roams across the APs.
Figure 70 VLAN Pooling

Single VLAN
When an SSID has only one single VLAN, for example, SSID “Students”, there is no IP mobility issue. No matter
where the client roams, its IP does not change.
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Figure 71 Single VLAN

Layer 3 Switch
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Controller
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Challenges of VLAN Pooling
The challenges of VLAN pooling include the following:
l

802.11 Frames do not Identify VLAN Tags on page 136

l

IPv6 SLAAC Breaks on page 137

l

Roaming Complexity on page 138

l

Inconsistent VLAN Utilization or IP Mobility Breaks on page 139

802.11 Frames do not Identify VLAN Tags
Network designs use VLANs and smaller subnets to reduce broadcast-multicast traffic. In the case of wired
networks, switches and routers understand VLAN tags and thus restrict broadcast domains to each VLAN only.
However, when it comes to broadcast-multicast traffic for WLAN, all the clients connected to a basic service set
identifier (BSSID) can hear broadcast-multicast traffic from all the VLANs being used on the same BSSID,
irrespective of the client’s actual VLAN. Thus, logically a BSSID creates a broadcast domain in a WLAN, not a
VLAN like in a wired network.
In the example above, when a unicast packet for Client-1 in VLAN 10 comes to the controller, the controller
forwards it to Client-1 via AP1. Over the air, when the controller sends this frame to the client, it sends it to a
destination MAC address, which is equal to Client-1’s MAC address. Similarly, when a unicast packet for Client-2
in VLAN 20 comes to the controller, the controller forwards it to Client-2 via AP2 in a similar manner. A problem
occurs when the multicast or broadcast packet for Client-1 in VLAN 10 comes to the controller. Suppose the
address resolution protocol (ARP) packet for Client-1 comes to the controller. Assuming there are no
optimizations, and ARP is a broadcast packet, by default the controller forwards it to all the APs where clients in
VLAN 10 exists. Thus, the ARP packet goes to AP1 and AP2. When the packet comes to AP2, the AP sends it out
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in the air with destination mac-address as broadcast mac (FF:FF:FF:FF:FF:FF). Both Client 2 and 3 are
connected to the same BSSID, so both Client 2 and 3 receive it, irrespective of to which VLANs they belong.
This is concerning because of the use of smaller subnets and VLANs. Restricting the broadcast domain does not
completely hold true for WLAN as it depends on the BSSID and channel as well. Segregating traffic is also not
the case as we explained in the example.
Figure 72 802.11 Frames do not Identify VLAN Tags

Figure 73 is a wireless packet capture in of a broadcast ARP packet that does not have a VLAN tag section as
what is available in a wired 802.3 Ethernet header. It discloses the fact that VLANs could not be the traffic
segregator in a wireless network.
Figure 73 Wireless Packet Capture

IPv6 SLAAC Breaks
When network administrators started implementing IPv6 with stateless address auto configuration (SLAAC) on
WLAN, they came across a problem where clients receive IP addresses from a different VLAN than the one that
the controller assigned.
The problem occurs when the clients on the same AP belong to different VLANs. This can occur when the WLAN
uses VLAN pooling, IP mobility, or the role-based VLAN derivation rule. (This problem does not occur if all the
AP's clients belong to same VLAN.)
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A newly authenticated client is assigned to a VLAN. The network infrastructure knows about the VLAN, but the
client does not know it until it gets an IP address from the dynamic host configuration protocol (DHCP). In IPv6
SLAAC there is no DHCP, so the client does not know its assigned VLAN.
To obtain an IPv6 address, the client must find its parent router and obtain a 64-bit prefix, and then add its 64-bit
interface ID to form a 128-bit address. To find its router the client may send a broadcast neighbor discovery
protocol router solicitation (RS) or wait for a periodic router advertisement (RA).
Where an AP serves members of more than one IPv6 VLAN, each router configured with a VLAN advertises RAs,
using multicast. Unassigned clients respond to the first RA they see since 802.11 frames do not carry any VLAN
tag information. If the first router belongs to a client’s assigned VLAN, all is well; it receives an address in that
VLAN range. However, if the first RA is for a different VLAN, the client receives the wrong address and the
network does not route its source address to other destinations, so traffic is ‘black-holed’. Also, clients can have
multiple IPv6 addresses. If the client hears RAs on multiple VLANs, it assigns multiple IPv6 addresses, and some
of them are invalid.
Figure 74 IPv6 SLAAC Breaks

Roaming Complexity
In an enterprise environment, based on the size of the campus, there may be multiple controllers to serve APs
and clients across the campus. If the ESSID is available throughout the campus, then the client does not attempt
to get a new IP address when it roams from one controller to another. To support seamless roaming of clients
throughout the campus, network administrators need to configure VLAN or IP mobility.
In the case of VLAN mobility, client VLANs extend across all the controllers as shown in the VLAN pooling
diagram (Figure 70), which requires them to be configured across multiple switches in the path of the
controllers, and creates a big broadcast domain.
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In the case of IP mobility, different controllers have different VLANs for wireless clients. However, to avoid
clients renewing an IP address, you need to configure IP mobility, which requires the setup of IP-IP or GRE
tunnels between all the controllers serving the campus.
Both VLAN and IP mobility increase complexity of the design and scalability challenges for large campus
networks.
Figure 75 Roaming Complexity

Inconsistent VLAN Utilization or IP Mobility Breaks
Most vendors use hash algorithms to assign a VLAN from the VLAN pool to the wireless client. As this hash
algorithm is mainly based on the client’s MAC address and number of VLANs in the pool, over the years of study,
there have been many situations where some VLANs from the VLAN pool are completely exhausted due to the
large number of clients in them, while other VLANs are quite empty.
The second algorithm for VLAN assignment is the “Even” algorithm. It aims to address the issue of uneven
distribution of clients over the different VLANs in a pool. This assignment algorithm picks the least used VLAN
in the pool in order to keep an even distribution of users in a VLAN pool. The usage of individual VLANs is
maintained, so that the least used VLAN can be picked. A side-effect of the “Even” VLAN assignment algorithm
is that when a client moves from one controller to another, where both the controllers are sharing the same
VLAN pool, the client can potentially be assigned to a different VLAN from the one that it was using on the first
controller. As a result, IP mobility can break.
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Figure 76 Inconsistent VLAN Utilization or IP Mobility Breaks

Advantages of Single VLAN Design
Single VLAN design refers to one large subnet to serve all the clients connecting to an SSID in the campus
environment with contiguous RF. Controller and tunneled APs make it possible to scale to larger subnets in the
range of /22 to /16.
Single VLAN design is simple and smart. It can greatly reduce the complexity of WLAN design, and it addresses
the IPv6, DHCP, and roaming challenges seen with VLAN pooling. At the same time, you can meet all of the
requirements from the wireless LAN using the single VLAN design. Large universities can maximize the
advantage of this design with their thousands of wireless clients across a large campus with contiguous RF,
followed by large enterprises with multiple buildings at a location.
With single VLAN design, we recommend using the same VLAN throughout the campus with contiguous RF. If
you have multiple buildings in different locations (for example, school districts or corporate branches spread
across different cities or towns), then you should use different VLANs and subnets.
With this architecture, we recommend using one large subnet for all the clients connecting to an SSID. However,
you can use separate VLANs for clients connecting to separate SSIDs. Ideally, in campus WLAN, you should use
separate VLANs for employee and guest SSIDs.
Lastly, wired and wireless clients should not be sharing the same VLAN. Use separate VLANs for wired clients
and, if needed, use multiple smaller subnets to restrict broadcast domain for wired devices. Single VLAN
architecture is for wireless LAN only, as the controller has a lot of visibility and thus control for wireless users,
but not for wired devices. The obvious problems related to large VLANs on wired networks still applies.
The single VLAN design includes the following advantages:
l

Simple Design and Easy to Support on page 141

l

IPv6 SLAAC Challenges Solved on page 141
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l

Roaming Becomes Simple on page 141

l

Address Efficiency on page 141

Simple Design and Easy to Support
With just one large subnet for all the WLAN clients connecting to an SSID, the network administrator does not
need to configure multiple VLANs, DHCP scopes, extend VLANs across multiple devices, and configure
redundancy for default gateways in each VLAN.
Additionally, the network administrator does not need to configure VLAN mobility or IP mobility for clients
roaming across different controllers. As the client VLAN is going to be the same, the client keeps using the same
IP address. As wireless LAN design becomes simple, it is very easy for network administrators to support this
design. If at the same time some issues come up, it is very easy to troubleshoot it as well. Network
administrators do not need to figure out which VLAN the client falls into, try to isolate an issue related to just
that VLAN, or network wide, and so on.

IPv6 SLAAC Challenges Solved
With single VLAN design, there are not multiple RAs coming from IPv6 routers. Thus, there is no issue of the
client getting the wrong v6 address.

Roaming Becomes Simple
No matter where the client roams, either on a different AP on the same controller or on a different controller, the
client does not need to change the IP address. The network administrator does not need to configure Layer 2 or
Layer 3 roaming on the controllers. This solves the roaming complexity for the network administrator.

Address Efficiency
As there is just one VLAN, there is no issue of some VLANs getting completely exhausted while other VLANs
stay less utilized. In large campus environments with thousands of users, this helps a lot to avoid the issue of
clients not getting IP addresses due to some VLANs being completely exhausted.

Concerns with Single VLAN Design
Many things come to a network administrator’s mind before using a large subnet. Some of the most common
questions that come up are:
l

Limiting Large Amounts of Broadcast and Multicast Traffic on page 141

l

Infrastructure to Support Large VLAN on page 142

Limiting Large Amounts of Broadcast and Multicast Traffic
This is the first thing that comes to the network administrator’s mind when thinking about using single VLAN
design. As we discussed in earlier section, in case of WLAN, there is not a very big difference between VLAN
pooling and single VLAN. If you are using VLAN pooling, then moving to single VLAN will not affect much in
terms of broadcast-multicast traffic.
In the case of the Aruba controller and tunneled APs, the controller is a central point who knows about all the
associated clients, their IP addresses, mac-addresses, to which AP they are connected, what role they are in, and
what type of traffic they are allowed. Thus, the controller can make intelligent decisions on which packet needs
to go to which clients to reduce unnecessary traffic in the air.
To do that, ArubaOS has features and built-in intelligence that can reduce the amount of broadcast and multicast
traffic. Broadcast and Multicast Traffic Control on page 142 covers all the features available in ArubaOS to
intelligently optimize broadcast and multicast traffic.
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Infrastructure to Support Large VLAN
To support a large VLAN, other devices on the network also need to be capable. Some of the most common
concerns are related to:
l

Routers and Switches on page 142

l

DHCP Servers on page 142

l

Firewall Rules on page 142

Routers and Switches
Most of the time the wireless client VLAN is configured as Layer 2 on the Aruba controller and uplink switch.
The uplink router is configured as Layer 3 interface working as default gateway for that VLAN. While using large
VLANs, the ARP table on the router can be very large depending on how many clients are connected to the
WLAN. Thus, network administrators should find out any limitations on the router and address them accordingly.
The same goes for switches. Although the controller uplink switch does not need to handle ARP entries, the
bridge/mac address table entries can be very large. The network administrator should consider this.
DHCP Servers
In the case of single VLAN design, the DHCP server needs to be able to support large DHCP scopes, as big as
/16. Many Linux based DHCP servers are not capable of this. Thus, the network administrator needs to ensure
that the DHCP server can handle a large DHCP scope. At the same time, the DHCP server needs to be powerful
enough to lease out IP addresses quickly. During a failover situation, it becomes essential.
Firewall Rules
Most of the firewalls in the market today do not understand users, they rather understand IP and subnets. With
single VLAN design, everything is on one subnet only. Firewalls are designed to apply policies on subnets.
Therefore, user-centric firewalls are needed to apply such policies since all users are part of the same subnet.

Broadcast and Multicast Traffic Control
The biggest concern that network administrators may have with single VLAN design is how to restrict broadcast
and multicast (BCMC) traffic. In the case of a large subnet with thousands of users, there is a large amount of
BCMC traffic. The BCMC traffic can affect client performance if not restricted properly by the wireless
controller. At the same time, not all of the BCMC traffic should be dropped by the wireless controller or network
infrastructure, otherwise some of the basic functionalities like VRRP, IPv6, DHCP, ARP, multicast domain name
system (MDNS), and so on, may break. In the case of Aruba controllers, tunneled APs and software intelligence
built into ArubaOS make it possible to deploy the single VLAN design. In this chapter, we will look into different
parameters available in ArubaOS to limit BCMC traffic.
This section includes the following topics:
l

Optimizing ARP Traffic on page 142

l

Optimizing ARP and ICMPv6 Traffic on page 146

l

Optimizing DHCP Traffic on page 147

l

Optimizing Broadcast and Multicast Traffic on page 148

l

Optimizing ICMPv6 Traffic on page 158

l

BCMC Optimization Features Summary on page 160

Optimizing ARP Traffic
This section includes the following topics:
l

Broadcast ARP Traffic on page 143
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l

Converting ARP to Unicast on page 143

l

Broadcast ARP Conversion Configuration Sample on page 144

l

Suppressing Unknown ARP on page 145

l

Suppress Unknown ARP Configuration Sample on page 146

Broadcast ARP Traffic
Here is an example for broadcast ARP traffic without the feature of converting broadcast ARP packet to unicast:
l

Controller receives an ARP packet for IP 192.168.1.10.

l

Controller floods this broadcast ARP packet to the wired ports, which includes the port connecting to a wired
server and the ports connecting to AP1 and AP2.

l

All clients including 192.168.1.10, .11, .12 and .13 receive this broadcast ARP packet.

Figure 77 Broadcast ARP Traffic

Converting ARP to Unicast
When using large subnets, ARP and DHCP traffic can significantly impact the performance of WLAN. A single
ARP packet in a VLAN is flooded to all the AP tunnels where that VLAN exists. In a real world scenario, if you
have 1000 APs on the controller and if an ARP packet comes to the controller (from the wired side or from one
of the wireless client) on a wireless client VLAN, then that ARP packet is flooded to all 1000 AP tunnels and
sent out in the air. This can affect the performance of wireless clients, so the broadcast filter ARP parameter
should be used.
DHCP packets have a similar behavior.
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Gratuitous ARP (GARP) can also impact the WLAN performance. Whenever a client sends a GARP frame, that
frame goes to all other wired and wireless clients. Each client receiving this GARP frame updates its ARP
cache entry for it. In the network where there are thousands of clients sending GARP, we noticed problems with
mobile devices and laptops where they ran out of their ARP table limits as they do not support a big ARP table.
Most clients support ARP table entries in the range of 512 to 4000 entries or less. After a certain point, clients
started losing default-gateway entries and showing connectivity issues. The Aruba controller has features that
can reduce the amount of ARP and DHCP packets flooded to wireless clients.
Convert Broadcast ARP to Unicast
Function: Converts broadcast ARP and DHCP packets to unicast before sending to wireless clients.
Default: Turned ON
Recommended: Turned ON
Figure 78 Converting ARP to Unicast

Broadcast ARP Conversion Configuration Sample
The broadcast ARP conversion to unicast is enabled by default. We recommend enabling this feature.
Following are CLI and WebUI examples of how to configure this feature.
(config)# wlan virtual-ap <profile-name>
(Virtual AP profile "<profile-name>") # broadcast-filter arp
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Figure 79 Convert Broadcast ARP Requests to Unicast

Suppressing Unknown ARP
Figure 80 illustrates suppressing unknown ARP requests to AP tunnels.
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Figure 80 Suppress Unknown ARP

This parameter stops flooding of “unknown” ARP requests to AP tunnels (tunnel and d-tunnel mode only). The
unknown ARP request is still flooded out of LAN ports, wired AP ports, and split-tunnel VAPs.

Suppress Unknown ARP Configuration Sample
The suppress unknown ARP feature is enabled by default. We recommend enabling this feature.
Following are CLI and WebUI examples of how to configure this feature.
(config)# interface vlan <id>
(config-subif) # suppress-arp

Figure 81 Enable Suppress ARP

Optimizing ARP and ICMPv6 Traffic
This section includes the following topics:
l

GARP and DAD Frames on page 146

l

DAD Configuration Sample on page 147

GARP and DAD Frames
Broadcast Filter ARP and Suppress ARP features take care of known and unknown ARP frames but not GARP.
The “Optimize Duplicate Address Detection” feature stops forwarding GARP and IPv6 duplicate address
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detection (DAD) frames to wireless clients. However, there is an exception to this. If the GARP or DAD frame is
coming from the router (default gateway), it is sent to all the wireless clients as that is very important
information for clients. This especially helps when customers have default gateway redundancy. If the active
gateway goes down, then the standby gateway starts owning the gateway IP and sends out the GARP frame to
update clients about the new IP to MAC address mapping.
Figure 82 Control Gratuitous ARPs and IPv6 Duplication Address Detection Frames Flood

Stop flooding GARP or IPv6 DAD frames from wireless clients to wireless clients. GARP or DAD frames from
wired ports (routers) are still flooded to all clients. It is essential for redundancy (VRRP failover).

DAD Configuration Sample
The DAD feature is enabled by default. We recommend enabling this feature.
Following is a CLI example of how to configure this feature.
(config)# firewall optimize-dad-frames

Optimizing DHCP Traffic
When the controller receives broadcast DHCP discovery packets, it does not flood them to any AP GRE tunnels.
The assumption here is that the DHCP server should never be a wireless client that connects to an AP.
When the controller receives a broadcast DHCP offer packet, it converts this broadcast packet into unicast and
sends it back to the AP where the DHCP request is received.
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Figure 83 Optimizing DHCP Traffic

Optimizing Broadcast and Multicast Traffic
Once ARP and DHCP packets are converted to unicast, the next step is to restrict BCMC that might be
generated as a part of some applications running on the client devices. Most common applications use either
NetBIOS, MDNS, or digital living network alliance (DLNA) based services, which are multicast based. The
Aruba controller has features that can completely drop this BCMC traffic or allow specific types of traffic by
converting it to unicast.
ArubaOS 6.4.1 has enhanced multicast support. If you enable the "broadcast filter-all" parameter, the controller
allows multicast packets to be forwarded if the packets originating from the wired side are within the destination
range of 225.0.0.0 - 239.255.255.255, and a station has subscribed to a multicast group. If you disable the internet
group management protocol (IGMP) snooping and proxy, the controller is not be aware of the IGMP membership
and drops the multicast flows. If you enable the dynamic multicast optimization (DMO), the controller sends the
packets with 802.11 unicast headers. If you enable AirGroup, the controller sends mDNS (simple service
discovery protocol (SSDP)) packets to the AirGroup application. The well-known address for mDNS is
224.0.0.251 and SSDP is 239.255.255.250.
In previous ArubaOS versions, how the controller handles multicast packets varies based on the broadcast filterall and DMO settings.
In ArubaOS 6.2-6.4.0, when you enable "broadcast filter-all" and DMO, the controller allows multicast packets to
be forwarded if packets originating from the wired side are within the destination range of 225.0.0.0 239.255.255.255.
In ArubaOS 6.1, when you enable "broadcast filter-all", the controller drops all multicast packets.
This section includes the following topics:
l

Drop BCMC Traffic on page 149

l

Drop BCMC Traffic in a VLAN on page 150

l

IGMP Snooping on page 150
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l

IGMP Proxy on page 151

l

Dynamic Multicast Optimization on page 153

l

Multicast Rate Optimization on page 156

l

VLAN BCMC Bandwidth Contract on page 157

Drop BCMC Traffic
This feature stops the flooding of BCMC traffic to wireless clients. However, the controller continuously
forwards multicast packets: if packets from the wired side are within the destination range of 225.0.0.0239.255.255.255, if you enable IGMP snooping or proxy and there are subscribers to a multicast group, if you
enable DMO the multicast packets are sent as 802.11 unicast packets, and if you enable AirGroup, mDNS/SSDP
is allowed. Enable broadcast-filter ARP to use this drop BCMC traffic feature.
Figure 84 Drop BCMC Traffic for a SSID

The drop BCMC traffic feature is disabled by default. We recommend enabling this feature.
Following are CLI and WebUI examples of how to configure this feature.
(config)# wlan virtual-ap <profile-name>
(Virtual AP profile "<profile-name>") # broadcast-filter all

Figure 85 Drop Broadcast and Unknown Multicast
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Drop BCMC Traffic in a VLAN
This feature stops the flooding of BCMC traffic to wireless and wired clients. ADP, ARP, DHCP, VRRP, IPv6, and
RA-RS-NA-NS are allowed. Enabling AirGroup creates an exception to allow mDNS. This feature is supported
across tunnel, d-tunnel, and split-tunnel modes.
Figure 86 Drop BCMC Traffic in a VLAN

The drop BCMC traffic in a VLAN feature is disabled by default. We recommend enabling this feature on a VLAN
if there is no multicast application.
Following is a CLI example of how to configure this feature.
(config)# interface vlan <id>
(config-subif) # bcmc-optimization

IGMP Snooping
The Aruba controller uses IGMP snooping or IGMP proxy to facilitate multicast video delivery.
It is important to limit the LAN bandwidth consumed by video, particularly multicast video, because the video
streams are high-bandwidth and persistent. Use IGMP snooping to suppress unnecessary multicast replication
between the WLAN controller and APs. It uses the WLAN controller to monitor which clients are subscribed to
multicast video groups, and only sends multicast traffic to APs when required (even then only on a per-group
basis).
Aruba’s mobility controllers use IGMP snooping to identify which APs have clients that subscribe to multicast
streams, and then block replication of the multicast stream to other APs. Since the tunnels between the
controller and APs may traverse several wired LAN segments, this results in significant bandwidth savings over
the distributed-traffic model.
Only send multicast traffic to APs with multicast group members.
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Figure 87 IGMP Snooping

The IGMP snooping feature is disabled by default. We recommend enabling this feature on a VLAN if multicast
application is in use.
Following are CLI and WebUI examples of how to configure this feature.
(config)# interface vlan <id>
(config-subif) # ip igmp snooping

Figure 88 Enable IGMP Snooping

IGMP Proxy
IGMP proxy implements multicast routing by re-originating IGMP joins and leaves from the source of the
controller. As an alternative to IGMP snooping, which works on a per-SSID tunnel basis and requires an external
multicast router to generate the IGMP membership reports, IGMP proxy works on a per-client basis.
IGMP proxy is enabled on the user VLAN IP interface, also stating the interface where the multicast frames are
being transmitted into the controller. This ensures that the IGMP client membership table is filled out properly.
Without the IGMP client membership table properly filled out, dynamic multicast optimization does not take
place, leading to video quality degradation.
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IGMP proxy is recommended in most applications. If you require L3 IP mobility for your multicast clients, you
must use IGMP proxy. Only proxy synchronizes IGMP state across the home agent and foreign agent. If L3 IP
mobility is not required, either snooping or proxy may be used.
Extend VLAN upstream to the router. This step is required for IGMP proxy to work. This enables the switch to
respond to IGMP messages from the upstream router. The Aruba controller sends all IGMP reports to the
upstream router on the interface configured since the upstream router does the IGMP routing.
Controller originates IGMP joins and leaves for wireless clients to the upstream multicast routers.

Figure 89 IGMP Proxy

The IGMP proxy feature is disabled by default. We recommend using IGMP proxy over IGMP snooping. You
cannot enable IGMP proxy and snooping concurrently.
Following are CLI and WebUI examples of how to configure IGMP proxy.
(config)# interface vlan <id>
(config-subif) # ip igmp proxy gigabitethernet 0/0/0
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Figure 90 Enable IGMP Proxy

Dynamic Multicast Optimization
Over-the-air transmissions can benefit from unicast transmissions depending on the number of clients in use. If
only a small number of clients are subscribed to a multicast group, it can be more efficient to convert over-thewire multicast to over-the-air unicast due to the faster data rates and prioritization capabilities of unicast
connections. As this number grows, multicast gains in efficiency over unicast. Aruba’s dynamic multicast
optimization (DMO) technology dynamically selects the appropriate conversion based on real-time network and
video usage information. The conversion takes place at the controller at the 802.11 layer, on a client-by-client
basis, and is transparent to the higher-level client layers.
DMO is easy to deploy and is dynamic. DMO provides automatic multicast-to-unicast traffic optimization in the
controller without requiring ongoing monitoring and configuration. Multicast IP frames are transmitted over the
air using 802.11 unicast headers dynamically based on a configurable threshold.
DMO has a quality of service (QoS) benefit. Multicast video traffic utilizes the Wi-Fi multimedia (WMM) video
queue for prioritization.
There is higher capacity and reliability with reliable multicast video over 802.11n and 802.11ac rates.
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Figure 91 Dynamic Multicast Optimization

Distributed DMO (D-DMO), as illustrated in Figure 92, is the same as the DMO feature, except it is working at
decrypt tunnel mode.
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Figure 92 Distributed DMO

The DMO feature is disabled by default. We recommend enabling this feature if multicast members are less than
80.
Each legacy a/b/g multicast client consumes three DMO credits. Each 802.11n/ac client consumes one DMO
credit.
For example, if you configure the DMO threshold as 60, there are 20 802.11a multicast subscribers and 15
802.11n and 802.11ac subscribers. The total credits needed for DMO are 20 * 3 +15 = 75. It is less than the DMO
threshold. The multicast traffic does not convert to unicast, and is sent in original format (multicast traffic).
Following are CLI and WebUI examples of how to configure DMO and D-DMO:
(config)# wlan virtual-ap <profile-name>
(Virtual AP profile "<profile-name>")# dynamic-mcast-optimization
(Virtual AP profile "<profile-name>")# dynamic-mcast-optimization-thresh 80
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Figure 93 DMO Enabled

Multicast Rate Optimization
In cases where DMO determines that it is more efficient to send traffic over-the-air as multicast, multicast rate
optimization (MRO) supports higher data rate multicast frame transmissions increasing multicast traffic capacity
in a given channel. The AP transmits multicast traffic at the lowest common rate sustainable for all associated
subscribers instead of using the lowest common supported rate for all clients. This allows conservation of
wireless bandwidth and higher video density. We recommend enabling this feature whenever deploying video,
but note that DMO always take precedence over MRO up to the configurable threshold value.
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Figure 94 Multicast Rate Optimization

The MRO feature is disabled by default. We recommend enabling this feature if multicast application is in use.
Following are CLI and WebUI examples of how to configure MRO:
(config)# wlan ssid-profile <profile-name>
(SSID profile "<profile-name>")#
mcast-rate-opt

Figure 95 BCMC Rate Optimization Selected

VLAN BCMC Bandwidth Contract
VLAN bandwidth contracts are enforced in the fast path of the controller dataplane and would limit the flood
traffic (multicast and unknown unicast traffic) on the VLAN. There is an exception for DHCP, ARP, VRRP, ADP,
bridge protocol data unit (BPDU), link layer discovery protocol (LLDP), and Cisco STP. You can also configure a
list of exception MAC addresses that should not be dropped.
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Figure 96 VLAN BCMC Bandwidth Contract

The VLAN BCMC bandwidth contract feature is disabled by default. We recommend enabling this feature in case
the BCMC traffic takes too much VLAN bandwidth.
By default, there is no VLAN bandwidth contract for BCMC traffic on a VLAN.
Following is a CLI example of how to configure the bandwidth contract:
(config)# aaa bandwidth-contract test mbits 20
(config)# Interface vlan 114
(config-subif)# bandwidth-contract test

For example, add Cisco CDP/VTP into exception list:
(config)# vlan-bwcontract-explist mac 01:00:0C:CC:CC:CC
#show vlan-bwcontract-explist internal
Mac address
------01:80:C2:00:00:00
01:00:0C:CC:CC:CD
01:80:C2:00:00:02
01:00:5E:00:82:11
#show vlan-bwcontract-explist
01:00:0C:CC:CC:CC

Optimizing ICMPv6 Traffic
This section includes the following topics:
l

Convert Router Advertisement into Unicast Automatically on page 159

l

No Flooding of RS Messages to AP Tunnels on page 159
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Convert Router Advertisement into Unicast Automatically
In the case of IPv6, clients can automatically configure the IPv6 address either by listening to periodic RA
messages, or by sending out RS messages when they come up and then in turn getting RA messages from the
IPv6 router. All these RA and RS messages are sent to specific multicast addresses, so that all the routers and
clients can hear them. However, at the same time it can affect the wireless client performance.
In the case of the Aruba controller, if all the wireless clients fall into the same VLAN (single VLAN design), then
periodic RAs are sent as is. Multicast packets do not impact the client performance too much. However, if using
VLAN pooling, then depending on the number of VLANs in the pool, periodic RAs can flood the network. To avoid
that, the controller intercepts RAs, converts them to unicast packets, and sends them to all the clients in that
VLAN.
In Figure 97 the controller intercepts RA messages and converts them to unicast to the clients in the VLAN, if
you configure VLAN pooling under the Virtual AP profile. This is done automatically; no configuration is
required.
Figure 97 Convert Router Advertisement into Unicast Automatically

No Flooding of RS Messages to AP Tunnels
Even though the RS messages go on a multicast address, the controller does not put that frame into AP tunnels;
thus, they do not go to wireless clients. When the response (RA) comes back from the default gateway, the
controller just forwards that packet to that particular client that sent out the RS message.
Thus, ArubaOS is by default optimized to handle RA and RS messages without enabling any special features.
In Figure 98 the controller does not flood multicast RS messages into AP tunnels. It does this automatically, no
configuration is required.
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Figure 98 No Flooding of RS Messages to AP Tunnels

BCMC Optimization Features Summary
Table 9 summarizes the broadcast and multicast (BCMC) features.
Table 9: BCMC Optimization Features Summary
Feature

Default

Recommendation

Comments

Broadcast-filter ARP

Enable

Enable

Convert broadcast ARP to unicast.

Suppress ARP

Enable

Enable

Stop flooding “unknown” arp requests to
AP tunnels (Tunnel and D-Tunnel modes
only).

GARP/IPv6 DAD Opt

Enable

Enable

Stop flooding GARP or IPv6 DAD frames
from wireless clients to wireless clients.

Suppress DHCP discovery

Enabled
internally

No parameter to configure

Wireless client DHCP Discovery packet is
not flooded to AP tunnels, only flood to
wired ports.

Broadcast DHCP Offer filter

Enabled
internally

No parameter to configure

Broadcast DHCP Offer packets is
converted into unicast.

Broadcast-filter All

Disable

Enable

Stops flooding of BCMC traffic to wireless
clients. ARP filter needs to be on.
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Table 9: BCMC Optimization Features Summary
Feature

Default

Recommendation

Comments

BCMC Optimization on
VLAN

Disable

Enable if no multicast
App.

Drop all the broadcast and multicast on a
VLAN except ADP, ARP, DHCP, VRRP,
RA/RS, and NA/NS. When AirGroup is
enabled, it automatically creates exceptions
for mDNS traffic.

IGMP Snooping

Disable

Enable if MC App. in
VLAN

Only send multicast traffic to APs with
multicast group members.

IGMP Proxy

Disable

Enable if MC App. In
VLAN

Better to use IGMP proxy rather than IGMP
snooping.

DMO

Disable

Enable if MC counts <100

Automatic MC-to-UC traffic conversion in
the controller. Run in tunnel/d-tunnel
mode.

Multicast Rate Opt

Disable

Enable if MC App. runs

MC traffic transmission (TX) at lowest tx
rate for all associated users instead of
basic rate.

BCMC BW contract

Disable

Enable if needed

Limit the total amount traffic of BCMC and
unknown UC allowed on a VLAN,
DHCP/ARP/VRRP/ADP/BPDU/LLDP/Cisco
STP is excluded.

IPv6 RA filter

Enabled
internally

No parameter to configure

Controller intercepts RAs and converts
them to unicast to the clients in the VLAN.

Suppress IPV6 RS

Enabled
internally

No parameter to configure

Controller does not flood multicast RS
messages into AP tunnels.

AirGroup

Disable

Enable if mDNS/DLNA
runs

Allows App. such as AirPlay and
ChromeCast even if BCMC filter is
enabled.

AirGroup
This section includes the following topics:
l

Optimizing Multicast Traffic of mDNS/DLNA on page 162

l

Aruba AirGroup Solution on page 167

l

VLAN Design and Broadcast and Multicast Traffic Control on page 134

l

AirGroup Configuration in the Controller on page 194

l

AirGroup Troubleshooting Via Case Studies on page 197

AirGroup is a unique enterprise-class capability that leverages zero configuration networking to enable
Bonjour® services such as Apple® AirPrint and AirPlay or universal plug and play (UPnP) services from mobile
devices in an efficient manner. Apple AirPlay and AirPrint services are based on the Bonjour protocol. They are
essential services in campus Wi-Fi networks.
Zero configuration networking enables service discovery, address assignment, and name resolution for desktop
computers, mobile devices, and network services. It is designed for flat, single-subnet IP networks such as
wireless networking at home. Bonjour is the trade name for the zero configuration implementation introduced by
Apple. It is supported by most of the Apple product lines, including the Mac OS X operating system, iPhone, iPod
Touch, iPad, Apple TV, and AirPort Express.
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Bonjour uses multicast DNS (mDNS) to locate devices and the services offered by these devices. The AirGroup
solution supports both wired and wireless devices. Wired devices, which support the Bonjour services are made
part of AirGroup when the VLANs of the devices are terminated on the Virtual Controller.

Optimizing Multicast Traffic of mDNS/DLNA
This section includes the following topics:
l

Bonjour/DLNA Challenges in the Campus on page 162

l

AirGroup Addresses the Challenges on page 163

l

AirGroup Requires Context on page 164

l

Controller Functions on page 164

l

Value Added with CPPM on page 165

l

Aruba AirGroup Differentiators on page 165

l

AirGroup Use Cases on page 165

Bonjour/DLNA Challenges in the Campus
There are several challenges with enabling plug-n-play services within large scale WLANs.
Lack of visibility. These services are designed for single VLAN. In large universities and enterprise networks, it
is common for Bonjour-capable devices to connect to the network across VLANs. As a result, user devices such
as an iPad on VLAN 30 cannot discover the Apple TV that resides on another VLAN.
Reduced Wi-Fi performance. Enabling service discovery across different IP networks with no control can
compromise wireless network performance by generating excessive discovery traffic and generic filtering of
such services. When a router is enabled to propagate all the mDNS traffic between VLANs across wired and
wireless networks, the network is flooded with mDNS traffic that consumes valuable wireless airtime. Network
administrators are faced with a difficult choice between either propagating mDNS traffic across VLANs and risk
significant reduction in wireless performance, or blocking mDNS traffic to prevent connectivity for Bonjourcapable devices and services.
End user errors. Users get access to a set of services by mistake, and take over wrong devices for printing or
streaming. Without regard to the user context, this creates additional usability issues and helpdesk escalations.
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Figure 99 Bonjour/DLNA Challenges

AirGroup Addresses the Challenges
Enabling service discovery across different IP networks can compromise wireless network performance by
generating excessive discovery traffic and generic filtering of such services. Without regard to the user context,
this creates additional usability issues and helpdesk escalations.
AirGroup maintains seamless connectivity of clients and services across VLANs and SSIDs. The mDNS traffic
across the wired and wireless network is minimized, thereby preserving valuable wired network bandwidth and
WLAN airtime.
AirGroup addresses mDNS challenges. It allows mDNS and DLNA traffic to propagate across VLANs. It helps
conserve valuable airtime by suppressing traffic originating from clients. It improves client battery life by
sending unicast mDNS and DLNA responses.
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Figure 100 AirGroup Addresses the Challenges

AirGroup Requires Context
WLAN devices allow people to access Apple Bonjour or DLNA protocol based devices across VLANs in a
wireless network (for example, access an Apple TV in the conference room, use the printer nearby, or share a
personal device with roommates). Although they may be in a different VLAN, people may be overwhelmed by
what they can see, and who can see their devices.
Without context-aware access control, it would be chaos. Everyone can see everything as enabling Bonjour or
DLNA across VLANs opens up a Pandora's box. There is a lack of security. For example, personal devices are
visible by others, you cannot assign a device to a common resource, and you know the details about a printer
that is across campus.
Aruba AirGroup enables context awareness for services across the network.
AirGroup is aware of shared resources. A shared resource may be an Apple TV in a meeting room, a printer in a
supply room that is available to certain users (such as the marketing department), or in a classroom, teachers
can use AirPlay to wirelessly project a laptop screen onto an HDTV monitor using an Apple TV.
AirGroup is aware of personal devices. For example, AirGroup is aware of an Apple TV in a dorm room that
belongs to a specific student.
AirGroup is aware of the location of services. For example, depending on proximity, an iPad uses AirPrint to
print using the closest printer instead of all printers in the building. Another example is a user in a conference
room who wants to use AirPlay to project a MacBook screen on an HDTV monitor using an Apple TV receiver.
When that user queries the network for a list of available Apple TVs, the location-aware mobility controller only
shows the Apple TV closest to the user.

Controller Functions
The Aruba controller AirGroup feature provides several functions.
The controller intercepts all users’ mDNS queries, stops flooding mDNS multicast packets to all other wireless
users, and builds up mDNS users and servers cache tables for access control and servers sharing. Whenever the
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controller receives a broadcast mDNS query, it acts as a proxy and sends a unicast response based on the cache
entry built up at an earlier time. The controller bridges VLANs by caching all the mDNS servers across the
VLANs terminating on it, and achieves mDNS device sharing between users across VLANs. The AirGroup mDNS
and DLNA traffic intercepting and proxy functions greatly control the multicast flooding in a WLAN and optimize
the multicast traffic over the air. The controller selectively allows or blocks certain mDNS and DLNA services
globally.

Value Added with CPPM
AirGroup leverages key elements of Aruba’s solution portfolio including ArubaOS operating system software for
Aruba mobility controllers and the Aruba ClearPass Policy Manager (CPPM).
The AirGroup registration portal under CPPM enables end users and IT administrators to self-register printers,
Apple-TVs, Wi-Fi projectors, Wi-Fi televisions, and other consumer devices. These devices can then be grouped
into personal, shared, and location based service groups.
ArubaOS mobility software can discover and have awareness of mDNS services such as AirPlay, AirPrint,
iTunes, and so on, and coordinate with CPPM in order to enable policy-based access to mobile devices based on
user role and location.

Aruba AirGroup Differentiators
Aruba WLANs with AirGroup technology enable secure context-aware access to Apple Bonjour and other zero
configuration networking-enabled devices without generating mDNS traffic that constrains Wi-Fi performance.
AirGroup delivers context-aware access control using Aruba Mobility Controller and Instant. It take the user’s
role in an organization (for example, marketing), the user’s devices (for example, iPad), and the user’s location
(for example, conference room) into account before making zero configuration networking services available.
AirGroup delivers centralized self-registration of services using CPPM. End users and IT administrators can
register devices that support zero configuration networking while policies define user- and location-based
access privileges.
AirGroup delivers simple installation. It does not require wired or wireless network configuration changes. No
additional SSIDs, VLANs, IP subnets, IP routing, or configuration MAC filters are required.

AirGroup Use Cases
Following are a few AirGroup use cases:
l

Use Case 1 - All Wireless Office Conference Room with AirGroup on page 165

l

Use Case 2 - Restricted Access University Classroom with AirGroup on page 166

l

Use Case 3 - Personal Device Access in University Dorms

Use Case 1 - All Wireless Office Conference Room with AirGroup
Every all wireless office (AWO) conference room has an Apple TV installed. In this specific conference room,
the Apple TV is accessible for Employee and Guest, but Guest can only access the Apple TV for a limited
duration.
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Figure 101 AWO Conference Room
1. Employee has access to the
conference room Apple TV
2. Apple TV is shared with Guest for
a limited duration
3. Guest is able to use Apple TV
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Use Case 2 - Restricted Access University Classroom with AirGroup
The Apple TV is only accessible for the teachers. The students cannot access the Apple TV with the AirGroup
configuration.
Figure 102 Restricted Access University Classroom
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Use Case 3 - Personal Device Access in University Dorms
Student 1 can configure the AirGroup to only allow himself to access his personal printer and Apple TV or share
them with Student 2.
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Figure 103 Personal Device Access
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Aruba AirGroup Solution
This section includes the following topics:
l

Deployment Model on page 167

l

AirGroup Operation on page 169

l

AirGroup Clusters and Domains on page 188

l

AirGroup Domain Operation on page 189

l

Impact of Broadcast Controls on AirGroup on page 190

l

AirGroup Scalability Limits on page 191

l

General Best Practices on page 191

l

AirGroup Limitations on page 193

Deployment Model
This section includes the following topics:
l

Overview on page 167

l

AirGroup Deployment Topology on page 169

l

AirGroup Deployment Guidelines on page 169

Overview
There are two ways to deploy AirGroup controllers. You can deploy the controller as a single mobility controller
supporting AirGroup. Also, you can create an AirGroup cluster of multiple mobility controllers.
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Figure 104 AirGroup Deployment Model

Deploying a multi-controller AirGroup cluster enables an mDNS user on one controller to discover an Apple TV
available on another controller, when both controllers are part of the same domain within the cluster. The
AirGroup cluster can consist of multiple domains and each domain can consist of controllers in various
configuration combinations such as master-master, master-local, and local-local.
AirGroup Clustering Terminology

AirGroup clustering terminology includes: AirGroup Domain, AirGroup Cluster, and Active-Domain. The
paragraphs below describe these terms.
AirGroup Domain - AirGroup domain is a set of controllers that are part of an AirGroup cluster. An
administrator can configure multiple AirGroup domains for a site-wide deployment. Individual local controllers
can choose to be part of multiple AirGroup domains to form a multi-controller AirGroup cluster.
AirGroup Cluster - One or more AirGroup domains make an AirGroup cluster. An AirGroup domain can
include a list of likely controllers that may participate in the multi-controller AirGroup cluster.
Active-Domain - AirGroup allows one or more AirGroup domains to be a part of the AirGroup active-domain list
of a controller. A master or local controller may participate in one or more AirGroup domains based on its
active-domain list. The mobility controller must set the corresponding domain as active for the controller to be
part of that domain within the AirGroup cluster.
In a master-local multi-controller deployment, AirGroup domains are created on the master. If an AirGroup
domain is created by the master with locals as its members, the administrator needs to make the domain active
on each local for it to participate in the AirGroup domain.
Once the domain is made active by all participating controllers, a multi-controller table is created on each
controller and L2 GRE tunnels are built with other members listed in this table. Only AirGroup-specific packets
are forwarded across these L2 GRE tunnels.
AirGroup Operation in a Multi-Controller Domain

When a controller receives an mDNS request from an AirGroup user, it first sends a copy of the request to all
other controllers in the AirGroup domain in order to look for possible mDNS responses. It uses any mDNS
responses received from other controllers and the mDNS cache table to process and send a response back to the
AirGroup user.
When the controller receives an mDNS response from an AirGroup server, it processes the response and
updates its cache table but does not send out a copy to other controllers in the domain. An mDNS response
would be shared only upon receiving mDNS requests from another controller in the domain
Most of the AirGroup deployments are integrated with Aruba CPPM.
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AirGroup Deployment Topology
In the AirGroup deployment topology, the same mobility controller that terminates all APs and provides WLAN
access runs AirGroup functionality, too. Trunk the VLANs, where wired devices like printers are connected, to
the AirGroup controller. The deployment can operate with or without CPPM.
The controller requires AP and PEF-NG licenses. CPPM requires a CPPM base license.
Figure 105 AirGroup Deployment Topology
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AirGroup Deployment Guidelines
Following are some AirGroup deployment guidelines.
l

When forming an AirGroup cluster, upgrade all participating controllers with the same ArubaOS code.

l

Trunk all VLANs with wired devices (Apple TVs, printers, and so on) to the AirGroup controller.

l

When you enable AirGroup on the controller, the default AirGroup behavior is whitelisting all AirGroup users
and services that the controller knows about.

l

When you enable AirGroup and CPPM registration is also enforced on the controller, the default behavior is
blacklisting all AirGroup services on the network, until special conditions are created in ClearPass.
Any controller that shares VLANs with another controller must be part of the same AirGroup multi-controller
cluster.

AirGroup Operation
This section includes the following topics:
l

Overview on page 170

l

Initial Service Discovery on page 170

l

No Service Filtering on page 171

l

VLAN Based Filtering on page 172
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l

Service Level Filtering on page 173

l

From CPPM Perspective on page 174

l

User Device Registration Portal with ClearPass on page 175

l

User-Role Based Sharing on page 182

l

User-Group Based Sharing on page 183

l

Time-Based Sharing on page 183

l

Location-Based Device Sharing on page 184

l

AP mDNS Aggregation on page 187

Overview
Figure 106 illustrates an overview of the AirGroup operation.
Figure 106 AirGroup Operation

The following activity takes place in the AirGroup operation:
1. AirGroup servers (for example, Apple TV and AirPrinter) send mDNS response packets to advertise their
services.
2. The Aruba AirGroup controller intercepts and suppresses all mDNS response packets without flooding, and
updates the mDNS cache table with AirGroup servers and services information.
3. mDNS users from wireless or wired networks send mDNS queries.
4. The AirGroup controller intercepts and suppresses mDNS queries without flooding, and looks up information
in the mDNS cache table.
5. The AirGroup controller sends unicast mDNS response to AirGroup users.
Initial Service Discovery
Figure 107 illustrates the process of initial service discovery.
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Figure 107 Initial Service Discovery

The following activity takes place during the AirGroup initial service discovery:
1. The controller boots up or the mDNS process restarts.
2. The controller sends mDNS wildcard query packets across all VLANs.
3. The two mDNS servers in two VLANs, the Apple TV-1 from VLAN 100 and the Apple TV-2 from VLAN 101 in
this example, send mDNS responses to the controller in their corresponding VLANs.
4. The controller updates the mDNS cache table with the two mDNS servers and services information and
suppresses all mDNS responses received without flooding to the network.
No Service Filtering
Figure 108 illustrates no service filtering.
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Figure 108 No Service Filtering

In the following AirGroup operation example, there is no service filtering in place:
1. Apple TV-1 from VLAN 100 and Apple TV-2 from VLAN 101 send mDNS response packets to advertise
AirPlay service to the network.
2. The controller updates the mDNS cache table with AirGroup services from the mDNS response packets and
suppresses all mDNS responses received.
3. A user from VLAN 201 sends the mDNS request for AirPlay service.
4. The controller sends the mDNS response with information on Apple TV-1 and Apple TV-2.
5. The user in VLAN 201 can access both Apple TVs in VLAN 100 and VLAN 101.
VLAN Based Filtering
Figure 109 illustrates VLAN based filtering.
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Figure 109 VLAN Based Filtering

In this AirGroup operation example with VLAN based filtering:
1. Configured AirGroup services for VLAN 100 as “disallow” in the controller.
2. Apple TV-1 in VLAN 100 sends the mDNS response packet to advertise AirPlay service.
3. Due to step 1 AirGroup configuration, the controller ignores the mDNS advertisement from Apple TV-1 in
VLAN 100.
4. Apple TV-2 in VLAN 101 sends the mDNS response packet to advertise AirPlay service.
5. The controller updates the mDNS cache table with Apple TV-2 in VLAN 101 information and suppresses the
mDNS response.
6. User B from VLAN 201 sends the mDNS query for AirPlay service.
7. The controller sends the unicast mDNS response packet with Apple TV-2 in VLAN 101 back to User B.
8. User B can access Apple TV-2 AirPlay service now.
Service Level Filtering
Figure 110 illustrates service-level filtering via the controller policy, only.
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Figure 110 Service Level Filtering

In this AirGroup operation example with service level filtering:
1. The controller updates the mDNS cache table with all AirGroup services advertised on the network.
2. Configure the controller AirGroup section with AirPlay service disallowed for user role “student” or for any
user in VLAN 300.
3. User B with user-role ”teacher” from VLAN 201 sends the mDNS query packet for AirPlay service.
4. With current filtering configuration, there is no restriction for VLAN 201 or user-role “teacher”. The controller
sends the mDNS response with Apple TV-1 and Apple TV-2 information back to User B.
5. User A with user-role “student” from VLAN 200 sends the mDNS query for AirPlay service.
6. User A matches the “disallow” user-role filter, the controller does not send any mDNS response, and User A
cannot access any Apple TV in the network.
7. User C with user-role “teacher” from VLAN 300 sends the mDNS query for AirPlay service.
8. User C matches the “disallow” VLAN filter. The controller does not send any mDNS response, and User C
cannot access any Apple TV in the network.
From CPPM Perspective
Figure 111 illustrates two types of interactions between CPPM and the controller.
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Figure 111 From CPPM Perspective

This is the AirGroup operation from the CPPM server perspective when you enable the “CPPM registration
enforcement” parameter:
1. When you enable 'CPPM Registration Enforcement', AirGroup servers are not visible to users on the
controller (blacklist-all behavior) until the servers are registered on CPPM and shared with the desired users
and/or locations.
(config)#airgroup cppm-server enforce-registration

Registration enforcement makes the controller send an authorization RADIUS request (CoA request) to the
CPPM server for each single user when it connects.
2. When there is any configuration change for any AirGroup server in the CPPM server, CPPM updates the
changes to the controller via CoA packets.
In order to do CoA updates, configure the RFC3576 server properly:
aaa rfc-3576-server <server_ip>
key <string>
airgroup cppm-server aaa
rfc-3576-server <ip address>
rfc-3576_udp_port <port number>
server-group <server group name>

User Device Registration Portal with ClearPass
The CPPM server provides a registration portal for end users and administrators to register personal and shared
devices. More granular access control policies like a shared user list, shared role list, location policies, and so
on, could be applied to AirGroup servers using the CPPM server. A registered personal device is visible to the
device owner or to others with whom the device owner has shared the device. Visibility of a shared device
depends on the various sharing attributes like the shared user list, shared role list, and location parameters
configured for the device.
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Figure 112 User Device Registration Portal with ClearPass

This section includes the following topics:
l

Personal Device Registration on page 176

l

Personal Device Sharing via CPPM on page 179

l

Shared Device Registration on page 180

l

Shared Device Sharing via CPPM on page 180

Personal Device Registration

Figure 113 shows how to add a personal device and share it with other users in CPPM.
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Figure 113 Personal Device Registration

Figure 114 illustrates the personal device registration packet flow with the CPPM server.
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Figure 114 Personal Device Registration Packet Flow with CPPM Server

Following is the personal device registration packet flow with the CPPM server:
1. Do all of the AirGroup related configuration in the controller and the CPPM server. Enable “CPPM
registration enforcement” in the controller.
2. User A’s Apple TV is associated with the WLAN and sends the mDNS response packet to advertise AirPlay
service.
3. As registration enforcement is enabled and this TV has not been registered, the controller does not cache this
new AirGroup server.
4. User A associates with the WLAN.
5. The controller sends a query to the CPPM for AirGroup policies of User A and updates the mDNS user cache
entry for User A.
6. User A sends an mDNS query to find his Apple TV.
7. The controller does not have his Apple TV cached and does not send back an mDNS response, and User A
fails to detect his Apple TV in the network.
8. User A registers his Apple TV with the CPPM server.
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9. The CPPM updates the controller with the newly added User A’s Apple TV information via CoA packets and
the controller adds it into the mDNS server cache table.
10. User A sends an mDNS query for his Apple TV again.
11. The controller sends an mDNS response with User A’s Apple TV information.
12. User A gets access to his Apple TV now.
Personal Device Sharing via CPPM

Figure 115 illustrates personal device sharing via the CPPM server.
Figure 115 Personal Device Sharing via CPPM

Following is the AirGroup operation packet flow for personal device sharing:
1. Enable and properly configure AirGroup in the controller and the CPPM server. User A’s Apple TV is
registered in the CPPM server.
2. User A is able to access his Apple TV.
3. User B associates with the WLAN.
4. The controller sends a query to CPPM for the AirGroup policies of User B and updates the mDNS user cache
entry for User B.
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5. User B sends an mDNS query to find an Apple TV.
6. As User A’s Apple TV is not shared with any other user, the controller does not send back the mDNS
response to User B’s query, and User B fails to detect User A’s Apple TV.
7. User A uses CPPM device registration portal to add User B as a shared user of his Apple TV.
8. The CPPM updates the controller with the newly added sharing policy of User A’s Apple TV via CoA packets
and the controller updates User A’s Apple TV cache entry.
9. User B sends the mDNS query for an Apple TV.
10. The controller sends the mDNS response with User A’s Apple TV information.
11. User B gets access to User A’s Apple TV.
Shared Device Registration

Figure 116 shows registering a new shared device in the CPPM server. In this example, an Apple TV, named as
King-Apple-TV, has a MAC address of 14:99:e2:04:93:34. AirGroup is enabled. King-Apple-TV is configured as a
shared device. It is shared with users who connect to APs who belongs to AP-group “cppm-group”, with users
who are in the “authenticated” user role, and with users who belongs to the “TAC” group which is configured in
the user database.
Figure 116 Shared Device Registration

Shared Device Sharing via CPPM

Figure 117 illustrates AirGroup operation packet flow for shared device sharing.
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Figure 117 Shared Device Sharing via CPPM

Following is the AirGroup operation packet flow for shared device sharing:
1. Enable and properly configure AirGroup in the controller and the CPPM server. Enable CPPM registration
enforcement.
2. Classroom Apple TV associates to the WLAN.
3. The controller sends a query to CPPM for AirGroup policies of this Apple TV, as it is not an AirGroup
registered device. The controller does not add it into the mDNS server cache table.
4. Classroom Apple TV sends an mDNS response packet to advertise AirPlay service.
5. The controller sends a device visibility query via a CoA request packet to CPPM and gets a device not
available response. The controller ignores this service advertisement.
6. User A associates to WLAN and is assigned with user-role “student”.
7. The controller sends a query to CPPM for AirGroup policies of User A and adds or updates the mDNS user
cache entry for User A.
8. User A sends an mDNS query to find an Apple TV.
9. As there is no Apple TV registered yet, the controller does not respond to the query.
10. User B associates to WLAN and is assigned with user-role “faculty”.
11. The controller sends a query to CPPM for AirGroup policies of User B and adds or updates the mDNS user
cache entry for User B.
12. User B sends an mDNS query to find an Apple TV.
13. As there is no Apple TV registered yet, the controller does not respond to the query.
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14. The IT administrator uses the CPPM device registration portal to register the classroom Apple TV and
configures it to be shared with users in the “faculty” role.
15. The CPPM updates the controller with the newly registered classroom Apple TV via CoA packets and the
controller adds it into the mDNS server cache table.
16. User A with user-role ”student” sends an mDNS query for AirPlay service, the controller does not respond as
the classroom Apple TV is only shared with users in “faculty” role.
17. User B with user-role “faculty” sends an mDNS query for AirPlay service, the controller responds with the
classroom Apple TV information from the mDNS server cache.
18. User B gets access to the classroom Apple TV.
User-Role Based Sharing
Figure 118 illustrates user-role based sharing via controller policy or CPPM.
Figure 118 User-Role Based Sharing

Following is the AirGroup operation packet flow for user-role based sharing:
1. The controller mDNS server cache table has been updated with Apple TV-1 information, which is only shared
with users in the ”teacher” user-role.
2. User B sends an mDNS query to find an Apple TV.
3. The controller sends an mDNS response to User B with the Apple TV-1 in VLAN 101 information as the User
B user-role matches the sharing policy.
4. User B gets access to the Apple TV-1.
5. User A sends an mDNS query to find an Apple TV.
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6. The controller does not respond to the query as User A’s user-role does not match Apple TV-1’s sharing
policy.
User-Group Based Sharing
Figure 119 illustrates user-group based sharing via controller policy or CPPM.
Figure 119 User-Group Based Sharing

Following is the AirGroup operation packet flow for user-group based sharing:
1. The controller mDNS server cache table has been updated with Apple TV-1 information, which is only shared
with users in the ”teacher” user-group (user-group is a user entry attribute defined in CPPM or AD).
2. User B sends an mDNS query to find an Apple TV.
3. The controller sends an mDNS response to User B with the Apple TV-1 in VLAN 101 information as User B
belongs to the “teacher” user-group, which matches the sharing policy of Apple TV-1.
4. User B gets access to Apple TV-1.
5. User A sends an mDNS query to find an Apple TV.
6. The controller does not respond to the query as User A belongs to the "student" user-group, which does not
match Apple TV-1’s sharing policy.
Time-Based Sharing
Figure 120 illustrates time-based sharing via controller policy or CPPM.
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Figure 120 Time-Based Sharing

Following is the AirGroup operation packet flow for time-based sharing:
1. The controller mDNS server cache table has been updated with Apple TV-1 information, which is only
accessible between 8am to 6pm.
2. User B sends an mDNS query to find an Apple TV at 10am.
3. The controller sends an mDNS response to User B with the Apple TV-1 in VLAN 101 information as Apple
TV-1 is accessible at 10am.
4. User B gets access to Apple TV-1.
5. User A sends an mDNS query to find an Apple TV at 9pm
6. The controller does not respond to the query as Apple TV-1 is not accessible after 6pm.
Location-Based Device Sharing
In a network where AirGroup users and servers are spread across a geographical region, it makes sense to
share AirGroup servers only with those AirGroup users that are in a reasonable proximity to the AirGroup
server. Share AirGroup servers based on the following location attributes: AP Name, AP Group, and AP FQLN
(fully qualified location name).
AP Name

If an AirGroup server is shared with a particular AP, say AP1, all other AirGroup users associated with AP1 and
neighboring APs can locate and use its services. The neighboring APs are determined by ARM, based on the RF
neighborhood of the AP in question.
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For example, an AirGroup user in a conference room would ideally like to locate AirGroup printers in or around
the conference room and not necessarily those in a neighboring building. In this case, use the ClearPass device
registration portal to share an AirGroup server with select APs around the conference room.
Location-based device sharing via controller policy or CPPM can be based on AP Name as illustrated in Figure
121. All of the clients connected to the AP or its RF neighbors can access the AirGroup device.
Figure 121 Location-Based Device Sharing - AP Name

AP Group

APs can also be provisioned to be part of the same AP Group. An AirGroup user associated with AP1 can see an
AirGroup server associated with AP2, if both AP1 and AP2 are provisioned in the same AP Group.
AP Groups are usually configured based on physical boundaries of a campus. For example, in a relatively small
campus (say two single-story buildings), all APs within the campus may be part of a single AP Group. In this
case, all AirGroup printers can be accessed by AirGroup users anywhere across the campus. Large campuses,
however, may have separate AP Groups per building or even per building floor.
Location-based device sharing can be based on AP Group as illustrated in Figure 122.
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Figure 122 Location-Based Device Sharing - AP Group

AP FQLN

AirGroup users can also locate AirGroup servers based on their geographical location with floor level accuracy,
by using APs' FQLNs (apname.floor.building.campus).
For example, an AirGroup user associated with AP2 and FQLN = AP2.Floor 2.1344.Aruba can locate an
AppleTV associated with AP1 and FQLN = AP1.Floor 2.1344.Aruba.
Also, it may be possible that another AirGroup user, say an iPhone, is on the same floor as the Apple TV, but is
associated with AP3 (FQLN = AP3.Floor 3.1344.Aruba), which is a floor above. In this case, it is appropriate
that they be allowed to use the Apple TV on Floor 2. In general, the Apple TV can be located by all AirGroup
users associated with APs with similar FQLNs but one floor above and below the AP.
This feature only supports AP FQLNs configured in the format <ap name>.floor <number>.<building>.<campus>. AP
names cannot contain periods.

Location-based device sharing can be based on AP FQLN as illustrated in Figure 123, but this method is not
commonly used.
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Figure 123 Location-Based Device Sharing - AP FQLN

AP mDNS Aggregation
The AP mDNS aggregation feature enables the wired mDNS or SSDP devices that are not directly connected to
the controller or trunked to the controller to be discovered through mDNS or SSDP messages. This feature may
be configured in installations where mDNS or SSDP devices are connected to a switch, and it is a part of a
VLAN that is not trunked to the controller.
The “ap-multicast-aggregation” parameter provided under the ap-system profile controls this feature. This is
disabled by default. If you enable both the ap-multicast-aggregation parameter and AirGroup, the AP
automatically creates a tunnel “0x8000” between the wireless controller and the AP. The AP uplink VLAN is
used for the tunnel if provisioned; otherwise, the native VLAN is used.
The AP collects the mDNS packets from the wired devices, which are part of the same VLAN, and redirects
them to the controller via the 0x8000 GRE tunnel. Once the controller learns of the AirGroup service, it caches
it as the normal AirGroup functionality. The native VLAN or the uplink VLAN of the AP, whichever is used, is the
same VLAN to which the wired AirGroup server belongs.
In Figure 124 below, the mDNS server VLAN does not exist at the controller. The mDNS server is at the same
VLAN to which the AP connects.
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Figure 124 AP mDNS Aggregation

Following is the AirGroup operation packet flow for AP mDNS aggregation:
1. Apple TV on VLAN 100 sends an mDNS response packet to advertise AirPlay service.
2. AP on VLAN 100 forwards this mDNS response packet to the controller via GRE tunnel 0x8000.
3. The controller adds or updates the mDNS server cache table with this Apple TV information.
4. The user on VLAN 201 sends an mDNS query for AirPlay service.
5. The controller responds with the information of Apple TV on VLAN 100.
6. The user on VLAN 201 gets access to the Apple TV on VLAN 100.

AirGroup Clusters and Domains
By default, AirGroup users and servers can see each other only if they are terminating on the same controller.
Consider a network set up for controller redundancy. Some APs terminate on controller 1 and others on
controller 2. An iPad on one controller cannot see an Apple TV on a different controller.
Deploying a multi-controller AirGroup cluster enables an mDNS user on one controller to discover an Apple TV
available on another controller, when both controllers are part of the same domain within the cluster. The
AirGroup cluster can consist of multiple domains and each domain can consist of controllers in various
configuration combinations such as master-master, master-local, and local-local.
Once all participating controllers make the domain active, each controller creates a multi-controller table and
L2 GRE tunnels are built with other members listed in this table. Only AirGroup-specific packets are forwarded
across these L2 GRE tunnels.
When a controller receives an mDNS request from an AirGroup user, it first sends a copy of the request to all
other controllers in the AirGroup domain in order to look for possible mDNS responses. It uses any mDNS
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responses received from other controllers and the mDNS cache table to process and send a response back to the
AirGroup user.
When the controller receives an mDNS response from an AirGroup server, it processes the response and
updates its cache table but does not send out a copy to other controllers in the domain. An mDNS response
would be shared only upon receiving mDNS requests from another controller in the domain.
Figure 125 AirGroup Cluster and Domains
AIRGROUP CLUSTER
AirGroup Domain 1
AirGroup Domain 2
Local 2

Master

Local 4
Local 3

Local 1

Core, distribution
and access layers

AirGroup Domain Operation
In the example in Figure 126, controllers Local 1, 2, and 3 are in the same active AirGroup domain. Apple TV-2
and User A terminate on controller Local 2, while Apple TV-1 terminates on controller Local 1.
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Figure 126 AirGroup Active Domain

Following is the AirGroup packet flow for AirGroup active domain operation:
1. Apple TV-2 sends an mDNS response packet to advertise AirPlay service.
2. Controller Local 2 adds or updates its mDNS server cache table with Apple TV-2 information and suppresses
the mDNS packet without flooding.
3. Apple TV-1 sends an mDNS response packet to advertise AirPlay service.
4. Controller Local 1 adds or updates its mDNS server cache table with Apple TV-1 information and suppresses
the mDNS packet without flooding.
5. User A sends an mDNS query for AirPlay service.
6. Controller Local 2 forwards the mDNS query to other AirGroup domain members and gets a response from
Local 1.
7. Controller Local 2 sends an mDNS response to User A with Apple TV-1 and Apple TV-2 information.

Impact of Broadcast Controls on AirGroup
There are two broadcast control parameters. BC/MC Rate Optimization is VLAN specific; broadcast-filter all
is VAP specific. When you enable AirGroup, mDNS exceptions are automatically created to bypass these
parameters. Enabling these parameters does not affect AirGroup functionality.
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AirGroup Scalability Limits
This section discusses controller limits, and includes the following topics:
l

Platform Limits on page 191

l

Top-end Controller on page 191

l

CPU Utilization on page 191

Platform Limits
Table 10 shows the total number of AirGroup servers and AirGroup users supported on individual controllers.
Table 10: AirGroup Server and User Limits in Controllers
3200XM

3400

3600

M3

7210

7220

7240

# AirGroup Servers

500

1000

2000

2000

2000

2000

2000

# AirGroup Users

1500

3000

6000

6000

9000

12000

16000

Top-end Controller
In the case of a mixed-controller AirGroup cluster, the total number of AirGroup servers and users cannot
exceed the limit defined by the top-end controller. For example, in an AirGroup cluster of one Aruba 3200
controller and two M3 controllers, the cluster limit is determined as per the scaling limit of the top-end
controller which is the M3 controller.
If you require more servers and users than the prescribed limit, configure multiple clusters so that each cluster
is within the prescribed limit.
CPU Utilization
These scaling limits for AirGroup are measured based the memory and central processing unit (CPU) utilization
of the controller. Memory utilization increases as more users and servers are added to the controller.
CPU utilization can be measured by the rate at which the controller receives mDNS packets. The rate of mDNS
packets in the cluster depends on the number of AirGroup servers, users, and number of applications installed on
these devices.

General Best Practices
Enabling all AirGroup services consumes a large amount of system resources. This section describes the best
practices in managing AirGroup services.
Start with enabling limited AirGroup services (AirPlay and AirPrint). By default, these services are enabled for
AirGroup. Large deployments with many wireless and wired users often support a large number of advertised
Bonjour services, which can consume a significant amount of system resources.
Disable the ”allowall” service. For large scale deployments, the best practice is to disable the allowall service
all other Bonjour services.
Only enable AirGroup across the most important VLANs where AirGroup is needed and disable it at other
VLANs.
All AirGroup devices that are wired on the network must have their VLANs trunked to the controller running
AirGroup. Otherwise the AirGroup solution will not see mDNS activity from these wired devices.
You can tag wired and wireless AirGroup servers with location-based attributes (like AP name, AP Group, or AP
FQLN). This means users connected to (or in the vicinity of) select APs, AP Groups, and AP FQLNs can
discover these AirGroup servers.
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Disable the inter-user firewall settings (disabled by default). These firewall settings can prevent untrusted
clients from communicating with each other. When you enable these settings, an untrusted client such as an
iPad may not be able to send its image to an Apple TV on the same controller.
Use the following commands to disable the virtual AP global firewall options and allow Bonjour services to use
the AirGroup feature.
!
no firewall deny-inter-user-bridging
no firewall deny-inter-user-traffic
no ipv6 firewall deny-inter-user-bridging
!

Configure the ValidUser access control list (ACL) to allow mDNS packets with the source IP as a link
local address.
The ArubaOS role-based access controls for wireless clients use ACLs to allow or deny user traffic on specific
ports. Even though mDNS discovery uses the predefined port UDP 5353, application-specific traffic for services
like AirPlay may use dynamically selected port numbers. Best practices are to add or modify ACLs to allow
traffic on the ports as described below.
We recommend using the ports list in Table 11 for AirPlay Service.
Table 11: Ports for AirPlay Service
Protocol

Ports

TCP

554
5000
7000
7100
8612
49152-65535

UDP

554
7010
7011
8612
49152-65535

AirPlay operates using dynamic ports, but printing protocols like AirPrint use fixed ports. We recommend using
the ports listed in Table 12 for AirPrint service.
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Table 12: Ports for AirPrint Service
Protocol

Print Service

Port

TCP

Datastream

9100

TCP

IPP

631

TCP

HTTP

80

TCP

Scanner

9500

TCP

HTTP-ALT

8080

If there is no VRRP configured and the AirGroup domain is configured, the domain IP has to be the controller IP.
If VRRP is configured in the controller and the AirGroup domain is configured, the domain IP address has to be
an VRRP IP, which is in master mode.
When multiple AirGroup controllers have shared VLANs, the AirGroup domain needs to be configured,
otherwise, AirGroup packets may cause loops and spike the CPU.

AirGroup Limitations
This section lists general AirGroup limitations. For deployment model-specific limitations, refer to the
respective Caveats sections above. AirGroup is supported only in tunnel and d-tunnel forwarding modes. If you
use CPPM to define AirGroup users, shared user and role lists and location attributes cannot exceed 240
characters. The Real Time Streaming Protocol (RTSP) protocol does not support AirPlay on an Apple TV
receiver if you enable NAT on the user VLAN interface. The location-based access feature only supports AP
FQLNs configured in the format <ap name>.floor <number>.<building>.<campus>. AP names cannot contain
periods. The AppleTV name cannot contain any spaces.
This section includes the following topics:
l

DLNA Limitations on page 193

l

AirGroup Support for DLNA on page 194

l

Virtual mDNS Device Configuration Support on page 194

l

DLNA Interoperability on page 194

DLNA Limitations
This section describes the limitations the AirGroup feature has with DLNA.
AirGroup’s DLNA discovery works across VLANs, however media streaming from Windows Media Server does
not work across VLANs. This limitation is a result of Digital Rights Management (DRM) support in Window
Media Server, which restricts media sharing across VLANs. Media streaming works only when both client and
server are connected to the same VLAN.
Android devices cannot discover the media server while using the native music and video player applications
and when they are connected across VLANs. For example, Samsung Tablet 3 cannot discover the media server
on Samsung Galaxy S4 while using the native music and video player applications. Android devices can
discover the media server when they are connected in the same VLAN. This restriction is caused by Samsung
devices.
Xbox cannot be added as an extender to the Windows clients using the Windows Media Center application with
the AirGroup feature enabled. You need to disable the AirGroup feature before adding Xbox as an extender.
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AirGroup Support for DLNA
In ArubaOS 6.4, AirGroup extends support for DLNA in addition to existing support for mDNS. All the features
supported for mDNS are now supported for DLNA as well. DLNA clients can discover servers across VLANs. All
AirGroup based policies and multi-controller topology are supported for DLNA.
The cache refresh mechanism for DLNA is not like mDNS, because DLNA devices advertise their service
periodically. A cache refresh timer runs for wired mDNS servers, and for wireless mDNS servers only if you
enable the active wireless discovery parameter.
DLNA and mDNS share AirGroup global credits for processing requests and responses.
The maximum number of AirGroup servers and users supported includes mDNS as well as DLNA devices. The
maximum number of AirGroup servers and users supported per platform still remains the same as earlier.
Virtual mDNS Device Configuration Support
AirGroup cannot discover servers that do not support mDNS or are not connected to an AirGroup supported
controller. Therefore, AirGroup provides the ability to manually add the mDNS records (PTR, SRV, A, AAAA, and
TXT) on behalf of such a server. No cache refresh occurs to update these records, and they never expire.
AirGroup allows the administrator to add the records using both the CLI and UI. The administrator can delete
these records.
DLNA Interoperability
We tested the following AirGroup servers (Table 13) and users (Table 14) for interoperability.
Table 13: DLNA Servers
Device

Version

Windows (Media Player)

7

Samsung Tab 3 (Android)

4.1.2

Samsung Galaxy S4

4.2.2

ChromeCast

Table 14: DLNA Users
Device

Version

Application

Samsung Galaxy S4

4.2.2

Music player, Video Player, Youtube

Samsung Tab 3

4.1.2

Music player, Video Player, Youtube

Sony Play Station 3

Native

iPad 2, 3

iOS6

Media Connect

Windows

7

Chrome Browser

AirGroup Configuration in the Controller
This section describes how to configure AirGroup in the controller, and includes the following topics:
l

Configuration on page 195

l

CPPM Registration Enforcement in the Controller on page 196

l

Controller Policies and Auto Associate on page 196
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l

AP mDNS Aggregation on page 197

Configuration
This section gives CLI commands for configuring AirGroup.
Enable AirGroup.
#airgroup enable

When you issue “airgroup enable”, the commands in the running configuration are:
airgroup mdns enable
airgroup dlna enable

Configure RADIUS server group for CPPM.
aaa authentication-server radius <name>
host <ipaddr>
key <key>
enable
aaa server-group <name>
auth-server <name>
aaa rfc-3576-server <server_ip
key <string>

Configure the RFC 3576 server IP address and UDP port, which needs to match with the one configured in
ClearPass, and be different from port 3799 if you enable RADIUS accounting for the same ClearPass server.
Assign the server group to the AirGroup AAA profile.
airgroup cppm-server aaa
rfc-3576-server <ip address>
rfc-3576_udp_port <port number>
server-group <server group name>

When you change the RFC3576 port, the internal CP firewall port updates automatically.
(A7220) #show firewall-cp
IP Version Source IP Source Mask Protocol Start Port
Action hits contract ipv4 any 17 21234 21234 Permit 0

End Port

Enable or disable AirGroup for a specific VLAN.
airgroup vlan <vlan number>

Configure Airgroup Domain and active domain.
airgroup domain <domain name>
ip-address <controller ip or VRRP IP>
ip-address <controller ip or VRRP IP>
airgroup active-domain <domain name>
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If there is no VRRP configured, the domain IP has to be the controller IP.
If VRRP is configured in the controller, the domain IP address must be a VRRP IP that is in master mode. If the
VRRP IP used in the domain is in backup mode, the status of the domain is in “Excluded” mode in the active
domains table.
#show airgroup active-domains
Domain Name
Status
--------------my-AG
Excluded
Num active-domains:1

When multiple AirGroup controllers have shared VLANs, you need to configure the airgroup domain. Otherwise,
AirGroup packets may cause loops and spike the CPU.

CPPM Registration Enforcement in the Controller
The AirGroup solution allows users to view all AirGroup servers by default (whitelist-all behavior). When you
enable 'CPPM Registration Enforcement', AirGroup servers are no longer visible to users on the controller
(blacklist-all behavior) until the servers are registered in CPPM and shared with the desired users and/or
locations.
airgroup cppm-server enforce-registration

Registration enforcement causes the controller to send an authorization RADIUS request to the CPPM server for
each single user when they connect.
If using VRRP, configure it in the Master state as it is used for sending CPPM authorization requests, or configure
the RADIUS source IP. The AirGroup controller IP configured in CPPM Guest needs to match the VRRP VIP if it
is used.

Controller Policies and Auto Associate
Controller based polices allow the visibility of the AirGroup servers limited to destined AirGroup users when the
CPPM server is not available. Controller policies override the CPPM policy for the same servers. Neighboring
function is always enabled for CPPM airgroup entries.
Auto associate allows the visibility of the AirGroup servers only available for users connecting to the same AP
or AP-group to which the server connects.
Following is an example of a MAC based policy.
(A7220) (config) #airgroup policy 9c:20:7b:b2:b2:dd
(A7220) (config-airgroup-policy) #rolelist add authenticated
(A7220) (config-airgroup-policy) #userlist add Bob
(A7220) (config-airgroup-policy) #location ap-group cppm-group
(A7220) (config-airgroup-policy) #location ap-group autoassociate
(A7220) (config-airgroup-policy) #location ap-name meg-135-1
(A7220) (config-airgroup-policy) #location ap-name autoassociate
(A7220) (config-airgroup-policy) #location ap-name neighborhood
(A7220) (config-airgroup-policy) #location ap-fqln add meg135.Floor1.Build1.Campus1
(A7220) (config-airgroup-policy) #locatioin ap-fqln autoassociate
(A7220) (config-airgroup-policy) #grouplist add TAC
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Following is an example of a service level policy.
(A7220)
(A7220)
(A7220)
(A7220)

(config) #airgroupservice airplay
(config-airgroupservice) #autoassociate apname
(config-airgroupservice) #autoassociate apgroup
(config-airgroupservice) #autoassociate apfqln

Controller service level policy is supported in a multi-controller topology, but not MAC-based policy. We highly
recommend enabling service level auto-associate and configure ap-name based location policies for all wired
AirGroup servers.

AP mDNS Aggregation
Enable the wired mDNS devices not directly connected or trunked to the controller to be discovered. The AP
creates the tunnel 0x8000 between the controller and the AP, used for mDNS traffic exchange. The AP uplink
VLAN is used for the tunnel if provisioned, otherwise, the native VLAN is used.
Following are the configuration steps.
1. In the controller configure VLANs where the wired mDNS terminates.
2. Enable the multicast aggregation parameter in the ap-system profile.
3. Configure the native VLAN in the ap-system profile.
l

If AP uplink is an access port, the native VLAN id in the ap-system profile needs to match the VLAN
created in step 1.

l

If AP uplink is a trunk port (VLAN x,y, and z), the native VLAN is x, the AirGroup server is at VLAN y, and
the uplink VLAN is configured as y. The native VLAN id in the ap-system profile should be x, and VLAN y
needs to be configured in step 1.

4. Apply the ap-system profile to the individual AP via the command “ap-name”.
Refer to the following link for more scenarios:
https://arubapedia.arubanetworks.com/arubapedia/index.php/AirGroup_Phase_5#AP_Collects_mDNS_Packets.
Ensure that this feature is turned on in a single AP via a specific ap-system profile. If this feature is turned on in
two APs belonging to the same VLAN but terminating on different controllers, these two controllers need to be in
the same AirGroup domain. It is only supported on CAPs, not on RAPs or Mesh APs.
Following is a configuration example:
Vlan 500
ap system-profile "ap-AG"
native-vlan-id 500
mcast-aggr
mcast-aggr-allowed-vlan 500
ap-name meg135-1
ap-system-profile ap-AG

AirGroup Troubleshooting Via Case Studies
This section includes the following topics:
l

AirGroup Functional Description on page 198

l

Logging Configuration for AirGroup on page 198

l

AirGroup Servers and AirGroup CPPM Entries Tables on page 199

l

VRRP and AirGroup Radius Packets on page 199

l

Case Study 1 - Client Unable to Discover AirGroup Server on page 200
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l

Case Study 2 - mDNS Process Spikes the CPU on page 204

l

Case Study 3 - mDNS Process Consumes 100% CPU on page 205

l

Case Study 4 - Policy Configured but Still Not Taking Effect on page 206

l

Case Study 5 - Wired Servers Not Listed on AirGroup Server List on page 207

l

Case Study 6 - AirPlay Does Not Work on page 207

l

Case Study 7 - Controller Does Not Send Authorization Request to CPPM on page 207

l

Case Study 8 - AirGroup Domain in Excluded State on page 208

l

Case Study 9 - Loop Formed and mDNS Process Hangs when AirGroup Controllers Have Shared VLANs on
page 209

l

Case Study 10 - Heavy Policed Multicast Packets Cause AirGroup to Stop Working for a Period on page 210

l

Case Study 11 - Why Some Printers are Not Visible to Users on page 211

l

Case Study 12 - Apple TV Disappears from the List of AirGroup Servers on page 213

l

Case Study 13 - Unable to Share Presonus Universal Control Server on page 213

AirGroup Functional Description
All mDNS packets terminate on the controller. AirGroup works as a unicast querier and responder on behalf of
mDNS capable devices. AirGroup functions across networks and VLANs. It provides a filtered view of the mDNS
services to users, based on user and server registration, their location, or user-role. It sends multicast mDNS
query packets to all VLANs, to learn the mDNS network topology during boot up time.
The cache refresh timer runs for wired servers and for wireless servers only if you enable the active wireless
discovery parameter. If you disable the parameter, the cache entries are removed when the auth process informs
that the mdns user is idle.
AirGroup is only supported in tunnel and d-tunnel modes.

Logging Configuration for AirGroup
Following are logging commands for AirGroup troubleshooting:
#logging level debug system process mdns
-mdns high level debug messages
#logging level debug system process mdns subcat messages
-mdns packet processing messages
#logging level debugging system process mdns subcat configuration
-CLI configuration messages related to mdns
#logging level debug user process mdns
-CPPM user messages and auth user messages related to mdns
#logging level user-debug <user-mac>

Following are useful show commands:
Airgroup server-refresh
Airgroup test-server
clear airgroup statistics internal-state
Show airgroup active-domains
Show airgroup aps
Show airgroup blocked-queries
Show airgroup blocked-service-id
Show airgroup cache entries
Show airgroup cppm entries
Show airgroup cppm-server aaa
Show airgroup cppm-server radius statistics
Show airgroup cppm-server rfc3576 statistics
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Show
Show
show
Show
Show
Show
Show
Show
Show
Show
Show
Show
Show
Show
Show

airgroup domains
airgroup global-credits
airgroup internal-state statistics
airgroup multi-controller table
airgroup policy-entries
airgroup servers
airgroup services
airgroup status
airgroup users
airgroup vlan
cpuload current | include mdns
datapath bwm
log system
log user
memory debug | include mdns

AirGroup Servers and AirGroup CPPM Entries Tables
The list of AirGroup servers hosting the mDNS service appears in the “airgroup servers” table.
#show airgroup servers
AirGroup Servers
---------------MAC
IP
Type HostName
Service VLAN
------- -------------- ---9c:20:7b:b2:b2:d4 192.168.20.132 mDNS Static-Lab-Apple-TV airplay 1
Wired/Wireless Role
Group Username AP-Name
-------------- -------- -------- --------wireless
authenticated
meg-135-1

The list of devices registered in CPPM appears in the “airgroup cppm entries” table.
#show airgroup cppm entries
ClearPass Guest Device Registration Information
----------------------------------------------Device
device-owner shared location-id AP-name
----------------- -------------------------9c:20:7b:b2:b2:d4 N/A
shared location-id AP-FQLN shared location-id AP-group shared user-list
-------------------------- --------------------------- ---------------cppm-group
shared group-list shared role-list CPPM-Req CPPM-Resp
----------------- ---------------- -------- --------authenticated
2
0
Num CPPM Entries:1

If you enable the “AirGroup Enforce Registration” feature, only the AirGroup servers listed in the “airgroup cppm
entries” table can be seen by some AirGroup users based on the device sharing parameters.
(config) #airgroup cppm-server enforce-registration

VRRP and AirGroup Radius Packets
The controller uses VRRP (if configured) as the interface for AirGroup RADIUS packets, unless you specifically
configure radius-source-IP. Backup VRRP state causes AirGroup to stop sending any RADIUS packets to CPPM.
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Configuring radius-source-IP is the workaround. Figure 127 illustrates the VRRP and AirGroup RADIUS packets
flow.
Figure 127 VRRP and AirGroup RADIUS Packets Flow

Following is an example of the RADIUS server statistics:
(Aruba7210-2) #show airgroup cppm-server radius statistics
PAP Requests 0
Mismatch Response 0
Bad Authenticator 0
Access-Accept 0
Access-Reject 0
......
Total Requests 0
Total Responses 0

Case Study 1 - Client Unable to Discover AirGroup Server
1. Check if the MAC address of the client that sends AirGroup queries exists.
#show airgroup users
MAC
IP
Type Host Name
VLAN Role
------- ------------ ---0c:3e:9f:77:19:eb 10.163.188.249 mDNS myaos-iPhone 1
authenticated
Group Username AP-Name
----- -------- ------meg-135-1
#show airgroup servers
MAC
IP
Type Host Name
Service VLAN
------- --------------- ---9c:20:7b:b2:b2:d4 10.163.188.250 mDNS Static-Lab-Apple-TV airplay 1
Wired/Wireless Role
Group Username AP-Name
-------------- -------- -------- ------wireless
authenticated
meg-135-1
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2. To diagnose why query packets from a client do not reach an AirGroup server, check if: query packets are
received, the service ID exists, the query is dropped due to disabled service, and the service has been
cached.
#show log user all | include "mdns query"
Jun 2 06:14:18 :527000: <DBUG> |mdns| mdns_parse_packet 2351 ********** mdns query packet
received **********- info; mac=00:0b:86:bb:c0:07, ip=10.15.20.6, origin=1
#show log user all|inclue "_daap._tcp.local"
Jun 2 10:50:15 :527000: <DBUG> |mdns| mdns_parse_query_packet 1811 mid _dapp._tcp.local
dropped: service disabled!
#show airgroup blocked-service-id
AirGroup Blocked Service IDs
Origin
Service ID
#response-hits
10.163.189.2
_app-mobdev2_tcp 1124
10.163.188.250 _touch-able._tcp 180
Num Blocked Service-ID 2
#show airgroup blocked-queries
AirGroup dropped Query IDs
-------------------------Service ID #query-hits
---------- ----------Num dropped Query IDs:0
#show airgroup cache entries mdns
_googlecast._tcp.local PTR IN 120 10.15.20.205 452.79
Tue Jun 2 06:17:54 2015
#show airgroup cache entries dlna
urn:dial-multiscreen-org:device:dial:1 N/A N/A 1800 10.15.20.205 N/A Tue Jun 2 06:14:00
2015

3. Check if the server has a policy configured.
#show airgroup policy-entries
AirGroup Device Policy Information
---------------------------------Device
device-owner shared location-id AP-name
----------------- -------------------------9c:20:7b:b2:b2:d4 N/A
shared location-id AP-FQLN shared location-id AP-group shared user-list
-------------------------- --------------------------- ---------------shared group list shared role-list CPPM-Req CPPM-Resp source
----------------- ---------------- -------- --------- -----authenticated
2
0
CPPM
Auto-Associate Neighborhood
-------------- -------------

4. Check if enforce registration is enabled. If it is, ensure that the server is listed in the "airgroup cppm entries"
table. Otherwise, the server is not accessible to any user.
If the CPPM entry disappears for some reason, “disconnect the server from network”, then “aaa user delete”,
and then “connect the server back to network”. This procedure helps to bring the server back to the "airgroup
cppm entries" table.
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#show airgroup status | begin force
AirGroup Enforce Registration
Status
Enabled

#show airgroup cppm entries
ClearPass Guest Device Registration Information
----------------------------------------------Device
device-owner shared location-id AP-name
----------------- -------------------------9c:20:7b:b2:b2:d4 N/A
shared location-id AP-FQLN shared location-id AP-group shared user-list
-------------------------- --------------------------- ---------------shared group-list shared role-list CPPM-Req CPPM-Resp
----------------- ---------------- -------- --------authenticated
104
1
Num CPPM Entries: 1

Both a CoA update from CPPM and an “Accept” entry with “Airgroup Authorization Service” for an AirGroup
server in the Access Tracker (see Figure 128) trigger adding a CPPM entry in the controller. Check if this
entry exists in the Access Tracker to see if the authorization action took place.
Figure 128 Access Tracker AirGroup Authorization Service

If the CPPM does not receive Authorization packets, check if the VRRP is in Active mode, or if the Active
VRRP VIP address or the configured RADIUS source IP matches the AirGroup controller IP configured in the
CPPM.
5. If a server has the auto associate policy enabled, check if both the client and server are connected to the
configured AP-name, AP-group, AP-FQLN, or their neighboring APs.
(config) #airgroup policy 9c:20:7b:b2:b2:cc
(A7220) (config-airgroup-policy) #location ap-name meg-135-1
(A7220) (config-airgroup-policy) #location ap-name autoassociate
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(A7220) #show airgroup policy-entries
AirGroup Device Policy Information
---------------------------------Device
-----9c:20:7b:b2:b2:d4
9c:20:7b:b2:b2:cc

device-owner shared location-id AP-name
------------ -------------------------N/A
N/A
meg-135-1

shared location-id AP-FQLN shared location-id AP-group shared user-list
-------------------------- --------------------------- ---------------shared group-list shared role-list CPPM-Req CPPM-Resp source
----------------- ---------------- -------- --------- -----authenticated
2
0
CPPM
CLI
Auto-Associate Neighborhood
-------------- -----------AP-Name

Yes

Num Policy Entries:2

#show airgroup aps
IP
--

Name
Group
MAC
BSSID- A
----------------meg-135-1 cppm-group d8:c7:c8:c0:b8:34 d8:c7:c8:8b:83:50

BSSID- B/G
FQLN Neighbor count- A Neighbor count-B/G
------------- ----------------- -----------------d8:c7:c8:8b:83:40
32
32
Neighbor base BSSID
------------------6c:f3:7f:78:30:10
ac:a3:1e:d4:0c:f0
ac:a3:1e:d4:26:d0
d8:c7:c8:89:e1:90
ac:a3:1e:d4:15:10
ac:a3:1e:d4:02:30

BAND
---A
A
A
A
A
A

6. If a service has the auto associate policy enabled, check if both the client and server are connected to the
configured AP-name, AP-group, AP-FQLN, or their neighboring APs, or if the VLAN or user-role is disallowed.
(config) #airgroup airplay
(A7220) (config-airgroupservice) #autoassociate apname
(A7220) (config-airgroupservice) #disallow-vlan 500
(A7220) (config-airgroupservice) #disallow-role guest

#show airgroupservice
AirGroupService Details
----------------------Service Description status
------- ----------- ------
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airplay AirPlay

Enabled guest

500

Auto-Associate ID
-------------- -AP-Name
_airplay._tcp
_raop._tcp
_appletv-v2._tcp

7. Check if the global credits for queries and responses have dropped to zero.
#show airgroup global-credits
Global Credits - Default
Query Packets 450
Response Packets 150
Global Credits - Current
Query Packets 0
Response Packets 0

8. If client and server are on different controllers, ensure that the controllers list each other.
#show airgroup multi-controller-table
AirGroup Multi-Controller-Table
------------------------------IP-Address
---------10.15.20.25
Num IP-Address:1

Case Study 2 - mDNS Process Spikes the CPU
1. Check the global credits. Dropping the default global credits may help to reduce CPU consumption.
#show airgroup global-credits
Global Credits - Default
Query Packets 900
Response Packets 300
Global Credits - Current
Query Packets 500
Response Packets 200

(config) #airgroup global-credits 500 300
(A7220) (config) #show airgroup global-credits
Global Credits - Default
Type
Value
Query Packets
500
Response Packets
300
Global Credits Type
---Query Packets
Response Packets

Current
Value packets drop - last half an hour
----- -------------------------------500
0
299
0

packets drop - last read packets drop - total throttled
------------------------ -----------------------------0
9
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0

0

2. Check if the allowall service or any other undesired service is enabled. Disable them if possible.
#show airgroup status
AirGroup Feature
Status
Enabled
AirGroup- MDNS Feature
Status
Enabled
---------AirGroup Service Information
airplay
Enabled
airprint
Enabled
itunes
Enabled
---------allowall

Enabled

(config) #airgroup service itunes disable

3. Adding disallow VLANs or blocking mDNS in a certain user-role or port may help the situation.
(A7220) (config) #airgroup vlan 600 disallow
(A7220) (config) #airgroup vlan 601 disallow

ip access-list session guest
any any udp 5353 deny
user any svc-http permit
user any svc-https permit

Case Study 3 - mDNS Process Consumes 100% CPU
3. Enable autoassociate for desired services or location policies for servers.
(config) #airgroupservice airplay
(config-airgroupservice) #autoassociate ap-name
(config) #airgroup policy 9c:20:7b:b2:b2:cc
(A7220) (config-airgroup-policy) #location ap-name meg-135-1
(A7220) (config-airgroup-policy) #location ap-name autoassociate

4. Check if multiple controllers are sharing VLANs. If they are, configure the AirGroup domain. Otherwise,
AirGroup packets may loop between controllers and spike the CPU.
#show airgroup domain
AirGroup Domains
---------------Name
Description IP-Address
-------------- ---------airgroup-domain
10.163.188.38
my-AG
10.163.188.38
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10.163.188.40
Num domains:2

#show airgroup active-domains
AirGroup Active-Domains
----------------------Domain Name
----------airgroup-domain
my-AG

Status
-----Included
Included

Num active-domains:2

Case Study 4 - Policy Configured but Still Not Taking Effect
1. Check if the policy is configured on the controller. It overrides the one configured on the CPPM server.
(A7220) #show airgroup policy-entries
Device
device-owner shared location-id AP-name
----------------- -------------------------9c:20:7b:b2:b2:d4 N/A
9c:20:7b:b2:b2:cc N/A
meg-135-1
shared location-id AP-FQLN shared location-id AP-group
-------------------------- --------------------------shared user-list shared group-list shared role-list CPPM-Req
---------------- ----------------- ---------------- -------authenticated
2
CPPM-Resp source Auto-Associate Neighborhood
--------- ------ -------------- -----------0
CPPM
CLI
AP-Name
Yes

(config)#airgroup policy 9c:20:7b:b2:b2:d4
(A7220) (config-airgroup-policy) #location ap-name meg-135-1
(A7220) (config-airgroup-policy) #location ap-name autoassociate

(A7220) #show airgroup policy-entries
Device
device-owner shared location-id AP-name
----------------- -------------------------9c:20:7b:b2:b2:d4 N/A
meg-135-1
9c:20:7b:b2:b2:cc N/A
meg-135-1
shared location-id AP-FQLN shared location-id AP-group
-------------------------- --------------------------shared user-list shared group-list shared role-list CPPM-Req
---------------- ----------------- ---------------- -------CPPM-Resp source
--------- -----CLI-Overlap
CLI
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Auto-Associate
-------------AP-Name
AP-Name

Neighborhood
-----------Yes
Yes
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2. Check if AirGroup location discovery is enabled. If not, please enable it. All controller AirGroup policies only
take effect when AirGroup location discovery is enabled (by default it is enabled).
#show airgroup status | begin Location
AirGroup Location Discovery
Status
Enabled

(config) #airgroup location-discovery enable

Case Study 5 - Wired Servers Not Listed on AirGroup Server List
1. Check if AP multicast aggregation is enabled when the wired servers are at the AP VLANs, but do not
directly connect to the controller.
(config)#vlan 500
(config)#ap system-profile
(A7220) (AP system profile
(A7220) (AP system profile
(A7220) (AP system profile

ap-AG
"ap-AG") #mcast-aggr
"ap-AG") #mcast-aggr-allowed-vlan 500
"ap-AG") #native-vlan-id 500

2. Check if the VLAN of the server is allowed.
3. Check if the VLAN of the server is created.
4. Check if the native VLAN ID of the ap system profile matches the AP uplink access VLAN.

Case Study 6 - AirPlay Does Not Work
Symptom
IPhone/iPad users could see the AppleTV in the list, but could not play videos.
Reason
1. NAT is enabled for user VLAN. AirPlay uses RTSP for streaming video, which does not support NAT; NAT
has to be disabled for user VLAN.
2. User subnet could not access the Apple.com website. AirPlay needs to access the Apple site for time
synchronization, and the user IP needs a valid DNS configured that is routable to the Apple.com website.
Solution
Disable NAT and make sure the user IP has a valid DNS server IP configured, and the user subnet is routable to
the Apple website.

Case Study 7 - Controller Does Not Send Authorization Request to CPPM
Symptom
AirGroup registration enforcement is enabled. Master controller users can see AirGroup servers, but not on the
local controller as it does not send out any AirGroup authorization requests.
Reason
If there is a VRRP configured in a controller and the RADIUS source-interface is not configured, the controller
only sends the AirGroup authorization requests via a Master VRRP interface instead of the controller IP or
interfaces. In this case, the VRRP state in the local controller is in Backup state, which prevents the controller
from sending out any RADIUS request.
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Solution
Specifically, configure the radius source IP via the command:
ip radius source-interface vlan/loopback

(bug 97685-supported since 6.4.1)
#show airgroup cppm-server rfc3576 statistics
Airgroup RFC3576 Statistics
--------------------------Statistics
172.22.36.20
-------------------Disconnect Requests
0
No Secret
0
Bad Authenticator
0
Invalid Request
0
Packets Dropped
0
Unknown service
0
CoA Requests
0
CoA Accepts
0
CoA Rejects
0
No permission
0
RFC3576 port number
: 5999
Packets received from unknown clients : 0
Packets received with unknown request : 0
Total RFC3576 packets Received
: 0

#show airgroup cppm-server radius statistics
Airgroup RADIUS Server Statistics
--------------------------------Statistics
ArubaCP1 ArubaCP2 ArubaCP-VIP
----------------- -------- ----------PAP Requests
0
748
0
Mismatch Response
0
0
0
Bad Authenticator
0
0
0
Access-Accept
0
352
0
Access-Reject
0
0
0
Unknown Response code
0
0
0
Timeouts
0
396
0
AvgRespTime (ms)
0
864
0
Total Requests
0
748
0
Uptime (d:h:m)
14:13:22 14:13:22 14:13:22
SEQ Total/Free
0/0
510/510 0/0
Orphaned requests = 0

Case Study 8 - AirGroup Domain in Excluded State
Symptom
AirGroup active domain is configured, but its state is “Excluded” instead of “Included”; this means this controller
is excluded from the AirGroup active domain.
#show airgroup active-domains
AirGroup Active-Domains
----------------------Domain Name
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Status
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---------------airgroup-domain Excluded

#show airgroup domain
AirGroup Domains
---------------Name
Description IP-Address
-------------- ---------airgroup-domain
10.163.188.38
10.163.188.90

Reason
If a controller has a VRRP configured, the AirGroup domain IP address has to use one Active VRRP VIP address.
If the domain IP address is the controller IP, or the VRRP state is in the Backup state, the active domain
excludes the controller.
Solution
1. If VRRP is not necessary, remove it.
2. If only one VRRP is configured and it could be in the Backup state sometimes, create another routable VRRP
dedicated to the AirGroup domain IP and make sure it is always in the Active state.

Case Study 9 - Loop Formed and mDNS Process Hangs when AirGroup Controllers Have
Shared VLANs
Symptom
AirGroup stops working and the mDNS process hangs.
Reason
When multiple AirGroup controllers have shared VLANs and there are no AirGroup domains configured, some
AirGroup packets may form a loop and cause the mDNS process to hang. AirGroup global credits for query and
response packets drain to 0.
Solution
When multiple AirGroup controllers have shared VLANs, configure them in one active AirGroup domain to
avoid any packets looping. After a loop has formed, in addition to creating an AirGroup domain, restarting the
mDNS process is required.
AirGroup Global Credits for Query and Response Packets
Use AirGroup global credits for query and response packets to control excessive mDNS packets, which impact
the controller performance. After a query or response packet is processed, credit is decremented by one. When
the credit reaches zero, the controller drops any query or response packets. AirGroup renews credit values
every 15 seconds. Each controller platform has different default AirGroup global credits. If a network
experiences AirGroup issues due to exhausted credits, increase the global credits as a workaround.
#show airgroup global-credits
Global Credits - Default
-----------------------Type
Value
--------Query Packets
450
Response Packets 150
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Global Credits - Current
-----------------------Type
Value
--------Query Packets
0
Response Packets 0

#show airgroup global-credits
Global Credits - Default
-----------------------Type
---Query Packets
Response Packets

Value
----1350
944

Global Credits - Current
-----------------------Type
---Query Packets
Response Packets

Value
----0
213

packets drop - last half an hour
-------------------------------0
0

packets drop - last read
-----------------------0
0

packets drop - total throttled
-----------------------------0
0

(config) #airgroup global-credits 1500 1500

Case Study 10 - Heavy Policed Multicast Packets Cause AirGroup to Stop Working for a Period
Symptom
AirGroup stops working for some time when heavy mDNS packets are in the network. AirGroup global credits
for query packets may drop to zero. Tons of untrusted multicast packets are policed under the command “show
datapath bwm”.
Reason
Excessive mDNS traffic could be dropped by control plane CPU due to internal bandwidth contracts defined
under the firewall. This can cause an unstable AirGroup function.
Solution
As a workaround, increase the rate limit of untrusted multicast traffic for control plane CPU under firewall.
#firewall cp-bandwidth-contract untrusted-mcast <default 3905>

#show datapath bwm
Type
---0
0
0

Cont Id
------1
2
3

Rate
---9792 pps
3936 pps
65536 pps
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Policed
------0
53467
0

Avail Credits
------------306
123
2047

Queued/Pkts Bytes
----------------0/0
0/0
0/0

Flags
----9
9
9
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0

4

3936 pps

0

123

0/0

9

CPU Status
--- -----ALLOCATED
ALLOCATED
ALLOCATED
ALLOCATED

#show airgroup global-credits
Global Credits - Current #firewall
cp-bandwidth-contract untrustedmcast 5000nt
-----------Type
---Query Packets
Response Packets

Value
----0
0

#show firewall
Rate limit CP untrusted ucast traffic
Rate limit CP untrusted mcast traffic
Rate limit CP trusted ucast traffic
Rate limit CP trusted mcast traffic
Rate limit CP route traffic
Rate limit CP session mirror traffic
Rate limit CP auth process traffic
Rate limit CP vrrp traffic
Rate limit CP ARP traffic
Rate limit CP L2 protocol/other traffic

Enabled
Enabled
Enabled
Enabled
Enabled
Enabled
Enabled
Enabled
Enabled
Enabled

9765 pps
3906 pps
65545 pps
3906 pps
976 pps
976 pps
976 pps
512 pps
3906 pps
1953 pps

Case Study 11 - Why Some Printers are Not Visible to Users
Symptom
Some printer entries are cached by the controller, but AirGroup users cannot see them.
Reasons
iOS devices query for some service IDs, which are not broadcasted by the printers, such as "_universal._sub._
ipp._tcp.local" and "_universal._sub._ipps._tcp.local".
Domain Name System (query)
Queries
_universal._sub._ipp._tcp.local: type PTR, class IN, "QU" question
Name: _universal._sub._ipp._tcp.local
[Name Length: 31]
[Label Count: 5]
Type: PTR (domain name pointer) (12)
.000 0000 0000 = Class: IN (0x0001)
1... .... .... .... = "QU" question: True
_universal._sub._ipps._tcp.local: type PTR, class IN, "QU" question
Name: _universal._sub._ipps._tcp.local
[Name Length: 32]
[Label Count: 5]
Type: PTR (domain name pointer) (12)
.000 0000 0000 = Class: IN (0x0001)
1... .... .... .... = "QU" question: True
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There are cached printer entries in the controller.
Non-Visible printer: There is no service ID "_universal._sub._ipp._tcp.local" advertised.
_printer._tcp.local
Wed Mar 18 13:24:26 2015
_pdl-datastream._tcp.local
Wed Mar 18 13:24:26 2015
_ipp._tcp.local
Wed Mar 18 13:24:26 2015
_http._tcp.local
Wed Mar 18 13:24:26 2015
NPIED487E.local
Wed Mar 18 13:24:26 2015
hp LaserJet 4250 [ED487E]._printer._tcp.local
Wed Mar 18 13:24:26 2015
hp LaserJet 4250 [ED487E]._printer._tcp.local
Wed Mar 18 13:24:26 2015
hp LaserJet 4250 [ED487E]._printer._tcp.local
Wed Mar 18 13:24:26 2015
hp LaserJet 4250 [ED487E]._printer._tcp.local
Wed Mar 18 13:24:26 2015
hp LaserJet 4250 [ED487E]._printer._tcp.local
Wed Mar 18 13:24:26 2015
hp LaserJet 4250 [ED487E]._pdl-datastream._tcp.local
Wed Mar 18 13:24:26 2015
hp LaserJet 4250 [ED487E]._pdl-datastream._tcp.local
Wed Mar 18 13:24:26 2015
hp LaserJet 4250 [ED487E]._ipp._tcp.local
Wed Mar 18 13:24:26 2015

PTR

IN 7200 10.125.30.223 5820.05

PTR

IN 7200 10.125.30.223 6112.25

PTR

IN 7200 10.125.30.223 5888.15

PTR

IN 7200 10.125.30.223 6293.88

A

IN 240

10.125.30.223 194.43

SRV/NBSTAT IN 240

10.125.30.223 209.87

TXT

IN 240

10.125.30.223 205.14

TXT

IN 240

10.125.30.223 197.18

TXT

IN 240

10.125.30.223 196.42

TXT

IN 240

10.125.30.223 208.15

SRV/NBSTAT IN 240

10.125.30.223 207.35

TXT

IN 240

10.125.30.223 200.64

SRV/SNSTAT IN 240

10.125.30.223 209.44

Visible printer:
_printer._tcp.local
4500 10.123.26.29 3745.82 Wed Mar 18 13:24:51 2015
_universal._sub._ipp._tcp.local
3694.14 Wed Mar 18 13:24:51 2015
_ipp._tcp.local
3628.81 Wed Mar 18 13:24:51 2015
_pdl-datastream._tcp.local
4500 10.123.26.29 3616.14 Wed Mar 18 13:24:51 2015
_http._tcp.local
4500 10.123.26.29 3793.56 Wed Mar 18 13:24:51 2015
XRX9C934E25C52D.local
355.03 Wed Mar 18 13:24:51 2015
Xerox WorkCentre 3615 (25:C5:2D)._printer._tcp.local
130.45 Wed Mar 18 13:24:51 2015
Xerox WorkCentre 3615 (25:C5:2D)._printer._tcp.local
3670.33 Wed Mar 18 13:24:51 2015
Xerox WorkCentre 3615 (25:C5:2D)._ipp._tcp.local
389.55 Wed Mar 18 13:24:51 2015
Xerox WorkCentre 3615 (25:C5:2D)._ipp._tcp.local
3640.60 Wed Mar 18 13:24:51 2015
Xerox WorkCentre 3615 (25:C5:2D)._pdl-datastream._tcp.local
210.97 Wed Mar 18 13:24:51 2015

PTR

IN

PTR

IN 4500 10.123.26.29

PTR

IN 4500 10.123.26.29

PTR

IN

PTR

IN

A

IN 120

10.123.26.29

SRV/NBSTAT IN 120

10.123.26.29

TXT

IN 4500 10.123.26.29

SRV/NBSTAT IN 120
TXT

10.123.26.29

IN 4500 10.123.26.29

SRV/NBSTAT IN 120

10.123.26.29

Solution
Use a specific application provided by printer vendors on the clients, or configure the printers to send these
service IDs. Or, explain the situation with the sniffer and caching entries to the customers.
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Case Study 12 - Apple TV Disappears from the List of AirGroup Servers
Symptom
Apple TV disappears from the list of AirGroup servers and only rebooting the TV can recover the problem.
Reason
The Apple TV does not broadcast its service very often, and the controller user VLAN does not have an IP
address configured, which prevents the controller from sending out the service queries.
Solution
Each AirGroup user VLAN should have an IP address configured to allow the controller to send out AirGroup
service queries to refresh the cached entries.

Case Study 13 - Unable to Share Presonus Universal Control Server
Symptom
The Presonus Server is installed on a laptop. The user table shows the laptop, but the airgroup service table does
not.
Reason
Presonus service IDs are not supported by default, and mDNS packets are discarded automatically. Check out
the mDNS user debug log.
Solution
Add a new service group for the Presonus device and add new services.
(A7220)
(A7220)
(A7220)
(A7220)
(A7220)
(A7220)
(A7220)
(A7220)

(config) #airgroupservice Presonus
(config-airgroupservice) #id _lanrevagent._tcp
(config-airgroupservice) #id _net-assistant._udp
(config-airgroupservice) #id _qlab._udp
(config-airgroupservice) #id _ssh._tcp
(config-airgroupservice) #id _sftp-ssh._tcp
(config-airgroupservice) #id _rfb._tcp
(config-airgroupservice) #id _workstation._tcp

#show airgroupservice mdns
AirGroupService Details
----------------------Service Description status Disallowed-Role Disallowed-VLAN
------- ----------- ------ --------------- --------------Presonus
Enable
600
601
Auto-Associate ID
-------------- -_lanrevagent._tcp
_net-assistant._udp
_qlab._udp
_ssh._tcp
_sftp-ssh._tcp
_rfb._tcp
_workstation._tcp
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Chapter 7
Client Roaming and RF Optimization

This chapter includes the following sections:
l

Roaming on page 214

l

Adaptive Radio Management on page 259

l

RF Optimization on page 290

Roaming
This section describes the general client roaming process, details on roaming methods, and a comparison of
them. It includes the following topics:
l

General Client Roaming Process on page 214

l

Client Roaming Methods on page 215

l

Pair Master Key Caching and Opportunistic Key Caching on page 217

l

802.11r – Fast BSS Transition on page 227

l

Roam Optimization on page 244

General Client Roaming Process
This section describes the general client roaming process.
The details about the wireless client association process are shown in Figure 129.
Figure 129 Wireless Client Association Process

Clients performing passive scanning wait on each channel to listen for beacons sent by APs, periodically ~100
ms on each channel.
A client performing active scanning sends the probe request to the broadcast address (ff:ff:ff:ff:ff:ff). If it does not
receive any answers, then STA moves to the next channel and repeats the same process.
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If configured, a client in active scanning can request information on all SSIDs served by the AP or a specific
SSID. Probing is also done by the client when its already connected to an AP and passing traffic, to create a list
of nearby networks and APs, which it can join, in case the current connection deteriorates.
The probe response has a lot of parameters along with it to educate the client about the capabilities of SSID
(security, rates, and so on) served by the AP.
An open system authentication request exists for legacy reasons and is similar to plugging a Ethernet wire in to
a RJ 45 jack. It inherently does not provide any security.
An association request and response sequence finalizes the parameters to be used by the client and AP, after
which a high level security process follows (for example, WPA).
When a client decides to roam to a new AP, based on its current packet error rate and signal statistics (RSSI,
SNR, and noise) with the associated AP, the thresholds are client specific.
Figure 130 General Client Roaming Process

A client resorts to the probe request and response sequence, which could have happened earlier, as a client
probes, even when it has a good connection, to prepare for a roam.
The difference in the roaming sequence is rather than sending an association request, a client sends a reassociation request, which has different parameters than an association request. It is responded to by a reassociation response.
Next is the main security phase to derive the encryption keys, after actual authentication. This is the most time
consuming process, as it might need a round trip to the RADIUS server for authenticating the client again. The
aim of the roaming protocol is to make it faster.

Client Roaming Methods
For 802.1X authentication and all the concepts about PTK, PMK, MSK, please refer to the chapter Authentication
on page 80.
Here is a quick summary of all the terms.
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Table 15: Authentication Terms
Acronym

Term

Description

BSSID

Basic Service
Set Identifier

The MAC address used by an AP while providing services for an SSID. If you have two
APs broadcasting the same SSID, they are using different BSSIDs. That is the way to
differentiate between them. BSSID MAC addresses are different for an AP servicing on
both bands.

MSK

Master Session
Key

It is generated as a result of the 802.1X authentication of the client’s credential to a
RADIUS server, in the WPA enterprise. It is delivered to both the client and NAS. It is not
generated with WPA personal or PSK.

PMK

Pairwise
Master Key

It is derived from MSK in case of WPA Enterprise (first 256 bits of MSK) and PSK f
(Passphrase, SSID, SSID length) in WPA Personal.
It is derived by the NAS Aruba controller and the client both. So PMK exists on both the
client and NAS.
This is specific to an AP and client pair. Also, to a master key as it acts as a seeding
material for other keys. This key itself is NOT used for encryption but to produce the
actual encryption keys.

PMKID

PMK Identifier

This information unique to a client PMK, AP combination.
PMKID = HMAC-SHA1-128(PMK, “PMK Name” || MAC_AP || MAC_STA)

PMKSA

Pairwise
Master Key
Security
Association

PMKID is part of PMKSA.

Anonce

Authenticator’s
Number Used
Once

Random number sent by the AP in the 4 way handshake.

Snonce

Supplicant’s
Number Used
Once

Random number sent by client in the 4 way handshake.

_

4 way
handshake

A four message sequence between the AP and client. The aim is to:
1. Confirm that the live peer holds a PMK.
2. Confirm that the PMK is current.
3. Derive a fresh PTK from the PMK and install the pairwise encryption and integrity keys
into IEEE 802.11.
4. Transport the GTK and GTK sequence number from Authenticator to Supplicant and
install them in Supplicant and AP (if not already installed).
5. Confirm cipher suite selection.

PTK

Pairwise
Transient Key

Calculated by running a PRF (pseudo random function) on PMK, Anonce, Snonce,
BSSID, client mac address. PRF (PMK + Anonce + Snonce + BSSID+ STA MAC). As you
see this is unique to each AP & client association. It is different even in a second
association between a client and the same AP.
This is the actual key used to encrypt unicast data, between client and AP. It consists of
5 different keys in it.

GMK

Group Master
Key

Used to derive GTK.

GTK

Group
Temporal Key

Used by Broadcast and Multicast frames, all clients use the same Group Temporal Key
(GTK), and that does not require a new generation for each association.

Table 16 provides a comparison of the following roaming methods:
l

PMK Caching - Used when a client roams to an AP that they have associated with and been authenticated
by before. The PMK with the AP has been cached on both the client and the AP.
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l

OKC (Opportunistic Key Caching) - Occurs when the client roams to a new AP that has not been
associated before, but the client has done a full authentication with another AP previously. The PMK has
been cached by the client and the controller has passed the PMK to the new target AP for the PTK
calculation.

l

802.11r-FT (Fast Transition) - The fastest method, where the 802.11 open system authentication and
association phase is used to distribute keys.

The major difference between FT and (PMK caching or OKC) is that the 4 way key exchange constituting of an
Anonce and Snonce exchange and a PTK generation is skipped in 802.11r FT. All of the information exchange
for PTK generation is done via 802.11 authentication or action and reassociation frames.
All of the details about the three roaming protocols are explained in detail below.
Table 16: Roaming Methods Comparison
Feature

No Roaming
Protocol

PMK Caching

OKC

802.11r-FT

Goal of
roaming
protocol

N/A

Take least time for client and target AP to generate unique data encryption
key PTK based on same PMK

PMK used for
PTK
calculation for
target AP

Get from a full
authentication during
roaming

From previous
authentication with
target AP

From previous
authentication with
any AP, obtain from
controller

Derive from previous
authentication with any
AP, obtain from
controller

PMK source
for client

Get from a full
authentication during
roaming

Cached from previous
full authentication

Cached from previous
full authentication

Cached from previous
full authentication

How Anonce
and Snonce
are
transferred?

Via 4 key exchange

Via 4 key exchange

Via 4 key exchange

Via 802.11
authentication, action,
and (re)association

Is there delay
due to
messages with
RADIUS?

Yes

No

No

No

Total
messages
during
roaming

Total: more than 20
All messages needed
for a full
authentication

Total: 8 4-802.11
authentication and (re)
association 4-key
exchange

Total: 8 4-802.11
authentication and (re)
association 4-key
exchange

Total: 4 4-802.11
authentication, action,
and (re)association.
*The fastest roaming
protocol

Pair Master Key Caching and Opportunistic Key Caching
This section discusses the Pair Master Key (PMK) caching and Opportunistic Key Caching (OKC).

Pair Master Key Caching
Let us revisit the related terms first.
l

Pairwise Master Key (PMK) - It is derived from MSK in case of WPA Enterprise (first 256 bits of MSK) and
PSK f(Passphrase, SSID, SSID length) in WPA Personal.
It is derived by both the NAS (Network Access Server) Aruba controller and the client. So PMK exists on both
the client and NAS.
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This is specific to an AP and client pair. Also a master key as it acts as a seeding material for other keys.
This key itself is NOT used for encryption but to produce the actual encryption keys.
l

PMK Identifier (PMKID) - This information is unique to a client PMK, AP combination.
PMKID = HMAC-SHA1-128(PMK, “PMK Name” || MAC_AP || MAC_STA)

PMK Caching Process
In Figure 131, the client roams from AP1 to AP2 and then back to AP1. If the client and AP support PMK
caching, both will cache PMKID information, which is a derivation of PMK, AP MAC, and client MAC.
Figure 131 PMK Caching Process

In the reassociation request sent to AP1 from client, upon roaming back to AP1, client includes the PMKID#1
information.
Upon receipt of a (re)association request with one more PMKIDs, an AP checks if it or the controller has
retained a PMK for the PMKIDs, and if the PMK is still valid. If so, it asserts possession of that PMK by
beginning the 4-way handshake after association has completed; otherwise it begins a full 802.1X authentication
after association has completed.
PMK Caching Key Points
A STA caches PMKSAs it establishes as a result of previous authentication. The PMKSA cannot be changed
while cached. The PMK in the PMKSAs is used with the 4-way handshake to establish fresh PTKs.
If a STA has determined it has a valid PMKSA with an AP to which it is about to (re)associate, it includes the
PMKID for the PMKSA in the RSN information element in the (re)association request. Upon receipt of a (re)
association request with one more PMKIDs, an AP checks if it or the controller has retained a PMK for the
PMKIDs and if the PMK is still valid. If so, it asserts possession of that PMK by beginning the 4-way handshake
after association has completed; otherwise it begins a full 802.1X authentication after association has completed.
The key points of PMK caching are:
l

The target AP where the client has to roam is a preauthenticated AP. PMK SA have been cached by both the
client and the AP.
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l

Reassociation packets include the target APs PMKID.

l

The full 802.1X authentication is not needed, and only the 4 way key exchange is needed.

l

PMK caching is supported by most of the wireless clients.

Opportunistic Key Caching
This section includes the following topics:
l

OKC Key Caching Process on page 219

l

OKC Key Points on page 220

l

OKC Client Roaming Packets on page 220

l

OKC Client Authentication Request Packets on page 221

l

OKC Client Authentication Response Packets on page 222

l

OKC Client Association Request Packet on page 222

l

OKC Client Association Response Packet on page 223

l

OKC 4 Key Exchange Packets – Key 1 on page 224

l

OKC 4 Key Exchange Packets – Key 2 on page 225

l

OKC 4 Key Exchange Packets – Key 3 on page 225

l

OKC 4 Key Exchange Packets – Key 4 on page 226

OKC Key Caching Process
A central entity like controller helps to achieve this by caching the PMK generated.
Figure 132 OKC Key Caching Process

1. Client associates to AP1 and uses PMK#1 for the 4 way handshake with AP1. PMK#1 is derived from the
original PMK cached in the controller.
2. When client decides to roam to AP2, it calculates PMK#2 from original PMK with it, and sends PMK#2 in the
(re)association request to the target AP2. Formula used is (PMKID = HMAC-SHA1-128(PMK, “PMK
Name” || MAC_Target_AP || MAC_STA).
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3. Target AP2 calculates PMK#2 from the original PMK cached with controller, using formula (PMKID =
HMAC-SHA1-128(PMK, “PMK Name” || MAC_Target_AP || MAC_STA)
4. If PMK#2 sent by client and PMK#2 calculated by AP2 match, then AP2 responds with successful (re)
association response.
Figure 133 OKC Key Caching Process - Continued

5. 4 way handshake explained previously ensues to derive PTK and GTKs that are thus installed on AP and
clients.
OKC Key Points
The key points of OKC are:
1. Controller caches PMK after client’s first full authentication and forwards it to the target AP for PMKID
calculation.
2. The OKC capable client sends target AP PMKID in (re)association packet and compares the one calculated
by target AP itself. If they match, then the 4 way key exchange occurs.
3. The controller validates PMKID in (re)association and only starts 4 key exchanges for OKC capable clients
when the validate-pmkid feature is enabled.
4. OKC occurs when a client roams to a new AP. PMK caching occurs when a client roams back to the preauthenticated AP (PMKID cached).
5. Some clients may not support OKC (for example, Apple devices).
OKC Client Roaming Packets
This packet capture sequence shows OKC client roam events.
Notice the open authentication and association sequence along with their acknowledgment.
Then the 4 way handshake (EAPOL – Key messages) follows straight after, and the 802.1X authentication is
skipped.
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Figure 134 OKC Client Roaming Packets

OKC Client Authentication Request Packets
Figure 135 OKC Client Authentication Request Packets
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OKC Client Authentication Response Packets
Figure 136 OKC Client Authentication Response Packets

OKC Client Association Request Packet
An association request sent by a roaming client contains the PMKID calculated by the client, which is
applicable for the target to roam AP.
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Figure 137 OKC Client Association Request Packet

OKC Client Association Response Packet
The association response from the target AP contains the “successful” status code. It means the PMKID
calculated by the AP, with the help of controller, matches the PMKID sent by client, in association with the
request packet.
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Figure 138 OKC Client Association Response Packet

OKC 4 Key Exchange Packets – Key 1
The 4 way handshake starts after the successful association sequence. The packet capture above shows the first
message, M1, being sent from the AP to client. The message contains the PMKID calculated by the AP and
Anonce.
The client now has all the information to derive the PTK.
PTK = PRF (PMK + Anonce + Snonce + BSSID + STA MAC)
Figure 139 Key 1
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OKC 4 Key Exchange Packets – Key 2
The packet capture above shows the second message M2, sent from client to the AP. Note that this time Snonce,
PMKID, and a MIC for integrity check is sent from the client to the AP. Now the AP has all the information it
needs to derive the PTK. The AP validates the MIC as well.
PTK = PRF (PMK + Anonce + Snonce + BSSID + STA MAC)
Figure 140 Key 2

OKC 4 Key Exchange Packets – Key 3
The packet capture above shows the third message M3 sent from AP to the client. It consists of Anonce, MIC and
GTK to encrypt, broadcast and multicast traffic.
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Figure 141 Key 3

OKC 4 Key Exchange Packets – Key 4
The packet capture shows the fourth message M4 sent from the client to the AP, that consists of a MIC. From
this point onwards data frame MSDU will be encrypted using PTK or GTK (depending upon unicast or multicast
and broadcast frame).
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Figure 142 Key 4

802.11r – Fast BSS Transition
The key difference in the 802.11r is that the PTK seeding material is exchanged via 802.11 open authentication
and (re)association frames, skipping the need for the 4 way handshake.
It is the fastest roaming mechanism, and utilizes WPA2 with AES encryption. There are two methods of FT BSS
transition, over-the-air and over-the-DS. Aruba supports over-the-air method, except in split tunnel mode.
l

WPA2 key information (PMK, Anonce, Snonce) is exchanged via 802.11 authentication and action frames and
(re)association frames, 4 way key exchange is skipped, thus speeding up the roaming process.

l

First roaming protocol that fully defines the key hierarchy.

l

Two methods of FT BSS transition can be used:
n

Over-the-Air Fast BSS Transition (Aruba supports this one)

n

Over-the-DS Fast BSS Transition

l

Only WPA2 PSK or WPA2 AES is supported.

l

Supported in Tunnel, Dtunnel, and Bridge forwarding modes, but not in Split-tunnel mode.

This section includes the following topics:
l

FT Key Hierarchy-WLAN Controller Infrastructure on page 228

l

FT Key Hierarchy-Supplicant on page 229

l

How Over-the-Air FT Works on page 229

l

How Over-the-DS Fast BSS Transition Works on page 230

l

802.11r Beacons on page 230

l

802.11r Association and Authentication Packets on page 231
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l

802.11r Association and Authentication Packets and Encryption on page 232

l

802.11r Authentication Request on page 233

l

802.11r Authentication Response on page 235

l

802.11r Reassociation Request on page 237

l

802.11r Reassociation Response on page 239

l

802.11r Client Support on page 241

l

802.11r Configuration on page 241

l

802.11r Tunnel Mode Behavior on page 242

FT Key Hierarchy-WLAN Controller Infrastructure
The target of roaming is that the STA and the target AP can derive the same PTK from the same PMK for date
encryption and data transmission. The initial PMK is generated via full 802.1X authentication or PSK. The
method of OKC is to calculate the new PTK with the target AP MAC based on the initial PMK.
The method of FT has a clear key architecture that defines three key levels, as illustrated in Figure 143. It still
has the same target to generate PTK with cached PMK without going through full 802.1X authentication.
l

Level 1 - MSK (derived from 802.1X authentication). PMK-R0 (cached on the controller, derived from MSK,
and also cached on the client).

l

Level 2 - PMK-R1 (sent to APs, and derived from MSK. Also possessed by the client, as it is derived from
MSK).

l

Level 3 - PTK (derived from PMK-R1, possessed by the AP and the client, and it is used for final encryption).

Figure 143 WLAN Controller Infrastructure

In this case, the PMK used for PTK derivation is the PMK-R1 derived from the PMK-R0 generated from the initial
full 802.1X authentication and distributed to the APs from the controller.
The controller is the key holder of the PMK-R0 derived from the MSK; STA has it cached also.
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The APs are the key holder of the PMK-R1 derived from the PMK-R0, distributed by the controller in Aruba
bridge and D-Tunnel forwarding modes. In tunnel mode, the controller maintains both PMK-R0 and PMK-R1. STA
has PMK-R1 cached also.
STA and the target AP have the same PMK-R1 for PTK generation.
In FT roaming, PMK-R1, Anonce, and Snonce used for PTK derivation are exchanged via 802.11 authentication
and (re)association frames in FT over-the-air mode, or via 802.11 action and (re)association frames in FT overthe-DS mode. There is no 4 way key exchange as what it is done in OKC or PMK caching anymore; it speeds up
roaming greatly.

FT Key Hierarchy-Supplicant
802.1X EAP generates MSK, as the first level key, given to both the client and controller, at the end of 802.1x
EAP.
l

MSK is then used to generate PMK-R0, which is the level 1 key.

l

PMK-R0 is used to create PMK-R1, which is the level 2 key.

l

PMK-R1 is then used to create PTK, which is the final key used for encryption.

Figure 144 Supplicant

How Over-the-Air FT Works
Aruba supports only the over-the-air method of 802.11r fast transition.
In this method, extra information (for example, mobility domain IE), is embedded in the authentication and
association sequence at the end of which, PTK for final encryption of data are at both ends, AP and client.
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Figure 145 Over-the-Air

How Over-the-DS Fast BSS Transition Works
In the second method of 802.11r support, over-the-DS, FT action request response frames are exchanged over the
wire, via the current AP to target AP from the client. Aruba does not support this FT method.
Figure 146 Over-the-DS

802.11r Beacons
Beacons in 802.11r advertise via AKMP suite OUI field, of RSN IE, that AP supports Fast Transition along with
802.1X.
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AP also advertises Mobility Domain Information Element (MDIE). This IE is used in detecting support of 802.11r
by the AP. The value of MDIE helps the client to figure out if it can roam between APs of same Extended
Service Set (ESS).
Figure 147 802.11r Beacons

802.11r Association and Authentication Packets
PMK-R0 KH, ID and PMK-R1 KH, ID, information is part of Fast BSS transition Information Element (IE). This IE
is present in FT authentication, association, and EAPoL frames.
The authentication request frame, has RSN IE, which contains the AKM. It also has the mobility domain IE and
the fast BSS transition IE.
The AP replies back with the authentication Response frame to the client. This frame also contains RSNIE,
MDIE, and FTIE. FTIE includes ANonce, SNonce, R1KH-ID, and R0KH-ID.
The client sends the Re-association Request frame. This also contain RSNIE, MDIE, and FTIE. FTIE includes
MIC, Anonce, SNonce, R1KH-ID, and R0KH-ID.
The association response from the AP contains RSNIE, MDIE, FTIE (BSSID of the AP as the PMK-R1KH-ID), and
GTK information.
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Figure 148 802.11r Client Packets of Initial Connection

802.11r Association and Authentication Packets and Encryption
The packet sequence here clearly shows that upon roaming of the 802.11r client, only open system
authentication and association packets are exchanged. After that all frames are encrypted. There is no 4 way
handshake.
After successful 802.11X authentication, the AP and STA engage in a Fast Transition (FT) 4 way handshake that
differs from the 802.11i handshake by carrying extra MDIE and FTIE components, needed for the derivation of
PMK-R1s and PTKs.
Figure 149 802.11r Client Roaming Packets
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802.11r Authentication Request
The authentication request frame, has RSN IE, contains the AKM. It also has the mobility domain IE and fast BSS
transition IE.
PMK-R0KH-ID (Key Holder Identifier) is the MAC address of the controller, as shown in the authentication
packet in Figure 150.
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Figure 150 802.11r Client Roaming Authentication Request Packet
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802.11r Authentication Response
The AP replies back with the authentication Response frame to the client. This frame also contains RSNIE,
MDIE, and FTIE. FTIE includes ANonce, SNonce, R1KH-ID, and R0KH-ID.
As shown in an authentication response packet, PMK-R1KH-ID is the BSSID of the target AP.
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Figure 151 802.11r Client Roaming Authentication Response Packet
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802.11r Reassociation Request
FT re-association exchange that differs from 802.11 re-association exchange by including an MDIE and FTIE
(Fast Transition Information Element) in the re-association exchange. The FTIE carries the R0KH-ID (R0 Key
Holder ID) as well as the current access point's R1KH-ID (R1 Key Holder ID).
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Figure 152 Client Reassociation Request Packet
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802.11r Reassociation Response
Reassociation response packet in 802.11r has all the information needed for further encryption. It also has the
GTK for broadcast and multicast packets encryption.
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Figure 153 802.11r Client Reassociation Response Packet
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802.11r Client Support
You should enable 802.11r after studying the client base. Most of Apple iOS devices support 802.11r since iOS6,
along with Samsung smart phones.
You can find more info here: https://support.apple.com/en-us/HT202628.
The show ap association command on the controller shows the 802.11r capable clients associated, with the flag
“R”.
Figure 154 802.11r Client Support

802.11r Configuration
To enable 802.11r, a profile has to be configured first and then applied on the WLAN, as shown below.
(Aruba7210) #show wlan dot11r-profile test
802.11R Profile "test"
Advertise Fast-BSS Transition (802.11r) Capability
Fast-BSS Transition Mobility Domain ID
Fast-BSS Transition R1 Key Timeout

Enabled
10
3600

Apply the 802.11r profile to the SSID profile.
wlan ssid-profile "test"
opmode wpa2-aes
dot11r-profile "test"

For de-tunnel and bridge mode the AP is the R1 key holder. Mobility Domain ID, expiration time, and the key
itself can be seen via the following command:
show ap remote debug r1_key ap-name <ap name>

For example:
(Aruba7210) #show ap remote debug r1_key ap-name ap135
Stored R1 Keys
Station MAC
Mobility Domain ID Validity Duration
---------------------------- ----------------10:1c:0c:22:78:1e 10
3595
R1 Key
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-----(32): ad 24 d2 1c b2 17 be d7 4c 27 a7 dd 8c 6d 18 ae eb 57 9f a6
a8 0b d7 81 86 b1 5d 61 91 25 8a 0f

To check the efficiency of fast roaming, check the output of the command:
show fast-roaming-r1-efficiency

Hit and miss percentage in the outputs can be used to determine if enough R1 keys are pushed to neighbor APs.
For de-tunnel and bridge mode, when the target AP has r1 key derived from different r0 key as the one the
original AP has, fast roaming will fail. The following command is used to flush old r1 keys when the r0 key is
updated, it is disabled by default:
(Aruba7210) (config) #ap flush-r1-on-new-r0 enable
(Aruba7210) #show flush-r1-on-new-r0
Fast Roaming flush-r1-on-new-r0:enable

802.11r Tunnel Mode Behavior
The show auth-trace buffer command on the controller is used to observe 802.1X activity for a client.
Below you can see that the initial 802.1X authentication is complete and has the 4 way hand shake also
included. However, any other roams after that are much faster and do not have a full 802.1X authentication or 4
way handshake.
show auth-tracebuf
May
May
May
May
May
May

15
15
15
15
15
15

09:46:02
09:46:02
09:46:02
09:46:02
09:46:02
09:46:02

station-up
station-term-start
client-finish
server-finish
server-finish-ack
inner-eap-id-req

*
*
->
<->
<-

10:1c:0c:22:78:1e
10:1c:0c:22:78:1e
10:1c:0c:22:78:1e
10:1c:0c:22:78:1e
10:1c:0c:22:78:1e
10:1c:0c:22:78:1e

6c:f3:7f:b7:d4:b0 - - wpa2
6c:f3:7f:b7:d4:b0 1 6c:f3:7f:b7:d4:b0/meggie 6c:f3:7f:b7:d4:b0/meggie 6c:f3:7f:b7:d4:b0/meggie 6c:f3:7f:b7:d4:b0/meggie -

aes
61
35

Initial 802.1X authentication (it is a full authentication).
May 15 09:46:02 inner-eap-id-resp
meggie
May 15 09:46:02 eap-mschap-chlg
May 15 09:46:02 eap-mschap-response
May 15 09:46:02 mschap-request
meggie
May 15 09:46:02 mschap-response
meggie
May 15 09:46:02 eap-mschap-success
May 15 09:46:02 eap-mschap-success-ack
May 15 09:46:02 eap-tlv-rslt-success
May 15 09:46:02 eap-tlv-rslt-success
May 15 09:46:02 eap-success
May 15 09:46:02 assg-vlan-req
deferred vlan update for wireless
May 15 09:46:02 assg-vlan-resp
May 15 09:46:04 wpa2-key1
May 15 09:46:05 wpa2-key2
May 15 09:46:05 wpa2-key3
May 15 09:46:05 wpa2-key4
May 15 09:47:05 station-down
May 15 09:47:05 station-up
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-> 10:1c:0c:22:78:1e

6c:f3:7f:b7:d4:b0/meggie - -

<- 10:1c:0c:22:78:1e
-> 10:1c:0c:22:78:1e
-> 10:1c:0c:22:78:1e

6c:f3:7f:b7:d4:b0 - 67
6c:f3:7f:b7:d4:b0/Internal 8 49
6c:f3:7f:b7:d4:b0/meggie 8 -

<- 10:1c:0c:22:78:1e

6c:f3:7f:b7:d4:b0/Internal - -

<<<->
<*

10:1c:0c:22:78:1e
10:1c:0c:22:78:1e
10:1c:0c:22:78:1e
10:1c:0c:22:78:1e
10:1c:0c:22:78:1e
10:1c:0c:22:78:1e

6c:f3:7f:b7:d4:b0/meggie - 83
6c:f3:7f:b7:d4:b0/meggie - 6c:f3:7f:b7:d4:b0/meggie -43
6c:f3:7f:b7:d4:b0 -2
6c:f3:7f:b7:d4:b0/meggie - 4
6c:f3:7f:b7:d4:b0 1 1 new vlan;

*
<->
<->
*
*

10:1c:0c:22:78:1e
10:1c:0c:22:78:1e
10:1c:0c:22:78:1e
10:1c:0c:22:78:1e
10:1c:0c:22:78:1e
10:1c:0c:22:78:1e
10:1c:0c:22:78:1e

6c:f3:7f:b7:d4:b0
6c:f3:7f:b7:d4:b0
6c:f3:7f:b7:d4:b0
6c:f3:7f:b7:d4:b0
6c:f3:7f:b7:d4:b0
6c:f3:7f:b7:d4:b0
d8:c7:c8:88:c2:70

-

1
117
240
279
95
- wpa2 aes
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May
May
May
May

15
15
15
15

09:48:54
09:48:54
09:48:54
09:48:54

station-down
station-up
station-down
station-up

*
*
*
*

10:1c:0c:22:78:1e
10:1c:0c:22:78:1e
10:1c:0c:22:78:1e
10:1c:0c:22:78:1e

d8:c7:c8:88:c2:70
6c:f3:7f:b7:d4:b0
d8:c7:c8:88:c2:70
6c:f3:7f:b7:d4:b0

-

- wpa2 aes
- wpa2 aes

802.11r Dtunnel and Bridge Mode Behavior
As cryptography intelligence moves out to the APs, the authentication trace buffer on the controller only shows
the initial 802.1X authentication.
Show ap remote auth-trace-bug ap-name <ap name> shows the roaming event as station-up messages on the
APs.
Show ap remote debug mgmt-frames ap-name <ap name> shows the open authentication and (re)association
sequence.
#show auth-tracebuf count 27
May 28 10:17:41 station-up
May 28 10:17:41 station-term-start
May 28 10:17:41 client-finish
May 28 10:17:41 server-finish
May 28 10:17:41 server-finish-ack
May 28 10:17:41 inner-eap-id-req
May 28 10:17:41 inner-eap-id-resp
meggie
May 28 10:17:41 eap-mschap-chlg
May 28 10:17:41 eap-mschap-response
May 28 10:17:41 mschap-request
meggie
May 28 10:17:41 mschap-response
meggie
May 28 10:17:41 eap-mschap-success
May 28 10:17:41 eap-mschap-success-ack
May 28 10:17:41 eap-tlv-rslt-success
May 28 10:17:41 eap-tlv-rslt-success
May 28 10:17:41 eap-success
May 28 10:17:41 assg-vlan-req
deferred vlan update for wireless

*
*
->
<->
<->

10:1c:0c:22:78:1e
10:1c:0c:22:78:1e
10:1c:0c:22:78:1e
10:1c:0c:22:78:1e
10:1c:0c:22:78:1e
10:1c:0c:22:78:1e
10:1c:0c:22:78:1e

6c:f3:7f:b7:d4:b0 - - wpa2 aes
6c:f3:7f:b7:d4:b0 1 6c:f3:7f:b7:d4:b0/meggie - 6c:f3:7f:b7:d4:b0/meggie - 61
6c:f3:7f:b7:d4:b0/meggie
6c:f3:7f:b7:d4:b0/meggie - 35
6c:f3:7f:b7:d4:b0/meggie - -

<- 10:1c:0c:22:78:1e 6c:f3:7f:b7:d4:b0/meggie - 67
-> 10:1c:0c:22:78:1e 6c:f3:7f:b7:d4:b0/meggie 8 49
-> 10:1c:0c:22:78:1e 6c:f3:7f:b7:d4:b0/meggie 8 <- 10:1c:0c:22:78:1e 6c:f3:7f:b7:d4:b0/meggie - <->
<->
<*

10:1c:0c:22:78:1e
10:1c:0c:22:78:1e
10:1c:0c:22:78:1e
10:1c:0c:22:78:1e
10:1c:0c:22:78:1e
10:1c:0c:22:78:1e

6c:f3:7f:b7:d4:b0/meggie - 83
6c:f3:7f:b7:d4:b0/meggie - 6c:f3:7f:b7:d4:b0/meggie - 43
6c:f3:7f:b7:d4:b0 - 2
6c:f3:7f:b7:d4:b0/meggie - 4
6c:f3:7f:b7:d4:b0 1 1 new vlan;

Initial 802.1X authentication on the controller (it is full authentication).
May
May
May
May
May
May
May
May

28
28
28
28
28
28
28
28

10:17:41
10:17:43
10:17:43
10:17:43
10:17:43
10:17:43
10:19:55
10:19:55

assg-vlan-resp
wpa2-key1
wpa2-key2
wpa2-key3
wpa2-key4
rem-ap-setkey
station-down
ap-down

*
<->
<->
<*
*

10:1c:0c:22:78:1e
10:1c:0c:22:78:1e
10:1c:0c:22:78:1e
10:1c:0c:22:78:1e
10:1c:0c:22:78:1e
10:1c:0c:22:78:1e
10:1c:0c:22:78:1e
10:1c:0c:22:78:1e

6c:f3:7f:b7:d4:b0
6c:f3:7f:b7:d4:b0
6c:f3:7f:b7:d4:b0
6c:f3:7f:b7:d4:b0
6c:f3:7f:b7:d4:b0
6c:f3:7f:b7:d4:b0
6c:f3:7f:b7:d4:b0
6c:f3:7f:b7:d4:b0

-

1
117
240
279
95
16 wpa2 aes
-

#show ap remote auth-trace-buf ap-name ap135-2

Auth Trace Buffer

Client roamed to a new BSSID d8:c7:c8:88:c2:70. You can only see the "station-up" message in the AP authtracebuff instead of the controller auth-tracebuff.
May 28 10:20:01 station-up

* 10:1c:0c:22:78:1e

d8:c7:c8:88:c2:70 - - wpa2 aes

#show ap remote debug mgmt-frames ap-name ap135-2 | include 78:1e
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May
May
May
May

28
28
28
28

10:20:01
10:20:01
10:20:01
10:20:01

reassoc-resp
reassoc-req
auth
auth

d8:c7:c8:88:c2:70
10:1c:0c:22:78:1e
d8:c7:c8:88:c2:70
10:1c:0c:22:78:1e

10:1c:0c:22:78:1e
d8:c7:c8:88:c2:70
10:1c:0c:22:78:1e
d8:c7:c8:88:c2:70

d8:c7:c8:88:c2:70
d8:c7:c8:88:c2:70
d8:c7:c8:88:c2:70
d8:c7:c8:88:c2:70

15
22
15
60

Success
Success
Success

Roam Optimization
To have a better experience with roaming wireless clients, you can do the following:
l

Optimize the cell size by changing the AP transmit power and supported data rates.

l

Assist clients in selecting a closer and better AP by changing the data rate at which beacons are sent by the
AP. Also, change the local probe request threshold, which decides if the AP responds to probe requests
beneath a certain value.

l

Roaming time can be reduced by using various techniques (for example, 802.11r, OKC, PMK caching, and so
on).

This section includes the following topics:
l

Optimizing Cell Size on page 244

l

Assisting Client in Selecting a Closer AP on page 248

l

Optimizing Roam Time on page 250

l

Radio Resource on page 251

l

Roaming Configuration and Optimization Recommendation on page 258

Optimizing Cell Size
There is a drop in the data rate when a client starts moving towards the edge of the coverage cell. Clients at the
edge of the coverage cell use very low data rates (1 Mbps or 6 Mbps), which impacts its performance and of the
other clients connected to the same AP.
In capacity-based deployments, when the coverage cell of neighboring APs overlap, we recommend moving
clients to the next AP when the client’s data rate in the current AP’s Basic Service Set (BSS) drops below a
certain value.
By optimizing AP cell size, we can influence the client to roam to an AP that is closer with better signal strength
and data rates.
Use the following options to optimize AP cell size:
l

Reducing AP Tx Power on page 244

l

Cutting Down Lower Rates on page 245

Reducing AP Tx Power
In general, reducing the AP transmit power reduces the cell size, but as the transmit power reduces, the
effective data rate at which a client can associate also reduces.
Reducing the transmit power to a very low value in capacity-based deployments can affect the network
performance.
We recommend following the AP transmit power guidelines described in the ARM Recommendation page.
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Figure 155 Reducing AP Tx Power

Before Tx power is reduced, client connects to far AP1 instead of AP2 due to high AP Tx power. After Tx power
is reduced, client is not in AP1 radio coverage anymore and roams to AP2 after both APs drop Tx power.
Cutting Down Lower Rates
The 802.11 standard defines the basic and transmit rates for both 802.11a and 802.11g radios. An AP advertises
basic and transmit rates in beacon and other management rates. These rates are used while communicating
between APs and stations in a WLAN.
l

Basic Rates – This is the rate at which a station communicates to successfully associate to the AP. Any
station that is not capable of communicating with all the basic rates cannot associate with the AP.

l

Transmit Rates – These are supported rates that an AP advertises in addition to the basic rates. These
additional rates can be used for AP and client communication. Unlike basic rates, a station does not have to
support all the transmit rates in order to be associated to an AP.

Management frames (beacons, probe request and response, association and disassociation, and authentication
and deauthentication), control frames (RTS, CTS, PS-Pol, and acknowledge), broadcast frames, and multicast
frames transmit at the lowest basic rates so that all the clients can decode them. Data frames are transmitted at
transmit rates depending on the client capability. An AP's cell size can be reduced by cutting down the lower
rates from the SSID profile.
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In a dense deployment, reducing an APs' cell size can influence clients to roam to another AP, as it cannot hear
management frames after a certain distance, as lower rates are cut down. Roaming is initiated when clients start
moving away from an AP and data rates drop. For example, when 6, 9, and 12 Mbps rates are cut down (basic
and transmit) from a SSID profile for A-radio, three outer most coverage cells are cut down as shown in the
802.11 a/b/g Coverage Cell figure. Once the client's data rate drops below 18 Mbps, a client initiates roaming,
which mainly impacts remote clients, as they use lower data rate.
Aruba Recommendations

The following are some recommendations from Aruba:
l

Legacy clients (802.11b) require lower rates of 1 Mbps - 2 Mbps. These clients may not even associate to the
network if these rates are cut down.

l

Cutting down lower rates may cause client connectivity issues. Before making changes on the production
network, run a test in the lab environment with different types of clients that may access the WLAN.

l

Broadcast and multicast frames also use one of the basic rates, cutting down the lower rate may impact
delivery of such frames to clients at the edge of an AP’s coverage cell.

l

If there are no 802.11b devices in the network, remove the 802.11b rates for basic and transmit rates.

l

For APs that are 50 feet apart, use the following rates for 802.11a and g radio:
Basic rates: 12 and 24 Mbps
Transmit rates: 12, 18, 24, 36, 48, and 54 Mbps

l

If you have gaming devices connected to the wireless network, add data rate 5, 6, 9, and 11 Mbps to the g
radio basic and transmit rates.
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Figure 156 Cutting Down Lower Rates

Data Rates vs. Minimum Received Signal and Minimum SNR

Table 17 is just for reference, as it varies for the different AP models of each vendor.
Table 17: Data Rates Comparison
Data Rate

Minimum Received Signal

Minimum SNR

54 Mbps

-71 dBm

25 dB

36 Mbps

-73 dBm

18 dB

24 Mbps

-77 dBm

12 dB

12/11 Mbps

-82 dBm

10 dB

6 Mbps

-89 dBm

8 dB

2 Mbps

-91 dBm

6 dB

1 Mbps

-94 dBm

4 dB
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Assisting Client in Selecting a Closer AP
In deployments where the traffic is high, clients can hear multiple APs and radios broadcasting the same SSID.
Based on the implementation of the client wireless NIC, a radio is automatically selected. In a high density
enterprise or campus deployments, clients can hear multiple APs on the same floor as well as from the floor
above and below. A lot of processing is required on the client side to go through the list of the APs it can hear
and then decide on the AP that it could roam to. The following parameters help clients listen only to APs that are
close:
l

Beacon Rate on page 248

l

Local Probe Request Threshold on page 249

Beacon Rate
By default beacons take the lowest configured basic rate of 1 Mbps on g radio and 6 Mbps on a radio. If these
rates are used the cell size of the AP increases and clients at the edge of the network can listen to the beacons
and connect to the AP.
In deployments with less traffic, if the data rates are low, client connectivity can be maintained. But when the
traffic is high, clients that are roaming might connect to APs that are far, even if closer APs are available. This
results in a drop in the overall WLAN performance. By configuring the beacon rate to a higher value, the overall
distance that the beacon can travel is reduced.
Aruba recommends the following:
l

You can configure the beacon rate as one of the supported basic rates. The higher the value, the lesser the
distance a beacon can travel.

l

Before modifying the value of this parameter, ensure that there are no 802.11b clients on the WLAN.
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Figure 157 Increase Beacon Rate

In the top figure, the client connects to the far AP1 instead of the AP2 because the client can hear the AP1’s
beacon.
In the bottom figure, the client cannot hear AP1’s beacon anymore and roams to the closer AP2.
Local Probe Request Threshold
Beacon is a passive method of discovering available wireless networks and access points. The active method is
using probe requests. When a client sends broadcast probe requests, all APs that hear the request send a probe
response with a list of the wireless networks that they broadcast. Probe requests are configured on the lowest
basic rate (1 or 6 Mbps) so that APs that are far away can also listen and reply to the request.
The Local Probe Request threshold parameter in ArubaOS prevents clients from discovering and associating
with an AP that is far away. The value set for this parameter is a SNR value. When the SNR of the client probe
request is lesser than the local probe request threshold value, APs do not response to the client with a probe
response. As a result clients are unable to discover APs that are far away.
Aruba recommends the following:
l

For APs 50 feet apart, the beacon rate for A and G radio should be configured as 12 or 24 Mbps, depending
on the roaming results.
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l

The default value of Local Probe Request Threshold parameter is 0, and should be adjusted only by the
engineer, after a careful analysis. If adjusted, the value of this parameter should be 3 db less than
ClientMatch Sticky SNR. As recommended, the value for Sticky SNR is 18 db and the Local Probe Request
Threshold should not be higher than 15 db.

Figure 158 Local Probe Request Threshold

Optimizing Roam Time
In an enterprise network where most of the clients connect to 802.1X SSID, EAP authentication can be time
consuming when a client roams from one AP to another. Increased roaming time can directly affect the voice
quality or any other latency sensitive application. ArubaOS provides multiple options to optimize the time taken
to complete 802.1X authentication while roaming.
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Table 18: Optimizing Roam Time
Technique

Description

PMK Caching

Pairwise Master Key (PMK) caching is defined by 802.11i and is a technique available for
authentication between a single AP and a station. If a station authenticates an AP, roams away
from that AP, and comes back, it does not have to perform a full authentication exchange. Only
the 802.11i 4-way handshake is performed to establish transient encryption keys. Clients who
want to use PMK caching should send the PMKID in the association (or re-association) frame,
as specified by 802.11i. If the PMKID matches the one cached by the controller for the station’s
MAC address, the system skips the authentication step and proceeds directly to key exchange.
If the PMKID is not sent, or does not match the one cached by the controller, a full
authentication process is done. PMK caching is always enabled and cannot be disabled for
WPA2 ESSIDs.

OKC

When WPA2 is used with 802.1X and Opportunistic Key Caching (OKC) is enabled on the
Aruba controller, there is an ideal balance of security and performance. Opportunistic key is
already cached on the controller and sent to the target AP in the event of roaming.
Consequently, the client does not have to go through a complete 802.1X authentication, but a
four-way key exchange for WPA2 is sufficient. During client roaming, OKC reduces the number
of frames exchanged by one-fourth. OKC lowers the roaming time significantly, which reduces
the impact on voice call quality and latency sensitive applications. There is no penalty for
enabling OKC even if it is not supported by certain clients in the network. These clients go
through a complete 802.1X authentication. Mac OS and iOS devices do not support OKC.
Aruba Recommendation
OKC is enabled by default and should always be kept enabled.

Validate PMKID

This parameter instructs the controller to check the Pairwise Master Key (PMK) ID sent by the
client and mainly helps when OKC is enabled. It ensures that the PMKID on the client and
server matches before the controller uses the cached opportunistic key. If it does not match
then the client goes through the complete 802.1X key exchange.
Aruba Recommendation
Validate PMKID is enabled by default and should always be kept enabled.

802.11r

From ArubaOS version 6.3.0.0 onwards, Aruba supports Fast BSS Transition (IEEE 802.11r) to
reduce the delay caused due to re-authentication, every time a client roams from one AP to
another. In an 802.11r environment, the FT mechanism allows a client station to establish
security and QoS state at the target AP prior to re-association. This reduces the delay that
occurs when connecting to the distribution system after transition.
Aruba Recommendation
802.11r should be enabled only after testing it in the lab with different types of devices
connecting to the WLAN.

802.11k

The 802.11k protocol provides mechanisms for APs and clients to dynamically measure the
available radio resources. In an 802.11k enabled network, APs and clients can send neighbor
reports, beacon reports, and link measurement reports to each other. This allows clients to take
the appropriate action when there is an issue with the connection. Along with 802.11k,
ArubaOS supports Radio Resource Management Information Elements (RRM IEs).
Aruba Recommendation
802.11k should be enabled with the measurement mode for beacon reports set to the active
channel report. As some of the clients cannot be interpreted, Quiet IE element from the RRM IE
profile should be disabled.

802.11v

As part of 802.11v implementation, ArubaOS supports BSS Transition Management. This
support can improve throughput, effective data rates, and QoS for voice clients in a network by
transitioning individual clients to appropriate access points. 802.11v Fast BSS Transition is
enabled by default if 802.11k is enabled. If needed you can disable 802.11v in the ARM profile.

Radio Resource
This section includes the following topics:
l

Radio Resource Management (802.11k) on page 252

l

Configuring Radio Resource Management Information Elements on page 253
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l

Configuring Beacon Report Requests on page 254

l

Configuring Traffic Stream Measurement Report Requests on page 256

Radio Resource Management (802.11k)
The 802.11k protocol provides mechanisms for APs and clients to dynamically measure the available radio
resources. In an 802.11k enabled network, APs and clients can send neighbor reports, beacon reports, and link
measurement reports to each other. This allows the APs and clients to take appropriate connection actions.
In the CLI, use the following command to configure 802.11k profiles. The available parameters for this profile
are described in Table 19.
wlan dot11k <profile-name>

Table 19: 802.11k Profile Parameters
Parameter

Description

Advertise 802.11k
Capability

Select this option to allow Virtual APs using this profile to advertise 802.11k capability.
Default Value: Disabled

Forcefully
disassociate onhook voice clients

Select this option to allow the AP to forcefully disassociate on-hook voice clients (clients that
are not on a call) after period of inactivity. Without the forced disassociation feature, if an AP has
reached its call admission control limits and an on-hook voice client wants to start a new call,
that client may be denied. If forced disassociation is enabled, those clients can associate to a
neighboring AP that can fulfill their QoS requirements.
Default Value: Disabled

Measurement Mode
for Beacon Reports

Click the Measurement Mode for Beacon Reports drop-down list and specify one of the
following measurement modes:
l active — Enables active beacon measurement mode. In this mode, the client sends a probe
request to the broadcast destination address on all supported channels, sets a measurement
duration timer, and, at the end of the measurement duration, compiles all received beacons or
probe response with the requested SSID and BSSID into a measurement report.
l beacon-table — Enables beacon-table beacon measurement mode. In this mode, the client
measures beacons and returns a report with stored beacon information for any supported
channel with the requested SSID and BSSID. The client does not perform any additional
measurements.
l passive — Enables passive beacon measurement mode. In this mode, the client sets a
measurement duration timer, and, at the end of the measurement duration, compiles all
received beacons or probe response with the requested SSID and BSSID into a measurement
report.
NOTE: If a station does not support the selected measurement mode, it returns a Beacon
Measurement Report with the Incapable bit set in the Measurement Report Mode field.
Default Value: beacon-table

Channel for Beacon
Requests in 'A' band

This value is sent in the 'Channel' field of the beacon requests on the 'A' radio. You can specify
values in the range 34 to 165.
Default Value: 36

Channel for Beacon
Requests in 'BG'
band

This value is sent in the 'Channel' field of the Beacon Requests on the 'BG' radio. You can
specify values in the range 1 to 14.
Default Value: 1
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Parameter

Description

Channel for AP
Channel Reports in
'A' band

This value is sent in the 'Channel' field of the AP channel reports on the 'A' radio. You can
specify values in the range 34 to 165.
Default Value: 36

Channel for AP
Channel Reports in
'BG' band

This value is sent in the 'Channel' field of the AP channel reports on the 'BG' radio. You can
specify values in the range 1 to 14.
Default Value: 1

Time duration
between consecutive
Beacon Requests

This option configures the time duration between two consecutive beacon requests sent to a
dot11K client. By default, the beacon requests are sent to a dot11K client every 60 seconds.
However, if a different value is required, the bcn-req-time option can be used.
This permits values in the range from 10 seconds to 200 seconds. A value of 0 is used to
indicate that the generation of Beacon Request frames is turned off.

Time duration
between consecutive
Link Measurement
Requests

This option configures the time duration between two consecutive link measurement requests
sent to an dot11K client. By default, link measurement requests are sent to a dot11K client every
61 seconds.
This parameter permits values in the range from 10 seconds to 200 seconds. A value of 0 is used
to indicate that the generation of Link Measurement Request frames is turned off.

Time duration
between consecutive
Transmit Stream
Measurement
Request

This option configures the time duration between two consecutive transmit stream measurement
requests sent to a dot11K client. By default, the transmit stream measurement requests are sent
to a dot11K client every 90 seconds.
This permits values in the range from 10 seconds to 200 seconds. A value of 0 is used to
indicate that the generation of Transmit Stream Measurement Request frames is turned off.

Handover Trigger
Feature Settings
Profile

This command configures a Handover Trigger Profile. This profile consists of the configurable
parameters for the ‘Wi-Fi Edge Detection and Handover of Voice Clients’ feature.

Beacon Report
Request Settings
Profile

Configure a Beacon Report Request Profile to provide the parameters for the Beacon Report
Request frames.

TSM Report Request
Settings Profile

This command configures a TSM Report Request Profile which is used to provide values to the
Transmit Stream/Category Measurement Request frame.

Configuring Radio Resource Management Information Elements
ArubaOS supports the following radio resource management information elements (RRM IEs) for APs with
802.11k support enabled.
To use the CLI to configure radio resource management information elements in the RRM IE profile, access the
CLI in config mode and issue the following command:
(host) (config)#wlan rrm-ie-profile <profile>
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Table 20: RRM IE Parameters
Parameter

Description

Advertise Enabled Capabilities
IE

This value is used to determine if the RRM Enabled Capabilities IE should be
advertised in the beacon frames. A value of "Enabled" allows the RRM Enabled
Capabilities IE to be present in the beacon frames when 802.11K capability is enabled.
A value of "Disabled" prevents the advertisement of the RRM Enabled Capabilities IE
in the beacon frames when 802.11K capability is enabled.

Advertise Country IE

This value is used to determine if the Country IE should be advertised in the beacon
frames. A value of "Enabled" allows the Country IE to be present in the beacon frames
when 802.11K capability is enabled. A value of "Disabled" prevents the advertisement
of the Country IE in the beacon frames when 802.11K capability is enabled.

Advertise Power Constraint IE

This value is used to determine if the Power Constraint IE should be advertised in the
beacon frames. A value of "Enabled" allows the Power Constraint IE to be present in
the beacon frames when 802.11K capability is enabled. A value of "Disabled" prevents
the advertisement of the Power Constraint IE in the beacon frames when 802.11K
capability is enabled.

Advertise TPC Report IE

This value is used to determine if the TPC Report IE should be advertised in the
beacon frames. A value of "Enabled" allows the TPC Report IE to be present in the
beacon frames when 802.11K capability is enabled. A value of "Disabled" prevents the
advertisement of the TPC Report IE in the beacon frames when 802.11K capability is
enabled.

Advertise QBSS Load IE

This value is used to determine if the QBSS Load IE should be advertised in the
beacon frames. A value of "Enabled" allows the QBSS Load IE to be present in the
beacon frames when 802.11K capability is enabled. A value of "Disabled" prevents the
advertisement of the QBSS Load IE in the beacon frames when 802.11K capability is
enabled.
Default Value: Enabled

Advertise BSS AAC IE

This value is used to determine if the BSS Available Admission Capacity IE should be
advertised in the beacon frames. A value of "Enabled" allows the BSS Available
Admission Capacity IE to be present in the beacon frames when 802.11K capability is
enabled. A value of "Disabled" prevents the advertisement of the BSS Available
Admission Capacity IE in the beacon frames when 802.11K capability is enabled.

Advertise Quiet IE

This value is used to determine if the Quiet IE should be advertised in the beacon
frames. A value of "Enabled" allows the Quiet IE to be present in the beacon frames
when 802.11K capability is enabled. A value of "Disabled" prevents the advertisement
of the Quiet IE in the beacon frames when 802.11K capability is enabled.

Configuring Beacon Report Requests
The beacon report requests are sent only to 802.11k-compliant clients that advertise Beacon Report Capability
in their RRM Enabled Capabilities IE. The beacon request frames are sent every 60 seconds.
To select the information to be sent in beacon report requests using the command-line interface, access the CLI
in config mode and issue the following command:
wlan bcn-rpt-req-profile <profile>
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Table 21: Beacon Report Request Settings
Parameter

Description

Interface

Specifies the value for the Radio interface for transmitting the Beacon Report
Request frame. It can have a value of either 0 or 1.
Default Value: 1

Regulatory Class

Specifies the value for the Regulatory Class field in the Beacon Report Request
frame. It can be set to one of the following:
l 5 (for 5 GHz band)
l 12 (for 2.4 GHz band)

Channel

Specifies the value for the Channel field in the Beacon Report Request frame. The
Channel value can be set to one of the following:
l the channel of the AP (when Measurement Mode is set to either 'Passive' or
'Active-All channels')
l 0 (when Measurement Mode is set to 'Beacon Table')
l 255 (when Measurement Mode is set to 'Active-Channel Report')

Randomization Interval

Specifies the value for the Randomization Interval field in the Beacon Report
Request frame. The Randomization Interval is used to specify the desired maximum
random delay in the measurement start time. It is expressed in units of Time Units
(TUs). A Randomization Interval of 0 in a measurement request indicates that no
random delay is to be used. This field can be given a value in the range (0, 65535).
Default Value: 0

Measurement Duration

Specifies the value for the Measurement Duration field in the Beacon Report Request
frame. The Measurement Duration is set to the duration of the requested
measurement. It is expressed in units of TUs. This field can be given a value in the
range (0, 65535).
Default Value: 0

Measurement Mode for Beacon
Reports

Click the Measurement Mode for Beacon Reports drop-down list and specify one of
the following measurement modes:
l active — Enables active beacon measurement mode. In this mode, the client
sends a probe request to the broadcast destination address on all supported
channels, sets a measurement duration timer, and, at the end of the measurement
duration, compiles all received beacons or probe response with the requested
SSID and BSSID into a measurement report.
l beacon-table — Enables beacon-table beacon measurement mode. In this mode,
the client measures beacons and returns a report with stored beacon information
for any supported channel with the requested SSID and BSSID. The client does
not perform any additional measurements.
l passive — Enables passive beacon measurement mode. In this mode, the client
sets a measurement duration timer, and, at the end of the measurement duration,
compiles all received beacons or probe response with the requested SSID and
BSSID into a measurement report.
NOTE: If a station doesn't support the selected measurement mode, it returns a
Beacon Measurement Report with the Incapable bit set in the Measurement Report
Mode field.
Default Value: beacon-table

Reporting Condition
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Specifies the value for the Reporting Condition field in the Beacon Reporting
Information sub-element present in the Beacon Report Request frame. It can have a
range from 0 to 255.
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Parameter

Description
Default Value: 0

ESSID name

Specifies the value for the SSID field in the Beacon Report Request frame. It
corresponds to the SSID Name for which the Beacon Report Request frame needs to
be generated. It is a string with a minimum length of 1 and a maximum length of 32.

Reporting Detail

Specifies the value for the Detail field in the Reporting Detail sub-element present in
the Beacon Report Request frame.
Default Value: Disabled

Measurement Duration
Mandatory

Specifies the value for the Duration Mandatory bit of the Measurement Request
Mode field in the Beacon Report Request frame.
Default Value: Disabled

Request Information values

Indicates the contents of the Request Information IE that could be present in the
Beacon Report Request frame. The Request Information IE is present for all
Measurement Modes except the 'Beacon Table' mode. It consists of a list of Element
IDs that should be included by the client in the response frame.

Configuring Traffic Stream Measurement Report Requests
The Traffic Stream Measurement (TSM) report requests are sent only to dot11k compliant clients that advertise
a traffic stream report capability. The TSM report request frames are sent every 60 seconds.
To select the information to be sent in TSM report requests using the command-line interface, access the CLI in
config mode and issue the following command:
(host) (config)#wlan tsm-req-profile <profile>
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Table 22: TSM Report Request Settings
Parameter

Description

Request Mode for TSM Report
Request

l

Select one of the following request modes:
Normal
l Triggered
This value is used to determine the request mode for the Transmit Stream/Category
Measurement Request frame. A Transmit Stream/Category Measurement Request
frame can be sent in either normal mode or triggered mode. There are two options for
this parameter normal and triggered. When the triggered option is selected, the
Transmit Stream/Category Measurement Request frame is sent only when the trigger
condition occurs.
Default Value: normal

Number of repetitions

Specifies the value for the Number of Repetitions field in the Transmit
Stream/Category Measurement Request frame. The Number of Repetitions field
contains the requested number of repetitions for all the Measurement Request
elements in this frame. A value of zero in this field indicates Measurement Request
elements are executed once without repetition. A value of 65535 in the Number of
Repetitions field indicates Measurement Request elements are repeated until the
measurement is canceled or superseded. This field has values in the range (0, 65535).
Default Value: 65535

Duration Mandatory

Specifies the value for the Duration Mandatory bit of the Measurement Request Mode
field of the Transmit Stream/Category Measurement Request frame.
Default Value: enabled

Randomization Interval

Specifies the value for the Randomization Interval field in the Transmit
Stream/Category Measurement Request frame. The Randomization Interval is used to
specify the desired maximum random delay in the measurement start time. It is
expressed in TUs. When the request mode for the Transmit Stream/Category
Measurement Request frame is set to "triggered", the Randomization Interval is not
used and is set to 0. A Randomization Interval of 0 in a measurement request indicates
that no random delay is to be used. This field can be given a value in the range (0,
65535)
Default Value: 0
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Table 22: TSM Report Request Settings
Parameter

Description

Measurement Duration

Specifies the value for the Measurement Duration field in the Transmit
Stream/Category Measurement Request frame. The Measurement Duration is set to
the duration of the requested measurement. It is expressed in units of TUs. When the
request mode for the Transmit Stream/Category Measurement Request frame is set
to triggered, the Measurement Duration field should be set to 0. This field can be given
a value in the range (0, 65535).
Default Value: 9776

Traffic ID

Specifies the value for the Traffic Identifier field in the Transmit Stream/Category
Measurement Request frame. The Traffic Identifier field contains the TID subfield. The
TID subfield indicates the TC or TS for which traffic is to be measured. This field can
be given a value in the range (0, 255).
Default Value: 96

Bin 0 Range

Specifies the value for the Bin 0 Range field in the Transmit Stream/Category
Measurement Request frame. Bin 0 Range indicates the delay range of the first bin (Bin
0) of the Transmit Delay Histogram, expressed in units of TUs. This field can be given
a value in the range (0, 255).
Default Value: 6

The handover process is available for voice clients that support the 802.11k standard and have the ability to transmit and
receive beacon reports. For information on configuring the handoff trigger feature, see
Enabling Wi-Fi Detection and Handover for Voice Clients.

Roaming Configuration and Optimization Recommendation
Table 23 describes our roaming configuration and optimization recommendation.
Table 23: Roaming Configuration and Optimization Recommendation
Feature

Default

Recommendation

Comments

OKC

Enable

Enable

Avoids full 802.1X key exchange during roaming by only doing
4 key exchange.
NOTE: Mac OS and iOS devices do not support OKC.

Validate
PMKID

Enable

Enable

Validate if association packet has PMKID, if not, the AP will
initiate a full 802.1X authentication instead of the 4 key
exchange. It helps to prevent non-OKC compatible clients
from getting stuck at the 4 key exchange process.

EAPOL Rate
Optimization

Enable

Enable

Sends EAP packets at the lowest configured transmit rate.

802.11r

Disable

Enable

Enable this feature only after testing it in the lab with different
types of devices connecting to the network.

802.11k

Disable

l

l
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Enable with the
beacon report set
to Active Channel
Report.
Disable the Quiet

Helps clients make a quicker decision to roam to a better radio.
Disabling Quiet IE is due to some client’s incompatibility issue.
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Table 23: Roaming Configuration and Optimization Recommendation
Feature

Default

Recommendation

Comments

Information
Element
parameter from
“wlan rrm-ieprofile”.
802.11v
BTM

Enable

Enable

Data rates
(Mbps)

802.11a:
Basic rates:
6,12, 24 Tx
Rates: 6,
9,12,18, 24,
36, 48, 54

l

l

802.11 a & g:
Basic rates: 12,
24
802.11 a & g
transmit rates:
12, 24, 36, 48, 54

802.11g:
Basic rates: 1,
2
Tx Rates: 1, 2,
5, 6, 9, 11, 1

Used by ClientMatch to help 802.11v capable clients roam to a
better radio rather than relying on deauthentication packets.
l
l

l

Cutting down rates improves overall performance of a
dense network and multicast application.
Better not to remove lower rates in a sparse AP
deployments. Edge clients may have problem without
those lower rates.
If you have gaming devices connecting to the network,
then add data rate 5, 6, 9, and 11 Mbps to the G radio basic
and transmit rates.

Beacon Rate
(Mbps)

By default
lowest
configured
basic rate.

For both 802.11a
and g radio use 12 or
24.

Sends out beacon at rate configured and not at the default
lowest basic rate. Save airtime used by beacons.

LPRT

0

15dBm

AP stops responding to client probe request if SNR is less
than 15 db.

Adaptive Radio Management
Adaptive radio management (ARM) is Aruba's RF spectrum management technology that helps optimize the RF
environment and mitigate interference by allowing APs to scan the air and automatically adjust their channel
and power settings.
ARM also provides airtime fairness and airtime performance protection for clients. As Wi-Fi communication is
half-duplex in nature, ARM ensures that all clients are allocated a fair share of airtime. Higher performing
clients in a heterogeneous client environment do not suffer at the hands of lower performing clients that may
take longer to transmit on the channel.
The ARM ClientMatch includes the following features:
l

Band Steering - Steers multiband clients from the 2.4GHz band to 5GHz band, which has more channels to
accommodate clients.

l

Spectrum Load Balancing - Load balances clients across channels, which helps reduce the amount of
interference in the air and improves client performance.

l

Sticky Client Steering - Directly steers clients to the best radios and improves over-the-air performance.

This section includes the following topics:
l

ARM Basic Function on page 260

l

ClientMatch on page 271

l

RF Optimization on page 290
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ARM Basic Function
This section includes the following topics:
l

Dynamic Scanning on page 260

l

AP Off Channel Scanning Exceptions on page 262

l

Coverage Index and Interference Index on page 262

l

Target Channel Selection on page 264

l

AP Channel Change Direct Triggers on page 264

l

Channel Change Exceptions on page 265

l

Other Metrics for RF Health State on page 265

l

How ARM Chooses Best Channel for an AP Radio on page 266

l

Power Change on page 269

l

How ARM Chooses AP’s Best Transmit Power on page 270

Dynamic Scanning
The default ARM scanning interval is determined by the scan-interval parameter in the ARM profile. If the AP
does not have any associated clients (or if most of its clients are inactive), the ARM feature dynamically
readjusts this default scan interval, allowing the AP obtain better information about its RF neighborhood by
scanning non-home channels more frequently.
Dynamic scanning has three possible modes:
l

Default - If there are associated clients, scans every 10 seconds.

l

Moderate - If more than 80% of clients are idle, scans every 5 seconds.

l

Aggressive - If there are no clients, scans every 1 second.

ARM can take up to 30 seconds to change the mode as it checks every 30 seconds with the AP to see how many clients
are present.
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Figure 159 Dynamic Scanning

Use the following command to find out the current scan modes:
#show ap arm scan-times ap-name <ap-name> | begin WIF

If the scanning result feedback is “rejected”, the AP rescans the missed channel one more time before moving to
the next one.
#show ap arm scan-times ap-name <ap-name>

By default, the AP scanning domain is the “All Regulatory Domain,” which includes all 802.11 channels. The
other choice is “AP regulatory domain,” which makes the AP only scan the channels configured in the AP
regulatory domain profile.
Over the Air Update
The goal of the over the air (OTA) update is that the AP can get information from its neighbors about their
environment even when the AP cannot scan. There is a distributed approach for the computation of a two-hop
neighborhood. Path Loss estimation occurs by advertising the Tx effective isotropic radiated power (EIRP) of the
AP’s home channel (Path Loss = Tx power – RSSI).
The AP sends out a specific OTA update frame during scanning at the foreign channel.
The OTA update frame is an 802.11 management frame with subtype 15 and source address as the base MAC of
the AP’s radio interface (BSSID) and destination address as Broadcast. It is sent in the lowest basic rate
configured in the ssid-profile. Sent on ALL of the channels that the AP scans. The 802.11 frame payload contains:
the channel number of the AP’s home channel, the current Tx EIRP of the AP’s home channel, and the one-hop
neighbor reports of the AP.
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AP Off Channel Scanning Exceptions
An AP does not perform off-channel scanning in the following cases:
l

"VoIP Aware Scan" is enabled and voice traffic is detected on the controller.

l

"Video Aware Scan" is enabled and video traffic is detected on the controller.

l

"Power Save Aware Scan" is enabled and a client goes to power save mode.

l

The configured "Load aware Scan Threshold" is reached.

l

When EAP messages are being exchanged between client and controller.

The following is the AP off channel scanning exceptions
l

l

l

l

No scanning
n

Voip-aware enabled

n

Voice detected

No scanning
n

Video-aware enabled

n

video detected

No scanning
n

Ps-aware enabled

n

Client in power save mode

No scanning
n

l

Load aware scan threshold reached

No scanning
n

During EAP exchange
#show rf arm-profile default

Assignment
Allowed bands for 40MHz channels
80MHz support
Client Aware
Max Tx EIRP
Min Tx EIRP
Rogue AP Aware
Scan Interval
Aggressive scanning
Active Scan
ARM Over the Air Updates
Scanning
Multi Band Scan
VoIP Aware Scan
Power Save Aware Scan
Video Aware Scan
Ideal Coverage Index
Load aware Scan Threshold

single-band
a-only
Enabled
Enabled
127 dBm
9 dBm
Disabled
10 sec
true
Disabled
Enabled
Enabled
Enabled
Enabled
Disabled
Enabled
10
1250000 Bps

Coverage Index and Interference Index
An AP uses two important metrics to measure RF coverage and channel interference:
l

Coverage Index - The AP uses this metric to measure RF coverage. The coverage index is calculated as
x/y, where “x” is the AP’s weighted calculation of the Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) on all valid APs on a
specified 802.11 channel, and “y” is the weighted calculation of the Aruba AP's SNR the neighboring APs see
on that channel.
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l

Interference Index - The AP uses this metric to measure co-channel and adjacent channel interference. The
Interference Index is calculated as a/b//c/d, where:
n

Metric value “a” is the channel interference the AP sees on its selected channel.

n

Metric value “b” is the interference the AP sees on the adjacent channel.

n

Metric value “c” is the channel interference the AP’s neighbors see on the selected channel.

n

Metric value “d” is the interference the AP’s neighbors see on the adjacent channel.

To manually calculate the total Interference Index for a channel, issue the CLI command show ap arm rf
summary ap-name <ap-name>, then add the values a+b+c+d.
Following is an example of show ap arm rf-summary, which includes the metrics:
#show ap arm rf-summary ip-addr 10.10.130.173
channel retry phy-err mac-err noise util(Qual)
36
0
0
0
91
20/17/2/0/91
40
0
0
0
90
7/4/2/0/99
44
13
0
0
92
15/11/3/0/86
48
17
0
3
93
16/11/5/0/88

cov-idx(Total)
13/0(13)
0/0(0)
0/0(0)
16/0(16)

intf_idx(Total)
592/30//34/0(656)
91/251//0/12(354)
162/139//4/1(306)
322/86//2/1(411)

Table 24 below describes the values for the quality of the channel based on the channel utilization (util(Qual)),
the coverage index metric (cov-idx(Total)), and the interference index metric (intf_idx(Total)).
Table 24: Utilization, Coverage Index, and Interference Index
Metric

Value

Description

util(Qual)

u1

Total utilization (Wi-Fi + non Wi-Fi)

u2

Wi-Fi Rx utilization

u3

Wi-Fi Tx utilization

u4

Extension channel utilization (secondary channel utilization, mostly not
used) *

u5

Channel quality (100 is the best)
Non Wi-Fi utilization = u1 - u2 - u3

cov-idx(Total)

c1

AP’s weighted calculation of all the valid Aruba APs SNR

c2

AP’s neighbors’ weighted calculation of all the valid Aruba APs SNR

c3

Total coverage index = c1 + c2
The sum of the what the AP sees as the SNR for other valid AP neighbors
and what the AP neighbors see as the SNR for this AP.

intf_idx(Total)

i1

Co-channel interference

i2

AP’s adjacent channel interference

i3

AP’s neighbors’ view of co-channel interference

i4

AP’s neighbors’ view of adjacent channel interference

i5

Total interference = i1 + i2 + i3 + i4
The sum of the AP’s perceived co-channel and adjacent channel
interference metrics added with AP neighbors’ perception of co-channel
and adjacent channel interference metrics.
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* Extension channels is the secondary channel for the channel bonding case.

Target Channel Selection
In Coverage Index and Interference Index on page 262, we saw how the interference index of an AP was
computed on different channels. The way an AP decides when to change channels is by comparing the
interference index on the channel that the AP is broadcasting on, with the interference indices of other channels
(target channels).
The target channel selection occurs using the following formula:
l

Ind_c = Interference index of current channel

l

Ind_t = Interference index of target channel

If Interference index <= 200, the target channel is selected if:
Ind_c – Ind_t > = Free channel index (the default value from free channel index is 25).
If interference index > 200, the target channel is selected if:
Ind_c – Ind_t >= 20% * Ind_c
There are certain settings and events that trigger channel changes and some that prevent channel changes. See
the following sections:
l

AP Channel Change Direct Triggers on page 264

l

Channel Change Exceptions on page 265

AP Channel Change Direct Triggers
Channel changes are triggered in the following cases:
l

The configured "Error Rate Threshold" is reached.

l

Radar is detected.

l

"Rogue AP Aware" is enabled and a rogue AP is detected.

l

"Channel Quality Aware Arm" is enabled and the "Channel Quality Threshold" is reached.

The AP selects the channel with the lowest interference index.
The following is the AP channel change direct triggers
l

l

l

Channel change
n

Error-threshold reached

n

Radar detected

Channel change
n

Rogue-ap-aware enabled

n

Rogue AP detected

Channel change
n

Channel-quality-aware enabled

n

Quality threshold reached

#show rf arm-profile default
Assignment
Allowed bands for 40MHz channels
80MHz support
Client Aware
Max Tx EIRP
Min Tx EIRP
Rogue AP Aware
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single-band
a-only
Enabled
Enabled
127 dBm
9 dBm
Enabled
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Scan Interval
……………………
Error Rate Threshold
Error Rate Wait Time
Channel Quality Aware Arm
Channel Quality Threshold
Channel Quality Wait Time

10 sec
70 %
90 sec
Enabled
70 %
120 sec

The channel quality is measured based on the channel utilization. Channel Quality Aware enables ARM to select
channels for the APs based on the channel quality. When the channel quality of an AP goes down and remains
below the threshold value for a specified wait time, the ARM moves the AP to a better channel.
Channel quality value can be checked in the command show ap arm rf-summary.
#show ap arm rf-summary ip-addr 10.10.130.173
channel retry phy-err mac-err noise util(Qual)
36
0
0
0
91
20/17/2/0/91
40
0
0
0
90
7/4/2/0/99
44
13
0
0
92
15/11/3/0/86
48
17
0
3
93
16/11/5/0/88

cov-idx(Total)
13/0(13)
0/0(0)
0/0(0)
16/0(16)

intf_idx(Total)
592/30//34/0(656)
91/251//0/12(354)
162/139//4/1(306)
322/86//2/1(411)

Channel Change Exceptions
An exception to channel changes is when "Client Aware" is enabled and a client is associated to the AP. As long
as a single client is associated to the AP, no channel changes occur.
The channel is not changed in the following scenario:
l

Client-aware enabled

l

Client associated
#show rf arm-profile default

Assignment
Allowed bands for 40MHz channels
80MHz support
Client Aware
Max Tx EIRP
Min Tx EIRP
Rogue AP Aware
Scan Interval
Aggressive scanning
Active Scan
ARM Over the Air Updates
Scanning
Multi Band Scan
VoIP Aware Scan
Power Save Aware Scan
Video Aware Scan
Ideal Coverage Index

single-band
a-only
Enabled
Enabled
127 dBm
9 dBm
Disabled
10 sec
true
Disabled
Enabled
Enabled
Enabled
Enabled
Disabled
Enabled
10

Other Metrics for RF Health State
Below are some other metrics that indicate the RF health state. Refer to the output of the show ap active ipaddr command below.
#show ap active ip-addr 10.6.130.173
Name Group
IP Address
11g Clients 11g Ch/EIRP/MaxEIRP
AP1 Campus1 10.10.130.173 0
AP:HT:11/6/21.5
11a Clients 11a Ch/EIRP/MaxEIRP AP Type
2
AP:VHT:100+/12/23
325
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Flags Uptime
Ada
3d:16h:14m:2s

Outer IP
N/A
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80211a ESSID Employee-ssid Stats
Channel
Channel Frame Retry Rate(%)
Channel Frame Low Speed Rate(%)
Channel Frame Non Unicast Rate(%)
Channel Frame Fragmentation Rate(%)
Channel Frame Error Rate(%)
Channel Bandwidth Rate(kbps)
Channel Noise
BSSID
BSS Frame Retry Rate(%)
BSS Frame Low Speed Rate(%)
BSS Frame Non Unicast Rate(%)
BSS Frame Fragmentation Rate(%)
BSS Frame Receive Error Rate(%)
BSS Bandwidth Rate(kbps)
BSS Tx Packets
BSS Rx Packets
BSS Tx Bytes
BSS Rx Bytes
BSS SNR
BSS Tx Rate
BSS Rx Rate

36
0
0
98
0
1
253
92
ac:a3:1e:55:b1:50
0
0
0
0
0
0
4037941
526374
1280273559
95787332
20
-

* If Channel Retry and Error Rate are higher than 30%, there could be too much interference in the area. If Noise
Floor is lower than 80, there is a large amount of non-802.11 interference.
Table 25 describes the metrics in the show ap active ip-addr command.
Table 25: RF Health State Metrics
Metric
Retry frames

Amount of frames (measured in %)

Low-speed frames
Non-unicast frames
Fragmented frames
Phy errors

Amount of errors seen on the channel (measured in %)

MAC errors
Amount of bandwidth seen on the channel (measured in kbps)
Noise floor value for the specified AP

How ARM Chooses Best Channel for an AP Radio
The flow chart in Figure 160 illustrates how ARM chooses the best channel for an AP radio.
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Figure 160 ARM Chooses Best Channel

This section includes the following topics:
l

ARM Function for Choosing the Best Channel on page 267

l

Other Triggers that can Affect ARM’s Behavior on page 268

ARM Function for Choosing the Best Channel
The following steps explain how ARM chooses the best channel for an AP radio as illustrated in the flow chart in
Figure 160.
1. Once ARM scanning and “arm assignment single-band” are enabled, the AP initially assigns it a random
channel from the ones configured under the AP regulatory domain profile.
2. It starts 802.11 channels dynamic scanning for each channel of “All regulatory domain(default)” or “AP
regulatory domain”. Dynamic scanning mode is selected based on the client load and traffic load on the AP.
3. An AP does not scan to a different channel if:
l

A wireless client is in power save mode and “arm ps-aware-scan” is enabled.

l

A wireless client has an active VoIP session (currently the AP detects protocol frames from session
initiation protocol (SIP), skinny client control protocol (SCCP), SpectraLink voice priority (SVP), Vocera,
and Lync) and “arm voip-aware-scan” is enabled.

4. If the AP does scan to a new channel then it stays on the new channel for “arm scan-time” (default is 110
milliseconds), and then it returns back to its current ARM assigned channel.
5. During the scan time on the new channel, the AP builds a coverage index table (cov-idx) and an interference
index table (intf_idx) on the Aruba controller. The tables contain how much co-channel interference it sees
on the channel, adjacent channel interference it sees on the channel, co-channel interference its neighbor
APs see on that channel, and adjacent channel interference its neighbor APs see on that channel.
6. The AP continues this scanning process until it has scanned a valid 802.11 channel “arm min-scan-time”
times (default is 8) before it is eligible for ARM assignment.
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7. The AP does not change to another channel unless its Interference Index is at least “arm free-channelindex” (default is 25) less than its current channel.
8. The Interference Index (intf_idx) is expressed in “a/b//c/d” from the output of “show am rf-summary”.
l

Metric value “a” is the AP’s co-channel interference it sees on the channel.

l

Metric value “b” is the AP’s adjacent channel interference it sees on the channel.

l

Metric value “c” is the AP’s neighbors’ view of co-channel interference on that channel.

l

Metric value “d” is the AP’s neighbors’ view of adjacent channel interference on that channel.

l

To calculate the total Interference Index for a channel, add “a+b+c+d”.

9. If the AP has found a channel that has less interference than its current channel, then it waits for “arm waittime” (default is 15 seconds) before it makes a change.
10. The AP does not make a change if “arm assignment” is set to disabled, maintain, or if “arm client-aware” is
enabled and wireless clients are associated to the AP.
11. If wireless clients are associated to the AP and “arm client-aware” is enabled, then the AP does not change
to a better channel until all wireless clients on the AP are not active or not busy with traffic.
12. Once an AP moves to a new channel that has the least interference, it restarts its scanning process on all
Regulatory Domain channels for “arm min-scan-time” and does not change to another channel until “arm
backoff-time” (default is 240 seconds) is reached.
Other Triggers that can Affect ARM’s Behavior
If “arm error-rate-threshold” (default is 0 percent) is set to a value greater than 0 for a period of “arm errorwait-time” (default is 30 seconds), then the AP moves to a channel that is the lowest in Interference Index.
l

This error-rate-threshold is derived from the sum of “phy-err” and “mac-err,” which can be viewed in the CLI
output of “show am rf-summary.”

l

The recommended value for “arm error-rate-threshold” is 50 percent since it is an aggregate value of “phyerr” and “mac-err”.

l

This trigger does not depend on any other ARM trigger or parameter setting to make it eligible for changing
channels.

l

This trigger does not adhere to the “arm client-aware” parameter setting since wireless clients are already
affected with connectivity if this threshold is ever reached.

l

However, the AP does not make a change if “arm assignment” is set to disabled or maintain.

l

Once an AP moves to a new channel due to this threshold value being reached, then it restarts its scanning
process on all Regulatory Domain channels for “arm min-scan-time” and does not change to another channel
until “arm backoff-time” (default is 240 seconds) is reached.

If “arm noise-threshold” (default is 0 –dBm) is set to a value greater than 0 for a period of “arm noise-waittime” (default is 120 seconds), then the AP moves to a channel that is the least in the Interference Index.
l

The higher the Aruba noise floor value the less noise there is in the AP’s environment.

l

Clean RF environments are usually at noise floor value of 90 or greater (-dBm) so the recommended value
for “arm noise-threshold” is 75 (-dBm) since AP driver warnings are usually sent at this level.

l

The noise floor value can be viewed with the CLI command output of either “show am rf-summary <AP IP
address>”, “show wlan ap ip-addr <AP IP address>”, or “show ap detailed-stats <AP IP address>”.

l

The noise floor is polled every 60 seconds.

l

This trigger does not depend on any other ARM trigger or parameter setting to make it eligible for changing
channels.

l

This trigger does not adhere to “arm client-aware” parameter setting since wireless clients are already
affected with connectivity if this threshold is ever reached.

l

However, the AP will not make a change if “arm assignment” is set to disabled or maintain.
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l

Once an AP moves to a new channel due to this threshold value being reached then it will restart its
scanning process on all Regulatory Domain channels for “arm min-scan-time” and won’t change to another
channel until “arm backoff-time” (default is 240 seconds) is reached.

If Radar is detected on any channel while “arm assignment” is set to single-band, then the AP moves off that
channel and chooses another channel that is the least in the Interference Index.
l

The Aruba APs support Radar detection through the Dynamic Frequency Selection (DFS) feature which only
affects the 5 GHz band.

l

This trigger does not adhere to the “arm client-aware” parameter setting since it needs to be compliant with
the DFS specification.

l

Once the AP detects Radar it moves off that channel within 260 milliseconds of detection and does not return
to that channel for the next 30 minutes.

l

Once an AP moves to a new channel due to this detection then it restarts its scanning process on all
Regulatory Domain channels for “arm min-scantime” and does not change to another channel until radar is
detected again, or the other ARM triggers get activated after “arm backoff-time” (default is 240 seconds) is
reached.

If “arm assignment” is set to single-band and the AP is initially on an 802.11 channel that is not part of the valid
channel list, then it immediately moves to a valid 802.11 channel that is the least in the Interference Index.
l

This trigger does not adhere to the “arm client-aware” parameter setting since the AP needs to be on a valid
channel that is configured in the WMS.

l

Once an AP moves to a new channel due to this detection, it restarts its scanning process on all Regulatory
Domain channels for “arm min-scantime” and does not change to another channel until other ARM triggers
get activated after “arm backoff-time” (default is 240 seconds) is reached.

l

If “arm rogue-ap-aware” is enabled and an active client on a Rogue AP is found on another channel, then the
AP changes to that 802.11 channel to contain that Rogue AP until there are no active clients on that Rogue
AP.

l

This trigger does not adhere to “arm client-aware” parameter setting since it is activated for protecting the
customer’s network.

l

This feature only works on the AP’s supported RF band. If the AP is dual band like the AP65 or AP70, then it
can contain on any band.

If “arm multi-band-scan” is enabled, then single-radio APs like the AP40, 41, 60, and 61 scan across bands for
Rogue AP detection.
l

l

An AP does not scan to a different channel if:
l

A wireless client is in power save mode and “arm ps-aware-scan” is enabled.

l

A wireless client has an active VoIP session (currently the AP detects protocol frames from SIP, SCCP,
SVP, and Vocera) and “arm voipaware-scan” is enabled.

If a Rogue AP is found on another channel, then the AP does not change to that 802.11 channel to contain it
unless “arm rogue-ap-aware” is enabled and if the Rogue AP is on the same RF band that the AP is currently
assigned through ARM.

Power Change
The AP routinely computes the coverage index based on its assigned channel and compares it with the ideal
coverage index. The goal is to always maintain the coverage index to be as close as possible to the ideal
coverage index.
Based on whether the computed coverage index is above or below the ideal coverage index, the AP either
decreases or increases its transmit power, respectively.
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The following 12 power levels are supported, in steps of 3dBm: 3, 6, 9,12,15,18, 21, 24, 27, 30, 33dBm, and
127dBm (regulatory maximum).
If the coverage index is lesser than the ideal coverage index, the AP increases its transmit power by one power
level, so long as the resulting power level does not exceed the maximum allowed transmit power.
If the coverage index is greater than the ideal coverage index, the AP decreases its transmit power by one
power level, so long as the resulting power level does not drop below the minimum allowed transmit power.
Goal of Power Change
The goal of power change is that an increase or decrease in AP power level achieves the Coverage Index or
approximately equal to the Ideal-coverage-index.
Range of Power Change
The range of power change is:

Coverage Index + onepower level <= MaximumTx Power
or

Coverage Index − one power level >= Minimum Tx Power
How ARM Chooses AP’s Best Transmit Power
The flow chart in Figure 161 illustrates how ARM chooses the AP's best transmit power.
Figure 161 ARM Chooses Best Transmit Power

The following steps explain how ARM functions to choose the best transmit power as illustrated in Figure 161.
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1. Once an AP’s arm profile is configured for "arm assignment single-band", then it initially has the RF
transmit power set to "Min Tx EIRP." The AP then calculates the coverage index table (cov-idx) on its
current ARM assigned channel.
2. The coverage index table (cov-idx) is expressed in "x/y" from the output of "show am rf-summary."
l

Metric value "x" is the AP’s weighted calculation of all the valid Aruba APs SNR it sees on a specified
802.11 channel.

l

Metric value "y" is the AP’s neighbors’ weighted calculation of all the valid Aruba APs SNR it sees on that
channel.

3. If the coverage index table (cov-idx) metric "x" value is less than "arm ideal coverage-index," then the AP
waits for "arm wait-time" before it increases its transmit power by one level.
Range of transmit power for 802.11bg:
l

Transmit Power 0 = 0 dBm / 1 mW

l

Transmit Power 1 = 11 dBm / 12.589 mW

l

Transmit Power 2 = 14 dBm / 25.119 mW

l

Transmit Power 3 = 17 dBm / 50.119 mW

l

Transmit Power 4 = 20 dBm / 100 mW

Range of transmit power for 802.11a:
l

Transmit Power 0 = 0 dBm / 1 mW

l

Transmit Power 1 = 9 dBm / 7.943 mW

l

Transmit Power 2 = 12 dBm / 15.849 mW

l

Transmit Power 3 = 15 dBm / 31.623 mW

l

Transmit Power 4 = 18 dBm / 63.096 mW

4. If a value of "Max Tx EIRP" has been configured, then the AP does not increase its transmit power beyond
that configured value.
5. If the coverage index table (cov-idx) metric "x" value is more than "arm ideal coverage-index," then the AP
waits for "arm wait-time" before it decreases its transmit power by one level.
6. If a value of "Mix Tx EIRP" has been configured, then the AP does not decrease its transmit power less than
that configured value.
7. The AP does not make a transmit power change if "arm assignment" is set to disabled or maintain.
8. Once an AP increases or decreases its transmit power in accordance with the value of "arm ideal-coverageindex," then it does not change its transmit power again until “arm backoff-time” (default is 240 seconds) is
reached to help stop flapping of this AP setting.

ClientMatch
The ARM ClientMatch feature continually monitors a client's RF neighborhood to provide ongoing client band
steering and load balancing, and enhanced AP reassignment for roaming mobile clients. This feature is
recommended over the legacy bandsteering and spectrum load balancing features, which, unlike ClientMatch, do
not trigger AP changes for clients already associated to an AP.
ClientMatch is the integration of the band steering, load balancing, and sticky client steering features. It
monitors clients' SNR continuously, and actively steers clients to their best radios rather than fully relying on
the clients' own roaming decisions.
No software changes are required in the clients to achieve this functionality.
The following client/AP mismatch conditions are managed by the ClientMatch feature:
l

Sticky Clients - The ClientMatch feature also helps mobile clients that tend to stay associated to an AP
despite low signal levels. APs using ClientMatch continually monitor the client's RSSI as it roams between
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APs, and moves the client to an AP when a better radio match is found. This prevents mobile clients from
remaining associated to an APs with less than ideal RSSI, which can cause poor connectivity and reduce
performance for other clients associated with that AP.
l

Band Steering - APs using the ClientMatch feature monitor the RSSI for clients that advertise a dual-band
capability. If a client is currently associated to a 2.4 GHz radio and the AP detects that the client has a good
RSSI from the 5 Ghz radio, the controller attempts to steer the client to the 5 Ghz radio, as long as the 5 Ghz
RSSI is not significantly worse than the 2.4 GHz RSSI, and the AP retains a suitable distribution of clients on
each of it's radios.

l

Load Balancing - ClientMatch balances clients across APs on different channels, based upon the client load
on the APs and the SNR levels that the client detects from an underused AP. If an AP radio can support
additional clients, the AP will participate in ClientMatch load balancing and clients can be directed to that
AP radio, subject to predefined SNR thresholds.

This section includes the following topics:
l

ClientMatch Work Flow on page 272

l

Data Collection from APs on page 274

l

VBR Creation and Distribution from Controller on page 275

l

Client VBR at Controller Example on page 275

l

AP Client VBR at AP Example on page 276

l

Three Algorithms on page 277

l

Client Health Check on page 277

l

Sticky Client Steering on page 278

l

Band Steering on page 281

l

Load Balancing on page 284

l

802.11v BTM Support for Client Steering on page 286

l

iOS Devices on page 287

l

Media Aware on page 288

l

MU-MIMO Steering on page 288

ClientMatch Work Flow
Figure 162 illustrates the steps in the ClientMatch work flow.
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Figure 162 ClientMatch Work Flow

The AP receives and collects information about clients in its neighborhood, and periodically sends this
information to the controller. The controller aggregates information it receives from all APs using ClientMatch,
and maintains information for all associated clients in a database called Virtual Beacon Report (VBR).
VBR
Each AP maintains a probe table for all the clients it has received a probe request from. The table includes the
client MAC, SNR, and timestamp. The controller correleates all the probe tables from all APs into the VBR. The
controller sends the pertinent portions of the VBR to each AP.
The controller uses multiple probe reports and builds a VBR entry for every client VBR, and stores “N” candidate
radios for every associated client. If the client is 802.11k capable, the controller uses actual beacon reports from
802.11k clients to create the VBR entry.
The controller shares this database (sends portion of the VBR table) with the APs (for their associated clients),
and the APs use the information to compute the client-based RF neighborhood and determine which APs should
be considered candidate APs for each client. When the controller receives a client steer request from an AP,
the controller identifies the optimal AP candidate and manages the client’s relocation to the desired radio.
In ArubaOS 6.4.2.3 and later, the VBR uses data, management, and control frames at 36 mbps and less. This
gives us another reliable source of data for the VBR. It is important for clients that do not probe frequently. Off
channel scanning hears this information and shares it into the VBR.
Distributed Client Health Monitoring
Every AP is responsible for monitoring client health (sticky, band steer). Once an anomaly is identified, a trigger
is sent to the controller to move a client to another radio.
Directed Steer Coordinated by the Controller
The controller is responsible for coordinating the move of the client from the source radio to destination radio
leverages 11v BSS transition whenever client supports 802.11v.
For example you can move a dual band client from 2.4ghz to 5ghz (band steering).
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Data Collection from APs
APs collect information about Wi-Fi clients by listening to the frames described below.
The client report includes associated clients, which are active in the last two minutes. The AP sends a report to
the controller every 30 seconds.
Figure 163 ClientMatch Data Collection from APs

Table 26: Frame Types
Frame Type

Description

ba

block acknowledgments

ctrl

control frames

dlow

data frames <= 36 Mbps

dnull

null data frames

mgmt

management frames

pr

probe requests

#show ids general-profile default
IDS General Profile "default"
----------------------------Parameter
--------Adhoc AP Max Unseen Timeout
Adhoc (IBSS) AP Inactivity Timeout
AP Inactivity Timeout
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Value
----180 sec
5 sec
20 sec
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AP Max Unseen Timeout
Client Detection Mode
Frame Types for RSSI calculation
…………………………………

600 sec
normal
ba pr dlow dnull mgmt ctrl

Every AP creates a client list based on the frames discussed above. As a result, an AP would have un-associated clients as
well in the list. In the above example, AP1 has client 1 and 2 associated to it. However, its client report has all 6 clients in
it, in the RF neighborhood, for which it can hear the frames discussed above.

VBR Creation and Distribution from Controller
In the ClientMatch process of Virtual Beacon Report (VBR) creation and distribution:
l

The controller receives APs reports.

l

The controller retains ONLY information for clients associated to one of its APs.

l

The controller maintains a client VBR with information about APs that have reported seeing the client.

l

The controller sends portion of the VBR table to every AP to include data for clients associated to that AP.

l

The controller keeps the best radios in the client list:
n

A7xxx best 32 radios

n

Legacy (A3xxx/M3) best 16 radios

Figure 164 illustrates the VBR creation and distribution process.
Figure 164 VBR Creation and Distribution

The controller sends the VBR snippet only for clients associated to each AP. For example, AP1 receives the VBR only for
client 1 and 2, called VBR1, from the controller, because they are associated to AP1.

Client VBR at Controller Example
Following is an example of the output from the show ap virtual-beacon-report client mac <mac address>
command.
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Notice that all of the APs that can hear the client are shown here. * denotes the AP that the client is currently
associated to.
Based on signal strength, which is the best for the client in RF neighborhood, you can see there is high
likelihood of no steer attempts, under sticky client criteria of ClientMatch.
Active media session is set to "No", which means no voice and video traffic is traversing the AP for the client,
and client can be steered if needed. The current state steerable reflects that.
Any steer attempts that failed are shown as well.
#show ap virtual-beacon-report client-mac 24:77:03:d4:00:90
Client MAC :24:77:03:d4:00:90
Current association :1341-AP130 (ac:a3:1e:55:52:30)
Steer attempts/Success :0/0
Consecutive (Fails/BTM Rej/BTM Timeouts) :0/0/0
Bandsteer window (Steers/Start time/Expiry time) :0/0/0
Client Device Type :Win 7
Current state :Steerable
Active media sessions :No
Client Supported Channels: Unknown
Current Time :Oct 23 14:32:46 2015
STA Beacon Report
----------------AP
-1341-AP124
1341-AP122
1341-AP118
1341-AP101
1341-AP116
1341-AP102
1341-AP108
1341-AP130
1341-AP119
1341-AP99

IP address
---------10.6.130.172
10.6.130.157
10.6.130.155
10.6.130.165
10.6.130.150
10.6.130.164
10.6.130.142
10.6.130.138
10.6.130.152
10.6.130.169

Last update
----------Oct 23 14:32:40
Oct 23 14:32:40
Oct 23 14:32:42
Oct 23 14:32:42
Oct 23 14:32:45
Oct 23 14:32:45
Oct 23 14:32:44
Oct 23 14:32:44
Oct 23 14:32:40
Oct 23 14:32:43

Radio
----ac:a3:1e:55:64:10
ac:a3:1e:55:90:90
ac:a3:1e:55:6d:b0
ac:a3:1e:55:5d:70
ac:a3:1e:55:84:50
ac:a3:1e:55:4b:10
ac:a3:1e:55:4d:50
ac:a3:1e:55:52:30
ac:a3:1e:55:7f:30
ac:a3:1e:55:7f:90

Add time
-------Oct 23 14:22:23
Oct 23 13:35:15
Oct 23 14:12:07
Oct 23 14:29:24
Oct 23 11:08:04
Oct 23 12:40:55
Oct 23 14:00:36
Oct 23 08:46:33
Oct 23 12:01:22
Oct 23 13:06:11

ESSID
----ethersphere-wpa2
ethersphere-wpa2
ethersphere-wpa2
ethersphere-wpa2
ethersphere-wpa2
ethersphere-wpa2
ethersphere-wpa2
ethersphere-wpa2
ethersphere-wpa2
ethersphere-wpa2

Signal (dBm)
------------77
-76
-88
-86
-88
-79
-72
-56
-85
-81

Channel/EIRP/Clients Flag
-------------------- ---52/15/2
52/12/8
60/15/0
60/12/1
153/15/0
100/15/6
108/15/2
60/12/11
*
149/15/2
149/15/2

VBR Flags *-Associated S-Stale U-Unsupported Channel

AP Client VBR at AP Example
Following is an example of the output from the show ap arm virtual-beacon-report ap-name command.
#show ap arm virtual-beacon-report ap-name 1341-AP130 | begin 98:e0:d9:ae:62:9b
Client MAC:98:e0:d9:ae:62:9b
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Dual band:Yes
Active Voice:No
11v BTM capable:No
Steerable:Yes
Dual network capable:No
VHT Capable:Yes
Current Association:ac:a3:1e:55:52:30
Virtual Beacon Report
--------------------AP
-ac:a3:1e:55:5a:b0
ac:a3:1e:55:7b:b0
ac:a3:1e:55:68:d0
ac:a3:1e:55:52:30
ac:a3:1e:55:64:10
ac:a3:1e:55:91:b0
ac:a3:1e:55:80:f0
ac:a3:1e:55:7a:30
ac:a3:1e:55:63:10
ac:a3:1e:55:87:70
ac:a3:1e:55:6b:10
ac:a3:1e:55:5d:70

Channel
------52
60
52
60
52
108
60
60
60
108
60
60

Signal (dBm)
------------68
-74
-74
-48
-79
-70
-65
-78
-81
-83
-79
-84

EIRP
---15
12
12
12
15
12
12
12
12
15
12
12

Assoc
-----

Y

VHT
--Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Three Algorithms
ClientMatch is an integration of the ARM 2.0 independent features: spectrum load balancing, sticky client
steering, and band steering.
Figure 165 ClientMatch Three Algorithms

Client Health Check
Would ClientMatch assist in client roaming? As you can see in the algorithm that AP runs for ClientMatch, it
does after 4 minutes of association. When a client is roaming, as a user walks around hand holding it, even
before 4 minutes passes, the client has moved on to the next AP. Hence, ClientMatch would not be able to assist
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in the roaming function of a client. Below is described the algorithm run by the AP for ClientMatch, highlighting
the time period involved.
Figure 166 illustrates the processes of the client health check.
Figure 166 Client Health Check

During the client health check:
l

The AP runs the client health check every 3 seconds (cm-sticky-check-interval).

l

The AP waits 4 minutes after client association before initiating client steering.

l

The AP runs client stickiness and band-steering algorithms.

l

The AP monitors clients for stickiness and dual-band support.

l

The controller centrally runs the load balancing algorithm.

l

The AP sends controller client directed steer messages.

l

The controller coordinates client moves to a different radio.

l

ClientMatch does band-steering on the SAME AP (b/g -> a).

Sticky Client Steering
Every AP runs a health check every 3 seconds, to evaluate if the client satisfies the requirement for stickiness
and has a better AP in which to move.
The AP informs the controller about the decision to sticky client steer. As a result, the controller sends the client
MAC for blacklisting to all of the APs, except where the client is expected to be moved.
Figure 167 provides an overview of the sticky client steering.
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Figure 167 Sticky Client Steering Overview

APs where the client is blacklisted do not respond to 802.11 authentication and probes for the respective client.
The AP where the client is initially connected issues a deauthentication frame for the client or if supported,
802.11v BSS Transition Management (BTM) frame is used to steer the client.
Since other neighboring APs have the client blacklisted for 10 seconds, (cm-steer-timeout is blacklist time,
default is 10 seconds), they will not allow client to associate to them.
Upon successful association to the target AP, after 4 minutes, a health check is run again, to evaluate if the
client is connected to best AP.
Clients that are non-compliant are marked as unsupported by the controller, which keeps track of all steer
results.
The following sections describe the sticky client steering in more detail:
l

Step by Step on page 279

l

Algorithm on page 280

l

Illustration on page 281

Step by Step
Figure 168 illustrates the sticky client steering in detail, going through each step in the process.
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Figure 168 Sticky Client Steering Step by Step

Algorithm
The algorithm steers sticky clients to a better AP in the same band.
Figure 169 Sticky Algorithm

Table 27 describes the parameters that you can set to configure the timer.
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Table 27: Sticky Parameters
Parameter

Description

Default Value

cm-steer-timeout

Specifies the blacklist time.

10 seconds

cm-sticky-snr

Specifies the SNR threshold for a client to be considered as
sticky.

18 dBm

cm-sticky-min-signal

Specifies the minimum signal strength requirement for a target
AP.

-65 dB

cm-sticky-snr-delta

Specifies the client’s SNR difference between the current AP
and the target AP.

10 dBm*

* Means that the client’s SNR with the target AP is at least 10 dBm better than with the current AP.
Illustration
Figure 170 illustrates the sticky client steering.
Figure 170 Sticky Client Steering Illustration

A client associated to the current AP1, has RSSI of -77 dBm and SNR of 16 dB. Upon evaluation the RSSI and
SNR on neighboring APs is found to be (-57, 36) on AP2 and (-67, 26) on AP3. If the previously discussed
algorithm is run, the client is eligible for running the sticky client algorithm as its current SNR is less than 18
dB.
AP3 is disqualified since the RSSI for the client is worse than -65 dBm. AP2 is selected as the RSSI for the client
as it is better than -65 dBm and SNR is 20 dB better than the current AP.

Band Steering
If VBR on the AP has dual band entries for the client (client is capable of connecting on both 2.4 GHz and 5
GHz), and client is associated on 2.4 ghz, then it attempts to steer to 5 GHz. Band steer moves are always from
2.4 GHz to 5 GHz on the same AP only.
Following are the conditions that have to be met for band steering to occur.
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l

AP 2.4GHz band signal strength needs to be lower than -45dBm.

l

AP 5GHz band minimum signal strength needs to be better than -75dBm.

l

A client that was successfully band steered two times in 30 minutes and comes back again to the 2.4Ghz
band, will not be band steered in 30 minutes.

l

Client is added to the unsteerable table with the T flag, which you can see via the following output on the
controller.

Figure 171 Dual Band AP

This section includes the following topics:
l

Unsteerable Clients CLI Example on page 282

l

Parameters on page 283

l

Algorithm on page 283

Unsteerable Clients CLI Example
#show ap arm client-match unsupported
Client Match Unsteerable Clients
-------------------------------MAC
--c0:bd:d1:9b:0b:b1
ec:9b:f3:74:52:7e
60:d9:c7:43:92:c6
14:b9:68:35:5f:d7
70:48:0f:7a:5f:71
88:30:8a:74:e3:07
38:f2:3e:53:dc:24
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Unsteerable Flags
----------------BT
L
BI
S
BT
B
M

Last Steer Time
--------------Mar 3 11:25:56
Mar 3 08:18:01
Mar 3 11:29:09
Mar 3 11:19:41
Mar 3 11:26:36
Mar 3 07:32:40
Mar 3 10:36:00

2016
2016
2016
2016
2016
2016
2016

Expiry Time
----------Thu Mar 3 11:55:56
Tue Mar 8 08:18:01
Thu Mar 3 11:34:09
Tue Mar 8 11:19:41
Thu Mar 3 11:56:36
Tue Mar 8 07:32:40
Tue Mar 8 10:36:00

2016
2016
2016
2016
2016
2016
2016
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Total steers/successful
----------------------104/8
45/6
8/3
10/3
59/11
27/18
37/0
S: Sticky L: Load Balance V: VHT steer B: Bandsteer I: IOS
T: Temporary D(I): dot11v IOS M: MU steer

Parameters
The band steering parameters are listed in Table 28.
Table 28: Band Steering Parameters

cm-band-g-max-signal

ClientMatch Band Steer G Band Max Signal (-dBm)

-45dBm

cm-sticky-snr

Specifies the SNR threshold for a client to be considered as
sticky.

18 dB

cm-band-a-min-signal

ClientMatch Band Steer A Band Min Signal (-dBm)

-75dBm

cm-steer-timeout

Specifies the blacklist time.

10 seconds

Algorithm
Figure 172 illustrates moving clients from 2.4 GHz to 5 GHz on the same AP.
This is a flow diagram to explain the algorithm of band steering as discussed previously.
First find out if the client is dual band capable. If yes, and client is associated to 2.4 GHz, with a signal strength
worse than -45 dBm, and SNR is worse than 18 dB.
Then find if the 5 GHz radio is on the same AP, and senses the signal strength to be better than -75 dBm. If yes,
then use the controller coordinated client move, via blacklisting client for 10 seconds, as explained previously.
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Figure 172 Band Steering Algorithm

Load Balancing
Figure 173 illustrates an overview of load balancing.
Figure 173 Load Balancing

In the illustration above:
l

The load on each channel = # clients/radio.

l

Target average clients per AP = Sum (# clients on every radio)/ Sum (# channels).

l

Clients on over-loaded APs > Target + cm-lb-thresh (default 20%).
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l

Clients on under-loaded APs < Target – cm-lb-thresh (default 20%).

l

Over-loaded: determine target clients that could be moved.

l

Under-loaded: check list of target clients to move (>=cm-lb-snr-thresh and >=cm-lb-signal-delta).

l

There is no load balancing across bands.

This section includes the following details:
l

Load Balancing Steps on page 285

l

Load Balancing Example on page 285

l

Algorithm on page 285

Load Balancing Steps
The load balancing includes the following steps:
1. Determine the load on each channel. Sum up the number of clients associated to each radio on that channel.
2. Calculate the target load by finding the average clients per AP, which is the sum of the number of clients on
every radio, divided by the number of radios being used.
3. Determine the over-loaded and under-loaded APs.
l

Clients on over-loaded APs should be > Target load + cm-lb-thresh (default 20%).

l

Clients on under-loaded APs should be < Target load – cm-lb-thresh (default 20%).

4. On over-loaded APs, determine the target clients that could be moved.
5. On under-loaded APs, check the list of target clients to move (better than cm-lb-snr-thresh and no worse
than cm-lb-signal-delta).
No load balancing takes place across bands, that is, clients on 2.4 GHz are not moved to 5 GHz or vice versa.
Clients are always moved to their initial frequency.
Load Balancing Example
Table 29: Load Balancing Example - APs
AP1

AP2

AP3

15 clients on 5 Ghz ch 36
5 clients on 2.4 Ghz ch 6

12 clients on 5 Ghz ch 140
16 clients on 2.4 Ghz ch 1

9 clients on 5 Ghz ch 44
2 clients on 2.4 Ghz ch 11

Table 30: Load Balancing Example - Bands
Band a

Band g

(cm-lb-client-thresh is 10)
Target avg clients per AP: (15+12+9)/3 = 12
LB Threshold (%20): 12/5 = 2
LB algorithm runs on AP1 and AP2
Over-loaded APs: AP1 (15 > 12+2)
Under-loaded APs: AP3 (9 < 12-2)
Unaffected APs: AP2

(cm-lb-client-thresh is 10)
Target avg clients per AP: (5+16+2)/3 = 7
LB Threshold: (7/5) = 1
LB algorithm runs on AP2
Over-loaded APs: AP2 (16 > 7+1)
Under-loaded APs: AP1, AP3 (5 < 7-1, 2 < 7-1)

Algorithm
This is a flow diagram to explain the algorithm of load balancing as discussed previously.
The algorithm runs every 2 mins, on a per band basis. It steers clients from over-loaded to under-loaded radios.
If there are less than 30 clients on a radio, do nothing. If there are more than 30 clients on a radio, compare
actual channel load, with target channel load, as calculated previously.
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Then find a target radio and only move the clients to it, if SNR on the target radio is >= 30dB and SNR
difference upon the move, between target AP and current AP, is also >= 5dB. Else choose a different radio as
target radio.
Figure 174 Spectrum Load Balancing Algorithm

Table 31: Spectrum Load Balancing Parameters
Parameter

Value

cm-lb-client-thresh

30

cm-lb-snr-threshold

>= 30 dBm

cm-lb-signal-delta

>= 5 dBm

802.11v BTM Support for Client Steering
If a client is identified to be 802.11v capable, (802.11v capability information is present in the VBR), then rather
than sending deauthentication frames first to steer the client, the AP sends a 11v BSS Transition Management
(BTM) request to client and starts a 10 second timer.
The AP sends 802.11v requests 5 times, upon expiration of 10 seconds, for each retry.
If the client responds with 802.11v reject, then AP honors it (the AP does not try to deauthenticate the client and
as a result the client is not steered).
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If the client does not respond at all after 5 802.11v retries from the AP sent in 50 seconds, the deauthentication
frame, coordinated via black listing from controller, is used to steer the client, as previously explained.
Following is an example of the output of the show ap arm client-match history advanced command. It shows
if a client has been steered via BTM frames. Notice the "Mode" column in the output can have various BTM
codes as shown in the legend, at the top of the output.
#show ap arm client-match history advanced
S: Source, T: Target, A: Actual
Unit of Roam Time: second
Unit of Eff_Signal, Signal, EIRP: dBm
ARM Client match History
-----------------------Time of Change
-------------2015-11-02 14:37:07
Eff_Signal (S/T/A)
------------------45/-53/-53

Station
------3c:ab:8e:38:d0:95
Signal(S/T/A)
-------------45/-53/-53

Reason
-----Band-steer

EIRP(S/T/A)
----------3/4/4

Status/Roam Time/Mode
--------------------Success/8/11v-BTM

Band(S/T/A)
----------2.4G/5G/5G

Radio Bssid(S/T/A)
-----------------6c:f3:7f:19:56:60/6c:f3:7f:19:56:68/6c:f3:7f:19:56:68

AP Name(S/T/A)
-------------mm105/mm105/mm105

Essid(S/A)
---------mm-wpa2/mm-wpa2

iOS Devices
Older iOS devices tend to blacklist SSIDs when they are deauthenticated multiple times for steering attempts.
Hence, ClientMatch implemented an extra backoff timer for iOS devices. After one unsuccessful steer attempt
(default: 300 sec), the iOS device gets added temporarily to the unsupported list with ‘I’ flag. The flag can be
seen via the output of command:
show rf arm-profile default-a | include IOS

Client Match IOS Steering Backoff Interval (sec)

300

Unsteerable clients can be seen via following output:
show ap arm client-match unsupported
Client Match Unsteerable Clients
-------------------------------MAC
--5c:51:4f:e6:bd:5b
5c:51:4f:e6:b1:7b
b4:b6:76:97:0f:9a
3c:a9:f4:56:ac:cc
c8:f7:33:98:53:0a
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Unsteerable Flags
----------------B
B
B
S
B

Last Steer Time
--------------Nov 5 09:43:51
Nov 4 08:52:35
Nov 4 12:26:53
Nov 5 10:40:39
Nov 5 11:48:09

2015
2015
2015
2015
2015
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c0:9f:42:2f:a9:dd

SI

Expiry Time
----------Sat Nov 7 09:43:51
Fri Nov 6 08:52:35
Fri Nov 6 12:26:53
Sat Nov 7 10:40:39
Sat Nov 7 11:48:09
Thu Nov 5 15:19:53

2015
2015
2015
2015
2015
2015

Nov

5 15:14:53 2015

Total steers/successful
----------------------39/17
151/115
15/8
20/2
3/1
29/1

S: Sticky L: Load Balance V: VHT steer B: Bandsteer I: IOS T: Temporary D(I): dot11v IOS M: MU
steer
Total Unsteerable Clients:0

After 300 seconds have elapsed, the AP can start the steering process again via deauthentication. Newer iOS
devices are 802.11v capable, and hence honor the 802.11v request sent via the AP.

Media Aware
ClientMatch offers a tighter integration with multiple media-aware application-level gateways (ALGs) to provide
better call quality for programs like Skype for Business (SfB) and Facetime. With ClientMatch’s ability to
understand various media protocols, clients are not steered to different APs in the middle of an active media
session, for better media experience.
When a client participates in a call, the controller learns about the media session and sends this information to
the AP that the client is currently associated to, as part of the variable bitrate (VBR) update. When the AP learns
that the client is in a call, it does not attempt to steer the client to another AP until the controller indicates that
the call has ended, allowing calls to run more smoothly without any disruptions to the ongoing media flow.
'Active media sessions' is part of the VBR, as shown in the output example of the show ap virtual-beaconreport client-mac command below.
#show ap virtual-beacon-report client-mac 98:e0:d9:77:55:cf
Client MAC :98:e0:d9:77:55:cf
Current association :1341-AP98 (ac:a3:1e:55:5a:70)
Steer attempts/Success :0/0
Consecutive (Fails/BTM Rej/BTM Timeouts) :0/0/0
Client Device Type :OS X
Current state :Steerable
Active media sessions :Yes
Client Supported Channels :{36,4}{52,4}{100,11}{144,1}{149,4}{165,1}
Current Time :Nov 2 17:36:40 2015

MU-MIMO Steering
Multi-user multiple input, multiple output (MU-MIMO) Steering, groups multi-user-capable (MU-capable) clients
to maximize the likelihood of MU-MIMO transmissions, which increases downstream throughput performance in
802.11ac Wave 2 (gen 2) APs. MU-MIMO is only applicable in the downstream direction, from the AP to clients.
ClientMatch steers and aligns MU-MIMO-capable clients with MU-MIMO-capable radios using SNR values.
Multiple MU-MIMO-capable clients can be grouped together on a MU-MIMO-capable radio.
You can configure the parameters in Table 32.
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Table 32: MU-MIMO Parameters
Parameter

Description

Default Value

cm-mu-client-thresh

ClientMatch MU Client threshold

15

cm-mu-snr-thresh

ClientMatch MU SNR threshold

30

l

No move takes place if the target radio has > 15 clients.

l

The target AP > 30 dB for moving a MU client.

Radios with a single MU client are considered and steered to a radio with 1-2 MU clients.
As a result the target AP should not have more than 15 clients and the SNR on target AP should be better than
30 dB for this to come into effect. In the example, AP1 has two clients, out of them C2 is MU-MIMO capable.
AP2 has all clients, C3 and C4, which are MU-MIMO capable. In this situation it makes more sense to move C2
to AP2, where all clients are MU-MIMO capable. Thresholds of 30 dB and 15 clients are considered before C2 is
moved to AP2.
MU-MIMO Steering ensures that steers are compatible with existing trigger thresholds, such as sticky clients
and load-balancing. The multi-user SNR threshold of the target radio must be greater than the sticky client SNR
threshold, and radios that exceed the client threshold are avoided to prevent the need for load-balancing.
Figure 175 MU-MIMO Steering

AP 1

AP 2
C2 is steered
to AP2

SU–MIMO
Traffic sent to
C1 & C2
separately

MU–MIMO
Traffic sent to C2, C3 & C4 at the same time

C1

C2

C3

C4

SU–MIMO only
capable client

MU–MIMO
capable client

MU–MIMO
capable client

MU–MIMO
capable client

AP-32x currently supports MU-MIMO to (3) 1x1 clients or { (1) 1x1 and (1) 2x2 }.

To find if a client is MU-MIMO capable:
show ap association

The phy column shows the client's operational capabilities for the current association.
Flags: A: Active, B: Band Steerable, H: Hotspot(802.11u) client, K: 802.11K client, M: Mu beam
formee, R: 802.11R client, W: WMM client, w: 802.11w client V: 802.11v BSS trans capable
PHY Details: HT: High throughput; 20: 20MHz; 40: 40MHz; t: turbo-rates (256-QAM)
VHT: Very High throughput; 80: 80MHz; 160: 160MHz; 80p80: 80MHz + 80MHz
<n>ss: <n> spatial streams
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Association Table
----------------Name

bssid
mac
auth
------ ----- --- ----1341-AP102 ac:a3:1e:55:4b:10 54:72:4f:99:77:10 y
essid
----ethersphere-wpa2

vlan-id
------2912

num assoc
--------1

Band steer moves (T/S)
---------------------0/0

Flags
----WVABM

tunnel-id
--------0x102a9

phy
--a-HT-40sgi-1ss

assoc

aid

l-int ----

y

1

20

-----

assoc. time
----------5m:42s

RF Optimization
This section includes the following topics:
l

Things to Consider on page 290

l

Channel Selection Consideration on page 290

l

Transmit Power Consideration on page 290

l

ARM Parameters on page 291

l

ClientMatch Best Practices for Common Deployments on page 293

l

BCMC Optimization Features Summary on page 294

Things to Consider
You should consider the following points for RF optimization:
l

Choose the most optimal 802.11 channel and transmit power.

l

Choose the most optimal RF band and AP.

l

Restrict unnecessary broadcast-multicast traffic in the air.

Channel Selection Consideration
DFS channels should be enabled if possible, and before enabling DFS channels, it should be ensured that
majority of devices on the WLAN support DFS channels.
Channel 144 can be removed as its not supported by many devices. In high density networks, a 20/40 Mhz
channel width is recommended, whereas in a Very Highly Dense (VHD) network, a 20 Mhz channel is
recommended.
If VOIP clients are in use, check if multiple channel scanning can be done and support channel 165. Do not
enable DFS channels if voice devices with voice call do not do multiple channel scanning. Finally, roaming test
should be performed using different types of clients to check their behavior on DFS channels
Though ARM takes care of selecting the appropriate channel for the APs, the following points should be
considered as well:

Transmit Power Consideration
You should consider the following points for transmit power consideration:
l

The minimum and maximum Tx power in each ARM profile should not have more than 6 dB of difference.

l

The maximum Tx power limits on 2.4 and 5 GHz should not have more than 6 dB of difference.
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l

If 802.11ac APs are 50 feet apart, then following Tx power values are recommended.
n

Open Office
5 GHz: 12-15 dBm or 15-18 dBm
2.4 GHz: 6-9 dBm

n

Walled office or Classroom
5 GHz: 15-18 dBm
2.4 GHz: 6-9 dBm

ARM Parameters
Frequent changes in the RF conditions could cause changes to the AP's channel and transmit power, and impact
client connectivity. The parameters in Table 33 should be modified to avoid such instances.
Table 33: ARM Parameters for RF Optimization
Parameter

Description

Ideal coverage index

In dense deployments this parameter helps in avoiding APs from transmitting on high
power. ARM considers SNR of neighboring APs and uses this value to calculate Ideal
Coverage Index. APs with a high coverage index can hear neighboring APs clearly. In case
they are unable to hear them, the AP increases its power to reach a close to ideal coverage
index of 10. In high density open office environment, if APs transmit on high power it will
create a co-channel interference. To avoid APs transmitting on high power, the value of
this parameter should be reduced to 6.

Free channel index

Value of this parameter helps ARM to select a new channel for an AP, which has been less
utilized and has better quality. After scanning all channels, the AP calculates the
Interference Index on its current channel and all other channels available on the same radio.
If the AP traces another channel with the Interference Index value lesser than AP's current
channel, it will move the AP to a new channel. The difference of total Interference Index
between an AP's current channel and new channel should be equal to or more than the
value defined by Free Channel Index (default value is 25).
The last column in the output of show ap arm rf-summary ap-name <ap-name> shows
the total interference index. For example, if an AP's current channel has interference index
of 100 and if another channel is available on the same radio with interference index of 70,
the default Free Channel Index is 25. Since the difference between the AP's current
channel and the other channel on the radio is more than 25, ARM will move the AP to a
new channel. RF and Roaming Optimization for Aruba 802.11ac Networks RF
Considerations | 19 20 | RF Considerations RF and Roaming Optimization for Aruba
802.11ac Networks The ARM algorithm considers many other parameters before moving
an AP to a new channel, but free channel index is one of them.

Back off time

Once an AP changes to another channel or transmit power, ARM does not try again to
change the channel or power till the back off time expires. To avoid frequent changes in the
channel and transmission power, the value of this parameter should be increased.

Error-rate-threshold

The reason for an AP to move to a new channel is due to the MAC and PHY errors on the
current channel. If the percentage of errors on an AP’s current channel is higher than the
value configured, for more than the default value set, then ARM moves AP to a new
channel with less errors. In noisy environments, the value of this parameter should be
increased for both a and g radios.

Error-rate-wait-time

This parameter defines the amount of time ARM waits and monitors errors on an AP's
current channel before moving to a new channel. The default the value of this parameter is
30 seconds. If the errors on an AP's current channel remains higher than the value
configured under Error-rate-threshold for 30 seconds, then ARM will move the AP to a new
channel with less errors, if the channel is available.
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Table 34 lists our recommendations.
Table 34: ARM Recommendation
Feature

Default

Recommendation

Comments

Transmit Power
(dBm)

Min 9
Max 127

Open Office:
5 GHz: Min 12/Max 15
2.4 GHz: Min 6/Max 9

The difference between minimum and maximum Tx
power on the same radio should not be more than
6db.

Walled Office or
Classroom:
5 GHz: Min 15/Max 18
2.4 GHz: Min 6 /Max 9
Channels

l

l

80 MHz
channels
enabled.
ISM, UNII-1, and
UNII-3.

l
l

l
l

Disable 80MHz.
Enable U-NII-2 and
U-NII-2e(DFS)
channels if possible.
Remove channel 144.
Consider using 40
MHz or 20 Mhz
channels for better
channel separation.

Very few clients support channel 144.

Ideal Coverage
Index

10

6

In high density environments, prevents APs from
settling on high Tx power.

Free Channel
Index

25

40 (only for 2.4 GHz)

Moves APs to a new channel if the interference index
on the new channel is 40 or more less.

Back Off Timer
(sec)

240 sec

1800 sec

Reduces the chances of frequent changes in channel
and Tx power of an AP.

Error rate
threshold%

50

70

Reduces frequent channel changes in noisy
environments.

Error rate wait
time (sec)

30

90

Reduces frequent channel changes in noisy
environments.

Client aware

Enable

Enable

Prevent client traffic from being interrupted due to
channel changes. Recommend disabling this knob for
AP quick channel convergence during network initial
or maintenance phases.

Rogue AP aware

Disable

Disable

Only enable it when Rogue AP is a concern for the
network.

VoIP Aware Scan

Enable

Enable

Stop AP scanning when voice traffic is going on.
Help maintaining voice quality.

Video aware scan

Enable

Enable

Stop AP scanning when video traffic is going on.
Help maintaining video quality.

Power Save
aware scan

Disable

Disable

Most of mobile devices tend to stay in PS mode,
enabling PS aware will cause AP stop scanning most
of the time and lose the sensitivity to the RF
environment.

80MHz support

Enable

Disable

Only enable it when majority of the clients are
802.11ac capable.
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Table 34 lists our recommendations.
Table 34: ARM Recommendation
Feature

Default

Recommendation

Comments

ARM OTA
updates

Enable

Enable

Helping AP get information from its neighbors about
their environment even the AP cannot scan

Channel quality
aware

Disable

Disable

Only enable it when non-Wi-Fi interference or retry
rates or Noise floor are very high.

AirTime Fairness

Disable

Enable and choose
Fairness policy

Provide fair airtime to all type of clients in a
heterogeneous environment.

Though ARM takes care of selecting appropriate channel for APs, the following points should be considered as
well:
l

As 802.11ac standard supports 80 MHz channel bonding, it can be used in greenfield deployment. However,
to use 80 MHz channel bonding, U-NII-2 and U-NII-2e channels must be enabled to reduce adjacent channel
and co-channel interference.

l

Remove channel 144 from the list as it is no longer supported by many devices.

l

At times in high density open air environment, 20 or 40 MHz channel width will help reduce channel
utilization and improve overall network performance by providing more clear channels.

l

Majority of voice specific devices do not scan many channels before roaming as they have active voice
calls. For such devices, do not use U-NII-2 and U-NII-2e channels.

l

One of the reasons behind VOIP devices not connecting to the network could be because some of these
devices do not support channel 165.

l

Due to the risk of radar detection do not use DFS channels if you are operating close to the airport or
military base station.

l

Most of the clients do not scan DFS channels initially, this will make roaming inconsistent when using DFS
channels.

l

Roaming test should be performed using different types of clients expected on the WLAN, to see their
behavior on DFS channels.

ClientMatch Best Practices for Common Deployments
Table 35 describes the best practices for each ClientMatch parameter in common deployments.
To check current parameters of ClientMatch use the below command:
show rf arm-profile <name of the ARM profile>

Table 35: ClientMatch Best Practices for Common Deployments
Parameter

Description

Old Defaults

New
Defaults

HD(75/cell)

client-match

ClientMatch

Enabled

Enabled

Enabled

cm-report-interval

ClientMatch report interval (sec)

30

30

30

cm-unst-ageout

`1Allows ClientMatch to
automatically clear unsteerable
clients after ageout

Enabled

Enabled

Enabled
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Table 35: ClientMatch Best Practices for Common Deployments
Parameter

Description

Old Defaults

New
Defaults

HD(75/cell)

cm-unst-ageout-interval

ClientMatch Unsteerable Client
Ageout Interval

2 Days
0 Hours

2 Days
0 Hours

2 Days
0 Hours

cm-band-g-max-signal

ClientMatch Band Steer G Band
Max Signal (-dBm)

n/a

45

10

cm-band-a-min-signal

ClientMatch Band Steer A Band
Min Signal (-dBm)

75

75

75

cm-sticky-check-interval

ClientMatch Sticky Client Check
Interval (sec)

3

3

3

cm-sticky-snr

ClientMatch Sticky Client Check
SNR (dB)

25

18

18-25

cm-sticky-snr-delta

ClientMatch SNR threshold(dB)

10

10

10

cm-sticky-min-signal

ClientMatch Sticky Min Signal

70

65

65

cm-steer-timeout

ClientMatch Restriction timeout
(sec)

10

10

3

cm-lb-thresh

ClientMatch Load Balancing
threshold (%)

20

20

20

cm-steer-backoff

ClientMatch IOS Steer Backoff
interval(sec)

n/a

300

300

cm-stale-age

ClientMatch VBR Stale Entry Age
(sec)

120

120

120

cm-max-steer-fails

ClientMatch Max steer failures

3

2

2

cm-lb-client-thresh

ClientMatch Load Balancing client
threshold

10

30

30

cm-lb-snr-thresh

ClientMatch Load Balancing SNR
threshold (dB)

30

30

30

cm-dot11v

ClientMatch 11v BSS Transition
Management

n/a

Enabled

Enabled

cm-mu-client-thresh

ClientMatch MU Client threshold

n/a

15

15

cm-mu-snr-thresh

ClientMatch MU SNR threshold
(dB)

n/a

30

30

BCMC Optimization Features Summary
Table 36 provides a summary of BCMC optimization features.
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Table 36: BCMC Optimization Features Summary
Feature

Default

Recommendation

Comments

Broadcast-filter ARP

Enable

Enable

Convert broadcast ARP to unicast

Suppress ARP

Enable

Enable

Stop flooding “unknown” arp requests to AP
tunnels(Tunnel & Dtunnel modes only)

GARP/IPv6 DAD Opt.

Enable

Enable

Stop flooding GARP or IPv6 DAD frames from
wireless clients to wireless clients

Suppress DHCP discovery

Enable
internally

No parameter to
configure

Wireless client DHCP Discovery packet is not
flooded to AP tunnels, only flood to wired
ports.

Broadcast DHCP Offer filter

Enable
internally

No parameter to
configure

Broadcast DHCP Offer packets is converted
into unicast.

Broadcast-filter All

Disable

Enable

Stops flooding of BCMC traffic to wireless
clients. ARP filter needs to be on

BCMC Optimization on VLAN

Disable

Enable if no multicast
application

Drop all the broadcast & Multicast on a VLAN
except ADP, ARP, DHCP, VRRP, RA/RS and
NA/NS. When AirGroup is enabled, it
automatically creates exceptions for mDNS
traffic.

IGMP Snooping

Disable

Enable if multicast
application on VLAN

Only send multicast traffic to APs with
multicast group members.

IGMP Proxy

Disable

Disable

Controller originates IGMP joins/leaves for
clients to the upstream MC routers.

DMO

Disable

Enable if multicast
counts <100

Automatic MC-to-UC traffic conversion in the
controller. Run in tunnel/dtunnel mode.

Multicast Rate Opt.

Disable

Enable if multicast
application runs

MC traffic TX at lowest tx rate for all associated
users instead of basic rate

Video Multicast Rate

Disable

Enable for high
quality video
application

Multicast video traffic tagged with DSCP value
same as DSCP mapping for WMM video AC
under SSID profile is transmitted at the
configured Video Multicast Rate.

BCMC BW contract

Disable

Enable if needed

Limit the total amount traffic of BCMC and
unknown UC allowed on a VLAN,
DHCP/ARP/VRRP/ADP/BPDU/LLDP/Cisco
STP is excluded

IPv6 RA filter

Enable
internally

No parameter to
configure

Controller intercepts RAs and converts them
to unicast to the clients in the VLAN.

Suppress IPV6 RS

Enable
internally

No parameter to
configure

Controller does not flood multicast RS
messages into AP tunnels.

AirGroup

Disable

Enable if
mDNS/DLNA runs

Allows App. such as Airplay & ChromeCast
even if BCMC filter is enabled.
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Chapter 8
Campus WLAN Deployment

Campus WLAN deployments are networks that require more than a single active controller to cover a
contiguous space. Examples of campus deployments are corporate campuses, large hospitals, and highereducation campuses. In these deployments, the WLAN is typically the primary access method for the network
and is used by multiple classes of users and devices.
A full redundancy of master mobility controllers, core and distribution switches, and local mobility controllers
make up the Aruba’s recommended best practices deployment model. A campus global WLAN network
architecture based on such redundancy is displayed in Figure 176.
Figure 176 Campus Global WLAN Architecture
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This chapter includes the following sections:
l

Redundancy Overview on page 296

l

Redundancy Migration on page 316

l

HA Deployment Models on page 320

l

Guest Access on page 333

Redundancy Overview
This section includes the following topics:
l

Legacy Redundancy on page 297

l

Redundancy with AP Fast Failover on page 300

l

HA Support for Bridge Mode on page 315

l

HA Supported AP Forwarding Modes on page 316
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Legacy Redundancy
This section includes the following topics:
l

VRRP on page 297

l

LMS/Backup-LMS on page 300

l

Legacy Redundancy Key Considerations on page 300

Two mechanisms are used to achieve legacy redundancy (prior to ArubaOS 6.3):

VRRP
VRRP is a layer 2 protocol that provides redundancy at the controller level as illustrated in Figure 177.
VRRP eliminates controller single point of failure when an election process between two controllers yields a
VRRP Active controller that owns the virtual IP address (VIP) of the VRRP instance. A VRRP Backup controller
steps in to take ownership of the VIP when the VRRP Active controller becomes unavailable.
Two commonly used VRRP scenarios are considered:
1. VRRP between two Master controllers:
Redundancy of the Master controllers is achieved through the master-master redundancy feature based on a
single VRRP instance between the 2 master controllers.
2. VRRP between two Local controllers:
Two scenarios for VRRP redundancy between two local controllers are reviewed: Active-Standby and ActiveActive.
a. Active-Standby runs a single instance of VRRP and the LMS IP = VIP. As a result, all APs terminate on the
active local that handles all users traffic, while the standby local is idle.
b. Active-Active runs two instances of VRRP: Local1 would be active for instance VRRP1, while Local2
would be Active for instance VRRP2.
The AP load is divided between the 2 locals on a per ap-group basis where VIP1 is used as LMS IP for the
first group, and VIP2 is the LMS IP for the second group.
Figure 177 VRRP between Controllers

Master Redundancy
As illustrated in Figure 178, the Master redundancy is deployed in the following manner:
l

VRRP between the two master controllers.

l

Master-redundancy enabled.

l

Periodic database synchronization enabled.
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l

LMS-IP configured to be the VRRP VIP for AP termination.

l

If the master controller fails, then the standby becomes the active master.

Figure 178 Master Redundancy

A Master failover illustrated in Figure 179 goes through the following sequence of events:
1. The Active Master 10.10.1.1 fails.
2. The Standby Master detects the failure after three (3) consecutive VRRP keep-alive timeouts.
3. The Standby Master takes ownership of the VIP and becomes the new Active Master.
4. The AP bootstraps and rebuilds its tunnels with the new Active Master.
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Figure 179 Active Master

LMS/Backup-LMS
LMS/Backup-LMS is primarily a mechanism at the AP level that relies on heartbeat timeouts with the LMS
controller to fail over to a pre-configured Backup-LMS controller. Since APs are typically one or more hops
away from their controllers, the mechanism is inherently a layer 3 mechanism.
When controllers are in separate L3 networks, VRRP cannot be used for redundancy. In such case, the
LMS/Backup-LMS should be used for redundancy as illustrated in Figure 180.
In this scenario:
l

The AP terminates on the LMS controller.

l

If the LMS controller fails.

l

Eight missed heartbeats trigger an AP failover.

l

The AP comes up on the Backup-LMS.
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Figure 180 LMS/Backup-LMS

Legacy Redundancy Key Considerations
l

Controller unavailability detected after 3 seconds (VRRP) and 8 heartbeat misses – 8 seconds (LMS/BackupLMS).

l

APs re-bootstrap when failing over that introduces additional delays while virtual APs (VAPs) are initialized
and radios are reset.

l

SSIDs are not available during AP failover.

l

The setup of tunnels for a large number of APs introduces slower failover performance that affects the
scalability of legacy redundancy solutions.

Redundancy with AP Fast Failover
The High Availability (HA) - AP Fast failover was introduced in 6.3 onward to significantly enhance and reduce
AP failover time to a standby controller.
The enhanced AP failover is achieved through the following mechanisms:
l

Pre-established CPSec and standby GRE tunnels to a designated HA Standby controller.

l

The AP does not bootstrap upon failover.

l

The AP does not turn off its SSIDs and radios upon failover.

l

Sub-second controller failover detection in 6.4 onward thanks to inter-controller heartbeat feature.

The AP Fast Failover feature can operate in L2 and L3 networks within the same campus.
This section includes the following topics:
l

High Availability Controller Roles on page 300

l

HA and Legacy Redundancy Comparison on page 301

l

Deployment Models on page 301

l

Flow on page 303

l

HA Enhancement Features on page 304

High Availability Controller Roles
You can configure a controller with one of the following three HA roles:
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l

Active — The LMS controller that terminates active AP tunnels and hosts user sessions. In such a role, it
cannot act as an HA standby controller.

l

Standby — The controller acts as a failover Standby controller only, and cannot be an LMS controller for
APs to establish their initial connections and download their configuration.

l

Dual — A dual controller can support both roles (acting as active controller for one set of APs, and a standby
controller for another set of APs). This is the recommended role except for N+1 deployments.

We recommend configuring HA controllers as Dual except for N+1 deployments, where you would configure
your standby controller as "Standby".

HA and Legacy Redundancy Comparison
The following table compares HA - AP fast failover with the legacy redundancy (VRRP, LMS/Backup-LMS).
Table 37: HA and Legacy Redundancy Comparison
Feature

Legacy Redundancy

HA-AP Fast Failover

Failover

Slow failover to standby controller due to AP config
re-download (re-bootstrap) and tunnel build up.

Much faster failover with use of standby tunnel
and no configuration to re-download.

Messages

Approximately 10 messages exchanged between AP
and controller.

Only one message exchanged during failover.

Tunnels

Additional IKE/IPsec overhead in case of CPSec.

Standby IPsec tunnel already established.

Deployment Models
In HA-AP fast failover, you can deploy controllers in one of the following three models as illustrated in Figure
181.
l

Active / Active — Both controllers are deployed in HA Dual role and are actively terminating APs and
processing user traffic. In this model, they are both acting as LMS controllers (HA Active) for 40% of their
maximum AP capacity and backup (HA Standby) for each other. If one of the controllers becomes
unreachable, the other controller will carry the total AP load.

l

Active / Standby — Although both controllers are deployed in HA Dual role, only one controller acts as the
LMS that terminates all APs.
The other controller acts as HA Standby that terminates all standby tunnels from all deployed APs. If the
Active controller becomes unreachable, all APs fail over to the Standby controller. See Active and Standby
Tunnel Details on page 302 for more information.

l

N+1 — In this model, multiple controllers, deployed in an HA Active role, are sharing the termination of all
APs, while a single controller deployed in HA Standby role, acts as the backup for all the active controllers.
This model requires that the AP capacity of the standby controller is able to support the total number of APs
distributed across all active controllers in the HA group.
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Figure 181 HA-AP Fast Failover Deployment Models

Active and Standby Tunnel Details
The Active / Standby model is illustrated in Figure 182.
Figure 182 AP Failover to Pre-Established Standby Tunnels

The process includes the following steps:
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Figure 183 Active Tunnel

1. The active controller goes down.
2. The AP detects failure after eight missed heartbeats.
3. The AP tears down its GRE tunnel.
Figure 184 Standby Tunnel Becomes Active

4. The GRE standby tunnel becomes active for user traffic.

Flow
Figure 185 illustrates the HA-AP fast failover flow in the network.
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Figure 185 AP Fast Failover Flow

1. A provisioned AP ends up connected to its LMS controller.
2. From an HA perspective, that LMS controller is considered the HA Active controller for that AP.
3. Other controllers in either Dual or Standby roles within the same HA group become potential HA Standby
controllers for that AP.
4. Once the AP connects with its HA Active controller, that controller notifies the AP of its assigned HA
Standby controller IP.
5. The AP contacts its assigned Standby controller using a ‘standby’ flag.
6. Once the handshake is complete, the HA Standby controller acknowledges the AP connection as a Standby
connection.
7. The AP informs its HA Active controller of its successful connection with its assigned HA Standby controller.
8. The AP exchanges heartbeats with the HA Standby controller in the same manner it does with the HA Active
controller.
9. If CPSec was enabled, the AP would have also established an IPSec tunnel with the HA Standby controller to
secure the control channel communication (PAPI).
An AP standby connection does not consume an additional AP license. However, such connection is counted
against the AP platform capacity on that controller.
Example: A 7005 controller can accommodate 16 combined active and standby APs.

HA Enhancement Features
ArubaOS 6.4 introduced several major enhancements to the AP Fast Failover introduced in 6.3 to further
improve controller failure detection and 802.1X client reconnection, as well as introducing a platform oversubscription feature to better support the N+1 model. Another feature added was to bring HA support to the
Master-Master redundancy topology.
Here is a brief description of each enhancement:
l

Inter-Controller Heartbeat — Rather than waiting for the AP eight consecutive heartbeats to detect a
controller that has become unreachable, a heartbeat sent by the HA Standby controller and acknowledged by
the HA Active controller was implemented to quickly detect an Active controller failure (~1 second). See
Inter-Controller Heartbeat on page 305 for more information.
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l

Client State Synchronization — This feature reduces the time taken by dot1x clients to reconnect after a
controller failover by synchronizing the PMK entries between Active and Standby controllers. As a result,
only a 4-way handshake takes place rather a full dot1x authentication. See Client State Synchronization on
page 308 for more information.

l

Capacity Extension — This feature is also known as N+1 Over-Subscription. This feature supports the
N+1 deployments where one controller is dedicated to backup N LMS controllers. It overcomes the platform
AP capacity restriction to allow more ‘standby’ APs to connect with standby tunnels beyond the platform
capacity limitation. See Capacity Extension on page 310 for more information.

l

Master-Master Redundancy — In ArubaOS 6.4, a standby master using the master-master redundancy
feature is permitted to terminate ‘standby’ tunnels from APs, thus supporting the HA-AP Fast Failover feature.
See Master Redundancy on page 313 for more information.

Inter-Controller Heartbeat
The inter-controller heartbeat enhancement was introduced in ArubaOS 6.4 to provide faster AP failover in case
the LMS controller is unreachable.
Inter-controller heartbeat works independently from the AP mechanism that sends heartbeats from the AP to the controller
and it supersedes the AP's heartbeat to its controller, since it is able to detect an unreachable active controller much faster
than AP heartbeats.

The inter-controller heartbeat includes the following features:
l

Faster detection of active controller failure.

l

AP failover time less than 1 second.

l

All controller platforms except 650/620 are supported.

l

The Active/Active, Active/Standby, and N+1 topologies are supported.

l

A single standby can simultaneously heartbeat up to seven (7) active controllers.

l

Independent of the traditional AP to controller heartbeat mechanism.

Once the inter-controller heartbeat feature is enabled, the HA standby controller sends heartbeats to the HA
active controller every 100 msec (default), and if five (5) consecutive heartbeats are missed (not
acknowledged), the standby controller instructs the APs to failover.
Inter-controller heartbeat interval and threshold values may need to be changed from their default values to account for
link latency and network congestion between the HA active and standby controllers.

It is to be noted that an AP may still fail over to its HA Standby controller, independently of the Inter-Controller
Heartbeat feature, if it misses 8 consecutive heartbeats along its path to its HA Active controller.
The Inter-Controller Heartbeat feature is not supported by the Master Redundancy topology due to the
dependency of this topology on VRRP heartbeat timeouts for its failover.
The Heartbeat frame is a PAPI message that originates from the control-plane of the HA Standby controller-ip to
the HA Active controller-ip, and awaits acknowledgment by the data-plane of the HA Active controller.
Failover Scenario
An Inter-Controller Heartbeat failover scenario is illustrated in Figure 186, Figure 187 and Figure 188.
1. Active controller fails.
2. Standby controller misses 5 consecutive heartbeats after 500 msec.
3. Standby controller instructs AP to fail over.
4. AP sends 802.11 de-authentication frames to its associated clients.
5. AP tears down its tunnel to failed Active controller.
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6. AP existing Standby tunnel becomes Active to new Active controller.
Figure 186 Inter-Controller Heartbeat Failover Scenario 1

Figure 187 Inter-Controller Heartbeat Failover Scenario 2
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Figure 188 Inter-Controller Heartbeat Failover Scenario 3

Inter-Controller Heartbeat Flow
Before the heartbeats begin, the AP connects to the active controller. The active controller notifies the AP of the
standby controller IP address. The AP contacts the standby controller with a Hello message with the "standby"
flag set, to ensure that it has connectivity to the standby controller. The standby controller responds to the Hello
message sent by the AP. The AP is in the UP status on the standby controller with the standby tunnel set. The AP
informs its active controller of its successful standby status on the designated standby controller.
Figure 189 illustrates the inter-controller heartbeat flow in the AP fast failover.
Figure 189 Inter-Controller Heartbeat Flow

The flow includes the following steps:
1. Once the first AP to establish a standby tunnel with its HA standby controller is UP, that controller learns the
IP address of the active controller and sends its first heartbeat to that controller, and increments its heartbeat
counter by 1.
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2. If an acknowledgment heartbeat is received from the active controller, the standby heartbeat counter is reset
to zero.
3. In the event of the active controller failure, the standby heartbeat counter keeps increasing with every
unacknowledged heartbeat sent up to the configured missed heartbeat threshold (5 by default).
4. Once that threshold is reached, the standby controller sends a failover request message to the AP.
5. Upon receiving that failover request from its standby, the AP de-authenticates all its associated clients, drops
its existing tunnel(s) with the active controller, and fails over to its HA standby controller.
6. The existing tunnel(s) to the standby changes state from standby to active and becomes available to handle
clients' traffic.
Client State Synchronization
The client state synchronization feature provides the following enhancements:
l

Shortens the time the 802.1X client connects after an active controller failover.

l

Synchronizes 802.1X pairwise master key (PMK) entries between the HA active and standby controllers.

l

Full 802.1X does not occur after a failover when the 802.1X client attempts to reconnect to the 802.1X SSID.

l

When 802.1X clients reconnect to the network, they only have to perform the 4-way key handshake exchange,
without the full extensible authentication protocol (EAP) exchange.

l

There is no communication with the back-end RADIUS authentication server as full authentication is not
required.

To further speed up client reconnection after failover, we recommend maintaining the same user virtual local
area network (VLAN) and subnet in the 802.1X SSID configuration and between the HA active and standby
controllers so that clients can retain their IP addresses.
When the client state synchronization feature is enabled, although there is no authentication request to the RADIUS
server upon reconnecting, the failover and reconnection of the client does trigger a new accounting session with the
RADIUS accounting server.

Key Considerations
Client state synchronization key considerations include the following:
l

Client state data synchronization between HA active and standby controllers occurs securely through an
IPsec tunnel. Data passing between the two controllers cannot be compromised.

l

Supported only on the following HA deployment models between two controllers:
n

Active - Active (1:1)

n

Active - Standby (1+1)

l

Not supported on the 600 and 3200/3400 platforms. Supported on the M3, 3600, 70xx, and 72xx platforms.

l

Mutually exclusive with the N+1 over-subscription feature. You cannot enable the features together; use
either one of the two.

Failover Scenario
Enabling the client state synchronization feature when there is an HA active controller and standby controller
establishes an IPsec tunnel between the two controllers. PMK data passes securely between the two controllers.
A client state synchronization failover scenario is illustrated in Figure 190, Figure 191, Figure 192, and Figure
193.
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Figure 190 Client State Synchronization Failover Scenario Step 1

1. Client successfully connects to the 802.1X SSID. A PMK-SA is generated.
Figure 191 Client State Synchronization Failover Scenario Step 2

2. PMK-SA data is synchronized from the active controller to the standby controller inside the IPsec tunnel.
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Figure 192 Client State Synchronization Failover Scenario Step 3

3. If the active controller fails, the AP de-authenticates its clients and fails over to the standby controller.
Figure 193 Client State Synchronization Failover Scenario Step 4

4. As soon as the AP fails over, the client re-associates again, and the 802.1X client performs a 4-way key
exchange only.
Capacity Extension
The capacity extension (also known as N+1 over-subscription) feature includes the following:
l

An HA standby controller will be able to terminate standby AP tunnels above its AP platform limit, thus
overcoming the controller’s original rated AP capacity in ArubaOS 6.3.

l

APs with active tunnels remain restricted to the controller platform limit.

l

Enabling centralized licensing is required for this feature.

l

Supported on 72xx, M3, and 3600 controllers, only.
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n

72xx controllers allow four times over-subscription.

n

M3 and 3600 controllers allow two times over-subscription.

l

Mutually exclusive with the HA client state synchronization feature. Only one of the two features can be
enabled at any time.

l

Upon a failover, once the HA standby controller platform limit is reached by failed over active APs/tunnels,
all standby tunnels are terminated and their corresponding APs will need to move to a different HA standby
controller, if available.

The capacity extension feature finds its application in N+1 deployments, where one (1) HA standby controller
acts as a backup to (N) HA active controllers of equal capacity.
Standby AP Over-Subscription
Table 38 describes the standby AP over-subscription by platform. It contains:
l

A list of the platforms

l

Maximum number of APs per platform

l

Maximum GRE tunnels

l

Over-subscription ratio

The over-subscription ratio is based on the platform:
l

70xx platforms - over-subscription is not supported

l

3600 and M3 platforms - over-subscription supported for up to two controllers

l

72xx platforms - over-subscription supported for up to four controllers

For example, a single 7220 controller acting as standby can support standby AP tunnels for up to four other 7220
controllers that are HA active. However, the combined total of the GRE tunnels cannot exceed the platform limit
of 32,768 tunnels (a combination of active and standby GRE tunnels).
Table 38: Standby AP Over-Subscription by Platform
Platform

Max # APs

Max GRE Tunnels

Over-Subscription Ratio

7005

16

512

n/a

7010

32

1024

n/a

7024

32

1024

n/a

7030

64

2048

n/a

3600

128

16384

2:1

M3

512

16384

2:1

7205

256

8192

4:1

7210

512

16384

4:1

7220

1024

32768

4:1

7240

2048

65535

4:1

Standby AP Over-Subscription Example
Following is an example of AP over-subscription using the 7210 platform:
l

One HA Standby 7210 controller is backing up four 7210 HA Active controllers.
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l

Each Active controller is loaded with its maximum AP capacity of 512 APs.

Therefore, the Standby 7210 over-subscription ratio is:
512 * 4 = 2048 APs
Let us consider two cases:
Case 1: Average basic service set identifiers (BSSIDs) per AP is 8 (or 4 dual radio SSIDs).
Tunnel capacity with 8 BSSIDs:
2048 * 8 = 16,384 tunnels
Since the total tunnels for 8 BSSIDs does not exceed the 7210 total tunnel capacity, we conclude that the
Standby 7210 is able to back up the 2048 APs from the four Active controllers.
Case 2: Average BSSIDs per AP is 10.
Tunnel capacity with 10 BSSIDs:
2048 * 10 = 20,480 tunnels
The 20,480 tunnels needed exceed the 7210’s total tunnels capacity. Therefore, we conclude that the 7210
Standby controller would not be able to back up all 2048 APs.
With an average of 10 BSSIDs per AP, the 7210 Standby controller will be able to back up a combined:
16,384 tunnels / 10 = 1,638 APs only.
N+1 Over-Subscription
N+1 over-subscription is illustrated in Figure 194, Figure 195, and Figure 196
In Figure 194 there are four active controllers with 512 APs terminating on each, and one Standby 7210
controller.
Figure 194 Over-Subscription 1

In Figure 195 the green standby tunnels terminate from all 2048 APs to the standby 7210 controller.
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Figure 195 Over-Subscription 2

Figure 196 shows one active controller that failed, and its corresponding 512 APs switch the state of their
tunnels to the HA standby controller from standby to active.
Figure 196 Over-Subscription 3

Master Redundancy
HA Support
Prior to ArubaOS 6.4, the Standby Master controller did not terminate AP tunnels nor forward any user traffic. All
AP tunnels carrying user traffic terminated on the VRRP Active Master only.
The HA support for the Master Redundancy in ArubaOS 6.4 introduced the ability for the HA Standby Master to
terminate AP standby tunnels only. No user traffic or active tunnels would reach the Standby Master until a
VRRP failover takes place and its state changes to Active.
HA Constraints
Following are the HA constraints with the master redundancy architecture:
l

HA role must be ‘dual’ for both Active and Standby Master controllers. When configuring the HA group
profile, both Master and Redundant Master controller-ip addresses must be listed with the ‘dual’ role, because
at any time there could be a change of state and both controllers could assume the active or standby role.
That is why the ‘dual’ role is the only role that qualifies in this architecture

l

Inter-controller heartbeat is not supported. VRRP keepalives control the failover in the master redundancy
architecture. Therefore, the inter-controller heartbeat is not supported and should not be enabled. As a result,
sub-second failover cannot be achieved. However, the HA AP fast failover benefit resides with failover
scalability with large number of APs due to pre-built CPSec and/or GRE tunnels.

l

The capacity extension feature is not supported. There is no requirement for over-subscription in this
architecture since both controllers need to have the same capacity to back each other up.
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HA Failover
Figure 197 and Figure 198 illustrate the HA failover in the Master Redundancy architecture.
Figure 197 Master Redundancy

In Figure 197 there is an active master controller and a standby master controller. The active tunnel goes to the
active master 10.10.1.1. The standby tunnel goes to the standby master 10.10.1.2.
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Figure 198 Master Failover

1. When the Active master fails, the Standby master detects the failure after three (3) consecutive keepalives
missed, and changes its state from Standby to Active master.
2. The AP active tunnels to the failed master are terminated.
3. The standby tunnels from the AP to the new Master change from standby to active.
Although we lose the failover speed that we had with the inter-controller heartbeat, we gain in scalability by the
fact that CPSec and GRE tunnels are already pre-built. A large number of APs failing over won’t add any further
failover delay compared to legacy redundancy.

HA Support for Bridge Mode
HA support for Campus APs (CAPs) in bridge mode was introduced in ArubaOS 6.4.1 and beyond.
The following HA features are supported:
l

Inter-controller heartbeat

l

Client state synchronization – 802.1x authentication in bridge mode still takes place at the controller, and the
PMK SA is still synchronized between the HA Active and Standby.

l

Capacity extension
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HA with Campus APs in bridge mode is only supported on the 72xx platform.
Bridge mode requires CPSec to be enabled.
Bridge mode supported on a maximum of 32 CAPs per controller.

HA Supported AP Forwarding Modes
Table 39 lists the HA supported AP forwarding modes for each redundancy feature. Each redundancy feature
supports the tunnel, d-tunnel, and bridge forwarding modes.
HA features are not supported for the RAP split-tunnel mode.

Table 39: HA Supported AP Forwarding Modes
Redundancy Feature

Tunnel

D-Tunnel

Bridge

Active/Standby Tunnels

P

P

P

Inter-Controller Heartbeat

P

P

P

Client State Synchronization

P

P

P

Capacity Extension
(N+1 Over-Subscription)

P

P

P

Master Redundancy

P

P

P

Redundancy Migration
In previous chapters we discussed the legacy redundancy, using VRRP or LMS and Backup-LMS. We saw the
pros and cons of those redundancies. We discussed the HA AP fast failover, which is the newer redundancy
introduced in ArubaOS 6.3 and 6.4. We highlighted the advantages of the HA redundancy compared to the VRRP
or LMS and Backup-LMS. The failover is faster, scalable with large numbers of APs when CPSec is enabled, and
when the AP fails over, the radios and SSIDs do not disappear from the air.
This chapter includes the following topics:
l

HA AP Fast Failover Redundancy Guidelines on page 316

l

Migration from VRRP to HA AP Fast Failover on page 317

l

Migration from LMS and Backup LMS to HA AP Fast Failover on page 318

l

Migration for Master-Local Deployment on page 319

HA AP Fast Failover Redundancy Guidelines
This section discusses the guidelines for migrating from the legacy redundancy to the HA AP fast failover
redundancy.
l

If a deployment model is using master redundancy through the redundancy feature or VRRP between two
standalone masters, the VRRP VIP should be maintained as the AP master, discoverable via DNS, DHCL
option 43 or ADP.

l

When configuring the HA group-profile, always use the controller-ip address. This is a requirement to
successfully deploy HA. This address is the same as the switch-ip and may be different than an interface IP.

l

When migrating from the legacy redundancy, it is highly recommended to configure the lms-ip option in the
ap system profile.
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l

The LMS IP address should match one of the ‘dual’ or ‘active’ controller IP addresses in the HA group profile.
A word of caution: if the VRRP VIP is used, HA will not work correctly.

l

Use the Backup-LMS in the AP system profile to recover from a double outage, meaning that the LMS
controller is down while an AP is rebooting.

Migration from VRRP to HA AP Fast Failover
In the legacy VRRP redundancy (VRRP Solution in Figure 199) a master redundancy is deployed and the APs
terminate on the local controllers. VRRP is configured between the local controllers. VRRP redundancy is
established by configuring the APs LMS-IP as the local VRRP VIP (10.70.217.5 in this diagram), and the APs
terminate their tunnels on the local controller that is VRRP master, in this case Local1.
The migration from VRRP redundancy to HA AP fast failover redundancy in Figure 199 is accomplished using
the following steps:
1. Maintain the master redundancy and keep using the Master VIP (10.70.210.5) in AP master discovery.
2. Configure an HA group profile and add both local controllers’ controller-ip (10.70.217.3 and 10.70.217) in
DUAL role.
3. Configure the HA group membership on each Local controller to belong to the above HA group profile.
4. Change the LMS-IP value from VRRP VIP (10.70.217.5) to Local1 controller-ip (10.70.217.3).
It is recommended to execute the migration to HA AP Fast Failover during a maintenance window, as the above Step 4 will
trigger AP bootstrap and cause a short outage until all tunnels are rebuilt to the controller-ip of Local1.
It is recommended to add Local2 controller-ip as the bkup-lms in the AP system profile.
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Figure 199 Migration from VRRP to HA-APFF

Migration from LMS and Backup LMS to HA AP Fast Failover
In the LMS/Bkup-LMS Solution in Figure 200, there is master redundancy and two local controllers. Rather than
using VRRP between the local controllers, we are using LMS and Backup-LMS. The LMS IP can be an interface
IP. The AP terminates on its LMS IP (Local 1 in this diagram).
The migration from LMS/Bkup-LMS redundancy to HA AP fast failover redundancy in Figure 200 is
accomplished using the following steps:
1. Maintain the master redundancy and keep using the Master VIP (10.70.210.5) in AP master discovery.
2. Configure an HA group profile and add both local controllers’ controller-ip (10.70.217.3 and 10.70.217) in
DUAL role.
3. Configure the HA group membership on each Local controller to belong to the above HA group profile.
4. Ensure that the LMS-IP value is set to the controller-ip of the local controller desired to be HA Active, Local1
in this case with controller-ip 10.70.217.3.
It is recommended to execute the migration to HA AP Fast Failover during a maintenance window, as Step 4 may trigger
AP bootstrap and cause a short outage until all tunnels are rebuilt if the LMS-IP is changed from an interface IP to the
controller-ip.
It is recommended to add Local2 controller-ip as the bkup-lms in the AP system profile.
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Figure 200 Migration from LMS to HA

Migration for Master-Local Deployment
The Master-Local deployment is a possible deployment at sites that require no more than two controllers. In
such deployment illustrated in Figure 201, two controllers are utilized: one Master controller and one Local
controller.
In Master-Local with VRRP in Figure 201, the Local controller is the VRRP master, while the Master controller is
the VRRP backup. In the VRRP legacy redundancy, the LMS-IP is set to the VRRP VIP (10.70.210.5).
To migrate to the HA AP fast failover as illustrated in Master-Local with APFF Deployment in Figure 201,
maintain the VRRP since there is only one master controller. To ensure that there is controller redundancy and
that a controller will always respond to an AP when an AP boots up as its AP master, we use the VIP between
the master and local controllers as the AP master. This is important for the AP to come up correctly. We deploy
AP fast failover and add both the master and local controller IP addresses to the HA group profile. We
recommend using the local controller as the HA active; use the LMS IP as the IP address of the local controller
(10.70.210.4). Use the Backup-LMS IP as the IP address of the master controller (10.70.210.3).
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Figure 201 Migration Master-Local Deployment

HA Deployment Models
This section includes a review of five common HA deployment models along with the advantages and key
considerations of each model:
l

Master / Standby Master with HA Active-Active Locals on page 320

l

One Master - One Local on page 323

l

Independent Masters / All Standalone Masters on page 326

l

Master Redundancy (Master / Standby Master) on page 328

l

N+1 (Over-Subscription) on page 331

Master / Standby Master with HA Active-Active Locals
Aruba's recommended best practices deployment.

In a campus environment, full redundancy of the master controllers and AP redundancy via HA AP fast failover
should be assured. The fast failover of APs minimizes the disruptions of WLAN clients in case of AP to controller
communications failures.
Master redundancy provides non-interruption to these master functions:
l

WLAN configuration

l

CPSec trust anchor

l

Centralized management and monitoring

l

Centralized databases: WMS, whitelists, local-user

l

Centralized licensing

l

AP master availability

Running HA AP fast failover between each pair of local controllers provides AP redundancy and fast failover in
an active-active scenario with client state synchronization for 802.1X users.
This section includes the following topics:
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l

Configuration Methodology on page 321

l

Failover Scenario on page 322

l

Benefits on page 322

l

Key Considerations on page 323

Configuration Methodology
Figure 202 illustrates the deployment model.
Figure 202 Master / Standby Master with HA Active-Active Locals

This deployment model requires the following configuration guidelines:
l

Configure the pair of masters in the master-master redundancy.

l

Configure the VIP of that VRRP instance in DHCP Option 43 or DNS for AP master discovery.

l

Configure HA AP fast failover between each pair of local controllers.

l

Enable the HA features including: inter-controller heartbeat, client state synchronization (for 802.1X users),
and HA preemption. The latter option ensures that APs that may have failed over move back to their original
LMS controller and restore the AP load balance in the Active-Active scenario.

l

Configure the LMS IP per ap-group to set the HA active controller for that group of APs.

l

Configure the Backup-LMS IP to account for scenarios where the APs reboot while their LMS controller is
unreachable.

When you enable HA preemption, the parameter ensures that the APs keep monitoring the availability of their failed LMS
controller after a failover, and move their active tunnels back to that controller after it is up and the LMS hold-down period
timer has expired. This is an option in the AP system profile.
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Failover Scenario
Figure 203 illustrates a failover scenario involving the local controllers.
Figure 203 Active-Active Locals with AP Fast Failover Operation

Following are the steps in the failover scenario:
1. Local 2 fails.
2. Local 1 discovers the Local 2 failure within a sub-second.
3. Local 1 instructs AP2 to failover.
4. AP1 and AP2 tear down their tunnels with Local 2. Their active tunnel is on Local 1.
If HA preemption is enabled and when Local2 is back UP, AP2 active tunnels move back to Local2.

Benefits
The benefits of this deployment model include the following:
l

Redundancy of the master controllers.
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l

CPSec trust anchor redundancy.

l

AP fast failover for each pair of local controllers.

l

Active – Active deployment to maximize local controller AP capacity with both locals passing client traffic.

l

Benefit of client state synchronization for 802.1X users in case of failover.

Key Considerations
This deployment model requires a minimum of four Aruba WLAN controllers (two for the pair of masters and at
least two for the pair of locals).
Master / Standby Master with HA Active-Active Locals is Aruba's recommended best practices deployment.

One Master - One Local
There are two possible scenarios for a Master-Local deployment model as illustrated in Figure 204:
l

Active–Active — Both master and local controllers share the load of APs and clients.

l

Active–Standby — Only one controller carries the load of APs and clients behind them.

Figure 204 Master-Local Deployment Models

This section includes the following topics:
l

Master-Local (HA Active-Active) on page 323

l

Master-Local (HA Active-Standby) on page 324

l

Failover Scenario on page 325

l

Benefits on page 325

l

Key Considerations on page 326

Master-Local (HA Active-Active)
Figure 205 illustrates the deployment model.
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Figure 205 Master-Local (HA Active-Active)

This deployment model requires the following configuration guidelines:
l

Configure VRRP between the master and local controllers to ensure the redundancy for AP master discovery.
If one of the controllers fail, there is one controller that the APs can go to in case they reboot or new APs
come up.

l

Configure the VIP in DHCP Option 43 or DNS for the AP master discovery.

l

Configure HA AP fast failover with the HA dual role for both master and local controllers.

l

Enable the HA features including: inter-controller heartbeat, client state synchronization (for 802.1X users),
and HA preemption.

l

Configure the LMS IP per ap-group to set the HA active controller (Master for AP1 and Local for AP2).

l

Configure the Backup-LMS IP to account for AP reboots while the LMS controller is unreachable (Master for
AP2 and Local for AP1).

Master-Local (HA Active-Standby)
Figure 206 illustrates the deployment model.
Figure 206 Master-Local (HA Active-Standby)
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This deployment model requires the following configuration guidelines:
l

Configure VRRP between the master and local controllers to ensure the redundancy for AP master discovery.

l

Configure the VIP in DHCP Option 43 or DNS for the AP master discovery.

l

Configure HA AP fast failover with the HA dual role for both master and local controllers.

l

Enable the HA features including: inter-controller heartbeat, client state synchronization (for 802.1X users),
and HA preemption.

l

In order to have an HA active and standby, choose one controller to be the LMS controller for all of the APs.
Our preference is that the local controller is the LMS controller and HA active for all of the AP groups. All of
the AP groups are set to use the local controller IP as the LMS IP, and therefore the local controller is the HA
active controller. In this example, AP1 and AP2 active tunnels go to the local controller. AP1 and AP2
standby tunnels go the master controller.

l

Configure the Backup-LMS IP to be the master controller in case of double failure.

Failover Scenario
Figure 207 illustrates a failover scenario.
Figure 207 Master-Local (HA Active-Standby) AP Fast Failover Operation

Following are the steps in the failover scenario:
1. The local controller fails.
2. The master controller detects the local failure through the inter-controller heartbeat.
3. The master controller instructs AP1 and AP2 to failover. The AP1 and AP2 active tunnels go to the master
controller.
4. AP1 and AP2 tear down their tunnels with the local controller.

Benefits
The benefits of this deployment model include the following:
l

Ease of deployment with just one Master and one Local.

l

You can still leverage the inter-controller heartbeat for AP fast failover within 0.5 seconds, as opposed to the
Master redundancy.

l

Ability to use either one of the controllers or both to terminate the APs. There is flexibility to use either the
active-active or active-standby scenario.
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Key Considerations
Key considerations of this deployment model include the following:
l

With only a single Master controller, there is no master redundancy in case of Master failure and the ability
to configure and manage the WLAN network is lost in addition to all the databases residing on the Master.

l

Loss of CPSec trust anchor in case of master failure.

Independent Masters / All Standalone Masters
This section includes the following topics:
l

Prerequisites on page 326

l

Configuration Methodology on page 326

l

Failover Scenario on page 327

l

Benefits on page 327

l

Key Considerations on page 328

Prerequisites
Independent masters HA redundancy requires the following:
l

Matching Global Configuration Profiles - The master controllers are independent. Therefore, you
configure them separately. Ensure that the global configuration profiles (WLAN configuration, AP groups, RF
profiles, VAP profiles, and SSID profiles) match. In case of a failover, the APs need to find the same
configuration on the other master controller.

l

Matching User VLANs - When APs failover, users need to see the same VLANs on the other master
controller.

l

Matching CPSec Whitelist - If you enable CPSec, you need to ensure that APs failing over to another
standalone master have their mac addresses in that standalone CPSec whitelist.

l

WMS Offload to AirWave is Recommended - The WMS database is per independent master, so it may be
wise to offload each WMS to AirWave.

Configuration Methodology
Figure 208 illustrates the deployment model.
Figure 208 Independent Masters (HA Active–Active)
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This deployment model requires the following configuration guidelines:
l

Configure AP master discovery. If Master 1 and Master 2 are in the same L2 domain, we recommend using
VRRP. However, if Master 1 and Master 2 are not in the same L2 domain, then we recommend using the DNS
round-robin configuration with two A records.

l

Configure HA AP fast failover between the two independent masters.

l

Enable the HA features including: inter-controller heartbeat, client state synchronization (for 802.1X users),
and HA preemption.

l

Configure the LMS IP per ap-group to split the AP load between the two master controllers and to set the HA
active controller for that group. In the HA group profile set the controller IP of both masters with the dual
role.

l

Configure the Backup-LMS IP to account for AP reboots while the LMS controller is unreachable.

The AP system-profiles for both groups (one group terminating on Master 1 and the other group terminating on Master 2)
should be identical except for the reversed LMS and Backup-LMS. For AP system-profile 1, the LMS IP is the Master 1
controller IP and the Backup-LMS is the Master 2 controller IP. For AP system-profile 2, the LMS IP is the Master 2
controller IP and the Backup-LMS is the Master 1 controller IP.

Failover Scenario
Figure 209 illustrates a failover scenario.
Figure 209 Independent Masters HA Fast Failover Operation

Following are the steps in the failover scenario:
1. Master 1 fails.
2. Master 2 detects Master 1 failure within 0.5 seconds.
3. Master 2 instructs AP1 to failover.
4. AP1 tears down its GRE with Master 1 and changes the state of its standby GRE with Master 2 from standby
to active. This is how it quickly fails over.
5. AP2 drops its standby tunnel with Master 1.

Benefits
The benefit of this deployment model is its flexibility. Each master is independent. You can update its code. You
can manage it separately.
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Key Considerations
Key considerations of this deployment model include the following:
l

Cumbersome to configure, manage, and to meet HA requirements with all of the Prerequisites on page 326
mentioned earlier.

l

Potential to trigger rogue detection if APs on each master are within RF reach (when in the same campus).
Be careful to mitigate the rogue detections between the two sets of APs.

Master Redundancy (Master / Standby Master)
A pair of controllers are used in this deployment. Rather than deploying them as master-local, some customers
like the full redundancy of the master functionality and deploy the master-master redundancy. One master is the
active master, and the other is the standby master. This leads to full redundancy of the databases on the master
with periodic synchronizations of the databases to the standby master.
In legacy Master Redundancy, no standby tunnels could terminate on the Standby Master. HA support in
ArubaOS 6.4 added the ability of the Standby Master to terminate Standby CPSec and/or GRE tunnels from APs
with active tunnels to the Active Master. Such feature offers a huge benefit from an AP scalability perspective.
In this topology, the failover is not as fast as other HA deployments that rely on inter-controller heartbeats. Here
Master Redundancy rely on VRRP keepalives timing out. Typically, it takes 3 seconds for VRRP to failover.
However, the big advantage of using HA over Legacy rests with the pre-established tunnels that offers same
failover time with various number of APs. The HA support does also provide for dot1x client state
synchronization.
This section includes the following topics:
l

Configuration Methodology on page 328

l

Failover Scenario on page 329

l

Benefits on page 330

l

Key Considerations on page 331

Configuration Methodology
Figure 210 illustrates the deployment model.
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Figure 210 Master Redundancy (HA Master-Standby)

This deployment model requires the following configuration guidelines:
l

Configure the master-redundancy feature and use the VIP in the DHCP option 43 or DNS for AP master
discovery.

l

Configure HA AP fast failover with the HA dual role for both master and standby master controllers.

l

Enable the HA feature client state synchronization (for 802.1X users).

Inter-controller heartbeat and HA preemption are not supported in this topology.

l

Configure the LMS IP to be the active master controller-ip. You cannot use the VRRP IP as the LMS IP. Use
the active master controller-ip as the LMS IP in order for HA to come up.

l

Configure the Backup-LMS IP to be the standby master controller-ip.

l

VRRP preemption is recommended for the simple fact that the LMS-IP is set to the primary Active controller,
and it will be advantageous for APs booting up to see the LMS controller as the Active Master controller.

Failover Scenario
Figure 211 illustrates a failover scenario.
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Figure 211 Master Redundancy HA Failover

Following are the steps in the failover scenario:
1. The active master fails.
2. VRRP failover takes place after three seconds when the VRRP keepalives time out.
3. The standby master becomes active.
4. AP1 and AP2 standby tunnels become active. The tunnels are pre-set. The APs terminate on the standby
master.

Benefits
The benefits of this deployment model include the following:
l

Master controller is fully redundant.

l

Redundant CPSec trust anchor.
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Key Considerations
Key considerations of this deployment model include the following:
l

Slower AP failover due to reliance on VRRP failover (three second failover versus a sub-second failover as
seen in other scenarios).

l

Only one controller can serve APs and Wi-Fi clients in a two-controller deployment. The load is reduced and
the other controller is not fully used. However, the benefits of this deployment overcome considerations with
this deployment.

N+1 (Over-Subscription)
This section includes the following topics:
l

Configuration Methodology on page 331

l

Failover Scenario on page 332

l

Benefits on page 333

l

Key Considerations on page 333

Configuration Methodology
Figure 212 illustrates the deployment model. Three Local controllers attached to a pair of redundant Master
controllers. Local1 and Local2 are set to be HA Active, while Local3 HA role could either be dual or standby.
However, our recommendation is to set it to HA dual for the following reasons:
l

In Standby role, Local3 cannot terminate tunnels carrying user traffic. Therefore, the controller in such role
cannot act as a Bkup-LMS controller.

l

In Dual role, Local3 will act as the HA Standby for Local1 and Local2, and be used as a Bkup-LMS controller.

Figure 212 HA with 2+1 Deployment
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This deployment model requires the following configuration guidelines:
l

Configure the master-master redundancy feature with the VIP in DHCP option 43 or DNS for AP master
discovery.

l

Configure the HA AP fast failover group-profile with Local1 and Local2 in HA active role, and Local3 in HA
dual role.

l

Enable the HA features: inter-controller heartbeat and HA preemption.

Client state synchronization is not supported.

l

Configure the LMS IP per ap-group to set the HA active controller for that group of APs. Some groups
terminate on Local1 as their HA active. Other groups terminate on Local2 as their HA active. That is how we
split the load among the multiple active controllers. Local3 is automatically selected as the standby for all
deployed APs.

l

Configure the Backup-LMS to be Local3 IP to account for AP reboots while the LMS controller is unreachable.
Local3 can terminate active tunnels through the LMS and Backup-LMS legacy failover.

Failover Scenario
Figure 213 illustrates a failover scenario.
Figure 213 HA with 2+1 Deployment Failover

Following are the steps in the failover scenario:
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1. HA active Local1 fails.
2. HA standby Local3 detects Local1 failure within 0.5 seconds.
3. Local3 instructs AP1 to failover.
4. AP1 fails over from Local1 to Local3.

Benefits
The benefits of this deployment model include the easy migration from existing N+1 legacy redundancy
deployments. It is easy to migrate such deployments to HA AP fast failover.

Key Considerations
Key considerations of this deployment model include the following:
l

Centralized licensing is required.

l

Client state synchronization for 802.1x users is not supported.

l

70xx platforms are not supported. Only M3, 3600, and 72xx controllers are supported in this deployment
model.

Guest Access
Nowadays, every company has the requirement to provide network access to their guests, such as customers,
vendors, partners, and other visitors. Guest access policies become one of the important network design
considerations of each network to address security issues and increased network usage.
By redirecting guest traffic from the corporate network to the demilitarized zone (DMZ) network, companies can
isolate the guest traffic completely from the internal resources, limit the network usage of the guest, and control
the network access.
This chapter includes the following sections:
l

Topology on page 333

l

Design Brief on page 334

l

Design Guidelines on page 334

l

Guest Access Solutions on page 335

l

Guest Access Configuration Recommendation on page 347

Topology
Here is a typical guest access topology of an Aruba guest access solution.
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Figure 214 Topology of Guest Access via the DMZ Network

In the topology illustrated in Figure 214:
1. In the internal network, guest users associate to the APs, which terminate on the controllers in the data
center.
2. A pair of DMZ controllers are implemented for redundancy in the DMZ.
3. A GRE tunnel from the AP anchor controller is established to the Virtual IP of the VRRP instance between
two DMZ controllers. The GRE tunnel is configured as "Untrusted" at the DMZ side, and "Trusted" at the AP
anchor controller side.
4. If possible, it is always highly recommended to have separate DHCP servers, Authentication servers (CPPM
servers), and DNS servers at the DMZ side.

Design Brief
The guest access network design brief includes the following features:
1. Redirect guess traffic from the AP anchor controller in the internal network to the DMZ network via a layer 2
GRE tunnel (between Aruba controllers) or a layer 3 GRE tunnel (with third party devices).
2. Guest traffic is never exposed to the internal network and is completely separated.
3. Guest users are treated as any other untrusted devices in the DMZ controller and firewall policies are
automatically applied for network access control.
4. Guest user firewall policies are centrally configured in the controller, which makes it easier for control and
management.
5. All the guest activity can be centrally monitored and logged in the controller.

Design Guidelines
Guest access network design includes the following guidelines:
l

GRE Tunnel

l

Guest Authentication

l

Guest VLAN
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l

Redundancy Overview

GRE Tunnel
There is a GRE tunnel between the DMZ controller and the AP anchor controller:
l

In order for the guest users to be limited by the firewall polices in the DMZ controller, the GRE tunnel
between the DMZ controller and the AP anchor controller needs to be configured as untrusted at the DMZ
controller and trusted at the AP anchor controller side.

l

If the DMZ controller is an Aruba controller, a layer 2 GRE tunnel is highly recommended, as it automatically
extends the guest VLAN from the AP anchor controller to the DMZ controller without any extra ACL
redirection policy. At the same time, a layer 3 GRE tunnel is supported in this case.

l

If the DMZ is a third party device, a layer 3 GRE tunnel is mandatory as layer 2 GRE is a proprietary
protocol only between Aruba devices. In this case, the guest traffic has to be redirected to the GRE tunnel via
a redirection ACL defined in an user role assigned to the guest users in the AP anchor controller.

Guest Authentication
The most common authentication method used for guest users is web-based Captive Portal authentication. It
could happen in the AP anchor controller or in the DMZ controller; it really depends on the location of the
authentication server. If you are using the Aruba CPPM server as the authentication server, we recommend
server-initiated Captive Portal authentication.
Guest VLAN
For the security reasons, we highly recommend making the guest VLAN isolated from the corporate VLANs, and
not routable within the corporate network.
Redundancy
For high availability, we recommend implementing a pair of DMZ controllers and configuring VRRP between
them. The GRE tunnel should terminate on the Virtual IP of the VRRP instance.

Guest Access Solutions
There are four typical guest access solutions:
l

Solution 1 - The guest traffic is redirected to the DMZ via the layer 2 GRE tunnel. The captive portal
authentication occurs on the AP anchor controller.

l

Solution 2 - The guest traffic is redirected to the DMZ via the layer 2 GRE tunnel. The captive portal
authentication occurs on the DMZ controller.

l

Solution 3 - The guest traffic is redirected to the third party DMZ via the layer 3 GRE tunnel. The captive
portal authentication occurs on the AP anchor controller.

l

Solution 4 - The guest traffic is redirected to the DMZ via the layer 2 GRE tunnel. The GRE tunnel is across
from an IPsec tunnel between two controllers. The captive portal authentication occurs on the AP anchor
controller.

Solution 1
Figure 215 illustrates an overview of the guest access Solution 1 process.
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Figure 215 Guest Access Solution 1 - Captive Portal Authentication on AP Anchor Controller

In Solution 1:
1. Both the AP anchor and DMZ controllers are Aruba controllers, which use Aruba proprietary layer 2 GRE
tunnels.
2. The Captive Portal authentication for guest users occurs on the AP anchor controller.
3. The GRE tunnel between the internal network and the DMZ controllers is configured as "Untrusted" on the
DMZ side, and "Trusted" on the AP anchor controller side.
4. The guest LAN is configured in the controllers on both sides.
Flowchart
Figure 216 illustrates the guest access Solution 1 flowchart.
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Figure 216 Guest Access Solution 1 Flowchart

In this solution, Captive Portal authentication occurs on the AP anchor controller, and there is a layer 2 GRE
tunnel between the DMZ and the AP anchor controller.
1. Client is associated to the SSID.
2. Client gets the IP address, default gateway, and DNS server IP from the DHCP server via the GRE tunnel at
the DMZ.
3. Client starts browsing the Internet, and does a DNS query for the URL.
4. The AP anchor controller intercepts the HTTP/HTTPs traffic and redirects them to the Captive Portal login
page.
5. Client inputs account credential via the Captive Portal login page.
6. The controller forwards the client’s credentials to the RADIUS server and does a RADIUS packets exchange
with the server.
7. After successful authentication, the client in the controller gets assigned a user role, which gives the client
access to the URL the client initiated at the beginning, and the client’s traffic is redirected to the destination
URL.
DMZ Controller Configuration
Figure 217 illustrates the DMZ controller configuration used in Solution 1.
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Figure 217 DMZ Controller Configuration

AP Anchor and CP Authentication Controller Configuration
Figure 218 and Figure 219 illustrate the AP anchor and CP authentication controller configuration.
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Figure 218 AP Anchor and CP Authentication Controller Configuration - Part A

Figure 219 AP Anchor and CP Authentication Controller Configuration - Part B
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Solution 2
Figure 220 illustrates an overview of the guest access Solution 2 process.
Figure 220 Guest Access Solution 2 - Captive Portal Authentication on DMZ Controller

In Solution 2:
1. Both the AP anchor and DMZ controllers are Aruba controllers, which use Aruba proprietary layer 2 GRE
tunnels.
2. The Captive Portal authentication for guest users occurs on the DMZ controller.
3. The GRE tunnel between the internal network and the DMZ controllers is configured as "Untrusted" on the
DMZ side, and "Trusted" on the AP anchor controller side.
4. The guest LAN is configured in the controllers of both sides.
Business Requirements
Comparing this solution with Solution 1, this solution moves the Captive Portal authentication from the internal
network to the DMZ network. It completely separates guest traffic from internal traffic, makes sure the guest
traffic does not have footprints in the internal network, and provides higher security.
In this solution, a separate RADIUS server is required in the DMZ network.
Flowchart
Figure 221 illustrates the guest access Solution 2 flowchart.
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Figure 221 Guest Access Solution 2 Flowchart

In this solution, Captive Portal authentication occurs on the DMZ controller, and there is a layer 2 GRE tunnel
between the DMZ and the AP anchor controller.
1. Client is associated to the SSID.
2. Client gets the IP address, default gateway, and DNS server IP from the DHCP server via the GRE tunnel at
the DMZ.
3. Client starts browsing the Internet, and does a DNS query for the URL.
4. The DMZ controller intercepts the HTTP/HTTPs traffic and redirects them to the Captive Portal login page.
5. Client inputs the account credentials via the Captive Portal login page.
6. The DMZ controller forwards the client’s credentials to the RADIUS server and does RADIUS packets
exchange with the server.
7. After successful authentication, the client in the controller gets assigned a user role, which gives the client
access to the URL the client initiated at the beginning, and the client’s traffic is redirected to the destination
URL.
DMZ and CP Authentication Controller Configuration
Figure 222 and Figure 223 illustrate the DMZ and CP authentication controller configuration.
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Figure 222 DMZ and CP Authentication Controller Configuration - Part A

Figure 223 DMZ and CP Authentication Controller Configuration - Part B
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AP Anchor Controller Configuration
Figure 224 illustrates the AP anchor controller configuration.
Figure 224 AP Anchor Controller Configuration

Solution 3
Figure 225 illustrates an overview of the guest access Solution 3 process.
Figure 225 Guest Access Solution 3 - Topology of Layer 3 GRE to Third Party DMZ Device

In Solution 3:
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1. The DMZ device is not an Aruba controller. Use the layer 3 GRE tunnel between the Aruba controller and the
third party device.
2. The Captive Portal authentication for guest users occurs on the AP anchor controller device.
3. The guest LAN is configured on both sides.
Layer 3 GRE to Third Party DMZ Device
When the DMZ device is not an Aruba controller, the Aruba proprietary Layer 2 GRE tunnel cannot be used.
Configure the layer 3 GRE tunnel.
Guest Access via Layer 3 GRE to DMZ Cisco Router
Figure 226 illustrates the Cisco router configuration.
Figure 226 Sample Cisco Router Configuration

AP Anchor Controller Configuration
All configuration on the AP anchor and Captive Portal controller is similar to what is configured for guest access
via Layer 2 GRE tunnel except the tunnel configuration:
interface tunnel 100
tunnel source 172.16.0.254
ip address 1.1.1.1 255.255.255.252
tunnel destination 64.64.64.254
trusted

Ensure that the DHCP server for the guest is in the intranet and not at the DMZ site.

Solution 4
Figure 227 illustrates an overview of the guest access Solution 4 process.
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Figure 227 Guest Traffic via L2 GRE over IPSEC to DMZ

In Solution 4:
1. Both the AP anchor and DMZ controllers are Aruba controllers.
2. For security reasons, an IPSEC tunnel is configured between both sides, and a layer 2 GRE tunnel is
redirected to the IPSEC tunnel to transfer user traffic.
3. The Captive Portal authentication for guest users happens on the DMZ controller.
4. The GRE tunnel between the internal network and the DMZ controllers is configured as "Untrusted" on the
DMZ side, and "Trusted" on the AP anchor controller side.
5. Guest LAN is configured in the controllers of both sides.
Layer 2 GRE over IPSEC to DMZ Controller
In this solution, high security is required, and all of the user traffic needs to be protected. To meet this
requirement, an IPSEC tunnel is created between the internal network and the DMZ network. All the guest traffic
is redirected to the IPSEC tunnel via a layer GRE tunnel.
DMZ Controller Configuration
Figure 228 illustrates the DMZ controller configuration in Solution 4.
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Figure 228 DMZ Controller Configuration

AP Anchor Controller Configuration
Figure 229 illustrates the AP anchor controller configuration in Solution 4.
Figure 229 AP Anchor Controller Configuration
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Guest Access Configuration Recommendation
Table 40 provides a list of our guest access configuration recommendation for each feature.
Table 40: Guest Access Configuration Recommendation
Feature

Default

Recommendation

Comments

CP
Authentication

N/A

If possible, run CP authentication on
the DMZ.

Isolating guest traffic completely from
corporate network.

Redundancy

N/A

Have one pair of DMZ controllers
running VRRP.

GRE tunnel terminates on the VIP address for
high availability.

L2 or L3 GRE

N/A

L2 GRE between Aruba controllers.

CP server
certificate

Controller
default
certificate

Customer’s own certificate.

Built-in certificate is for demonstration
purposes only.

Bypassing
Captive Portal
Landing Page

Disable

Enable

Non-web based Smart phones and tablets
are almost in every Wi-Fi network. If captive
portal is configured, enabling this feature
helps to ease the CPU usage.

Whitelist

N/A

Need to add OCSP and Captive
Network Assistant (CNA) URL to the
whitelist if OCSP is enabled or CNA
enabled in the users’ browser.

Without whitelist, CP authentication may not
work on some clients.

Bypass Apple
Captive
Network
Assistant

Disable

Enable if iOS devices are running CP
authentication.

With this feature enabled, Apple CNA URL is
not needed in the whitelist.
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Chapter 9
Licensing

The ArubaOS base operating system contains many features and types of functionality that are needed for an
enterprise WLAN network. Aruba uses a licensing mechanism to enable additional features and to enable AP
capacity on controllers. By licensing functionality, organizations can deploy the network with the functionality to
meet their specific requirements in a flexible and cost effective manner.
This chapter includes the following sections:
l

Licenses on page 348

l

License Types and Descriptions on page 349

l

License Types - Requirements and Recommendations on page 350

l

Centralized Licensing on page 352

l

Operation – Communication between Server and Client on page 353

l

Supported Topology on page 355

l

License Server Redundancy on page 356

l

License Server – No Redundancy or Standby License Server Goes Down as Well on page 357

l

Frequently Asked Questions on page 359

Licenses
These are the categories of licenses:
l

Permanent Licenses on page 348

l

Evaluation Licenses on page 348

l

Subscription Licenses on page 349

Permanent Licenses
This type of license permanently enables the desired software module on a specific Aruba Mobility Controller or
Cloud Services Controller. Permanent licenses are owned by the end-user, and once applied to a controller will
remain installed until a customer decides to transfer those licenses to a new controller they own.
Permanent or perpetual licenses are generally based on the number of access points (for controllers). You obtain
permanent licenses through the sales order process only. Permanent software license keys are sent to you via
email.

Evaluation Licenses
Evaluation Licenses are valid for up to 90-days in 30-day intervals. Once a license expires, the extra capacity
expires.
This type of license allows you to evaluate the unrestricted functionality of a software module on a specific
controller for 90 days (in three 30-day increments).
Evaluation licenses are generally based on the number of access points (for controllers).
An expired evaluation license will remain in the license database until the controller is reset using the
command write erase all where all license keys are removed. An expired evaluation license has no impact on
the normal operation of the controller. It is kept in the license database to prevent abuse. When license keys are
applied on a controller, abnormal tampering of the device’s system clock (setting the system clock back by 2
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hours or more) results in the disabling of software licensed modules and their supported features. This can affect
network service.

Subscription Licenses
This type of license enables 1, 3, 5, 7, or 10 years of service for the desired software or security feature.
Currently Web Content Classification (WebCC) is the only feature that has changed to a subscription based
license starting with the ArubaOS 6.5 Release.
This type of license enables 1, 3, or 5 years of service for the desired software or security feature. Currently
only WebCC is a subscription based license starting with the ArubaOS 6.5 release.

License Types and Descriptions
These are the license types:
l

AP Capacity License on page 349

l

Policy Enforcement Firewall–Next Generation on page 349

l

Policy Enforcement Firewall–VPN on page 349

l

Licensing on page 348

l

xSec™ on page 350

l

ArubaOS Advanced Cryptography on page 350

l

Web Content Classification on page 350

AP Capacity License
The AP capacity license (LIC-AP) relates to how many APs, AMs, SMs, RAPs, and mesh points that serve clients
can connect to a particular mobility controller. For mesh APs, where wireless is used for wired traffic backhaul,
the mesh links that do not broadcast a client SSID are not counted against this license. If the AP acts as a mesh
node and an access point for devices, the AP counts against the AP capacity license. When you plan for
redundancy, the AP capacity must match the maximum number of APs that could potentially terminate on the
backup mobility controller.

Policy Enforcement Firewall–Next Generation
The Aruba Policy Enforcement Firewall–Next Generation (PEFNG) module for ArubaOS provides identity-based
controls. The controls enforce application-layer security, prioritization, traffic forwarding, and network
performance policies for wired and wireless networks. Administrators can build a unified, integrated system for
network policy enforcement by leveraging the open APIs of PEFNG. External services such as content security
appliances, network access control (NAC) policy engines, performance monitors, and
authentication/authorization servers also can be leveraged by redirecting traffic and accepting authorization
information from the external device. PEFNG is licensed by AP count, and the number of licensed APs must be
equal to the AP capacity license of the mobility controller. To enable PEFNG on wired-only gateways, a single
AP PEFNG license is required.

Policy Enforcement Firewall–VPN
The Policy Enforcement Firewall–VPN (PEFV) (Box License) provides the same features and functionality that
PEFNG does, but it is applied to users coming in over VPN connections as opposed to wireless users. The user
role and policy are enforced on the mobility controller and thus only affects centralized traffic. This license is
required for the Aruba Virtual Intranet Access (VIA) client. The PEFV license is purchased as a single license
that enables the functionality up to the full user capacity of the mobility controller.
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RFProtect
The Aruba RFProtect (RFP) module protects the network against wireless threats to network security by
incorporating multiple scanning and containment features into the network infrastructure. Integration of WLAN
and security provides wireless network visibility and simplicity of operation for network administrators, and
thwarts malicious wireless attacks, impersonations, and unauthorized intrusions. Clients and APs are already a
part of the system, so no valid AP or user list must be manually maintained because the network already knows
which users and devices belong there. Additionally, many of the traditional features and attacks that are
reported by traditional wireless intrusion detection system (WIDS) vendors are unnecessary due to the
RFProtect integration with the WLAN itself. RFProtect is licensed by AP count, and the number of licensed APs
must be equal to the AP capacity license of the mobility controller.

xSec™
xSec (XSC) is a highly secure data link layer (Layer 2) protocol that provides a unified framework for securing
all wired and wireless connections using strong encryption and authentication. XSC provides a Federal
Information Processing Standard (FIPS)-compliant mechanism to provide identity-based security to government
agencies and commercial entities that need to transmit extremely sensitive information over wireless networks.
XSC provides greater security than other Layer 2 encryption technologies through the use of longer keys, FIPSvalidated encryption algorithms (AES-CBC-256 with HMAC-SHA1), and the encryption of Layer 2 header
information that includes MAC addresses. XSC was jointly developed by Aruba and Funk Software®, which is a
division of Juniper Networks®. XSC is licensed on a per-user basis.

ArubaOS Advanced Cryptography
The ArubaOS Advanced Cryptography (ACR) module brings Suite B cryptography to Aruba Mobility Controllers,
which creates a secure and affordable unified access network that enables mobility for highly sensitive and
classified networks. Approved by the US National Security Agency (NSA), Suite B is a set of publicly available
algorithms that serve as the cryptographic base for both unclassified information and most classified
information. The NSA has authorized the use of Suite B to facilitate the use of commercial technology for
mobility as well as sharing of sensitive and classified information among disparate departments. ACR is
licensed on a per-user basis.

Web Content Classification
Web Content Classification (WebCC) helps to classify (by category and reputation) web traffic. For example:
l

Category (70+) – shopping, social-networking, spam-urls, web-advertisements, and so on

l

Reputation – trustworthy, low-risk, moderate-risk, suspicious, and high-risk

Based on Category and Reputation, certain traffic can be permitted or denied.
Aruba is partnering with Webroot/Brightcloud to provide this service to the customers.
Aruba uses the Webroot’s URL database and the cloud lookup service to classify the web traffic.
Enabling this feature requires a WebCC license to be installed on the controller. *From ArubaOS Release 6.5 onwards,
WebCC is now a subscription-based license.
It still ties up with number of APs, however, in ArubaOS6.5 onwards WebCC license can be valid for 1, 3, 5, 7, or 10 years.

License Types - Requirements and Recommendations
This section includes the following topics:
l

ArubaOS AP-based Licenses on page 351

l

ArubaOS Controller and Endpoint Licenses on page 351

l

Licensing Requirements and Recommendations on page 351

l

Matching AP-Based Licenses on page 351
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l

AP Capacity = PEFNG = RFProtect = WebCC Count on page 351

l

Licensing Requirements for Master Mobility Controllers on page 351

l

Licensing Requirements for Local Mobility Controllers on page 351

ArubaOS AP-based Licenses
l

LIC-AP – required for the number of APs in the network.

l

PEFNG-AP – PEF for Wired and WLANs; licensed per AP.

l

RFP-AP – WIPS and Spectrum Analysis; licensed per AP.

l

WebCC – License enables the feature itself. Select count matching AP count and duration of 1, 3, 5, 7, or 10
years.

ArubaOS Controller and Endpoint Licenses
l

PEFV – PEF for VIA; licensed per controller.

l

ACR – for Suite B; XSC is included; licensed per endpoint.

l

XSC – FIPS; L2 VPN for Wired/WLANs; licensed per endpoint.

Licensing Requirements and Recommendations
Different license capacities are required for master and local mobility controllers. Each license type should be
reviewed to determine if the features and functionality meet the goals of the organization.
With that information it is possible to determine the required feature licensing levels.

Matching AP-Based Licenses
AP-based licenses should always have the same AP count when in use. These licenses are AP capacity, PEFNG,
and RFProtect. Backup mobility controllers must have a license for each AP that the backup will terminate. The
licensing rule is:

AP Capacity = PEFNG = RFProtect = WebCC Count
For example, if a 64 AP capacity license was purchased and the organization wants to deploy PEFNG and
RFProtect, those licenses should be purchased to match the 64 AP capacity. The final license count would be
capacity for 64 APs, 64 PEFNGs, and 64 RFProtect licenses. There is one exception to this rule, and that is for
the master. If the master does not terminate APs, it does not require AP licenses.

Licensing Requirements for Master Mobility Controllers
The masters must manage the functionality for all other platforms, so the master must have the same license
types as the locals. Licensing unlocks configuration capabilities on the system. However, the master will not
terminate APs or devices, so the master can be licensed at a much lower level than the locals, which service
APs and devices.
Only licenses that enable required functionality should be purchased. For example, xSec is primarily deployed only in
government and military installations, and it is not required unless it will be in use at the organization. Before purchasing
any licenses, check that the functionality enabled by the license will be used within the organization.

Licensing Requirements for Local Mobility Controllers
Locals must be licensed according to the number of devices or users that consume licenses. Table 4 is a license
consumption table that describes how the different licenses are consumed on locals that terminate user sessions
and APs.
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Locals should be licensed at the maximum expected capacity. In a failover scenario, the backup controller must
be licensed to accept all the APs that it could potentially host if a failure occurs, even if that is not the normal
operating level.
For example, a pair of Aruba Mobility Controllers is operating as locals. Each terminates 40% of the AP
capacity, but each acts as the backup for the APs on the other local. Each mobility controller must be licensed
to 80% of maximum capacity. If one local fails, the other must be able to add the additional APs from the failed
local.

Centralized Licensing
Centralized licensing is a feature that debuted in ArubaOS 6.3. This feature is designed to reduce the complexity
of quoting and maintaining multi-controller networks. Instead of installing licenses on individual controllers,
licenses can be pooled and shared among two or more controllers. This eliminates tedious capacity planning,
and eliminates the need for customers to buy extra licenses just for failover purposes.
In order to configure each feature on the local controller, the master controller(s) must be licensed for each
feature configured on the local controllers. Centralized licensing simplifies licensing management by
distributing licenses installed on one controller to other controllers on the network. One controller acts as a
centralized license database for all other controllers connected to it, allowing all controllers to share a pool of
unused licenses. The primary and backup licensing server can share a single set of licenses, eliminating the
need for a redundant license set on the backup server. Local licensing client controllers maintain information
sent from the licensing server even if the licensing client controller and licensing server controller can no
longer communicate.
You can use the centralized licensing feature in a master-local topology with a redundant backup master, or in a
multi-master network where all the masters are connected to a single server. In the master-local topology, the
master controller acts as the primary licensing server, and the redundant backup master acts as the backup
licensing server. In a multi-master network, one controller must be designated as a primary server and a
second controller configured as a backup licensing server.
Essentially, after enabling centralized licensing, each controller will send all eligible licenses to a centralized
pool on the master license server. Once this is done, the master license server will notify the license clients
about how many of the licenses are available during each system heartbeat. Clients will request licenses, which
will be subtracted from the total in the next heartbeat.
The following licenses are supported as part of the centralized licensing:
l

AP

l

PEFNG

l

RFProtect

l

XSC

l

ACR

The following licenses are not part of the centralized licensing:
l

Built-in AP

l

Service Provider AP

l

Box Licenses (PEFV, PoE)

Unexpired evaluate licenses are calculated the same way as permanent licenses by the license server.

Primary and Backup Licensing Servers
Figure 230 shows a primary and backup license server connected using VRRP. Licenses installed on either the
primary or backup server are shared between that pair of servers. If the primary and backup controllers each
had 16 AP licenses, 16 PEFNG licenses, and 16 xSec licenses installed, they would share a combined pool of 32
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AP, 32 PEFNG, and 32 xSec licenses. Any license client controllers connected to this pair of redundant servers
could also use licenses from this license pool.
Figure 230 Primary and Backup Licensing Servers
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VRRP Virtual
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License
Client

License
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Standby License Server with VRRP
The standby license server mechanism will rely on VRRP. This means that the two license servers must be colocated in the same L2 domain. Note that this is for licensing failover only - LMS or VRRP can still be used for
AP failover.
VRRP has to be enabled between the license server and standby license server by the user. The license server
will own the configured virtual IP address for the VRRP instance. When the license server becomes unavailable,
the standby license server steps in as the license server and takes ownership of the virtual IP address. The two
controllers acting as license server and standby license server need to be connected on the same broadcast
domain (or Layer-2 connected) for VRRP operation. The master and standby license server should be running the
same ArubaOS version. The controllers will use the virtual IP address (VRIP) of the license server to
communicate with it. This way all the controllers requesting licenses will talk to the controller currently acting
as a license server.
Only one backup license server can be defined for each primary server.

Operation – Communication between Server and Client
Figure 231 illustrates the communication between server and client.
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Figure 231 Communication between Server and Client
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Functional Operation
The Functional operation is applicable to both supported topologies. Namely the Master-Local and All-Masters.

The license server receives the installed licenses from all the controllers and adds them to the license server
table.
The license server synchronizes its total received license counts with the standby license server, so users no
longer need to install the same licenses on the standby master as before.
A controller using the centralized licensing feature will use its built-in licenses before it consumes available
licenses from the license pool. As a result, when a client controller sends the licensing server information about
the licenses that client is using, it only reports licenses taken from the licensing pool, and disregards any built-in
licenses used. For example, if a controller has a built-in 16-AP license and twenty connected APs, it will
disregard the built-in licenses being used, and will report to the licensing server that it is using only four AP
licenses from the license pool.

Platform Limit
Even if the client receives a license count greater than its platform limit it will only be able to use licenses up
to a maximum of its platform limits. Users will be able to add more licenses than the platform limit of the
controller. A controller cannot use more licenses than is supported by its controller platform, regardless of how
many licenses are available in the license pool.
New licenses can be added to any controller managed by a centralized licensing system, although best practices
recommends adding them to the primary licensing server, for easier management and tracking of licenses across a wide
network. Licenses can only be deleted from the controller on which the license is installed.

Heartbeats are exchanged every 30 seconds between the license server and license clients.
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The license client initiates the heartbeat message with the license counts to the license server. The license
server adds all the license counts from each client, then sends the total counts to the clients in the heartbeat
response message.
If the license server doesn’t receive 3 consecutive heartbeats (90 seconds) from a client, the license server adds
the client’s used license counts to the total available counts.
If the license client doesn’t receive 3 consecutive heartbeats from the server, the client adds the server’s used
license counts back to its own available count.
When license server and client lose connectivity, the client retains the license counts from server for 30 days,
and the server retains the license counts from the client for 30 days.
If the license client reboots within the 30 day period, the license retains the license counts from the server for
another 30 days.

Supported Topology
These sections include the following topics:
l

Master-Local on page 355

l

All Masters on page 356

l

Unsupported Model/Topology on page 356

Master-Local
Figure 232 illustrates the master-local topology between the client and server.
Figure 232 Master-Local Topology
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Master/Local individual clusters with the master acting as the license server.
l

The master is the license server.

l

The standby master is the standby license server.

l

The local controllers are the license clients.
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There will be no support for a redundant license server in a topology with a single master. In a network with multiple
master-local setups, each master will serve as the license server for its locals. License information will not be shared
between those masters in such a topology. Local controllers cannot be a "license server".

All Masters
Figure 233 illustrates all masters with one controller acting as the designated license server.
Figure 233 All Masters Topology
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l

One of the controllers is designated as the license server.

l

Another controller is designated as the standby license server.

l

The rest of the controllers are the license clients.

l

If the license server has a standby master, the standby master automatically becomes the standby server.

The customer will need to designate one of the masters as the license server. Another of the controllers can be
designated as the standby license server.

Unsupported Model/Topology
One controller serving as the licensing server across multiple master local clusters - A hierarchical topology is
NOT supported. The master will be the license server for its locals. You cannot assign any other controller to be
the license server. The only configuration required for the master-local is to enable centralized licensing using
the profile on the master.

License Server Redundancy
Figure 234 illustrates the license server redundancy.
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Figure 234 License Server Redundancy

l

License clients receive licenses from their Master License Server.

l

If the Master fails, then the Standby acts as the Master License Server.

This section includes the following topics:
l

Replacing a Controller on page 357

l

Failover from Primary to Backup License Server on page 357

Replacing a Controller
If the controller acting as a license server needs to be replaced, the keys installed on the previous license
server need to be regenerated and added to the new license server. If a controller acting as a license client
needs to be replaced, you must regenerate the license keys installed on the client and reinstall them on the
replacement client or the license server.

Failover from Primary to Backup License Server
If the primary license server fails, the controller acting as a backup license server retains the shared license
limits until the backup server reboots. It continues to send license information to the license clients. If the
controller acting as a standby license server is unable to reach the license server, it retains the license limits
that it obtained from the server until a reboot. In other words, the backup license server has access to all of the
licenses that were being served by the master.
If both the primary and backup license servers fail, or if the backup controller reboots before the
primary controller comes back up, license clients retain the license limits sent to them by the license server for
30 days.
Although a client controller retains its licensing information for 30 days after it loses contact with the license server, if the
client reboots at any time during this 30 day window, the window restarts, and the client retains its information for
another 30 days.

License Server – No Redundancy or Standby License Server Goes Down as Well
There is no redundancy in Figure 235 as there is no Standby License Server.
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Figure 235 No Redundancy

If the Master License Server becomes unreachable with no standby to take over:
l

Existing controllers that received licenses continue to function for 30 days.

l

Controllers newly starting up do not receive any licenses.

l

The License Client login screen displays a warning message if the Master License Server is not reachable.

l

After 30 days of no license client reachability, imported licenses from that client are removed from the
license database on the Master.

License Client is Unreachable
The centralized licensing feature sends keepalive heartbeats between the license server and the license
client controllers every 30 seconds. If the license server fails to receive three consecutive heartbeats from a
client, it assumes that the license client is down, and that any APs associated with that client are also down or
have failed over to another controller. Therefore, the license server adds any licenses used by that client back
into to the available pool of licenses. If the license server fails to contact a license client for 30 consecutive
days, any licenses individually installed on that client are removed from the server’s license database.
The WebUI of the license client and the license server both display a warning message when a license client and license
server are unable to communicate.

License Server is Unreachable
If a license client does not receive 3 consecutive heartbeats from the server, it assumes that the server is down,
and that any APs directly associated with the server are also down or have failed over to another controller. The
client then adds any licenses used by the license server into the pool of available licenses on that client. When a
license client is unable to reach a license server for 30 consecutive days, it removes any shared licenses
pushed to it from the license server, and reverts to its installed licenses. If the 30-day window has passed and
yet the controller does not have enough installed licenses for all its associated APs, the controller nonetheless
continues to support each AP. However, when an AP reboots and its controller does not have enough licenses,
that AP does not come up.
A warning message is displayed on login when the license client cannot reach the server and its limits received from the
server are about to expire. A similar warning message is displayed on the license server when it cannot reach the license
client and the limits received from the client are about to expire.
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Frequently Asked Questions
Frequently asked questions regarding centralized licensing are listed in Table 41.
Table 41: Centralized Licensing Frequently Asked Questions
Question

Answer

With which controllers does centralized licensing work?

The feature works for all controllers that support ArubaOS
6.3. Controllers running a previous ArubaOS version
cannot use centralized licensing.

What if the standby license server is rebooted when the
master is down?

License limit information is persistent in the standby
license server.

Can I use evaluation licenses in the pool?

Yes, unexpired evaluation licenses are treated the same
way as permanent licenses in terms of calculating total
license counts. When an evaluation license expires, the
limits are updated.

Where do I install licenses in a new installation?

For a new installation, install all licenses on the license
server.

How do I export licenses that have been installed on a
controller previously?

The master license server imports the installed licenses
from the controller and updates the license limits. There is
no need to manually move licenses between controllers.

What are the requirements for the standby license server?

The license server leverages VRRP to determine which
controller becomes the master license server. This means
that the master and standby license servers must be on the
same L2 domain.

Does centralized licensing support multi-version?

Starting with ArubaOS 6.4.3.0, controller multi-version is
supported in an all-master deployment provided that the
license master is running 6.4.3, and the license client must
be running a minimum version of 6.3.1.9, 6.4.2.3, or
6.4.3.x.

Can I use centralized licensing if I only have two
controllers?

Yes, but most enterprises have more than two controllers.
An existing master / standby master controllers would be
good candidates to become license servers.

Do the local controllers need to be rebooted if new
licenses are installed on the centralized license server?

There is no longer a requirement to reboot the controller
after adding or deleting a new license type.

How do we "clear and release capacity" back to the pool?

The license server table is updated every 30 seconds.
Changes to license usage are reported.

What happens if the standby license server or license
client is rebooted when the active license server is not
available?

The information is persistent in the standby license server
across reboots.

In an all-master deployment if the customer has setup
VRRP between peer controllers for redundancy, can they
re-use the same VRRP IPs for centralized licensing?

Yes. For an all masters deployment use the command
'license server-redundancy' to configure the standby
license controller.

Can I have a dedicated controller to provide licenses?

There are no requirements to have a dedicated controller to
perform licensing functions. However, if a dedicated
license master is desired, we would strongly suggest a
7200 series controller to accommodate additional use
cases that may occur.

Do we need to reboot the controller after enabling
centralized licensing?

No, enabling centralized licensing does not require
controller reboot.
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Chapter A
AirGroup Implementation in CPPM

This section includes the following topics:
l

AirGroup Configuration in ClearPass on page 367

l

Shared Device Configuration on page 371

l

Shared Devices in ClearPass on page 372

l

Personal Devices in ClearPass on page 373

AirGroup Configuration in ClearPass
In the CPPM, make sure that the AirGroup Authorization Service is enabled by checking that the status light is
green.
1. Make sure the AirGroup Authorization Service is enabled under ClearPass Policy Manager >
Configuration > Services.
Figure 236 AirGroup Authorization Service Enabled

Then, navigate to the local user database and configure new credentials. For this module, we have configured
two new logins; the first is an AirGroup Administrator role and the second is an AirGroup operator. These
credentials will be used to log in to the Guest module in order to register devices on the network.
2. Create two user accounts, airgroup-admin and airgroup-operator, under ClearPass Policy Manager >
Configuration > Identity > Local Users.
Operator profiles and Translation rules have to be created for both user accounts in ClearPass Guest.
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Figure 237 Airgroup-admin and Airgroup-operator Login User Creation

Two operator privileges are required for an airgroup-admin user account to create airgroup services and
controllers and to manage devices and guest accounts: "AirGroup Services" and "Guest Manager".
Figure 238 Operator Logins Profile for Airgroup-admin User Account

“Guest Manager” operator privileges are required for the airgroup-operator user account to manage devices and
guest accounts. You can configure the privileges as: Full Access, Read Only, or Custom (full user control, create
new device, create new guest account, active sessions, change expiration, manage devices, and so on).
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Figure 239 Operator Logins Profile for Airgroup-operator User Account

Following is a login profile example that only allows the Guest Manager with Customized access to create new
device and manage devices with operator filter of “Only show accounts created by the operator”.
Figure 240 Operator Logins Profile Example for Individual Operator

3. Login ClearPass Guest via the admin user account, and configure AirGroup Services under
Administration.
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Figure 241 AirGroup Services Configuration

4. Create AirGroup Controller and click Read Configuration to poll information of Aps/Groups/Roles on the
controller. The RFC 3576 port needs to match the one configured in the AirGroup profile in the controller,
and should be different from port 3799.
Figure 242 AirGroup Controllers
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Shared Device Configuration
Assume you are an IT administrator in a school. Using the AirGroup Administrator’s login created earlier in the
local user database, log in to the ClearPass Guest module.
After logging in, view the list of AirGroup devices under “Manage Devices” that the administrator created.
Click Create and add an entry for an Apple TV conference room television. It can be shared among user-roles
polled from the controller, ap-groups, ap-name, ap-location, user-group, or specific users, for a specific time
period.
By using the list of roles that ClearPass extracted from the controller using secure shell (SSH), select the role
“authenticated” as the shared role. The controller allows only users that have that role to access this device.
Once this device is created, it is automatically stored in the Guest Device database.
Figure 243 Shared Device Configuration

Shared Roles are User Roles configured in the controller. Shared Groups are a VSA Aruba-User-Group, defined
as an attribute of the user in RADIUS.
Figure 244 Shared Location Choices
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Shared Devices in ClearPass
When the Apple TV connects to the Wi-Fi network through the Aruba controller, the controller sends a RADIUS
message to ClearPass that triggers the AirGroup Authorization service.
If you click on this entry in the Access Tracker, this device has the AirGroup Shared Device Enforcement
Profile.
Look closely at the output of this request. ClearPass is sending RADIUS attributes, including the attribute ArubaAirgroup-Shared-Role with the value of “teachers” back to the controller.
The controller now knows that this Apple TV in the classroom is to be accessed by users with the role of
“teachers” only.
Figure 245 Enable AirGroup

(host) [mynode] #show airgroup cppm entries
ClearPass Guest Device Registration Information
----------------------------------------------Device
device-owner shared location-id AP-name
----------------- -------------------------02:22:33:44:55:66 N/A
shared location-id AP-FQLN shared location-id AP-group shared user-list
-------------------------- --------------------------- ---------------shared group-list shared role-list CPPM-Req CPPM-Resp
----------------- ---------------- -------- --------teachers
Num CPPM Entries:1
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Figure 246 Access Tracker

Personal Devices in ClearPass
IT administrators can register devices to be shared amongst users. This section describes how users can register
their personal devices on the network.
To register personal devices, you need the AirGroup operator login.
To allow multiple users to register their own personal devices, for example, all students in the school, create
individual user accounts with the AirGroup Operator role inside the local user repository.
When users log in, they can register their personal devices and specify with who they want to share these
devices. For example, Neil’s Apple TV television is shared with Neil, only; Neil’s Windows Laptop iTunes is
shared with both Mike and Neil.
When Neil’s personal Apple TV device connects to the Wi-Fi network through the Aruba controller, the controller
sends a RADIUS message to ClearPass that triggers the AirGroup Authorization service.
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Figure 247 Personal Devices in ClearPass

Figure 248 Personal Devices in ClearPass - Create Device

If you click on this entry in the Access Tracker, you can see that this device has the AirGroup Personal Device
Enforcement Profile.
Look closely at the output of this request. ClearPass is sending RADIUS attributes, including the attribute ArubaAirGroup-Shared-User, with the value of ‘neil’, back to the Aruba Controller.
The Aruba Controller now knows that this Apple TV is to be accessed by users with the username of Neil, only.
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Now, only Neil will be able to access his personal Apple TV.
Figure 249 Personal Devices in ClearPass - Access Tracker

(host) [mynode] #show airgroup cppm entries
ClearPass Guest Device Registration Information
----------------------------------------------Device
device-owner
shared location-id AP-name
-----------------------------------------00:21:6a:64:f2:94 airgroup-operator
shared location-id AP-FQLN shared location-id AP-group shared user-list
-------------------------- --------------------------- ---------------neil
shared group-list shared role-list CPPM-Req CPPM-Resp
----------------- ---------------- -------- --------Num CPPM Entries:1
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Chapter B
Reference Material

This is a base designs guide, and therefore it will not cover the fundamental wireless concepts. Readers should
have a good understanding of wireless concepts and the Aruba technology explained in the foundation-level
guides.
l

For information on Aruba Mobility Controllers and deployment models, see the Aruba Mobility Controllers
and Deployment Models Validated Reference Design, available on the Aruba website at
http://www.arubanetworks.com/vrd

l

The complete suite of Aruba technical documentation is available for download from the Aruba support site.
These documents present complete, detailed feature and functionality explanations beyond the scope of the
VRD series. The Aruba support site is located at: https://support.arubanetworks.com/

l

For more training on Aruba products, or to learn about Aruba certifications, visit the Aruba training and
certification page on our website. This page contains links to class descriptions, calendars, and test
descriptions:
http://www.arubanetworks.com/support-services/training-services/

l

Aruba hosts a user forum site and user meetings called Airheads. The forum contains discussions of
deployments, products, and troubleshooting tips. Airheads Online is an invaluable resource that allows
network administrators to interact with each other and Aruba experts. Please visit:
http://community.arubanetworks.com/
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Chapter C
Symbols

The following table lists the symbols used in the figures in this document.
Table 42: Symbols
Description

Symbol

Wireless Controller

Access Point

Layer 2 Switch

Layer 3 Switch
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Table 42: Symbols
Description

Symbol

Router

Servers/PBX

Wired Client - Desktop Computer
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Table 42: Symbols
Description

Symbol

Wireless Client - Laptop

Wireless Client - Smart Phone
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Chapter D
Acronyms

The following table describes the acronyms used in this guide.
Table 43: Acronyms
Acronym

Definition

AAA

Authentication, Authorization, and Accounting

ACK

Acknowledgment

ACL

Access Control List

ACR

Advanced Cryptography

AD

Active Directory

ADP

Aruba Discovery Protocol

AES

Advanced Encryption Standard

ALE

Analytics and Location Engine

ALG

Application-Level Gateway

AM

Air Monitor

A-MPDU

Aggregated-Media Access Control (MAC) Packet Data Unit

A-MSDU

Aggregated-MAC Service Data Unit

AP

Access Point

ARM

Adaptive Radio Management

ARP

Address Resolution Protocol

AWO

All Wireless Office

BCMC

Broadcast and Multicast

BPDU

Bridge Protocol Data Unit

BSS

Basic Service Set

BSSID

Basic Service Set Identifier

BTM

BSS Transition Management

BW

Bandwidth

BYOD

Bring Your Own Device

CAP

Campus Access Point
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Table 43: Acronyms
Acronym

Definition

CN

Common Name

CNA

Captive Network Assistant

CoA

Change of Authorization

CP

Captive Portal

CPPM

ClearPass Policy Manager

CPSec

Control Plane Security

CPU

Central Processing Unit

CRL

Certificate Revocation List

DAD

Duplicate Address Detection

DFS

Dynamic Frequency Selection

DHCP

Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol

DLNA

Digital Living Network Alliance

DMO

Dynamic Multicast Optimization

DMZ

Demilitarized Zone

DNS

Domain Name System

DRM

Digital Rights Management

DST-NAT

Destination Network Address Translation

D-Tunnel

Decrypt-Tunnel

EAP

Extensible Authentication Protocol

EAPoL

Extensible Authentication Protocol over LAN

ECDSA

Elliptic Curve Digital Signature Algorithm

EIRP

Effective Isotropic Radiated Power

ESS

Extended Service Set

EVDO

Evolution Data Optimized

FFT

Fast Fourier Transform

FQDN

Fully Qualified Domain Name

FQLN

Fully Qualified Location Name

FT

Fast Transition
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Table 43: Acronyms
Acronym

Definition

FTP

File Transfer Protocol

GARP

Gratuitous ARP

GMK

Group Master Key

GRE

Generic Routing Encapsulation

HA

High Availability

HD

High Density

IAP

Instant Access Point

ICCID

Integrated Circuit Card Identifier

IDS

Intrusion Detection System

IE

Information Element

IGMP

Internet Group Management Protocol

IKE

Internet Key Exchange

IMEI

International Mobile Equipment Identity

IP

Internet Protocol

IPS

Intrusion Prevention System

IPsec

Internet Protocol Security

LACP

Link Aggregation Control Protocol

LAN

Local Area Network

LDAP

Lightweight Directory Access Protocol

LIC-AP

Access Point License

LLDP

Link Layer Discovery Protocol

LMS

Local Management Switch

LPV

Large Public Venue

MAC

Media Access Control

MC

Master Controller

MDIE

Mobility Domain Information Element

MDNS

Multicast Domain Name System

MIC

Message Integrity Check
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Table 43: Acronyms
Acronym

Definition

MPLS

Multiprotocol Label Switching

MRO

Multicast Rate Optimization

MSCHAPv2

Microsoft Challenge Handshake Authentication Protocol version 2

MSDU

MAC Service Data Unit

MSK

Master Session Key

MTU

Maximum Transmission Unit

MU-MIMO

Multi-User Multiple Input, Multiple Output

NAC

Network Access Control

NAS

Network Address Server

NAT

Network Address Translation

NTLM

NT LAN Manager

OCSP

Online Certificate Status Protocol

OKC

Opportunistic Key Caching

OOS

Out-of-Service

OUI

Organizationally Unique Identifier

PAPI

Proprietary Access Protocol Interface

PAT

Port Address Translation

PCAP

Packet Capture

PEAP

Protected Extensible Authentication Protocol

PEFNG

Policy Enforcement Firewall Next Generation

PEFV

Policy Enforcement Firewall Virtual Private Network

PoE

Power over Ethernet

PMK

Pairwise Master Key

PMKID

Pairwise Master Key Identification

PPP

Point-to-Point Protocol

PRF

Pseudo-Random Function

PSK

Pre-shared Key

PTK

Pairwise Transient Key
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Table 43: Acronyms
Acronym

Definition

QoS

Quality of Service

RA

Router Advertisement

RADIUS

Remote Authentication Dial-In User Service

RAP

Remote Access Point

RF

Radio Frequency

RFP

RFProtect

RRM IE

Radio Resource Management Information Element

RS

Router Solicitation

RSN

Robust Security Network

RSSI

Received Signal Strength Indication

RTSP

Real Time Streaming Protocol

SCCP

Skinny Client Control Protocol

SDR

Server Derived Rule

SIP

Session Initiation Protocol

SLAAC

Stateless Address Auto Configuration

SM

Spectrum Monitor

SMS

Simple Messaging Service

SNR

Signal to Noise Ratio

SSDP

Simple Service Discovery Protocol

SSH

Secure Shell

SSID

Service Set Identifier

SSL

Secure Sockets Layer

SSO

Single Sign-On

STA

Station

SVP

SpectraLink Voice Priority

TFTP

Trivial File Transfer Protocol

TLS

Transport Layer Security

TSM

Traffic Stream Measurement
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Table 43: Acronyms
Acronym

Definition

TU

Time Unit

TX

Transmission

UDID

Unique Device Identifier for an iOS Device

UDP

User Datagram Protocol

UDR

User Derived Rule

UPnP

Universal Plug and Play

VAP

Virtual Access Point

VBR

Virtual Beacon Report

VHD

Very High Density

VIA

Virtual Intranet Access

VIP

Virtual IP

VLAN

Virtual Local Area Network

VPN

Virtual Private Network

VRD

Validated Reference Design

VRIP

Virtual IP Address

VRRP

Virtual Router Redundancy Protocol

VSA

Vendor Specific Attributes

WebCC

Web Content Classification

WEP

Wired Equivalent Privacy

WIDS

Wireless Intrusion Detection System

WLAN

Wireless Local Area Network

WMS

WLAN Management System

WPA

Wi-Fi Protected Access

xSec

Extreme Security
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